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NOTES OP A CONFERENCE held at 10, Downing Street, S.W. 
on THURSDAY, November 13th, 1919, at 12 Noon. 

Present: 

The Prime Minister 
Mr. Bonar Lav/ 
Mr. Balfour 

Sir Maurice Hankey (Secretary) 

m m * * 

A message was received that Lord Curzon was indisposed 
and unable to be present. Further, he had not received 
any notice of the Meeting which, however, it was explained, 
had been arranged personally by the Prime Minister". 

The Conference had before them a draft statement by 
the Prime Minister in reply to a series of Parliamentary 
Questions addressed to him on the subject of Russia. 

The Conference approved of the statement subject to the 
incorporation of certain amendments and suggestions. 

A copy of the statement as finally agreed to is attached. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 
13th November, 1919. 



Prime Minister's Statement in the House 
ef Commons, November 15th, 1919. 

THE PRIME MINISTERS I am answering all the 
questions together. It is impossible to answer them 
separately because they run into each other and some of 
them cover exactly the same ground. As to the question 
in regard to the so-called peace advances from the 
Soviet Republic, the Allied Governments have always de
clined to take any action on communications which purported 
to come from the Governments of hostile countries through 
irresponsible agencies. They have only acted on commun
ications coming officially and directly from such 
Governments. That has been the practice of the Allies 
during the War, and events have fully justified it. The 
Government do not think it advisable to depart from that 
practice now. 

In reply to the question asked by my hon. and gallant 
Friend the Member for Barnstable, I wish to state cate
gorically that no person has at any time on my behalf or 
with my knowledge interviewed representatives of the 
Bolsheviks for the purpose of ascertaining whether , and 
upon what terms negotiations for peace might be opened. 

I have never agreed with what I may call the 
Northcliffe policy, explained by its author earlier gbhis 
year that the world powers should sink their pride for a 
moment and get into communication with the Bolsheviks, and 
that we should employ an avowed English Bolshevik sympath
iser for.that purpose. In my judgement that certainly is 
not the method by which peace can be secured in Russia. 

In reply to the question put by my Noble Friend 
the Member for Hitchin, first of all, as to the present 
position of Admiral Koltchak and the administrative and 
military causes of his retirement. The position in 
Western Siberia is undoubtedly grave. The Bolshevik 
forces are marching rapidly on Omsk, but the Koltchak 
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Armies have not evacuated that town, and its fate will 
he decided by the battles that are to be fought in the 
course of the next few days in front of the city. As to 
the causes of the retirement, they are rather too corn
plicated to give in answer toaa question. But it illus
trates the aspect of the Russian Civil war which I ventured 
to emphasise on Saturday - its abnormally sY/aying character. 
Early in the year Admiral Koltchak's Army had crossed the 
Urals and advanced beyond Perm and a junction with General 
Denikin in the South and the Archangel forces in the 
north was regarded as imminent, whilst an advance to 
Moscow before the winter seemed quite within the limits 
of practicability. At that time General Denikin was only 
just holding his own in a limited territory on the eastern 
shores of the Black Sea. How Admiral Koltchak has re
treated 660 miles and General Denikin has swept the 
Bolshevik Armies from a vast and fertile region covering 
thousands of sqare miles. Within the last few v/eeks he 
has lost some ground:, but he still holds by far the greater 
portion of the recovered territory. We are far too apt 
to examine the fight in Russia in the light of our 
experience of the great struggle in France. There an Army 
of the size of General Denikin's or of that of his 
Bolshevik foes would hold a front of a little over fifty 
miles with well-organised communications behind. Here, 
such an Army has to hold a front of 1,300 miles, with a 
vast country behind thoroughly disorganised, often over
run by marauding bands who temporarily capture and loot 
great cities in the recovered territotire. The vast 
majority of the population feel no ardent loyalty for either 
side and very quickly change their allegiance. There is 
the further complication of provincial or national move
merits like Petlura's. The result is that General Denikin 
has not so far been able to establish administrative 
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control over the conquered territories. That makes 
trade in this very important region for the supply of 
food and raw material for the present almost imp rac tits able. 
I might also add that the absorption of the railway 
equipment in the supply of the Armies adds to the 
difficulty. 

It is the policy of the Government to open up trade 
and commerce as much as possible with South Russia, in the 
interest not only of Russia but of the world. We have 
made special efforts in that direction during the last 
few months, and the hon. Member for the Camlachie 
Division of Glasgow - a well-known and able Member of this 
House - has been appointed to go on a special mission 
to South Russia with the object of, amongst other things, 
investigating what can be done in these reapects, and of 
generally advising the Government on the position. 

As regards general policy, the Government have re
peatedly stated this in the House. I stated it in some 
detail in the month of April. More recently it has been 
explained to the House of Commons by' my right hon. Frienfl 
The Secretary if State for War and by my right hon. 
Friend the Chancellor of the Exchequer in his written 
and financial statements. From the policy thus enun
ciated the Government have no intention of departing. 
As has been explained, between the date of the Armistice 
and the end of October, in cash and in kind, the value 
of nearly £100,000,000 has been spent or sanctioned by 
the United Kingdom on account of assistance sent to 
Russia. A substantial part of this sum has been, or 
will be, added to the permanent indebtedness of this 
country. The Government has repeatedly made it clear 
to the House of Commons that with the crushing financial 
burden already cast upon it by the Grat War, it cannot 
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contemplate the assumption of new obligations under this 
head. As the Chancellor of the Exchequer explained in 
the White Paper and in his speech, there is no provision 
made for such additional expenditure in Russia. If 
an addition is to he made to the national obligations 
under this head, it will be the responsibility of the 
House of Commons to determine the additional taxation 
that shall be imposed for the purpose. 

On the other hand, the Government have an over
whelming sense of the importance of bringing peace to 
Russia. Not only is Russia a source of unrest and 
disturbance to all its neighbours, with all the infinite 
possibilities for mischief which lurk in such a condition 
over so far an area, but a settlement of the Russian 
problem is essential to the reconstruction of the world. 
Russia is one of the great resources for the supply of 
food and raw material. The present condition in Russia 
is one of the contributing causes of the present high 
prices, and high prices are undoubtedly in all lands 
the most dangerous form of Bolshevik propaganda. There 
are also many indications that German reactionaries are 
using the present strike in Russia to strengthen their 
influence with all the struggling parties alike in that 
country, and I have no doubt that if the struggle 
continues, the military party in Germany will secure a 
great hold in Russia through the medium of the very 
numerous bodies of demobilised officers and nen
commissioned officers out of work, who will find ready 
employment in that country if the war proceeds. Prom 
the humanitarian point of view it is no less important 
in the opinion of the Government that civil war, which is 
not only destroying the economic life in Russia and thus 
impoverishing the world, but it is slowly decimating its 
inert and helpless population, should be brought to an 
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end as soon as possible. 
That is why the Government have always "been ready to take 

any reasonable opportunity which may present itself to effect 
settlement of the Russian question on conditions which will re 
bring peace and good order and constitutional government 
to Russia, on terms which are acceptable to the Russian people 
themselves. Their views on this subject were embodied in the 
Allied letter to Admiral Koltchak. "It is proposed to hold, 
I hope, at early date, an International Conference at 
which Ministers of the Allied and Associated Powers will 
consider the various grave and outstanding problems which 
the Peace Conference has so far been unable to settle for 
one reason or another. Russia will be amongst these 
problems. If the House of Commons wishes to have a 
discussion of the Russian question before the assembly of this 
Conference, the Government will, of course, be prepared to 
give the necessary facilities. But I would respectfully 
suggest before the demand Is made that Members should bear 
in mind that in a difficult and delicate matter of this kind 
it is not always the best plan to have a public debate 
in which the Government may be forced in support of its 
views to give publicity to information on matters connected 
with the position in Russia - information which has 
influenced their judgement on policy. The House of 
course, may rest assured that trie Government will inaugurate 
no new policy and commit the country to no fresh action 
without giving the House the fullest opportunity of 
discussing it. 
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HOTE of a Conversation "between the 
Prime Minister and M. Loucheur at a 
Luncheon at 10. Downing Street, on 
Wednesday, 3rd December, 1919. 

The following were present:-
The Prime Minister. 
Mr. Winston S. Churchill. 
M. Loucheur. 
Sir Maurice Hankey. 
Prof. P.J. Mantaux. 

The conversation turned largely on the general 
relations between Prance and Great Britain and more 
particularly on their policy in regard to Bussia and 
the Turkish Peaoe. 

Mo Loucheur began by dwelling on the importance 
of a complete understanding between Great Britain and 
Prance on all questions of foreign policy. These two 
countries, he said, were practically the only fully 
organised States remaining in Europe. In Italy the 
situation was very serious and this was particularly 
dangerous for Prance. He thought that Great Britain 
and Prance ought to formulate a scheme of general and 
economic policy which they could present to the 
United States of America and which, he thought, America 
would then accept. When pressed by the Prime Minister, 
however, he agreed that America was disinteresting 
herself more and more in European affairs and that in 
view of the probable continuance of President Wilson1s 
ill health, it would be extremely difficult to.obtain 
any decisions from the United States. 

The first point to which the conversation turned 
was Bussia. When asked by the Prime Minister to explain 
his proposals in detail, M. Loucheur said that in the 
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view of the French Government, support by troopa was not 
practical politics. The first step, he advocated., was to 
"bring together the Eussian representatives in Paris and to 
get them to agree as to some scheme for the political 
status of all the various anti-Bolshevist elements in 
Eussia. He regarded this as of the first importance. 
Next, he would support the anti-Bolshevist States "by sending 
surplus war material in large quantities, this being partly 
paid for by commodities given in exchange. France, he said, 
was already arranging to send war material to General Denikin 
in exchange for commercial products. He agreed that the 
French Government could not ask the Frenoh Parliament for a 
Vote of Credit in favour of Eussia. This, however, did not 
apply to Poland. The traditional and historical friendship 
of France for Poland would not preclude financial assistance 
from France to that country. He would encourage Poland to 
co-operate with General Denikin against the Bolshevists. 

Mr. Churchill observed that if a decision to this 
effect was not reached very shortly, General Denikin might 
collapse. 

M. Loucheur, however, did not confine himself to 
Bus si an policy.. He said he had prepared and committed 
the paper, a complete scheme of policy covering the whole 
of Europe as well as Turkey. 

At this point, the Prime Minister interposed with a 
statement as to the gravity of the present position. The 
United States were withdrawing themselves more and more 
from European affairs. He could not agree with M. Ii6.uchettr 
that there was even a reasonable prospect that the United 
States would give France a loan for the rehabilitation 
of the devastated areas. This made it all the more 
important that Great Britain and France should stick 
together. What was the position, however? The relations 
between the two countries on certain questions had 
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latterly "been most unsatisfactory. The French Press had 
constantly attacked the British Government, particularly 
in relation to Syria, and had accused them of all kinds 
of "bad faith. The Quai d'Orsay and even Mo Olemenceau 
himself, probably at the instigation of the Quai dIOrsay, 
had been by no means friendly. When he had proposed, for 
example, that' General Gouraud should come to London to 
discuss matters with Pi eld-Marshal Allenby before proceeding 
to Syria, tie had received a reply from Mo Glemeneeau couched 
in terms that were almost insulting, more than hinting at 
bad faith on the part of the British Government. Although 
he had replied in studiously friendly terms, M e Glemeneeau1 s 
letter, had left an unpleasant impression. 

The Prime Minister pointed out that Prance was not left 
in a very easy situation as the result of the war. In 
Germany, as all the information he received pointed, Prance 
was regarded with sullen hostility. A feeling was growing 
up in Germany akin to that which had existed in Prance 
towards Germany in 1871. Prance could not count on support 
from the United States. Consequently, it was essential that 
she should continue her former close relations with Great 
Britain. If this was to be the ease, the Press attacks must 
cease and bitterness must not be allowed to grow up out of 
political affairs, such as that of Syria, which were not 
really of vital importance to either Nation. 

M . Loucheur admitted that the relations of the two 
countries were not all that could be desired and said that 
one of the reasons which had prompted him to come to London 
was to prepare the way for improvement in this respeet. He 
had already given his general ideas in regard to Bussian 
policy and he would like to develop them further^ As regards 
the Turkish Peace, he outlined the following proposals. 

He would allow the Turks to remain in Constantinople, 

* but he would place the Straits under Anglo-Prench control 
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with an Anglo-French garrison. The whole of the Straits 
would be run as an Anglo-French concern with a Turkish 
facade. He proposed that the whole of the Turkish railways 
should be run by an Anglo-French Board similar to the 
Suez Canal Board, the actual administration of the Straits 
being also conducted by an Anglo-French Board. 

As regards the Italians, he proposed an Anglo-Franeo-
Xtalian Board for working the Heraclea Coal District, Italy 
being given priority of purchase of the produots of the 
mines. He seemed to think that Italy would be satisfied 
with this. Personally he was not in favour of France 
remaining in Cilioia but he admitted that if, owing to the 
pressure of the Colonial Party, France had to remain there, 
it would be difficult for her to avoid undertaking some 
degree of protection for the Armenians. His plan for the 
protection of the Armenians, however, was to attach a 
British or French Officer or Official to the staff of the 
Turkish Talis and High Officials. He asked the Prime 
Minister if he would state what were the British desiderata 
in Turkey. 

The Prime Minister said that Great Britain desired a 
mandate for Mesopotamia and Palestine. He emphasised the 
great importance of no quarrel arising between Great Britain 
and France in regard to these regions. Great Britain 
desired that France shottld come to terms with the Arabs, but 
they must do so without enabling the Arabs to say that they 
had been deserted by Great Britain. France must avoid a 
war with Feisal. If such an eventuality occurred, however 
correct the attitude of the Governments, it would be almost 
impossible to avoid embittering the relations of the two 
countries. Opinion in Great Britain would be strongly 
moved in favour of the Arabs who had fought alongside us 
in the Palestine campaign. There would be interviews with 
and articles by such people as Colonel Xawrenee. The 
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British Press, which had hitherto "behaved very well and had 
not retaliated to the attacks of the French Press, would 
publish violent articles and public opinion would be strongly 
moved. 

As regards Palestine, the.Prime Minister said that all 
he wanted was the traditional boundaries of Dan and 
Beersheba. Some people considered that the boundary should 
run north of Dan, but he had only asked for Palestine and 
he defined this as the original traditional Palestine. If 
the two countries could not agree as to the proper boundary, 
he was prepared to submit it to arbitration by someone 
nominated by President Wilson. He laid stress on the 
importance of securing the use of the Waters of the Jordan 
to Palestine which, Uo Loucheur remarked, could be arranged 
as an economic question. 

In regard to Mesopotamia, the Prime Minister stated 
that the British Government wanted a pipe line and a railway 
connecting Mosul with Haifa. This was primarily a commercial 
requirement but not entirely so as the British Government 
must insist on the right to transfer troops by it to deal 
either with a local rebellion or, conceivably in the distant 
future, a war with some other State, and they must be able f 
to transfer the troops without violating Francers neutrality./ 

Mo Loucheur said that it would be necessary to get round 
Mo Clemenceau on these questions and he promised to use his 
good offices in this respeet. Contrary to what the Prime 
Minister believed, he thought that M, Berthelot was sincerely 
anxious to come to an agreement with Great Britain on these 
questions. M . Berthelofr had worked very hard to come to an 
agreement with Feisa! and he had heard M* Eerthelot speak in 
high terms to M. Clemenceau of the Emir Feisal. He was very 
hopeful that France would come to terms with the Arabs as 
the result of the conversations with Feisal. 

The Prime Minister said he was much less hopeful. The 
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Emir Peisal had written him a letter from Paris which was 
not encouraging. M. Loucheur ought to see this letter and 
he instructed Sir Maurice Hankey to show it to him. 
(Sir Maurice Hankey sent, a copy of the letter to Mr. Churchill 
who was to see M. Louoheur on the same afternoon). 

MB Loucheur, continuing, said, that he actually proposed 
to approach M. Clemenceau through Mo Berthelot withwhom he 
had discussed the whole question before coming to England. 
teHA^gene*a3r""que^t^n^ 
^e thought there had been faults on both sides. Action 
certainly ought to be taken to change the attitude of the 
French Press which he admitted was abominable. The French 
people, however, thought that the British attitude was often 
very grasping, particularly in regard to oil. They appeared 
to be endeavouring to secure control of oil all over the 
world, not only in Mesopotamia but even in Boumania. 

The Prime Minister said he had never heard of any 
British Government action in regard to Roumanian oil. 

The conversation then turned on the question of the 
best means of procedure. In this connection, Mr. Churchill 
again urged the importance of avoiding delays since unless 
Poland was put in motion against the Bolshevists within a 
few weeks, General Denikin might collapse. 

M. Loucheur said that Mo Clemenceau was most unwilling / 
to come to London for any general discussion of the Turkish 
Peace. 

Mr. Lloyd George pointed out that this had always been 
M. Clemenceau1s attitude ever since he came into office. 
Before that time, the Conferences had taken place 
alternately in London and Paris. M. Eibot, though as old 
as M. Clemenceau, had not hesitated to come to London. 
Nevertheless, in deference to M. Clemenceaurs age and 
out of the great respect and honour which he felt for/him, 
Mr. Lloyd George himself had consented to journey time after 
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time *o Paris. A£ the beginning of the present year, he V 
and -Mr. Balfour had spent five months in Paris. Mr  Bonar Lawy c

jbrd Milner, Mr. Churchill, Mr. Chamberlain, lord Curson, ^ ' 
Mr. Barnes and other British Ministers had had to spend, in 
the aggregate, weeks in Paris. All this time they had had 
to leave their business in London which was heavy and urgent. 
Meanwhile, M. Clemenceau and his colleagues had been on the 
spot in Paris and had been able to attend to their duties 

- / I 

without intermission. In the present situation in England, 
with many important measures coming before Parliament and 
with numerous urgent questions to be settled, including that 
of the railwaymen^s wages, which if not settled before 
December 3lst might result in a Railway strike, it was quite 
impossible for him or for any of his colleagues to proceed 
to Paris for another prolonged Conference* He urged very f 

strongly that on this occasion, M. Clemenceau, accompanied,..-.' 
if possible by M. Loucheur himself or M. Tardieu, should 
come to London, where they might meet representatives 'qf. 
Italy for a discussion of the Turkish Treaty, and of Ja\panM 
as well for a discussion of Russian policy. The American"*'J 

Government should also be invited to send a representatiy 
though he doubted if they would accept. 

In reply to M. Louchsur, he said he would not insi 
on the transfer of the Peace Conference to London. If 
French Government would prefer, the London meetings mf 
take the form of conversations and the formal signatxj 
Peace could afterwards be carried out in Paris. 

M. Loucheur said that this consideration would £. 
great weight with M. Clemenceau. He was leaving for 
to-morrow and he would do his utmost to indues M./C1 
to come to London, for conversations. The earliest ^ 
date, he thought, would be December 11th, as M.'Cleft 
had to be present for the opening of the Chamber-on"\ 
8th, 9th and 10th December. 
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SECRETARY^ NOTES of a Coniferenco held at 
^ 10, Downing Street,, S.-'* 1* on Friday,

S r ^ ^ /*Jf December 12th, 1919 at 4.30. p.ra* 
6--3 
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PRESENT: ' 

The Prime Minister (In the Chair), 
The Lord Privy Seal, 
The Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
The President,of the Board of Trade. 

The following were also present:-
Sir barren Fisher, 
Sir John Bradbury, 

.. , Mr. Bla-ckett-. 

o a c o c 6 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir M. Hankey........Secretnry, 

Lieutenant-Colonel L, Storr Assistant Secretary. 

INTERVENTION 1. The Prime Minister informed the Meeting that 
IN RUSSIA. 

at an Inter-allied Conference hold that morning 
the opinion had been expressed unanimously against 
holding an Inter-allied Conference in regard to 
Russia. He had submitted to the meeting Mr.. 
Churchlll's proposal of an Inter-nllled Conference 
but this had been rejected by the representatives 
of Fmnce, tho United States and Italy. Mr. 
Churchill had expressed the opinion at a Confer
ence on the previous day that. If It were decided 
to stop all interference in Rus3ian affairs 
Parliament ought to be informed at once. He 



proposed to summon a mee-ting of the -Gab-lnei/- thai; 
afternoon at 6 p m. in order to communicatQ to n

His Majesty1s Ministers the view that had been 
the unanimous opinion of the Inter-Allied Con
ference in respect of Russian intervention. 

(The Secretory to the Cabinet then read 
out the Draft Conclusions that he had 
prepared of the Interallied Conference 
held that morning). 

(At this point- Sir Maurice Hankey withdrew). 

2. The Conference briefly discussed the question 
of reparationc 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer stated that 
Lord Sumner's opinion .was thrt the ̂ question of 
the distribution of the indemnity.'among the 
Allies should be left indefinite for the present;, 
until the respective claims had been more closely 
examined. Lord Sumner's view vra-s that whatever 
proportion was fixed, the French would sooner or 
later raise objections. Mr. Chamberlain said 
that he himself was, however, in favour of fixing 
a definite proportion. 

The Lord Privy Sealtthought thrt the French 
'"-' \ 

would almost certainly rr-ise objections, whether 
any proportion were fixed or not. 



The Chancellor of the Exchequer pro-ceedlng, 
stated thnt Lord Sumnor had proposed that wo should 
submit to the Commission a carefully documented 
nnd reasoned statement of our claims, Fe could 
keep in reserve a supplementary list of claims to 
be submitted later,, and we could lenve it to tho 
other Allies to follow our lead.. 

The Prime Minister thought that unless we 
fixed n proportion, we were ,bound to meet with 
considerable difficulty. In his view we could not 
expect ever to get the whole Indemnity] but the 
Germans for a certain number of years would pay 
something, and therefore he was in favour of fixing 
a certain proportion. 

The Lord Privy Seal agreed and thought that 
the Germnns would pay up to the extent of their 
ability to do so and the French would realise the 
absurdity of submitting impossible demands. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the 
French proposal was.that the., proportion,. as between 
the French and ourselves, should be fixed, at 55 to 
25*. Our own proposal was that the proportion 
should be 50 to 30* The United States, on the 
other hand had suggested.that 2 to 1 was a reason
able proportion^ Lord Sumner had, sncter instructions 

agreed to accept. 
f*om-' tihe Prime Minister., ^ the United States pro
posal, f$ the Frencni a*oul.a. also accept, fct*t the 

j&eft&ll refnerj^lw 
The Prime Minister said that he.was in favour 

of fixing something definite even.If it wore to our 
disadvantage- The Germans might pay fifty or a 
hundred millions a year, over and above the cost of 
the Army of Occupation, but this would bear no real 



relation to the total P.mount the Allies were en
titled to claims In his opinion there was no 
, prospect of our getting the last penny out of 
. Germany * He did not think, tha t fe5 per cento 
represented our rightful dues, but he thought that 
.it would be better to accept this than to leave the 
. matter indeterminate * 

.Sir John Bradbury in reply to a question by 
the .Prime Minister4 said that ho thought the 
Germans -might be able to pay two hundred millions 
a year, 4,nciw(AiJtt̂  *he cost of the Army of 
Occupation^ 

The Prime Minister said that there was no 
question at. all, in the minds of anybody who had 

. visited, the devastated areas of France, as to the 

...extent of, the damage done; but the French would 
always contend that /this had not been sufficiently 
realised by the Allies.. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer stated that 
the suggestion that some portion 

he attached great importance to/any payment by the 
bs " 

Germans shM&d/devoted to the reduction of the Inter- -
allied..debt, thus making Germany bankrupt rather 
than ourselves. 

The.Prime Minister said that we were to re
ceive about three, million tons of German shipping. 
He was afraid, however, that for the first year or 
so we should not benefit by this. He inquired 
whether it would not be advisable to give the French 
a share of the shipping, and get them to make a 
reparation to us in kind. 

Sir John Bradbury agreed that we might be 
hit as regards the shipping, but on the other hand 
we might score about cattle and other assets to be 



paid in kind. He fully appreciated the importance of 
a proper understanding with the French; and he agreed 
with lord Sumner that our rightful claim amounted to at 
least three-fiftha of the French claim. 

The Prime Minister pointed out that the French 
proposal of $5 to .25 amounted to '45' per cent. Was it 
worth while fighting about the differenae? After all, 
there was no question as to.the enormous damage from 
which France had suffered. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer was of the opinion 
that Parliament would accept the French proposal, if 
the Prime Minister's point was clearly put. before them. 

Sir John Bradbury stated that the. previous discussions 
had been based on the assumption that the French and our*
sejr̂ fcs together would take eighty shares of the indemnity, 
the French proposal being that France should re delve fifty
five shares and -Great Britain twenty^five; and that we 
should negotiate with our Allies as to the disposal of 
the remaining twenty shares I We had suggested £0 and 30.' 
The United States suggestion on the other hand had fixed 
the proportion, as between France and ourselves, at and 
28, giving France and Great Britain together 84 shares instead 
of ftO at the expense of the. balance available "far Belgium 
and the other Allies. He himself had suggested that France 
should receive -five-eighth ' s and ourselves three-eighth ' s . 
M. Loucheur's present proposal was to begin by agreeing 
merely a ratio between France and ourselves - say as 11 is 
to $ .- leaving the ratio which the. aggregate chare of France 
and Great Britain is to bear to the total for subsequent 
negotiation with the other Allies. 

It was agreed:
- That for political, reasons it was desir
able to accept the French suggestion as to 
the proportion of the indemnity to be 
allotted to France and Great Britain 
respe ct ively. 



C HA IRIAN SHIP 
OF THE 
REPARATION 
COMMISSION.. . 

3  . Tho Chancellor of the Exchequer said that a

as regnrds the Chairmanship of the Commission, 
M;.' Clemenceau nr.s opposed to having a Minister 
In' the Choir, IB1 hiirretan
Viwtr-thoro -was no objection to having a French 
Chr.Irman so long as his rights were clearly 
limited and defined. 

(The Chancellor of the Exchequer then 
handed to Ministers present copies of 
a Draft prepared by the Treasury 
defining ho powers of the Chairman). 
(Append'!?. /' " *-

Experience showed that when- a Frenchman 
was In the Chair he generally exceeded his 
powers, or embarrassed his Committee by his 
Indiscretions. and was Inclined to be biased 
when he submitted the views of his' Committee 
to the Peace Conference. . 



SIR JOHN BRADBUHY thought that if the Fran oh and Ouru**:tv*a 

Ofvold agree ay to our respective shares, of indemnity, 

the question of the nationality of the. CHoaijrmanship of the 

Coinmis-aion became a matter of.muoh loss importance-, He 

understood - that-the United States were, still very keen on having 

- an Ame rican. as .G hs irman.. 

TEE. PHI MS. MINISTER, said that he inclined t.& MoCXemenc-eauf s . 

vi ew. t hat an. Amer i6 ah., Oha- irjflatu from., a n exagge rat ed & ons e of 

jus ties-might, he disposed to take a, somewhat jg^-o^^Q^M0£^3'-rim?s

SIR JOHN BRADBURY thought that if an .Amerl^a?fc^ore-in the 

Chair the French Representative and our-selves-o^uld...mitigate' 

any possible, pro-Oerman bias on the part of the Chairman. 

The ^Americans attached great impor-tance to equal authority 

being reserved to all the delegates, the Chairman''being'T^rel-.5L,,. . 

the presiding Delegate at the Meetings of the Commission. 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER suggested that he might 

interview MJDoueheur and say to him^that this question had 

been discussed with the Prime Minister and his colleagues, and 

they were of opinion that we could come to an amioshl^srraige' 

ment with the, French about the shares of the indemnity to.be 

paid to the two Nations respectively. As regards the-Chair

mans hip we agree that-he should, not be. a Minister. In respect 

c,f his. functions we submitted certain draft proposals.. Was 

Loucheur prepared to- accept this definition of his duties? 

Further, we were disposed to .accept the French proposal that 

the reparation, as between the. French, and ourselves, should be 

fixed at 55 and 25; and we suggested that the French and our

selves might negotiate with the other Allies about their 

sh are . 
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. THE -PRIME ilIllISIElv emphasized- the; Importance cf settling 
up all outstanding questions' with' the French- in the first 
Instance,,. As- regards1 the Army' of Occupation', the French 
must agree that "the Chairman should pay fall costs "both to 
the French and our seizes, having regard fro the fact- that the 
British soldier was paid at a very much higher rate than the 
Frenchman,, Re thought we might state that in our opinion 
the fair reparation was two. to one, tut if the French would 
agree to full costs for- the Army of Occupation of the French 
and ourselves being defrayed by the Germanswa would accept 
a reparation of 55 to 25. 

SIR JOHL-i B K A D B U R Y suggested that as a large portion of 
the business of the Commission would have to be done in 
Committees, it might be possible, if thought' desirable, to 
arrange that (as in the ca.se of our own House of Commons) 
the Deputy Chairman -of the Commission should be Chairman of 
Committees. Such a Deputy Chairman would have past powers 
and might be a valuable /counterpoise to a' French Chairman. 

THE PlvIME MINISTER thought that this was  relatively v

speaking, an unimportant oonaideration. 

: It was /agreed that the Chancellor 6f the Exchequer 
should -interview M, Loucheur at once and ap. roach 

- him on the lines that At. Chamberlain had suggested., 
(At this, point the Chancellor of the Exchequer and 
Sir John Bradbury withdrew). 

'74;S7AI1A '''--'-''''" 
4. THE PKIME iillilBTER said that, he wished now to- discuss the 
auestion of coal v/hich' had been-raffed at the Inter-Allied 
Conference held that morning. 

: . - - - . ' ;  : - . 

- (At this point Mr. Duncan, the Coal Controller and 
Mr.:,', Lee of the Board of Trade joined the 
Conference i. 
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THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD (F TRADE said that the position 

hrd been rendefrod^rruch-TTKire^xllffi^rult as a result. of the 

debate which had boon hold at the House of Commons' the pre

vious eveningo -He,-himself^ saw no solatXoir-of the financial 

side of the question.unless the l/2d.limitation of profits 

riore imposedo 

THE PRIME MINISTER enquired whether it was possible for us 

to do anything to assist the French in this matter. 

THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD CP TRADE said that at present the 

French were getting half our total export of eoal, that is 

to say they were receiving 17 out of 54 million tonse The 

average ^rice they were paying was 62/6d* a ton,wfeieh was 

about 1$/- a ton less than other Nations8 

TBft PRIME MINISTER said that he had received the previous 

evening and early that morning an Influential deputation of 

mine owners and miners who had represented that the main 0

difficulty in regard to the output of coal, was the. congestion 

of traffic^ and they had reported that the exports from 

various Welsh ports had diminished by some millions of tons 

for this reason^ 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD CF TRADE said that the main diffl

culty In regard to coal was the question of shipping0 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that we should tell the French 

that we proposed?

(a) To set up at once a Government Committee 
consisting cf the Goal Control lea?, the Minister 
of Labours the Food Controller, the Shipping 
Controller* and the Minister of Transport, to 
investigate closely the reasons for the present 
congestion^ 

(b) Local Committees who would endeavour to induce 
merchants to pay higher coastal freights Instead 
of waiting for conveyance by rail whore the rates 
are at present considerably lowers 

This9 he thought, would be a fairly good answer to the French 

so far as quantity was concerneda 



THE COAL CONTROLLER agreed that everything depended upon 

shippingo 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that, what the French Representatives 

ought to do on their return to France was to state in the 

newspapers that satisfactory arrangements had boon made in 

regard to coal and thai so many more million tons had been 

promised^ 

THE Ŝ Ftf) PRIVY SEAL pointed out that America might per hlgher: 

for our coal than the French In which case our exports would 

be diverted to the United States,, 

THE COAL CONTROLLER, reported that his Department had pressed 

the Shipping Controller to relinquish more shipping for the 

export of coalo 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that ho had been informed that there 

was some 14ft-, ships now lying idle In the Bristol Channel; this 

ho understood was largely due to the incompetence of certain 

Harbour. Trust Authorities in Walesi 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE said that one of the 

principal reasons militating against the export of coal was 

tho difficulty experienced in getting the dockers to work,,.. 

THE LORD PR; IVY SEAL suggested that tho French Representatives 

now in this country should be informed that wo should make 

no definite promises until the coal question had been more 

thoroughly thrashed out In British Parliament,, . 

(The Conference finished at 5*30 p.m.) 



4a?ga&JO ' A. 

1.. It shall be the duty of the Chairman to preside 

at the meetings of the Commission and to exercise such 
authority in regard to the esLling, postponement of, and 
the conduct of business at, such meetings as may be given 
by .the.Standing Orders * and it shall be the toy of the 

Deputy Chairman to discharge any or all of the duties 
of. the Chairman in his absence, Otherwise the powers 
of all the..,delegates shall be equal. 
2..... All Minutes of proceedings at meetings of the 
Commission shall be signed by the Chairman (or in his 

absence by the Deputy Chairman) and countersigned'by 
the Secretary-General. 
3. . . All formal documents issuing from the Commission 
other than ordinary correspondence may, after approval by the 
Commission, be signed by any two delegates and counter
signed by the Secretary-Gerex al. 

4. All correspondence issuing from the Commission 

shall be expressed to be written by direction of the 
Commission and shall be signed by the Secretary-General 
or his duly authorised deputy. The Secretary-General 
shall be responsible for securing that all letters 
signed by him or his deputy have either the general or 
specific authority of 1he Commission. 

5... Ho individual delegate shall have power to act 

in the name, of or on behalf of the Commission unless 
expressly authorised to do so by resolution of the 

Comlaission in regard to a specific matter. Any delegate 
so. authorised may. sign letters and documents on behalf 
of the. Commission In respect of such matter, provided that 
such letters or documents are expressed to be issued by 
direction of the Commission and the resolution of the Commission 

giving the authority is quoted therein. 
. f 



(£*&sJBg2S3qnV Ija, the --Property, .nf - His Britanni * 
4la iesty''3 Government .) 

E C R E T -

N.QTBS of-a 5tKEaii!uSQ . held at l,V, Downing Street, S.'7,l. on 
7BDKBSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1919, at 5 p.m. ' 

PRESENT:-

The Prime Minister (in the Chair). 
Rii?h* Hon. A.. Bonar Law, M..P.., The Right Hon. the Earl Curzon 
Lord Privy' Seal. of"Kedleston, K.G.,G,C.S.I., 

G.C.I..E., Secretary, of State 
Right Hon. E.S,Montagu, LI.P,, . for Foreign Affairs. 
Secretary of State for India, 

The Right Hon. W.S.. Churchill, 
Right Bon. A. J.Bal four, '0, Iv,, L". P. . M , F ' Secretary of State M

Lord . President of the Council. for ,7ar and Air1. 

The Right Hon. H.A.L. Eisher, 
L1.D., ivi.P., President of 
the Board of Education. 

The following was also present:-

Hr Philip Kerr. 

Lieut ,-Colonel..L, Storry"C..B., - tn\ 1 mi Secretary. 



TEE PRIME MINISTER informed the Conference that he 
was to meet Cleuenee.au on the following day, and he wished 
to consult hi a colleagues as to the line that he should take. 
He himself thought it might be best if -he -.v\et K. Clemenceau 
alone, in order that they might clear the air by a frank 
talk before any Conference was held with other Allied 
Ministers. It would probably be necessary to invite Signor 
S c i a l o t o some of the meetings, and his own opinion was 
that it mi^ht be as well to send an invitation to the Aineri
oan Ambassador. Unfortunately, the conversations which had 
hithe 'to taken place with Signor Scialoia had proved absolute
ly fruitless, as the Italian Foreign Minister neither had 
any suggestions to make himself, nor had he any authority to 
accept any suggestions of ours.. - Mr Lloyd George said that 
he attached the greatest importance to a very early meeting, 
in Italy, England, cr elsewhere, of really responsible Minis
ters with authority to sign Agreements. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS agreed 
that an invitation should be- sent to Mr Davis to be present 
at meetings when Signer Scialoja attended, but he was quite 
certain that Mr Davis would be party to no decision. He 
thought that a number of talks with M. Olemenoeau might be 
more profitable than one prolonged Conference. 

It was agreed — 

That invitations should be sent to the 
American Ambassador and Signor Scialoja 
to attend certain Conferences to be held 
in the course of the next few days, when 
the questions of the Adriatic and Turkey 
w?"e discussed. 

THE PRIME MINISTER then asked what he should say -to U,. 
Clemenceau. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS suggested 
that he should speak rather on the lines on- which he had 
spoken to M. Loucheur when the latter had lunched with him 
recently, when the Prime Ministe- had pointed out how things 
were drifting and how the United States were practically 
dropped out. He had further complained of the tone of the 
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French Press, which was inspired by the Quai 4* Or say and 

which..was to be deplored at a time when things were so 

critical. Ho'̂  was. it possible to rcake Peace in the liiddle 

East when the atmosphere was poisoned by Allied Press 

attacks? The" second point was that thin?.3 were drawing to 

a he;.-d in Morocco. The French thought that they had Syria 

in their hands, that they had squared Feisul, and they how 

intended to turn Tangier into a French Naval Possessions 

A third point to which the Prime Minister night refer" was 

the question of the guarantee of the integrity of French 

soil. ThiS was oti- pt^on^est weapon, arid should be kept in 

reserve. Parliament had accepted the ,guarantee so long as 

the United States were associated with us, but if- we. came 

in alone it was doubtful whether it ^ouid be approved. He 

hoped that the two Priise Ministers would not .get tangled up 

with the narrower issues involved, i , e  the borders of M

Palestine, the Dan-Beeraheba line, or the limits of Arab 

sphere. As regards Constantinople, was it to remain with 

the Turk, and, if not, what kind of administration was to b 

set up? The French had recently changed their attitude; a 

first they had wanted to take over the administration of 

Constantinople. They had then receded from this position, 

and th?n, after the withdrawal of the United States, they 

had revived the proposal for an Ancrlo-French administration 

with an Anglo-French Police Force, and so on, leading to a 

condominium, which would be a certain source of friction, 

in his opinion, out of which we should eventually clear wit. 

disgust. Lord Gurscn said that he '--as in favour of an 

International Commission administering Constantinople and 

the Straits. If it were necessary to .nake concessions to 

Moslem and Indian sentiment, he would fc.ransfe? the capital 

of Turkey to Asia Minor and.leave the Sultan in a "Vatican" 

on the Straits. Two further proposals had been made; one 

was to have definite spheres of economic control for the 

French, the Italians and the Greeks; and the second,, to 



have tea S*nwflP to went sol the mnAi%p. :\*$%ai. smfvb he i* ifel.fi) 
Cus*oms* ind so forth: 

THE LORE PRESIDENT CP HE? COUECIL said that his own 
plan was — 

(a) The Greeks to have Smyrna, 
and 

(to) The Italians to be granted prior 
economics concessions in the area 
allot+e^ to the*o under the 3,-kes-
Pi cot An -"e erne nt. 

He did not think it was necessary to work out the details 
of this at present, lYhat we ourselves really Wanted was 
free ingress for our goods. He reminded the Conference that 
what, we had obtained in Mesopotamia was enormous, whereas 
the Italians were in reality recei^in? very little. He sug
gested thai we should follow roughly the lines of the Agree
ment of 1916, which 'rave Mesopotamia to ths British, Syria 
and Gilioia to the French, and South Asia Minor to the Ital
ians, His o--n view was that the Italians would accept much 
less than taey were entitled to claim. 

THE S^C ROTARY OF STATE FOR INDIA thought that much 

depended upon the way in "*hich the negotiations- were conduct
ed. He suggested that, in granting concessions te the Itali
ans, care should be taken to avoid any appearance of parti
tioning up Asia Minor among the Allies. If it was intended 

to turn Turkey out of Constantinople, he did not think the 
so-called "Vatican" solution was any real solution so far as 
Moslem sentiment was concerned. The Moslems did claim the 
sovereignty, however titular and shadowy, of Constantinople. 
He agreed that an International Commission was the right 
solution, but he would have a Treaty with the Turks forcing 

the Sultan to have Constantinople and the Straits adminis-
t f * " P d by a Commission in the Sultan' s na ( e . He was anxious 

to kno"r what it was proposed to do with Adrianople. The 
further one went North of the Straits the more Turkish the 

population became. Briefly, he agreed entirely with Mr 
Balfour about Italy, and he did not quarrel with the sug
gestion that the Greeks should be given Smyrna, and he agreed 
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with the ^reign Seor&tary atopul an international agntwsl ^ 
of the Straits so long as the titular sovereignty of Ooh
stantihople regained with the Turks. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR WAR said that he earnestly 
trusted that the conversations with M. Cleraencean would be 
profitable. Any solution was better than no solution. He 
thought that the Priiae Minister should say that, as the 
United States have now gone out* the matter-is simplified; 
and if only Prance and England can reach agreement on Turkish 
policy, with a fair recognition of Italian claims, we could 
make that agreement effective. - Prance would be consternated 
if she learned that it was by no means a foregone conclusion 
that we would guarantee her integrity, and he agreed with 
Lord Curzon that this was a very powerful weapon in our hands. 
Today the Turkish control was passing from cur hands, We 
controlled Constantinople on both sides of the Straits, but 
not the huge territories lying outside it. There was a real 
danger of Bolshevist penetration, imperilling our interests 
in the Middle ";ast. Another reason why it was important to 
come to an early agreement with the French was that our 
troops in Turkey were deteriorating in quality and they had 
to be relieved by young, immature men. The French had great 
interests in Constantinople, and so we ought to be able to 
square them. It was vital to come to some definite agreement 
between the two Great Powers concerned. He was in favour of 
what would virtually be an Anglo-French Administration,-with 
certain concessions to other Powers. Next,.-he had reason to 
believe that M. Clemenceau intended to discuss Russia. The 
situation there deteriorated every day. If nothing could be 
done we ought to clear out. He reminded the Conference that 
a month previously the Prime Minister had practically given 
an assurance to the House of Commons that the Russian question 
would be finally settled at this Conference. As with Turkey, 
so with Russia; there must be a joint definite Anglo-French 
oolicy. rTe must decide — 



(a) '.7hat grders were to be given to. the 
Baltic States: 

(b) EJhat we were to do in regard to 
Poland: 

(o) Are we to adopt theS&Uinkoff policy 
of a Conference between the anti-
Bolshevik States and the loyal Rus
siana,with Great . Britain and Prance 
sup;j.r vising? 

If there were, ranch further delay, Lenin and Tro+sky would 
prevail,, England and Prance must speak with one voice, in 
respect of Finland,-.- the Baltic States,., the loyal Russians, 
and so on. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD *F EDUCATION said that he 
was much attracted by iir Balfour's suggestion for South Asia 
Minor, but as regards North Asia Minor and Armenia we had 
a strong oody of opinion in England which was anti-Tur'.^. 
which we tnifht- attract by showing f-at ^e had taken proper 
precautions to ensure the protection of Armenia. As regards 
Constantinople and the Straits, he favoured an International 
Commission to control the Straits and to exercise effective 
control over Constantinople, with the Sultan in nominal 
control. Indian students with whom he had cose in contact 
we"e vary -aon-ehensive of the effect in India of the expul
s ion of Tu"key f rom Constant inople. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS thought 
that if the French re.rained in Asia Minor we might argue 
that it was up to then; to look after the whole of the 
Armenians on the coast and in the strip connecting with 
Russian Armenia, near Erivan. An alternative had been 
suggested by Lord Bryce, who had said that if we could 
persuade some great or small Power to take charge of 
Armenia the United States would supply the necessary funds, 
although they might shrink fro..'., political responsibility. 
As regards Mr Fisher's other point, he did not believe 
that there was any serious or lasting sentiment in England 
about expulsion. 



THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL said that Mr 
Churchill's view was that the Prime Minister should come to 
some agreement with'.... Clenenceau, and then , say to the 
rest of the world that we could not tolerate anarchy in the 
Middle East, that Prance and Great Britain were in agreement, 
and that the other Powers jnust conform, - This would involve 
the exclusion of the Italians, who might be a great nuisance, 
but it wag not Vise to icno**e them. Owing to their great 
increase of population as compared with Prance, they imagined 
themselves to be a Great Power, Moreover, they felt ill-used 
over the Treaty of London, and there was no doubt that the 
French had behaved badly towards then?. 7e could not, in 
his opinion, settle Asia Minor without reference to Italy, 
and it would be impolitic to thrust her ostentatiously into 
the background. He agreed that there could be no Inter-Allied 
Conference in London during the next two or three days. "hat 
was required was a Conference of much bigger scope than was 
possible here, with more extended time. l7e xainht tell the 
French that they had made Paris impossible, that we do not 
insist unon London, and that we suggest that the Conference 
should meet at Brussels. Ae regards Constantinople he was 
inclined to agree with Lord Curzon. The place was no part 
of Moslem religion, but only of Moslem sentiment. In any 
Agreement he hoped it might be possible to exhibit Italy, 
at any -ate nominally, on equal terms with France; her 
intrigues would no doubt continue, but they would not be 
effective. Some Agreement which could be reached with IU 
Clemenceau was devoutly to be desired. 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said he ag *eed with Mr Balfour 
as regards the Italians. We ought first to come to some 
clear agreement with M. Clemenceau, and then bring in the 
Italians. In regard to Constantinople, both the Aga Ehan 
and Lord Sinha in Pa-Is hid attached great importance to 



Moslem sentiment. - There was no object, he thought, in 
taking it from the Turks and handing it ove- entirely/ to 
international control. We' could get all we wanted by an 
International Co..mission working through a titular Sovereign 
in Constantinople. 

Tfip. PRIME MINISTER thought that about 30,000 inter
national troops would be required to occupy the Straits. It 
was undesirable that the Sultan should have anything more 
than a handful of guards himself. Were we to make the Sultan 
like the Khedive, or was he to be independent, like the Shah 
of. Persia? The latter alternative he thought was dangerous. 
Although, as Mr Montagu had said, the population northwards
towards Adrianople was mainly Turkish, the people outside 
Constantinople proper were overwhelmingly Greek. He thought 
that we should treat the Sultan as another Khedive, and keep 
him in Constantinople. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS thought 

that if the Sultan was left- in Constantinople the Moslem 

world would say that we had never really defeated him, and 

he would become at once -the centre of reaction and future 

trouble. We thought we should try and settle the future of 

Constantinople, not from the point of view of Indiai but of 

the future, of the world. 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL did not agree, but thought -that 

we should look at the question mainly from the point of view 

of the futu-e of, and how it affected;; the British Empire. 

If we could satisfy the Turks that we intended to treat them 

well, it would benefit us in India, Mesopotamia and Egypt. 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought, that they should consider 

the practical result of the policies suggested. If the 

Sultan was at Constantinople, his Ministers must be there. 

He would then govern Turkey from Constantinople, whe-e we 

coulrt. onlv allow him a small bodyguard. This would mean 

that he would be the creature of what was really a foreign 

junta. There was the danger that the French would always 



try to Influence hies, and we should, have a revival of the old 
G^eek "pmi*e in a nuch wo-se form.. Constantinople would 
become a source of infection and war. In his view the Turk 
ought to have a chance of making a Turkish Kingdom or commu
nity. This he could not do if he remained under an Inter
national Commission, the effect of which would be to turn 
Turkey into an Egypt worse than the Egypt of * he old days, 
as the Italians an well as the French would be concerned with 
its administration. He admitted the peril of Moslem and' 
Indian sentiment, but he would say to the Turk:- "Go to 
Bvusa, where you can be independent. As Turkey must govern 
the Straits they . ust be guarded by an international force. 
The closing of the Straits by Turkey during the ;?ar had pro
longed * he "'ar by two years, and Turkey had thus signally 
failed in her duty to the wo-Id", The Turk was in a minority 
in Constantinople itself, and much more so in the suburbs. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOE INDIA asked whether the 
Prime Minister would consider a plebiscite of the population 
of Thrace, on the lines of the Polish plebiscite. 

Tgr ppjr-IE MINISTER pointed out that the cases were 
rather different. Danzig was 95 per/cent. German, -but as it 
was the door of Poland we could not leave it to Germany. 
Constantinople was the door between Europe and Asia, and must 
be internationalised. Further, with her great populations, 
Turkey was a different problem from Egypt, where the pooula
tion ?ras o-actically entirely on the banks of the Nile. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOE INDIA said he wished it 
placed on record that all Indian opinion in London and India, 
official and native, was against the.proposed solution. It 
would be quite impossible to use Indian troops to enforce a 

Peace of this kind, 
T H E LORD PRIVY SEAL again emphasized the importance 

of conciliating Turkish opinion. 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR "JAR said the Conference had 

formed certain quite clear proposals:
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(a) That Constantinople should be inter
nationalised: 

(1/ (b) That the Sultan should reside there as 
a titular head: 

(c) That the government of Turkey should be 
exercised from Brusa, where the Sultan's 
Ministers would be, with Allied Commis
sioners to advise them. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that in this way the Yildiz 

Kiosk would be the Sultan's Vatican. He reminded the Con
ferenoe that today there was a Commission governing Constanti-r

nople in the Sultan's name. 
THE PRESIDENT CP THE BOARD OP EDUCATION said he agreed 

with Mr Churchill's suggestion as tending to conciliate Turk
ish and Moslem sentiment,. It would be a great advantage to 
us if we could make the Turks feel that we had played up 
for them. 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL asked which solution was likely to 

give less trouble to us in Egypt, India and Mesopotamia? 

THE SECRETAHt? OP STATE FOR INDIA said he would with

draw his objection if the government was to be from Brusa 

in the name of the Sultan, who would have power to reside in 

Constantinople. He again enquired what was to be done about 

Adrianople. 
THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS replied 

that early in the year it had been proposed in Paris that 
there should be an international State there. In. regard to 
Mr Montagu's statement about the unanimity of Indian opinion, 
he said that all the Indian officials in the Middle East 
were strongly in favour of the dissolution of the Turkish 
Empire and of turning the Turks out of Constantinople. 

THE SECR TARY OF STATE FOR WAR foresaw danger in 
lettimr the Sultan be in Brusa, where he would gradually 
collect round him Mustapha Kemal, Ehver, Trotsky and others, 
who would help him build up a huge hostile force, and turn 
Asia Minor and Arabia into a Seething cauldron of trouble. 
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in the name of the Sultan, who would have power to reside in 

Constantinople. He again enquired what was to be done about 

Adrianople. 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS replied 

that early in the year it had been proposed in Paris that 

there should be an international State there. In regard to 

Mr Montagu's statement about the unanimity of Indian opinion, 

he -said that all the Indian officials in the Middle East 

were strongly in favour of the dissolution of the Turkish 

Empire and of turning the Turks out of Constantinople. 

THE SBOR TARY OF STATE FOR VIAR foresaw danger in 

letting the Sultan be in Brusa, where he would gradually 

collect round him Mustapha Kemal, Enver, Trotsky and others, 

who would help him build up a huge hostile force, and turn-

Asia .Minor and Arabia into a seething cauldron of trouble. 



It would be wise, in bis opinion, to keep him in Constanti

nople, under our eye. However, he was quite prepared to 

support anything that was agreed upon by the Prime Minister 

and Um Clemenceau, 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL thought that the Prime Minister 

might put it to M. Clemenceau: "What is most likely to bring 

peace in the British Empire and peace in Europe?". 

rpw-c! pnTyag MINISTER said the point was that the Alliance 

that won the War was now falling to pieces. The United .States 

were dropping away, Italy was recalcitrant, and France and 

ourselves were agreed on no subject. France wanted to adopt 

Bismarck's attitude, which nearly brought on war in 1874-.. 

It was essential for us to have a complete understanding with 

France on a l l these vital problems. It'was disastrous that 

the Peace Conference had been held in Paris, where a Press 

campaign against us had been sedulously worked by the Quai 

d'Orsay, and even M. Clemenoeau had been overborne. Moreover, 

Signor Orlando's constant absence.,with his Foreign Minister, 

meant that popular opinion in Italy, had gone to pieces. He 

would like +0 revert, to the practice adopted by the Supreme 

Wa- Council, which was.,, that the Allied Ministers met in 

their several countries in turn. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS thought 

that M. Clemenceau's point was that he must keep up the 

prestige of France by having the Conferences in Paris, 

especially because' the British were everywhere en evidence 

in the Middle East; but he agreed with the Prime Minister 

that Paris as the meeting place had really smashed the 

Alliance. He himself would like to have the Conference 

somewhere where could be. assembled all the Ministers who 

could decide fundamentals. The fundamentals to be decided 
W a -n £ . 

(i) Cur general policy in Russia: 
(ii) Asia Minor and the question of Mandates: 

(iii) Is the Turk to be in or outside Constan
tinople? 



As regards the Conference to settle these questions, he would 

like to see it meet in London. 

THE SECRETARY CP STATE FOR TAR agreed v-ith this 

latter supcreation, on the understanding that the final 

ratification should take place in Paris. 

THE PRIME MINISTER wondered whether it would be pos

sible to get really responsible Italian Ministers to come to 

London. The first point he would mak-e with IE Clemenceau, 

he thought, was the necessity of bringing the Alliance 

toceth"" anain. 

TEE PRFSID^NT OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION thought that 

the Conference were generally agreed, except for a differ

ence of opinion as to the extent of the nominal power to be 

vested in the Sultan. 

,that.,-the-''^Sul-tan'should livev-in -Brusaf - with 

power -t-o cr os a-to- -1 he^Royaii. Re sideno,mm-in-0onst ant inople7--"*,.

(The, Conference ended at 7;El5 p,m.) 

Whitehall Gardens, S E'M , 



^ssgss^ SBORRTABQfS HOTRS of a Confersnoa held at 10* Downing Street 
' S.S..1, on TH1JR8XSAY, DBCKHBBB 11* 1919, at' 1 

The Prime Minister (in the Chair)t 

The Right Hon. A. Cha*abe*laint The Right Hon. W.S. Churchill, 
la,P., Chano silos? of the M.P.f Secretary of State 
Exchequer. for Wax' and Air. 

$ho Right Hon. E.s.Montagu, ^he Rlsrht Hon. H.A.L.. Fisher, 
M.P., Secretary of State 1A.11..M.I:.* President of 
for XMia. the Board of Education. 

The Eight Hon. the Earl Gursson 
of Kedleat on, K*G.* Q.C.3.X.,
G.O.I.K., Secretary of State. 
for Foreign Affaire. 

The following taa also presents-
Mi? Philip Karr. 

Lieut,-Colonel Sis? M.P.A.HanXey, G.C.B., Secretary. 
Lieut,-Colonol 1. Stow, O.B., Assistant Secretary.. 



THB PRIME MINISTER said that he wished to coasaunioate to 

his colleagues the gist of an interview that he had just had 

with M. Oleiuenoeau, who had arrived in London that morning. 

The discussion load been confined to the French Premier and 

himself, and had been of an inforiaal and friendly character. 

It was evident that M. Glesseneean entertained high expeota

tlona as the result of his visit. It appeared that M. 

Cleiaeneeau was, on the whole, rather relieved that the 

United States had practically" dropped out, and he favoured 

a Joint Angle-French Kote being sent to Washington asking 

what the American Governments intentions were, and did they 

really isean to have anything more to do with the Peace 

settlement? If net, the French and ourselves were quite 

ready to go ahead alone, M, Cleoieneeau anticipated that the 

united States, would, drop- out, and he.did not think it mieh 

mattered whether they did or not. M. Olesaeneeau was cosing 

to see him agn-in at S e* clock, that afternoon, and was bring

ing with hits a Paper containing the 14 - reservations to the 

proposed -Treaty with Germany, which had been submitted by 

the Republican Party; 10 of these were itnssaterial, hut four 

could not be accepted by 6**eat Britain. In particular, he 

bad - told M. Cleisenoeau that the reservation as regards the 

British Empire representatives must be retained, as otherwise 

the Pominiona would break away froai us. H. Clemenceau, on 

hearing this, promised to stand by us in this question. 

The French Premier'e view wan that the United States would 

continue to support us, supposing there were, trouble with 

Geria&ny, as American pride was involved. It was scission 

knowledge that the Aiaer leans- Imagined that they had won the 

War, and they would feel bound to see the thing through. ,

Mr Lloyd George, proceeding, said that M. Cleajeneeau. then 

reviewed the whole situation. He jsealiaed that, owing to 

 I 



AaasrioVs defection, everything now dependsd on Great Britain.' 
He anticipated a revolution, in Italy, as there was no-ohe
there with any authority at all; there was no-one in Italy 
with sufficient authority to append, hie naae to an̂ r Agreement? 
on the whole, therefore, M, Gleiaenceau thought that Italy 
would drop out. of the Alliance. Er Lloyd Qeorgo said that 
he had Impressed upon U. ulemenoeau that the firat thing to 
dc waa to re-create mutual confidence as betwean Prance and 
England, and he had referred to unjustifiable attacks which 
had oeen made upon Great Britain in the French Press. The 
French Premier replied that the Press campaign was really 
"inspired by M. Peincare, who wae behind the Quai d * Orsay in 
this asatter, and it' was designed to injure not England but 
II. Oleraenoeau himself. M. Glea&enoeau volunteered..the obser
vatiori that it was a great pity that the two Prime Ministers 
had not had opportunities of meeting uaore frequently, as eueh 
meetings would have obviated imnf salsunderei&ndinge. As 
regards the AEBIATIC, U, Glojnenoeau agreed that it was very 
iiaport&nt not to quarrel' with the Yuge-Slave, and he pro
oosed that afternoon to produce a draft Agreement for Mr 
Lloyd Oaorge '0 inspection. This Agreement, U, Olemenoeau 
thought, offered a eolation. - Mr Lloyd George said that he 
had- rasln&ftA M. Glesssenceau that England usually did better 
than her word; for instance, she had preMaed, 6 Divisions 
in the event of was?, and had provided SO.. M. Glemen&eau 
appeared to be *ell satisfied about SYRIA and CILIGIA. He 
had stated that he had come to an amicable understanding with 
Feleal. As regards ABMEHIA, he would not touch the question? 
he wae not disposed to worry about the wretched Armenians 
any further. It -further appeared that he did not really. . 
care whether the Sultan was allowed to remain in COUSTAOTI-
MOPLF or to be tent out of it: he would, however* prefer to 
have him there, with a joint Anglo-French control of the 



mm m&mwAwr m nmm fm zmiA said that proba&iy 
M, Gletsenoeau wanted ffreat Britain to shoulder the vtaPtoaal 
blllty of-turnin??- the 3tiltaaa* out. 

$KB SBOSF^Ry GF BfAfl? FOR F0HH1G-N APPAI"BS thought 
It w&s Important that any agreement reached bstwsen the 
Prsnoh Government ana tho .B'eigal should ba eoaraanisais 
to us, 

! 1 H S FPXMK MINlSffevs &grs*^ with Lord Cursen, M* 0-1 em 
oeau had considerable ambitions in regard to ASIA MIKOR. 
1£r Lloyd Seerge e&id that he had put it to the French 
j?resiert-*8uppo3ii3t -tho Turks in Asia lUnor sal$ thsy 
**FFE*9& to assspt our P-ollof f -we should than he in a w r y 
diffisuXt pee it tola as i?egarde Egy^t? and he had pointed out 
that if we rsquired our present large forces in order to 
Plantain order in Egypt, we would hesd hundreds of thousands 
of sen to preserve o in Asia Planer, if the Turks f,s.ve 
trouble, fhis aspect of the oaee, however* did not *&f$a$ 
to disturb $£* Glsaenaeaat who was irainly keen about the 
economic ilAs and the various eoneessidne that might he 
granted. M* Cloa.on6eau*a view was that Fr&noe should 
retain her financial, .and treat Britain her eosssterelal, 
predominance, further, the Frsno-h. Premier wished to turn 
the Greeks out of and to give tham- fSB&OB instead, 

m tm did not think that the Italians weald $$git? out until 
the $reeks went. . He thoughtt however, in any oass that the 
3tas?ks would turn the as out. . Ue doubt, if the Gresks had not 
gone to Sisyma tho Italians, who had landed troops both 
Havtb. and south of the port, would have been there by 
this ti.se,, hU Cleajenooau gave hiss the isapreesion that he 
would be prepared to- give the Italians certain-eaono&ic 
oeneassions in Asia Mnor, and he fully agreed with-him * VI 
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(Mr Lipyd George) that it was no use discussing these quea
t ions with Signer Ssi&ieja. 

As regards RUSSIA, M. Oleiaencesu had not taken an 
encouraging jfiew. In his opinion the Busstans were Orientals 
and were thoroughly enjoying themselves at the present moment 
with their fighting, their tortures, and so en, and he had 
come to think that we had made a greatrale-take in interfering. 
He. was clearly taking now the purely non-intervention line, 
as he had undoubtedly been strongly influenced by the recent 
Elections in France, which had convinced hits that there was 
no danger of Bolshevism spreading into that country, where 
the population consisted largely of eiaall-heldere. ft. Clesasn
oeau had also stated that he'did not apprehend any danger of 
Bolshevist infection in GF.IS8&8Y. The German people were 
tejaperasaentally lovers of order and discipline * Mr Lloyd 
George said he put the Savinkoff proposal before the Preneh 
Premier, which, as had been - stated at the Conference on the 
previous evening, had been to suasion all non-Bolshevist States 
to tseet the loyal Russians, the Caucasus States and others, 
to a Conference over which the French and -English would 
exercise a certain supervision. H. Cle&enoeau had told hira 

0 

that France had spent v"Sa 000,000 francs on RUSSIA, but this 
alasost certainly must have included her expenditure on 3P0IAJJB. 
The French Premier was absolutely opposed to any dealing with 
the Bolsheviks. As regards P0XAH& M. Oleaaenceau thought of 
that country not in reference to Bussta but in respect of 
Germany only.' He was not in th^leaet interested in the 
8ALTXG STAGES, except so far as they laighi present a buffer 
against German alias. He had. never liked General Denikin, 
probably because he regarded him as a British protege* and 
Adrairal Jtoltehak he did not like because of his past. Russia, 
K. OlesDeneeati had said, had always been badly governed. 



(Mr Lloyd George) that It was no use discussing these ones
t ions with Signer Soialeja,. 

As regards BOSSIA, M . Glamenceau had not taken an 
encouraging view. In his opinion the Btssians were Orientals 
and were thoroughly enjoying themselves at the present moment 
with their fighting, their tortures, and so on, and he had. 
come to think that we had made a great mistake in interfering. 
He was clearly taking now the purely non-intervention line, 
as he had undoubtedly been'strongly influenced by the recent 
Elections in France, which had convinced hiss that there-was
no danger of Bolshevism spreading into that country, where 
the population consisted largely of small-holders. B. Clemen
ceau had also stated that he'did not apprehend any danger of 
Bolshevist infection.in GKB&JAtJY/. The German people were
temperamentally lovers of order and discipline. Mr Lloyd 
George said he put the Savinkoff proposal before the French 
Premier, which, as had been stated at the Conference on the 
previous evening, had. been to summon all non-Bolshevist States 
to meet the loyal Russians, the Caucasus States and others, 
to a Conference over which the French and English weald 
exercise a certain supervision. M . Clemenceau had told him 
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that France had spent 000,000 francs on BCCSIA, but this 
almost certainly must have included her expenditure on P0LANU. 
The French. Premier was absolutely opposed to any dealing with . 
the Bolsheviks. As regards F01&UB M. Clemenceau thought of 
that country not in reference to Bussia but in respect of 
Germany only, He was not in ib^ieaet interested in the 
BALTIC STATES, except so far as they might present a buffer 
against German aims. He had never liked General Denikin, 
probably because he regarded hita as a British pyptg,ge'*. and r

Admiral Koltehak he did not like because of bis past, tossia. 
Li. Clemenceau had said, had always been badly governed. 



It seemed that he would like POXAWD to salntain a strong arajr 
which eould foe called' in to assist us in the event of trouble 
with Geriaany. 

As regards mm&M* M, Cleiseneeau thought that the 
£resent Government was bound to disappear, and would' be 
succeeded by a Militarist Government, This, however, would 
only be a phase, and in any ease there was no nee*d to fear 
the temporary advent of a Militarist Party, aa the German 
people had had quite enough of fighting. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR F0R8XGM AFPAXBS enquired 
whether M. Oleaeneeau thought that the new Government in 
Germany would be Monarchist, as well as Militarist.-

THIS PRIME MINISTER said that MU Clemeneea^s view was 
that it would bo Hindenburgl&n, but he evidently had no great 
opinion of Hlndsnburg. The French Premier thought that we 
should have trouble with Germany for the next two years,-, 
necessitating oonstant pressure on the part of the Allies, 
in reply to a question fey Lord Curson, Mr Lloyd George said 
that ll. Cletaenoesu had not' raised the question of our 
guarantee of the IHTBGKCT? OF FHKKOH BOIL, Mr Lloyd George 
had told M.a that there was bound to be opposition in Par
liament. If we undertook to give' - a separate guarantee. In 
this connection he had lisp re seed upon M. Clemens eau - that 
everything, depended on the atmosphere in which these problems 
were faced, and M. Clemeneeau - had agreed as to the dee Ira- . 
bllity of re-eresting the fraternal relations which had 
existed until a few ssonths ago. M-, Clesaeneeau had been 
particularly keen on ECOSOKXC Q,UBS?IOK5. It appeared that 
he thought that, our interest' in H0HGAR5T covered some deep 
political gasae. He had endeavoured to reassure M..Clemeneeai. 
by saying, that he personally had absolutely no knowledge of . 
any such underlying motive * and he had, reminded him that 



4

ever since the days, of Koesuth the British sympathy with 

Hungary had been based upon a traditional feeling. In respect 

of MOROCCO M. Clemenceau had declared his complete ignorance 

about the subject. He (Mi? Lloyd George) therefore suggested 

that Lord Curson should see the representative of the Pmmh. 
Foreign Office and discuss the question. 

(Lord Guraon undertook to see H.Berthelot 
that afternoon and discuss- the Moroccan ' 
question.) 

THE SECRETARY. OF STATE FOR WAR reminded the Conference 
that Parliament was still under the impression that there 
would be an Allied Conference on Russia. If this Conference 
was not to take place, Parliament and the world in general 

. ought to be Informed at ones that our policy now was one of 
 complete non-intervention, so that the wretohed people in 
Russia, who were still relying upon our assistance, might 
know their fate. 

THE mim &IMISTBR quite agreed, and said that his 
last public announcement (which bad been at the Guildhall) 
on cur policy in Russia had been grossly distorted by a 
mischievous Press, the repercussion of which was to be found 
in the Benlkln newspapers. Proceeding, Mr Lloyd George said 
that M. Clemenceau had told him the French were very much 
alarmed about the FINANCIAL FOSITIOM and the Exchanges in 
particular. The matter had been discussed only the previous 
day in.the French Cabinet., when two -miggestlene had been put 
forward. The first of these was to suppress all imports 
except food and other vital national essentials. When it 
was found that the remaining imports wss only amounted to IS 
"per cent, of the whole, this proposition had been dropped. 
The second suggestion was for the-French Government to take 
over all the foreign funds in the country. But this, again, 
was vetoed when it was discovered that only 80,000,000 francs 
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pev annum were involved. The French-Government had then 
fallen hack upon.a Loan for tho devastated areas, which M. 
Glemsnoeau had acknowledged could only he balanced- on the 
Budget by taxation. The French Premier had said that he 
intended to substitute -M. louokkt/R "for M, KLotz as Minister 
of'Finance, and had telegraphed to 1£. Louoheur to come over 
at once in order to talk over financial questions with the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. Mr Lloyd George said that he 
had told. M. Clemenceau that it was essential at once to clear 
up the misunderstanding between the French and the English 
in regard to two' important questions.

(a) gSPAHATIOH: 

(h) W%&m-* ' 

THE GKANGKLLOB OP TKI EXGHF4U8J? said that when M. 
Loucheur had recently been in London the( h S declined to 

- / 
discuss these two questions with him. Moreover, France had 
repudiated her agreement with Lord Inverf ortht whom £hLouoheur 
had absolutely refused to meet,, about the taking over of cer
tain surplus stores in France, II. Loucheur had said to him,
*Can we not mike some general agreement, and say to the 
Caeoho-Slovaks* for instance, "Unless you send coal to 
Hungary we will not give you this, or that': similarly, we 
can bring pressure to hear on the Hungarians -to release - wheat: 
in ether words, why could not Great Britain and France act 
%e the Pietatore of Europe, in accordance e with a considered 
agreement?*. M. Loucheur had recognised that it would be 
impossible to float successfully a French Loan in London 
until the French Government had.put their financial house in 
order.- On M. Loucheur "asking "whether Sir Sohn Bradbury could 
go to Paris and discuss this question with him, he had pointed 
out that Sir John Bradbury was no longer a Treasury official. 
and he doubted whether this proposal would be consistent with 



53X1? .roim Bradbury's present position. He bad, however, seen -
Sir John Bradbury about it, and the latter had agreed to go 
to Paris and see M. Loucheur. As H. Loucheur had been tele
graphed for by M. Clemeneeau, he would arrange to wire to 
Sir John Bradbury to return to England at once. In his (Mr 
Chamberlain's) view, the question of REPARATION was too big 
for Great Britain and Prance to .tackle alone. In this, matter 
the United States of America must be our mainstay, and he did 
-not eee why they should refuse to assist, as it was really 
a matter not of sentiment but of business. Further, not only 
the United states but the whole of the Neutrals must realise 
how deeply they were concerned in the rehabilitation of 
Europe. As regards the proposed'Loan in London, he had-told 
M. Loueheur that the terms would probably be-much mere onerous 
than he imagined, and he had a&id that he was really at his 
wits' end to find resources to meet our own liabilities here. 

THE PRIME SOTX&T8R said that he would be glad, if the' 
Chancellor of the Exchequer would carry out his suggestion 
and get Sir John Bradbury back to England, in order to advise 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer when he discussed the question 
of Reparation with M, Loucheur, supposing.the latter came over. 
He was very anxious that the question of Reparation should be 
definitely settled before M. Clemenceau left for France. 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said that he had just 
received from Mr f&thhone, the United States Financial Repre
sentatiwe In Paris, a statement ef the policy of the United 
States Treasury. This was a most discouraging document. He 
was,'however, replying to it at once. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the- discussion he had had 
that morning had revealed the fact that, M. Clemenceau was 
strongly pro-Austrian, and was most anxious to help that 
unhappy country. 



THR 3B0HRTAHST OF STATE FOB WAR thought that if wo 
would relinquish the idea of IKDMXTIES, Austria would he 
able to hold its own, 

Ttffi OTfAIJCFXLOR OF *HB EXCHSqtmB said that Sir John. 
Bradbury had. bean looking into this question, and was of 
opinion that Mr Churchill1& proposal would only be a make- * 
shift and would offer no persjarient solution. ' 

THE SfiOPKTARSr OP STATR FOR POPR10II AFFAIRS informed 
the Conference that he was suggesting to the Treasury that 
we should at once senft two or three shiploads of coal to 
starving Vienna, If shipping were available and the Treasury 
would give their consent. He pointed out the great effect 
that this would have upon Austrian sentimentt if they re
solved these loads of coal ae a present from Great Britain, 

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE KXCHEQPKR said that he would 
consider the question most sympathetically; but he must 
remind the Conferonce that coal at present was our only 
financial asset, 

THE PHBSIDEWT OF THE BOARD OF KPITOATIOK thought that 
the main difficulty in relieving the situation in Austria 
was the shortage of trucks. AJcxfekisxJttoax̂ Kfê -xAsiaaiafeiaa 

The Prime Minister asked the Secretary 
of State for Foreign - Affaire- to arrange' 
that an official of the Foreign Office 
should be in attendance at 10,'$owning 
street, at 3 p.m. that afternoon, when 
he was again to see M, Glemenceau, for 
purposes of consultation in case he 
(Mr Lloyd George) wished to be more 
fully informed- of certain details 
about Turkey. 

THB PPIMF MINISTER said that he had suggested that 
Signer Seialoja should be Invited to attend some of their 
Conferences, and M. Olemenceau had signified his willingness 
that he should do so. He had also said that he was quite 
prepared for an invitation to be sent also to ths American 



Ambassador, It appeared that M. Clemen ee&u was not oon
templating a formal Inter-Allied Conference, but merely a 
succession of friendly conversations, to Which Allied repre
aentatires might be invited. 

. She Prime Minister asked the Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affaire to see Mr. 
"Davis and Signer Seialoja, a&d requeat 
them to be good enough to hold themselves 
in, readiness to attend at suoh a Confer
enoe tomorrow,'Friday, December ISth. 
He further asked the Ministers present 
to be prepared to meet him again that 
afternoon, after M  a interview with Iff. 

- Olemenceau. in order that he might keep 
- them au eourant with the progress they 
were makings 

Subsequently, the Prime Minister asked the Secretary to 
add the following:-

M . Clemenceau had said: "you have no Army 01*.the Shine, 
neither have I." M . Clemenceau did not believe that Germany 
had any Army, either. Marshal Foch affected to believe that 
they had a great Army, his object being that one day he might, 
if necessary, be able to turn, round and say: "you didn*t leave 
me enough troops." 

fbiteh&ll Gardens, S.W.1., 
December 11, Ifla. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF A CONFERENCE HELD IN 
THE PRIME SINISTER'3 DO OH AT C LA RIDGE' S 
- C H a , PARIS, on SUNDAY, JANUARY 11. 
1920, at 5 p,I3. 

PHBSENT:-

TKS RIGHT HON. D, LLOYD GEORGE,0.::. ,h.P., 
Pri. e Minister (in the Chair), 

THE RIGHT HON. A.. BCNAR LAW, U.P., 
Io-*d privy-Seal. 

THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL OURZON OF KRDLESTON, 
K.G.,G.CS.I.,G.C.I.E., Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affaire. 

THE RIGHT HON. LORD . 31RKEMHEAR, 
Lord Chancellor, 

THE RIGHT HON. E.S. liONTAGU, H.P., Secretary/ 
of State for India. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Si? L.P.A.Kankey, G.C.B., Secretary. 
Ivir Philip Xerr. 

The Conference had before thee, a Lie;-noranduai prepared by ll. 
Berthelot, Political Director of the French Foreign Office, 
at the -equeet of the P^ime Minister and M. Clemenoeau, con
taining proposals as to the heads of a Treaty of Peace with 
Turkey on the alternative hypotheses (i) that the Sultan and 
the Turkish Government were to be expelled f̂ ovs Constantinople 
(11) that they were to re ain there (Appendix). 

H. Eerthelofs scheme for the first alternative did not 
differ substantial!? frota the goint scheme prepared by him 
in concert with Lord Curzon. His proposals for the sec or-.'. 

. - i - - V L : 
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a It e ""native were generally criticised en. the ground that they 
were unnecessarily harsh to the Turks. 

It was felt that it would be desirable that the British 
Government should prepare their own scheme, based on the 
hypothesis that the Sultan and the Turkish Government we *e to 
re-tain in Constantinople. 

It was agreed 
That the Secretary of State for India should, 
draw up, for the consideration of the prime 
iiiniater and hie colleagues, the heads of a 
Treaty of Peace with Turkey, based on the 
assumption that the Sultan and the Govern
jent of Turkey would remain in Constantinople. 

It was further agreed -

That, in order to assist I-ir Itontagu in the 
financial aspects of the. question, IIr Arraitage 
Smith, of the Treasury, should be surxwoned by 
the Prise Minister to Pa "is. 

Pa"is, 
January 11, 193C 



 b\Sf*- J^Xt" - o a k i n 8 the peace and the treaties, whloh_.affsared-.its 
F^/^territcrial integrity and its sovereignty, Turkey has freed 

the Allied Powers from every other obligation other than res
poet for the guiding rules of their own policy, which are best-, 
besides in accordance with the general p-inciples of Justice. 
In closing the Straits Turkey kaus ont the comraunications of 
Russia with the Allies, caused Russia's political and military 
dissolution and prolonged the War with all its disasters; -such 
a catastrpohe oarmot be allowed to be renewed. 

The following principles appear to be those which should 
govern the settlement of the Eastern question. 

1. The xcaintenance of an independent Turkish State, composed 
of the Provinces in habited by a majority of Turkish elements 
and placed under the sovereignty of the Sultan, remains dec-id
ed. 

S. lies mandates and no spheres of political influence will 
be accorded to any specific power in the Ottoman Emplfe as 
constituted by the provisions of the Peace Treaty. 

3. Turkish militarism will be suppressed like Prussian 
militarism: neither the Turkish Army nor the Turkish Fleet 
will be maintained. 

4. The absolute freedom of the Straits will be ensured: 
guardianship over them, from tho Black Sea to the Mediterra
nean, will bo entrusted to an international organisation 
safeguarding the effective neutrality of the passage. 

5. The Armenians will be entirely free from the Turkish 

domination and constituted as an independent State, 

S. The Arab and Syrian populations cannot be replaced 

under the Turkish Yoke. 

7. The rights of minorities represented by numerous peoples 
of different race and religion will be scrupulously guarantee: 

http://whloh_.affsared-.its


by a special Treaty placed under the specific guardianship 
of the League of Nations, which will affirm their right to 
ie*p their civil and religious status, their educational and 
philanthropic establishments and complete political equality 

"G * The reform of Turkish administration (Administration, 
Justice, Finances Gendarmerie) will be guaranteed by the 
control of the interested Powers, 

Per.ce with Turkey offers fcur principal problems: 
A. Constantinople and the Straits,, 
B, Anatolia ana Asia MJ.nor. 
0, Aroeras. 

D, Syria, Mesopotamia and Arabia. 

A. CONSTANTINO PLEA îlD TEE STRAITS. 

Two solutions are pcesibie: the maintenance of the 
Sultan at Constantinople or the expulsion of the Turks fros 
Europe. 

From the point of view c£ ethics and history the evic
tion from Europe of a State which has remained barren and 
i no suable of progress, and is based on the right of conquest 
and the oppression of different races and superior civilisa
tions, represents a victory for Right-. Moreover, the less 
of Constantinople would mark in Moslem eyes the definite 
eclipse of that mysterious power which the possession of 
Constantinople entrusted to the descendants of Osman over 
the Moslem peoples dependent on England and Prance. Tho 
capture of Genstahtlncpie by the Turks marked the end of 
the ioix'b vh C; i\g ;r: . Tkv:i:c ex.- due from Constantinople would 
sigiuP.: we the birlh. of n. new epoch. To these arguments 
of philosophy one may COD the difficulty of guarding the 
Straits without a considerable military force and without 
a very large expenditure if Constantinople and its 800,.0C0 
inhabitants remain in the hands of the Sultan and conse
queaily vitkin the of the intrigues of a Germany 
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The doctrine of the maintenance of the Sultan at Constan

tinople has nu_.ar.eus supporters, especially in Prance, because 

the development' of the latter's material and moral interests 

in Turkey is larger, than that of any other. Power, (although 

England had in 1913 more than a quarter of the whole trade of 

Turkey and more than double that of any otherPower). Prance 

possesses in Turkey the bulk of railway capital and of under

taking s of private and public interest, in which, before 1914, 1 

8.he..:h^d;'inyteted more than three milliards; ' she possess ee 

a. great part-of the. Ottoman Public Debt, and had exercised a 

preponderating influence in the administration of-the so-callec: 

ap?lcmed--,rev.enues-and in that of the tobacco -Regie. : Her moral 

influence Was safeguarded and propagated"byhundreds'of school? 

and philanthropiinstitutions,, religious as well as secular, 

distributed throughout the towns of the Ottoman Empire. The 

continuance. c*f the old Turkey is fer the rest a system the 

. simplicity of which pleases many practical-minded men, and 

which.may appease the susceptibility of a re-constituted Russia

Even-:in ..England a large number of those interested in politics-, 

impressed by consideration for the Moslems of India, are 

opposed to :the idea of removing the Eaaliph frorb his secular 

Capital. Lastly, the military leaders of the Allied Powers 

and the Allied OoEsLae loners at 'Constantinople are Unanimous 

in drawin.fr "̂ he attention of the Heads Of their Governments 

to the growing power of nationalist feeling in Turkey-, to the 

organisation of the.Army of ilustapha Kemal in'Anatolia, t* 

the weakness ishiuh owing to demobilisation' of the "Allied 

forces on the spot, and of other available troops, and to the 

extreme difficulty, perhaps the impossibility, of making the 

Turks accept,without a large military Expedi+ion, the decision 

of the^Allies, which is to expel from Europe the Ottoman 

Empire and Khaliph. 

In view of the considerable weight behind each of these two 

MEki-k-sss theories the-e would appear to be room for contem

plating successively both hypotheses. 

http://nu_.ar.eus
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1. The establishment of a State of Constantinople and 

the Straits. 

In the event of the Powers -deciding to drive back the 

Ottoman State into Asia in order to ensure the freedom of the 

Straits, it would be possible to create a State of Constan- if 

tinople and the Straits, comprising in Europe the territory .1 

situated between the Sea of Marmora and the line Enos-Midia j] 

(or confined to the Ghatal^a lines) ----- and in Asia only the j 

Asiatic shore of the Straits of the Boephorus (with a 

frontier running from Shile on the North to Tsmld'on the 

South) and of the Dard danelies (with a frontier running from 

Tenedos and following a line about CO kilometres from, the 
ana (sic) 

coast), the Asiatic ehvPothe Sea of Marmora remaining 

Turkish. All the Islands between the Dla-k Sea and the 
Mediterranean d be included in the State. 

The new State would be placed in a general \?,y under the 
high protection of the League of Nations , It would be 
neutralised. The fortifications wculd be destroyed (to an 
extent to be fixed by a Military end Na^el Inter-Allied 
Commission), and a acne to a depth of bC kilometres would 
be da-militarised on the- Asiatic sk-es. 

The a demist ration of the State would at first be organ
ised and directed by a Government Commission ("Commission de 
Or ouveme me nt")representing the most interested Powers. 
This Commission weald be composed of two delegates of each 
of the great mediterranean Prwers (France, England, Italy) 
to which could be added /subsequently the United St at en if 
it desires to- participate, and Russia, as scon as the latter 
Power should ha\e been entirely re-constituted) and one 
delegate for Greece, one for Rotmania and ultimately one 
for Turkey, 

In the event of.a persistent difference - of opinion 
between the members of the Commission the question at 
Issue might be carried, by a vote cf two-thirds of the 
delegates, before the Council of the League of Nations 
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The Chairman of the Commission would hold office for two 
consecutive years: he would be alternatively French and 

predominant 
English, on account of the -material, intellectual and moral 
interests cf France and England in the Ottoman Empire. 
The Chairmanship might, however, after a period of eight 
years, be entrusted to one of the other Great Powers to 
whom the Chairmanship would fall by rotation by a vote of 
two-thirds of the members of the Commission, 

The Commission would establish the necessary adtninistra
tion3 and regulations, would nominate Government officials 
and would examine a draft constitution as well as a judicial 
system to bo submitted to the Council of the League of 
Nations. 

The administration would be made as simple as possible, 
and the Departments reduced to the following: 

(a) Ministry of the Interior (including Phhlio Works, 
Bdu.cat3.on, Health, Posts and Telegraphs); 

(b) Ministry of Finance (and Commerce); 
(c) Ministry of Justice; 

(d) Ministry of Pefenc-e (and Peace). 
Iho Commission would exerciDO the command over the 

military and naval forces charged with fc-hs policing the 
State of Constantinople and guarding the Straits., Tho 

interest ed 
strength of these forces would be fixed by the/Principal 

Allied Powers, and might be eventually modified subse

guenfcly.by the Commission. 

Those fcross would consist chiefly of a gendarmerie on 

land, fa,nd a Kaval Defence force (both Inter-Allied), their 

strength being such as to enable them to keep order and 

resi3t a sudden attack coming whether from Europe or from 

Asia sufficiently long to allow the Fnglish and French 

Fleets to Intervene. 
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The State would receive,-within a period and in a form 
compatible with the general organisation of its administra 
tion, elective institutions placed under the guarantee of 
the League of Nations. All residents in the State would 
enjoy complete civil and political equality whatever might 
'be their race or religion. 



Should the resources of the State be insufficient at 
first to defray the expenses of its Administration (which ex
penses would have to he carefully reduced to a minimum)the ujF
keep of naval and military forces, its own share of the Ottoman 
Debt and the obligations undertaken' by Turkey,the Powers repre
sented on the Commission for Government would have to consider how 
best they could assist it, either by means of money advances,' or 
by the transfer of other guarantees to- Turkey1s creditors. 

From the religious point of view, all mosques-would be 
respected. St, Sophia alone would be set apart and respected as 
a monument of antiquity, no religious services being allowed 
therein (unless services of various religions were celebrated 
there turn about). 

The Commission for Government of the State of Constan
tinople and the Straits would be entirely independent of the 
Ottoman State in Asiatic Turkey and would take no part in the 
supervision excercised by the Powers with regard to the finance, 
justioe and gendarmerie of such State, which would be sovereign 
and independent. 

All care would be taken when transferring the seat of 
government from Constantinople and detaching the same from the 
Turkish State, all facilities being given, to retiring high offi
cials and the task of provisioning and supply being carried out 
with care. The principles laid down by the Allies with re
gard to reparation would be applied to the personal property of 
the Sultan as well as to private property in Constantinople and 
throughout the whole of the new State, 

2) Constantinople to remain as capital of the Turkish 
State. 

Should this be the ca.se, the general principles set 
forth above would apply to European Turkey. as well as to.the 

remainder/ 
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reminder of the Ottoman Empire in Asia, It would only be neces^ 
gary to provide forif

a) an Interallied force of about 30,000 men (one third each 
being supplied by the French, the English, and the Italians). Its 
tasjc would be to guarantee the absolute liberty of the Straits and 
to occupy the points decided on by military experts, but which 
should not include Constantinople, where no Turkish troops could 
be maintained, other than the Sultans small personal Guard. 

b) the limitation of the Turkish State in Europe to a very 
restricted hinterland to the capital, which should not fro; beyond 
the Chatalja lines, (to which Greek sovereignty would extend), to 
balance its limitations in Smyrna), in order to respect the prinp

ciples of nominal Turkish sovereignty and to facilitate the-with
dra^al of the Italian troops of occupation. 

o) application of administrative reform and of Allied con- 
tro], over the State of European Turkey. 

d.) the proposed formation of an "International Straits Com
pany", to be formed by the fusion of the French and foreign Com
panies interested in all matters concerning navigation, in the 
Straits. The inevitable development of traffic throughout the 
East after the conclusion of peace makes it possible to consider 
a scheme which would permanently internationalize communications 
between the Aegean and the Black Sea. ' Such internationalization, 
cannot fail to facilitate the settlement of questions concerning: 

tho Jiinterland of th&se communications by sea. 
The Board of the Company would be assisted by a Commission , 

composed of delegates of the interested Powers (or their repre
eentatives at Constantinople), which would form a Supervisory Com
mission. The funds required to defray the expenses of such a 
Company would be furnished by supplementary taxes on navigation 
and trade, which, would be settled by international agreement, 

B) Anatolia... 



is..,,,, knaj&us., ajJG-̂ î uiftiaa:-
The Ottoman Empire, whether existing in Europe or not, 

frill continue to exist Asia kin&r under the national. Osmardi dynasty 
I Its territory will be bounded as follows 

I 
1. To the north, by the Black Sea as far as the Lazis

taii frontier (to be assigned to Georgia) to the east of Trebizond, 
j Z0 To the West (by the enclaves assigned, to the State 
of Constantinople on the borders of Asia, of the Bo-spborae, and of 
the Dardenelles), or by the Asiatic side of the Straits and of the 
Sea- of Karmora, then by the Mediterranean as far as the i&siil&n 
Silician frontier (the Lama-su River)* 

3. To the south by the course of the. Lama-su, the 

I
Chamrlu Dagh, the division of the rivers "beyond Bulgar Dagh, as 
far as Uch Kapular Dagh, then a line corresponding to the bound
aries of the vilayets and marked out by the Kiyil Bagh. the 
Hezanli and the Belli G-edik Bagh, as far as the £ekhraa-su-$ then the 

] course of the latter and that of the Euphrates downstream as far 
as the boundary of the vilayets of Mamuret*-ul-Aziz and the Diarbekir 
then the boundary of such vilayets as far as the Upper Euphrates 
(Murad-su) and thence dewnstream until its juncture with the kainẑ r 
sti. 

4 , To the East along the Lunzur-su as far as- its source 
and along the kunzur Dagh, then by.a lino starting from, the east
ern end of the i&unzur Dagh (Her j an Dagh) rejoining the Black Sea 
to tho east of Trebizond by the Kara Dora River, this town being 
left to Turkey together with Erzinjan and the road which runs be
tween the two and aleo Kharput, Erzerum would belong to the new 
Armenian State and .firgaha-Maden to the territory for which the 
French will receive a mandate. 

The capital (in which the Sultan would reside) would 
either be Koniah, Angora, or Broussa (if-Constantinople were not 

retained/ 



retained as capital). 
The Ottoman Empire would retain its parliamentary in

stitutions, which would be adapted to new circumstances by the 
following reforms 

1* Military and naval reforms.. The Turkish Army and 
Navy to be done away with, as well the Ottoman War and Naval 
Ministries. The Turkish Gendarmerie would be re-inforced, com
manded and instructed .by Allied instructors, and olaced under 
the authority of the Ministry of the Interior, 

2. Legal reforms,. The Ottoman Court "to be re-eon
stituted an Inter-allied Commission, the seat of which would be 
in Turkey, and which would make use of the work already done in 
this direction by the Paris Conference and the Allied Delegations 
in Constantinople. 

After the application of these reforms, the Capitulation 
(which would remain in forco during the interregnum) would be ab
rogated. 

3,ffijaftjflejpA refpn-ta- It will bo impossible for fur
key to carry out Hlĝ ' o b l i g a t t o the Allies without financial 
control, or even to exist; supervision of all sources of revenue 
knd of tho distribution of income arc oqually necessary. An 
I Inter-allied Commission (composed of French and English t epre
[sentatives, Italy having no Turkish interests and not having de
fiolared war on Turkey, which moans that no war expenditure ha,e-h*en 
gincurred by her in that country. She will therefore have very 
ilittle to claim before the Reparations Commission, as her nation-
Ijals have suffered no damage), ihu" 1 be entrusted with preparing 

these/ 



these reforms and organizing supervision by the Powers on the fol

lowing bases 

a). The Interallied Commission of Control shall hixdnik 

tJammhsS: concern itself both with finance and with currency. The 

Ottoman Budget and all financial laws shall be submitted to it 

for approval before being laid before the Ottoman Parliament. 

The Commission shall be charged with all currency ques

tions and shall supervise all State payments. 

b) The former Administration of the Ottoman Public 

Debt, which has shown proof of integrity and usefulness and which 

represents the interests of foreign holders, shall have its 

powers extended and shall be entrusted with the collection of 

taxes. For this purpose it shall be attached to the Turkish 

Ministry for.Finance and shall be given instructions by the 

Interallied Commission of Control. It will be difficult to 

alter the present rules and regulations for the administration of 

the Ottoman Public Debt, seeing that they are the result of an 

agreement between its creditors and the Ottoman State made with 

the approval and sanction of the Powersit would be unable to 

act without the revenues at piesent grantedc 

It will in all probability have its principal offices at 

Constantinople. 



4. Afr-Tlftl?V - H v p /.VR t.--. AdministratlTe control will 
bo' ensured by the presence of throe Delegates -(English. French, 
Italian) whose oounter-Diyio-tuce v/ill be necessary, in each 
Ministerial Department (except the purely political ease such as. 
the Grand Vizir ate and Foreign Affaire),, The Controllers will 
beet in Council "twice a no nth under the presidency of the Or end 
Viaier te eremine admini strative and financial eueotioiis. 

5.. Pr ct ectijpa of ̂ toorities,^ The particular right c of. 
the numerous populatican of. dif iererrb race and roliiouj scattered 
in Asia Hinor, will bo guaranteed by a special treaty frcao d in 
accordance with the vsrirciplco adopted in tlx treaties for the 
Protection of Minorities already £signed in 1919 (by Poland, 
Czeoho-Slcvc&ia, Piouasnla, Serbia, Greece), but adapted to the 
special needs of Turkey. 

This Treaty trill establish for these populations tZie 
right to preserve their civil and religious statue, their 
scholastic and hospital octablidhaonts, and even, if this oeems 

convenient, their ;jurisdictlcn co far as concerns litigation 
arising in each comnunity in connection with civil oaf religious 
status, the persons concerned being entitled in case of need to 
choose between their epecirl tribunals and the new tribunals whose 
organisation is proposed. 

The exercise of the do rights will bo guaranteed by 
the international control of Turklrfi reform and by the 
intervention of the League of Nations, which must be carefully 
defined. 

6. Sifraction of Euronceir::^ 
(a) Crgok Occ-qpL^^on p.f. Smyrna  The Greek troops have v

occupied Srayrna in consecuenoe of the decision of the Supreme 
Council, 
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Council, which was due to the disorder mid abuses-which reigned 
there, and must, only leave the town gradually. 

It will be necessary, while respecting the nominal 
Turkish sovereignty and assuring full liberty of commerce in this 
port of exit which is so important in Anatolia, to assure a 
special position for the Greeks in the atola i sr. rat ion of the torn 
£ Smyrna. * This port will be constituted a free port, under 
Into f-Allied control. Greece will receive a predominant part 
in the eircrcase of military end Judicial control in the Sondjak 
of Smyrna, with the exception of tho financial ccaircl 
established for the whole of 2u.rl.ey which must not be - sub-divided. 

On the other h a n % Giecce nSdifcoos-r should receive 
compensation in Europe by the attribution to her in full 
sovereignty of Adriaiiap-ba...cnd. JBliraoe , up to the Enos-Ivlicia line, 
the frontier of the State cf Gens teat incp Is, perhaps even up to 
the line of Tchatal&ja, access to the sea being assured to the 

Bvlgaricina...under the control of a European Gomnis si on. 
The Greeks wsuld in addition have a share in the 

governing Coixaission of Constantinople (in the case of a separate 
wavv cOin.tituue.0 b!ibi.cQ / ena WJ..L.L r o c t i i v . o.ou.0 i/xeDS i/he 
Pcdoeauese and Cyprus, 

(b) jcjjali en. Occupation of...Southern. Ana to lia? (Soala-ETova, 
Adalia, JCcria). The Italian troops, who are pro\q.M 6.na.lX.y in 
ccbupatten of a part of Asia Minor, have not been summoned there 
by the Allies and have on the contrary called forth written 
observations by the British, American end French Governments, 
and a refusal by the Conference to recognise the legitimacy 
this occupation. 

The withdrawal of these troops will in addition be 
easily obtained, as well as that of the Crock troops, in 
consequence of the organisation of the Ottoman State of Turkey. 
in Asia and the control exercised ever it by the Great Powers. 

She 
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The Italians, who have nafte an agreement with the Greeks 
for the return of the Dodocarese, sad who will hive a share in 

Ithe governing Commission of the State of Constantinople, as 
I pell as in the financial, judicial and military control of 

fckey inAsia., will receive as compensation for the withdrawal 
Iof their soldiers economic advantages ?/hich ni\ht caicict in a 

" g 

right of priority over all commercial enterprises in Southern 
Anatolia as well as in a Franco-Italian -agreement for the coal 
ni no s of He r e,e e la 

(c) The French' eccrapation in Syria-Gllioia which is the result 
I of an Ancrlo-^rench agreement and of decisions of the Conference 
implies for strategic and economic reasons the possession of 
Uho pasoesesf the Taurus; the historical defence of'Syria,, The 
French Government is disposed to organise the administration of 
Oilicia in such a way as to ,..̂ isure to the Turkish majority of 
the population, as well as to the Armenian minority, their 
rights and the largest measure of protection.; 

0  Armenia will he constituted a completely independent o

Republic under the high protection of the League of Eat ions. 
It will be composed essentially by the re-union of 

the Russian Armenian Republic (which comprises about one and a 
half million of.^Amoriioas ) and of the former Turkish Armenia 
where it will bo necessary to bring back the greatest possible 
number of the five hundred thousand Armenians dispersed in 
Asia Hi nor , at Constantinople, in the United States, in Persia, 
in Bulgaria -etc. In this way there will be degrees be 
reconstituted in reasonable limits, what was formerly the 
kingdom, of Great Armenia; it nay be remarked, that of ail the 
Stateo which are endeavouring to establish control on the 
Russian frontier, 0:1 independent Armenia, is that which the 

Rus sians 



Russians are post prepare"' to recognise, 
The territory of the Republic of Armenia, would 

comprise; 
(l) Tho crsdstiu territory of the Armenian Piepublic of 

Erivan, including the districts ef Bochelie, of Upper Eanbafc 
and ?anguezcur, which are at present contested by the States 
of Gc or gia and A orbai an; 

(2) She Turkish Empire, the eastern portion of the Yilayet 
of Przoroun including the town and district of Irzerom, the 
plain of Liouch, the district of Bitlls, and the region of lake 
Van, up to the Persian frontier. The frontiers of Armenia with 
the IiCpubli CE of Georgia and Azerbaijan, wrick Turkey, with 
the Prench score c,...i? £:do..i tan, will be traced on the spot by 
. an --Iirto.r̂ All.i ad^GjomcaAaa ion. 

The Oounc-il of the League of Bailors will be 0 barge & 
to take action in order to give to the Republic of Amonia the 
assistance in relation to suppliwo and nosey which one vity. 
might attempt to obtain from the public and in particular the 
American public by into res tin.;, thorn in tho fate of these 
unhap py p00pie s e 

A force which may be estimated at a minimxua of five 
thousand and a raa:dmu:.i of Plenty thou sand men, to be 
organised, in mined detachments, seems necessary for the 
v -1*1 -? i-i4- * - - ./? - ..*p ^ .... ... /, . ,.... nil.. - - - . -, . n .1 

organised by officers supplied by the Allies, under the 
direction of the League o f Hations, which would act by moans 
of veluntary recruitings 

Since the territory of Armenia has no direct access 
to the sea, or at- least does not include a ay port, the isolations 
of the new state to the other countries will be assured by 

transit 



transit conventions "between Armenia and the states which surround 
it,' and fay the establishment of Batoum as an independent free 
city, under the guardianship of the League of HatiQnSo This 
constitution, similar to that of Danzig, would guarante-e..to 
Armenia and to the Republics of Georgia and Azerbaijan the use 
of the port of Baiouru -. 

Armenia wduld be directly c o m e sited with this p'ort..j 
which i s Its natural outlet, by being linked up to the Tauris
Djoulfa^Chakhtakti-Bouddachine Railway, by a branch line between 
Tauris, over the- nruntain chains of Northern Persia,, and the . 
Black Sea0 Armenia would also be connected with Constantinople 
towards' which the traffic of its valleys was directed in the 
nineteenth century^ by the linking up of the line from Erzerum 
to Angora^ and with the Mediterranean by a branch line towards 
Alemandretta, which would be c omiectod with the line from ' 
Baghdad by Diarbekr and. Mardin the existing southern terminus. 

The idea has been considered of attaching the Greek 
province of Pompus to Armenia, and giving it Trefaizond ad an 
outlet but this solution will not stand examination, for in 
the Vilryet of Trefaizond, the Mahomedan element represents 8'0f& 
of the population and the cottntry must remain Turkish as even 
the Greeks are of opinion^, The construction of a railway 
from Erzerum to Trefaizond is practioall y impo ss iblc in 
conseouence of the mountainous Character of the country and in 
addition such a line would never pay expenses, 

; The great - difficulty;in establishing Armenia is that 
the Armenians praotio all y nowhere constitute a majority j the 
great objection to attributing to them countries -such as 
Gilicia where there is a strong national nucleus situated more 
than four hundred, kilometres from Armenia, is that such an.. 

,! '" ' - extension 



extension would certainly re.se.lt in placing the Armenians in 
a

a definite minority in the-.tr state and that when a genuine 

consultation of the-inhabitants took placo they would elect 

a,, majority of represent at ires hostile to the Armenians. One 

must never lose sight of the fact that it is further from the 

historical Armenia to the Mediterranean than £ron 3witzerland 

to Cette and that there are on the way only isolated groups 

of. Armenians in a "population with an enor mons majority, and 

implacably ho stileG Reality and logic, are equally opposed 

to the "dream of a great Armenia str etching from Trebizond to 

Aloxandrottao 

But in order to create the. united Armenia which we have 

defined, of which half (Turkish Armenia) is, still only a 

theoretical conception, it will he necessary first of all to 

protect the grouped elements of Russian Armenia against a 

Tartar and Kurdish population which is extremely hostile., then 

to bring back into Armenia from the four corners of Turkey and 

the world several hundred thousand of Armenians who are 

scattered and little inclined to leave their businesses, to sponc" 

hundreds of millions to rebuild the dostroye" villages, to 

remake the roads, to rec on struct, the railways, to ensure the 

feeding of the population in a region which is absolutely

ruined and deserted, and finally to defend the new inhabitants 
against an energetic Zur do-Trade ish population which lias 

seised 
jj&gx^T^aip: the land, a task which is particttlsrly difficult 

bee aii se the long si a very which fgarKfrr-^na^^ 

Armenia has suffered has deprived her of confidence in herself-. 

With the as si stance of America and of the league of Hat ions this 

problem which is very difficult, even in the most reduced form,-

can no doubt be resolved. 
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tim 2xim& sinister (ia. the Ofcair) 
Boaay '&mi ' 

i*ord Bir£eahea&: 
air Erie $oddest 
M r .&eee*t leraes 
sir &auriee i^akey (3eeretaary)t 
ifc e.o.)3aviasea. 

ffae -Qeafereaee ted iw£m% th*m "fee fbllostiaff &eaureate re
latiag fee %  e r&liw&y sitaa$iaat* 

(1)' oorrespoa&eaea feeiR*eea the fMmr%£ -seeretsry. iiatioa
&1 Siii033. o f Bailaayasea sad tee Mais tor of fr&aapor** 
w&teh laoimded the. iteeaXatioaa ps***& at the spaeia! 
Several aeetsiag of the $atieael o f lalla&yaea 
held, at Xmiij Houee m M w t  i 0* '1$20 (Q*jMUKft)t 

jfUl A -£rees Setaaaaî afc issaed by the Ministry of £raas
-port oa. wfoBaaxy 10* 13&0t 

(a) J aete from, the Aatiag restate *y o f the 3t5.Ma.0t (Mr. 
$. y$aes) d&tea. i&mmxj 10* Xi&0* 

ffhe Mialetor o£- fr&asporfc and t&e'Bini&t ̂ r sf .1*
131183?. aa*l Just! s.*"iT$* il&ea i;S.sd.ss. te soaf&jf siih the 
Prime Minister aad hie eelleaguea with a visa to -a 
retara t o deaden on the following day). 

$he Miaieter of i^iiaport g&ve a details -aeeoaatf ai the 
eae&fca leading ap to ia&e ureaeat. posltioa aad. oi" the attitude 

(iaeXadlsg fer, jsrejalsys union) 
of the varioas 3*ead**ra of the yailasfeyaeif. as well, aa aa ap
presiatisA of the relative rsa&saM aa& ergaai s&tiea both 
of the 0everssteafc aa$ of the trailwafsiea ia the evea.% tf ft 
stride * trosi this it- appaer*4 that, en aeitiiar site waa'*ae ; 

erfaaiaatiea aeariy m eoapiete m oa the. test eeeaslea, bat 
that relatively'the position, a i proeaMLy net sabafcs&tifclly ; 
mmzm from the point of view of the Qare*asisa**. 
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Ke^JleA NO TBS of a OONPRSR1I0R held at Ola-idre' * H o W 
PARIS, on THURSDAY, JANUARY 15, 1 9 2 0 a t fi-KC * 

PRnSENT: 

The Prime Minister (in the Chair) 
The Fight Hon. A. Bonar Lav/, JhP., 5 he Right Hon. The Lord Lord it:-ivy Seal and Leader of Birkenhead, Lord Chan-, the. House of Commons. 1cellor.

* *  n - M -on. ^ Ou,Bon of I !h. Hon. . . , 
I 

R  8  l t e n t M U

Eedle at on, K.3,,3S0,S.I., J H.2., Secretary of State 
G-.0.I.E,, Secretary of State I for India. 
for Po-eian Affaire 

II 
Lieut,-Colonel Sir M.P.A,Hankey, 3.0.3., Secretary, 
iir Philip Kerr. 

tlGN OP CON- (1) After some discussion by Lord Curaon of the d**aft 
IFINOPLE. 

proposals submitted by Mr. Montagu, the Prime Minister asked 

what measure of control Lord Curzon proposed for the Turkish 

"(government on the assumption that it was left in Constantino

ole. 

Lord Oxirson said that it was neoe'9sar*y to have 

4* close*- - financial control if you vere eve" to have 

(1) a regenerated Turkey; (2.) if interest and sinking fund 

of the pre-war debt, 50 per cent, of which was French and 10 

per cent. British, war, to :ie paid', (3) if reparation was to 

be paid to the Oh-istiana who had been forcibly expelled by 

the Turks duwin" the '*ar, and to British subjects whose 

property had been destroyed; (4) if the Pores were to have 

effective means of protecting the Christian minorities in 

Turkey from massacre and oppression, Li. Venicelog estimated 

non-Turkish minorities to number about 3,000,000. L e d Curzn 

theneforp, * bought that -while there was no advantage in try in 

to wrin? blood from atone, you could not f *eat T u r k e y 
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differently from the other ene..y countries. He therefor 
proposed- strict -form of financial control, subject to 
the ryovisior. that this would be relaxed as soon as the 
Turkish obligations had been paid off. Lord Curaon finally 
stated that he thought the Turks would really welcome etrin
gent financial control f o* a nuraber of yea-e as the only 
jaethnd of putting their country unon its legs * 

M- Montagu objected to the extent of financial cont-*ol 
proposed, and saw fjreat advantage in concentrating, all powers 
of control -* silita-y, financial and political — in the 
hands of a single Ooauoiseion instead- ef dividing them. 

Saua. (a) The discussion then turned upon the question of the 

frontier in Europe. 
^he P*lr'.e Minister expressed himself as beinn strongly 

in favour of the Ohatalja line because it would be an advan
tare that part of the duty of patrolling the f *ontie-s of the 
Sea of torviora should be undertaken by the Greeks and net. by 
the Allies. 

Mr hontaau pressed the General Staff objection that 
this would ircroede the line of communication between the 
Allied Forces occupying dallipoli and the Bosphorue. 

It was generally agreed, however, that the objections 

to the Chatalja line were not substantial, and that this wag 

the best frontier to propose in the North. 

(3) Thewe was some discussion of the Smyrna question. 
The Prise Minister stated that .". Venizelos had made 

it clear to hiu that )ie would not be able to remain prime 
Minister of Greece if the Conference required the Creeks to 
leave Smyrna. This, however, did not exclude the possibil
lty. of Smyrna being left under Turkish nominal suzerainty 
while th** greeks had the political power within the limits 
of their occupation; 



The Conference thought that some such arrangement 
might be considered. 

(4) Lord Curzoh pointed out that the Frenoh in their p-o
posals apparently contemplated annexing Cilicia without even 
a pretence at a mandate. 

It was agreed that it was out ef the question 
to a^ree to this. 

jJiilSTRA- (5) TheMe was some discussion of Lord Curzon'8 proposals 
I CONTROL 
IURK.KY. for the control of Gendarmerie,Police, Justice and Public 

Works. 
It was agreed that, in the discussions with 
the French an attempt shouldoe made to see 
whether i* would be possible to f-arae a 
looser of administrative nuperyision. 

(6) The discussion then retu-ned to Plninoe.' 
The Prime Uinieter thought that.the beet plan would be 

to cive complete control of all the revenues of the Straits 
to the Commission of Control, that the first charge en Turkich 
revenues should be the cost of the forces of occupation in 
the Straits (it was roughly estinated that this would *ost 
between 5 and 6 millions), that the second oha^e should be 
owapensation to refugees, the third charge pre-war debt. 

It was decided that --
Lord Curaon should have a meeting with Mr 
Montagu the following jaornina and p-epare 
a $Te^norandum, as the outcome of this dis
eunaion, containing proposals in regard to 
the Straits and the con^-ol of Turkey, on 
the assumption that  4 h e Turks *9*9 to be 
left in Constantinople, for submission to 
LI. clemenoeau. 

PASES, 
January 15, iSaa-, 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Cabin t Conference in 
tho Prime kin later' o rooia at Claridge'.J 
Hotel, Parxo, on Friday, January loth, 
lS20i at 5 p.u. 

Prooont; 

TIig Prime Linirjtyr (in the Caair) 

Rt. Hon. A Eonar Law, L.P., Loader 
of t.;o Houoe of Gos.imOna. 

Rt. Hon. Sari Curaon of Ledlo^ton,: ii.tr. &c*, 
Socrotary of State of Foreign Affairs. 

Rt. Hon. V/.H. Lonj*^.P., Pirot Lord of 
tno Admiralty. 

Rt. Horn Earl Bcatty, 0.i*.&c., Pirct Soa 
Lord. 

Rt. Hon. Lord Birkenhoad, Lord Chancellor. 

Rt. Hon. "V7.C. Churchill, i..P., Secretary 
of Stato £or War. 

Piold. Marshal Sir Henry Wil?.on, Bt., 
Gr.C.2 ., P. S.O., Chief of the Imperial 
General Staff. 

Liout^Colonel Sir Kaurico Hankey, G.C.I., 
Secretary, Cabinet. 

kr. Philip Korr. 

SEPARATIONS CA T-.o Conforenco bog an by diooucoin.; t-.o position of the 
B A STRIKE. 

Government and tao resources at itc diupoaal for tho main

tonanco of order in tae event of a strike, since tno so

curity at homo was an ossontial preliminary to tho eonsi

deraticn of problems involving military commitments abroad. 

It was stated that at a mooting in London tho previous^ 

day of tho Supply and Transport Committee, which had been 

attended by a numbor of kinisters, very sravo a tat orients 

had been mado in regard to tho probability of a largo 

combined strike during the next month or two, the more 

oxtrcmo leaders of which were believed to ccntomplato a 

movement not far short of revolution. Tho kinistur of 

Pood had boon of opinion that tnc movement was revolutionary 

***** ill 
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in character-. -^TTSr^CTaa^^^ oormi lariat 
arrangements though the So-operative Societies. The greatest 
stress was laid on the inadequacy of the military forces avail
able in the United Kingdom for dealing with a development. In 

whole of Scotland, fo- example, the available infantry was 
stated by the Chief of the Imperial General Staff to amount only 
to two battalions, and in the north of England to three battal
ions, after the departure of the battalions destined for Germany, 
Poland, India and Egypt. The rest of the Army consisted of un
trained war levies. Further, unless the Government could make 
au**e of be in? able to wo h the railways and the electric light 
and powe" stations, which was at present doubtful, the situation 
would be ve ry d ange roua . 

This weakness was aggravated by the fact that the measures 
originally contemplated fo** the formation of a special force 
in aid of the civil powers had broken down. At the meeting 
of *he Sv.Tmlv an^ 7-anspo"*t Committee on the previous day it 
had been stated that the Trade Unions had prohibited thei
members f*om joining the Special Const Salary, and. the number 
of Special Constables was stated to be totally inadequate. The 
guards en supplies of rifles\ ammunition and other war material, 
were stated to be small, and the difficulty of increasing them 
lay in the fact that, the wi+hdrawal. of troops for this purpose 
hampered the essential training of the forces, which ere at 
present raw and inexperienced. 

The following suggestions were made with a view to safe

guarding the position:

(a) The Secretary of State for ''ar asked for authority 

* 0 F,*on *ho riAPT*atch of the battalions to the nlebieoitary areae 

under the Treaty of Peace.. 
It, y;a recognised that this step could only be taken a

with the assent of the Supreme Council, and that, to ask for 
their release, besides causing r e ^ t dislocation of the a-ange

. . . . m e n t 3 



merits, would constitute a serious confession of weakness. 

(b) Tnat special precautions were necessary for tho 

safety of the seat of the Central Government, since revolu

tions rarely succeeded except in cases where the Central 

Government wa& upset. 

(c) that a special effort should bo made to increase 

the numbers of Special Constables, and in this connection it 

was suggested that some organisation should be started to make 

possible the mobilisation of the £0,000 ex-officers known to 

be out of employment. Another suggestion in tme same or

dor of idoas was tnat discreet inquirios should be mado fen a 

largo scale to obtain the names of persons of undoubted 

loyalty who would agree to join a Special Constabulary en 

an onor0cncy. (The quostion of wmotuor tnis' should be 

undertaken through tho civil or tho military organisation was 

discussed but not decided.) 

(d) That tho Prime kittletor should at an early date 

summon a meeting of the Supply and Transport Committee with 

a view to the further examination of those questions, and tc 

a stimulus to the Government *s organisation in tho ovont of 

a strike. 

(o) That, in the meantime, tho Chairman of tho Supply 

and Transport Committee should bo asked to furnish an interim 

report ahowin..., tmo present position. 

\7ith a view to further consideration of these questions 

The Secretary cf State for V7ar bad the Chief of the Imperial 

General Staff were asked to furnish the followin0 info Elation

(1) Piguros as to tho forces available in 
Groat Britain for tmo defence of tne Gov^rn
ment and order, and particulars as to thoir 
distribution. 

(2) Suggestions as to tho best moans of re-infer
cing them on an emergency. 

(3) Ac to the distribution of stores cf airas and 
ammunition. 

file:///7ith


^CAUCASUS The Conference then proceeded to a discussion of the pro 
jteuS c a s 

jj, bleius raised "by the retreat of General Denilcin and the conse

quent threat to the Caucasus and tho Caspian. It was poin

ted out that tne comaand of the Caspian Sea was tho pivot of 

our whole strategical position in the East. Its capture by 

the Bolshevists would brin^ about the final downfall of Doni

kin, turn t:ae irontier of the Caucasus, expose Northern Per

sia to attack, and intensely increase tho resources of the 

Bolsheviks by givin^ thasa control of the oil and other pro

duco of those regions. 

The Prime hinister than gave the Conference particulars 

of the latest developnents in this question in Paris. The 

hllitary Council at Versailles had advised that an Alliod 

force of two divisions was required for the defence of the 

Caucasus against the Bolshevists, but discussion of their 

report had been post, oned until after the arrival of the 

Britisn LUnisters concmed and their naval and military ad

visers. . Oh tno morning of the previous day he nimaolf had 

had an interview with tho Polish Porei^n hinister who had ax

pressed a wish to work with the Caucasian SSatos. As a 

result of this conversation the Supreme Council had invited 

k. Jules Cambon, Mr. Philip Kerr and the Marquosi di Tcretta 

to conf r with the representatives in Paris of Georgia and 

the As .rbaijan. The results of tais Conference which had 

taken place on the previous evening had been to aaow; -

I
1 

(1) That the representatives of the Caucasus and 

Azerbaijan believed that, with assistance as describod below, 

they could hold thoir position. Tn..ir poople . nd armies 

would fi0ht a. defensive but not an offensive war. 

(S) That if necessary, Geor0ia *gould raise 50,000 

and the hserbaijan 100. 000 troops. Bach state already had 

a small regular force with good officers vaio had served in 

the old Russian Army, including some officers of high rank. 



^rtr-aresietwnce^as required in form of food, arras 
and ammunition. Mo t-oons had been asked for. 

(4) That both the Georgians and Azerbaijanians desired the 
recognition of the Government of Daghestan as a de facto Goverri
ment.. 

The First Sea lord then gave the Conference particulars of 
the neasu-og -equired to secure the command of the Caspian. These 
included the taking ov-:r by some 1,9,0-0 British naval ranks and 
ratings of the ships now manned by Denikin1 s forces in the Caspian; 
the re-arming of some of the ships; the conveyance to the Caspian, 
by the Black Sea and across the Trjmscaticasian States by -ail, of 
perhaps three submarines and armed motor-heats; the establishment 
of a seeu-s base at. Baku, fo" which the llavy '--ould provide such 
coast defences as required, but he laid stress on the importance 
of the base on the land side and its overland communications being 
safeguarded. In view of the probability of the Bolsheviks bavins 
a force superior in.speed and munitions, the Admiralty could only 
sdvise the undertaking if the base and the Baku-Batura line were 
aroaerlv secured. The Admiralty's plans were full^ matured. 600 
of the naval forces required we-*e already in the l£'di* er-*anean and 
could be moved at once. The necessary armaments and munitions had 
been earmarked for' immediate despatch, and the whole of Penikir.' a 
ships would be completely taken over Within about, a month of the 
issue of the order. 

The Secretary of State for '"ar then raised the question of 
whether it was sound nolicy *o take stans at this stage to con
sti*ute the line of defence against Bolshevik advance through *he 
Caucasus. Both the loyalt-; and the f i l i n g efficiency of the 
Georgians and the Azerbaijanians was f le '.st ve-y doubtful.There
fo.-e, in his opinion, it was madness to abandon Penikir, r.nd his 
army who w e - still nutting up a etou* fi-ht in the Kuban and-the 
Bon -fi^ion. Apart altogether f^m. our obligation of honour  to n o t

desert D-mikin and our friends, it was the right course to streng 
-en the only o-ganised fo-ce still amounting to about 100,000 
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men, which lay "between the Don and tho Caucasus, rather than 
to abandon it and try and build up a new lino out of very 

inferior material on the Southern side of the raountains. He 

would, therefore, draw a line round Russia along the frontier 

of Pinland, the Baltic States, Poland, Rumania, and the 

Derikin country and say to the Bolsheviks that the Allies were 

not concrried wita what went on inside thesfe boundaries;, that 

they were prepared to raise the Blockade and trade with them, 

but that if they trespassed beyond these frontiers thoy would 

fight them. He was utterly opposed to leaving the Penikin 

country outside the ring fence and inside the Rixssian boar

pit, thereby leaving our friends jfco the mercy of the Bol f 

Lord Curz-on said that tho real difficulty was that the 

anti-Bolshevik Russians had failed. Koltchak had failed and 

Penikin now appeared to have failed. Was it possible to 

build any effective resistance out of tnera, and was it not 

better at once to organise tiie excellent defensive line of the 

Caucasus . To support penikin would be a very formidable 

task; to help by resistance at tne line of tho Caucasus was 

not nearly so ^reat an obligation. 

kr. kontagu polnteu out tnat tne Bolsheviks were now 

apparently anxious to make peace with England and might be 

willing to agree to including Denikin'a country in tho Russian 

area in return for peace and Trade, 

Mr. Eonar Law asked whether Denikin really represented 

the Cossack country, .nd whether if there was a free repre

sentative Assembfcr it would in point of fact declare for inde

pen d moo from Russia. To insist on the Kuban and Don being 

excluded from Russia might well be an interference in Russia'a 

internal affairs -. 

The Prime kinister said that the first question to consider 

was 
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was whether we could give the necessary support on either 

of the lines proposed. It would clearly he difficult 

enough to do it for the Caucasus and Cappian, hut to 

attempt to draw a frontier "beyond which we were not going 

to allow the Bolsheviks to advance along a 1000 miles 

front across the plains of South East R\.ssia seened to 

him out of the question. In point of fact Donikin's 

failure had been a political rather than a military failure. 

He had quarrelled with the Georgians, with Azerbaijan and 

with Daghestan to tne South; he had quarrelled with the 

peasants throughout the country which ha ocoupied in his 

advance bee-use he permitted his officers to seize the land. 

Ho had suppressed the Kuban Parliament bocav.se it had 
he 

disagreed with his policy and^had executed its leadr. 

Though he was himself a man of integrity, the officers 

associated with him were many of them hopeless. Penikin'a 

movement was really part and parcel of a greet combined 

attempt on the part of the anti-Bolshevik R asians in the 

North, East and South to overthrow Bolaheviiam and recon-

Btituto an united anti-BolsbseVduk Russia. It had utterly 

failed. Koltchak had disappeared. Penikin had been 

thrown back in disorder, and seein^ that both Koltcnak's 

and Penikin'8 armies had nau large quantities of Allied 

munitions and some thousands of British and Allied officers 

and ;:,C,0.a, to help them and at one moment had come within 
it was clear 

measurable distance of military,success,^that the real 

reason of their failure was that the Russian people did 

not want them. Further tne Bolshevik armies were now very 

highly organised and trained. It seemed to him, therefore, 

tmrt we had to recognise that this phase of the anti-Bel

shevik movement had definitely failed. He, therefore, 

agreed with the Secretary of State for war'6 policy that 

we ouJ.it now to say to the Bolsheviks that we were not 
..... concerned 
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concerned with what went on inside Russia, hut that we 
were concmed with, tne independence of Russia's neighbours, 
and would fight them if they attempted to destroy it. 
He further proposed that the Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff and Lord Leatty should see the representatives of 
Georgia and Azerbaijan and report as to what military resis
tance they were capable of making to Bolshevik advances, 
remembering that there were only throe reads through the 
Caucasus, two coast roads and the central pass, and that 
these did not afford facilities for the advance of a great 
a Kay. 

The Secretary of State for War asked if this meant 
final desertion of Denikin' and the volunteer army because 
if so he could not agree to it. The prime Minister said 
that his only proposal at t..e moment "'ao to extend the 
same guarantees and the sa^e hdp to Azerbaijan and Georgia 
as - e had extehdod to Poland a,nd tae Baltic States. As to 
penikin he was stil. got sing our supplies, and he did not 
see what more we could do to help him hold his o*-n toon we 
were doin0 at present. The fact tnat *e were proposing to 
put a second line benind General Penikin and to hold the 
Caspian for him would be an aosistance to aim. 

kr. kontagu proposed that - e should find out at ones 
whether the Bolsheviks vould a ree to exclude the Ooasack u

country from R-s .ia, but it - as ^oin$ed out that ne0otia
tions on those lines with the Soviet Government was impos
sfble for many ' reasons., including time. 

The Chief of the Imperial General Staff explained the 
vie-*s of the General Staff as to the ddf&nce of India. He 
said there were throo possible lin.s of defence. The first 
"as through Constantinople, Batoum, Baku and. Kerv.. Tho 
second vas through Constantinople,, Batoum, Baku, Snzeli, 
Tohwran, hosnud. Tho third "/as through the IToeth of 

,,. . Palestine 



Palestine through Hisibin, M 0 s u l ? Khanilcin and thence to the 
Persian Gulf. He was against attempting to hold the two 
ITorthern lines if Denikin failed and would prefer to base 
our defence on our ovm railheads in Kesopotamia dnd India, 

Lord Curz6ri pointed out that tho proposition at the 
moment was not the defence of India, but -whether or hot - e 
could not ,.alvanisc the Caucasus people into permanent inde
pendence and opposition to tho Bolsheviks. Per tnis purpose 
it vould be necessary that ve should attempt to hold the 
Caspian Sea, but ho "as prepared to take some risks in tnis 
matter seein^ that there v/as an alternative road cf exit 
via Snaeli if the Bolsheviks advanced and wore success
ful in driving us out of Baku before vo coulu -witxadravi 

it fas decided that.-

The Chief ot tmo Imperial General Staff and 
Admiral Beatty should interview the reprosen
tatives of SoOrgia and Azerbaijan vith a v i e 
to finding out their powers of resistance and 
that, pending their report, tho Conference 
should adjourn. 

â-y 17, 19so. 



NOTES OP A CABINET CONFEESHCE, KELP 
IN THE PRIMS MINISTER'S ROOM, C LA RIDGE' ''-
HOTEL, PARIS, on SLIT DAY, JANUARY 18, 1930, 
at 5 p , K . 

PRESENT 
The Prime Minister (in the Chair) 

The Right Eon* A. Bonar Law,, M.Pi, 3 The Right Hon. Long, 11;P., Lord Privy Seal and Leader of f First Lord of the Admiralty. the House of Commons. 
The Right Hon. E.S.MontagUi II.P., The Right Hon. tho Lord Birkenhead, Secretary of State for India. The Lord Chancellor. 
The Richi Hon. Sir Robert Home, Thft Ri*?ht Hon. the Earl Cursjon of I K. 3.B., X. 0,, 22, P,, Mini st er Kedi?*ston, K.G,, G. C. S. I. * 3. C;IEJ of Labour. Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. 

The Right Hon. Churchill, ::..?. 
Secretary of State for War and 
Air. 

The following were also present 

Admiral of the Fleet Earl Beatty, Field-Marshal Sir H.H.Wilson, 
Q,ii.,G.C;B.,O.C.V.O., First Q.O.B...D.S.0., Chief of the 
Sea Lord. Imperial General Staff. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir h.P.A.Hankey, G.C.3., Secretary, 

LIr Philip Kerr. 

(1) Attention wad called to certain announcements,published 
P BRITISH 

in acme of the British newspapers, to the effect that the pss. 
situation in the East was eo serious as to poln* to the 

possibility of a fresh outbreak cf hostilities. These 

statements were alleged to have been issued on the authority 

of the British Office, and to have attracted great 

attention in the fo-eign Press, and particularly the Ane-ioai 

Press. N 



 U )  P r i i a S  M i n i s t e r s a i d t h a t  h e  h a dil PEAof CON- ^  seen M. Clemenceau 
FERENCg^ on the previous day, and that LI. Clemenoeau hoped to be able 

to finish off the -questions of Flume and Russia, but oould 
not undertake to start any ' new discussion, such as the r,;ast
ern Question. The British Ambassador had called on him that 
morninr and had confirmed this. Sir Maurice Hankey had in
formed him that on the following morning the following ques
tions would be discussed at the Supreme Council 

The Caucasus, 
The Adriatic, 

The Administration of Western Thrace. 
*? 

M. CI^vtPNCFlACS (3) The Prime Minister mentioned that Lord Derby had in-
P.R0P0SKP VISIT TO 
EGYPT. formed him that morning that Li. Clemenceau was desirous of 

paying a visit to Egypt in order to obtain a complete root 
and change, but that he would not do so if there was any ob-
Section on the part of the British Government. On receiving 
this request he had communicated with Lo*id Ourson, who shared 
his own view that there was no objection, and that every 
possible facility ought to be offered to I!. Clemenceau to 
obtain an enjoyable holiday in Egypt, 

During the meeting the Prime Minister signed and 
despatched a letter in this sense to II. Clemenceau. 

RUSSIAN POLICY. (4) The ?"ine ! Sinister commenced the discussion by summing 
The Caucasus.up the latest information on the subject of Russian Policy. 

LI. Nitti had had breakfast *ith M  m that mo;ning, and had 
raised this question. Ke had shown himself very hostile to 
Russian intervention. He did not even believe in the ^barbed 
wire" policy. He had asked the question — supposing a 
ffija^an+ee is riven to Poland and Poumania, both of whom 
have advanced, as indeed the Poles admit, beyond thei:' 
ethnographic boundaries, would the Western Allies be 
committed to giving them support? Italy could not do so, 
and a. Nitti doubted if Prance could, either. He was o"posse 
to encouraging people anywhe-e if, in the event of their 



being beaten it would involve a choice between either their 
abandonment or embarking on a fresh war. In T. Witti'a view 
Soviet Russia was very bad, but. meverthelesa Russia had 
accepted this form cf Government. He had stated, however, 
that in his opinion Bolshevism was done for, and had sia
appeared exceot in name. The Soviets had now taken into 
their Qovernment some of the aristocracy and the bourseoiae 
classes. U. Nitti went much further than K. Gleroenceau, 
being absolutely opposed to the "barbed-wi-e" policy. In 
reply to ilr Long, he said that 1,-1, \Iitti'e view was that if 
the Bolshevists were only let alone they we-*e not going to 
attack the "sstewi Powe-s. He did not think they had reached 
a stage *vhen mil it aria v was in the ascendant. As long as you 
made war you tended to create Bolshevism. "Stop the war", 
said K. J-Jitti, "and Bolshevism will gradually decline". 

Er Bonar Law pointed out that the logical deduction 
from IS. witti's remarks, though he had not himself made it in 
so many wo**de, --as that it was desirable to make pease with 
the Soviets. 

iir Churchill observed that that, at least, was a defi

nite policy. 
Lord Curzon thought that, from what he had heard M. 

Hitti say, he was in favour not of the ^barbed-wire" policy 
hu* o** what mi"ht be te tied the ^ohain" policy, by which he 

meant that a chain of -tat^e encircling Russia would be 
assisted by arms, munitions, and otha- war material, to 
resist the Bolshevists if they crossed the border. 

ilr Churchill pointed out that this was neither Peace noi 

War. 
lord Cu-vzson railed that this was ^eally the present 

policy of the Allies, 

The Pri-e Minister said that the question which would 
be raised on the following day was as to whether Georgia 
and the Azerbaijan were to be told that, in the event of 
their undertaking to resist the Bolsheviks, they would be 



assisted by some o- all of the following methods 

(a) The supply of arms: 

(b) The despatch of x Divisions to helo 
the;,, hold the Batou.-.-Baku line: 

(o) By the 3 "itish Mavy taklnc over the 
Caspian Fleet. 

In the event of (a) and (b) being adonted, would the British 
na+ion undertake it themselves, or only in eon junction with 
the Allies? (c) "ould, of course, be an enti-ely British 
operation. 

Mr Churchill pointed out that Italy raight at once be 
omitted f 'om the discussion. Great Britain had a supreme 
interest in the Caucasus and the Caspian in connection with 
the defence of India. Prance had a g-eat in*e-est in the 
defence of Poland, (^he Prime Minister ad^ed "and Cilicia".) 
Italy, howeve-, had no special interest in the Caucasus. 

The Prime Minister then asked the Chief of the Imperial 
General Staff to express his vie^s. 

Field-karshal Wilson said that, as instructed, he had 
had a **eetino with the representatives of Georgia and the 
Azerbaijan. The net result was that the Azerbaijan oo\ild 
produce 10,000 troops and 50 guns. One difficulty in their 
case was that many of their officers were Turks. The Georgians 
could produce 30,000 t-oops arid 150 guns. Thei" rifles were 
mainly of old pattern and inferior in quality. As rega?da 
oooulation, Georgia had 3* millions, the Azerbaijan 4^ mil
lions, Ar-^nia 1^ millions. The total number of t-oops at 
present was 40,000 men and 200 guns for the two States. The 
line BatUij-Paku was 500 miles in length, which worked out at 
about one battalion to 20 miles, they required that we 
should com. and both the Black Sea and the Caspian, ot he-wise 
the-w twould not unde *take to hold the line at all. Georgia 
wanted to be fed entirely, and the Azerbaijan wanted some 
food for itself. The Azerbaijanians also stated that they 
were feeding 350,000 Ar .*nians, and they would wish the Allier 



to take that over. Further, the two states asked that 
recognition should be given to the Armenian Government as 

a £&aiSL Governr*jen* * and they desired the help of the 
Armenians for the defence of the Caucasus. Mr Tseretelli 

had done a good deal cf the talking, but had been constantly 
interrupted by another delegate. II. Tseretelli did not 

pretenfl to know very much of the military situation. He 

had said that the wo countries we*e f-lends, and that 
th*i** r*f?no-^i staffs had stusied the question. They were 

ready to fisht to the last man. It would, however, be 

necessary for them to raise large forces, and for this they 
, , . . beyond 
had no equipment or arms, ŝ a& those for the existing 
forces already mentioned. On the previous day the Prime 
Minister had somewhat surprised him by a reference to the 
successful resistance of th 0 Caucasian States to the 
Russians. He had traced back the history of Georgia to the 
year ISIS A.D., and could not find any case where they had 
not given in to every enemy. The last thing they had done, 

and the most cowardly of all, was to hand over Saturn to the 

Turii.-? two years ago. Their record was one of constant 

cowa-^ice. T^ev "ond surrendered in turn to the Arabs, the 
Tu*'kSt the Persians and the Russians, and had constantly 
asked the help of each of these countries against the other. 

Lord Curzon expressed sow doubt as to this historical 
summary.. According to his recollection, the Russians had 
had a great struggle to conquer ths Caucasus, which had 
lasted fo" forty o * fifty - ears, at *he end of which they 
had captured Tiflie. This firh" ing contained some very 
herioc exploits by the defender, * and thev had p^pduo^d a 

yO^l^v Scn/\ /fry rf-^ 
g eat nOnri^ajwvl, whca'a nâ ae,-. hfo--t bought^ was/luhamel ( 
Of course he could not discriminate as to what part the 
Georgians in particular had played in theae wa"s. 

v\.-i*-!H"*8r-al ^ileon stated that in the yeaj* 1300 
Geo^gis had placed herself under Russian pro? ction 



against the Turks and Persians.' In 1703 a Georgian Prince 
had raised the flag of -evolt, but this had been at once 
quelled by the Turks. 

(At this point it. was /suggested that the 
question now was as to whether the Oeor
gians would fight if stiffened by'?.ritish 
or Allied troops.) 

Lord Curzon then gave an account of an int.a-"View he 
had H^l wmltic with IT. Teeretelli. Ke had not shown 
hi;self at all boastful about the military qualities of the 
Georgians. He had stated that it was their desire to build 
up a national State. Although advanced Socialists, they wer 
totvLly opposed to the Bolshevists. He had said that they 
would fight whether with o- without" assistance, and that the 
present Government we*'e bound to put up a defence of the 
Caucasus against the Bolshevists. He had stated that thei
first ne ̂ d was not ar. s, but food. His view was that if 
the Caucasian States resisted,the Bolshevists would not 

attack, and that they would be atle-to come to-terms with 
the Bolshevists. If some effective resistance could be put 
ua, *be Polsbevlflts, in XI, Tseretelli*e view, would have no 

objeot in attacking. 
Pield-LIarshal Wilson pointed out that the line must 

in any case include the Caspian. So cm eh had been admitted 
by the Azerbaijanians. Otherwise the position would be 
turned. His considered opinion was that this involved two 
Divisions of Western troops in the Oaucaeue4 and a third in 
reserve at Constantinople. That afternoon he had seen 
Marshal Foeh, Who had told him that if any P-enohman 
ordered a single battalion to the Caucasus he would at 
once be repudiated by the French people. The more he. 
thought ihe matter over, the more he was convinced that 
H - O divisions we n e an absolute minima--;, Ke did not think 
that the Caucasians rould -ends? ,.uch assistance. They 
had actually handed o^e- Batum to the Tu-ks without any 
fight at alii 



&? Churchill pointed out that they would probably be 
attaoked by the Turks from the rear. Enver Pasha, who had 
lately bean In Pe-lin and had made advances to the British, 
was now stated to have flown back to Turkey by aeroplane 
and to be raising trouble there. 

Field-Marshal Wilson, in reply to the prine Minister, 
said that on the following day Marshal Pooh would absolutely 

out any operations in tha Caucasus, and he himself, for 
the reasons he had given, felt bound to support him. He 
oeuld not advise action with less than two Divisions, and it 
was impossible for us to find that foroe. He had no precise 
information as to the line the Italian mlllta *y authorities 
would take. 

The Prime Minister then asked Admiral Lord Heatty 
whether he was prepared to send 1*^00 Naval ranks and ratings 
to the Caspian unless the communications from Batua to Baku 
were securely held. 

Lord Beatty replied *iio  certainly not". p

The Prime £Sinister pointed out that that ruled out 
(b)*and (el of *he three points he had mentioned for deoi
sion, but it did not -uile out (a). 

Mr Churchill expressed the view that without (b) and 
(e), that is to cay. Allied assistance and the holding of 
the Caspian, the Caucasian States would go ove^ to the 
Bolshevists. 

The Prime Minister -thought that the mountaineers were 
not likely to take to Bolshevism. That might occur in 

Baku and Batum. . 
Sir Churchill point d out that the control of the 

Caspian **'ae ah essential element in our whole position in 
Central Asia, Once the command of the Caspian was gone 
it could o-orMbly not be reeovced for years. Its loss 
would lay open to the Bolshevists not only Worth Persia but 
the Caucasus and the oount-y to the South, and would open 
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up a fresh and direct line from Russia towards Afghanistan. 
In his view it was absurd to deal with only one aspect of 
this question. Har*h*l Foch, whom he had only spoken to on 
the subject today fo- the first time, had spontaneously 
uttered precisely the sa;.ie idea. The idea of "unity of 
command", of which the Prime minister had been so warm a 
supporter, was as t-ue now ma in regard to Russia as it 
had been two years ago on the "Testa *n Front. The policy of 
wh**her were to have pe-oe or war with the Bolsheviks was 
one f  c the Governments to settle. It mirht pe haps be the 
right course to make peace. II. Pitti apparently believed so. 
If this was so, this nolle-' ought to be taken up./ The Allies 
should either declare a peace policy or a war policy. iThat 
was neither one policy nor the other was to allow all the 
forces opposed to Bolshevism to go down in turn one after 
the othe^, a  d in the end perhaps to have to make a disastrou 
peace. In order to realise what, might happen, it \vas only 
necessary to recall what had happened to Germany. Once her 
armies had been broken and she had given in, she had had to 
make a complete surrender. At present we were losing both 
the wa- f*v"e and the peace game. The first thing to decide 
was as to what our nolioy was to be. If we decided we could 
not fight, it was bette - to make peace. In reply to the 
Pri.-e Minister, who asked what his proposal was, he said ths. 
the Government should decide whether it was to be war or 
peace. In any case, ho^e^e-', it was essential to place the 
military direction in the acntrol of one man. In his opini
we could not do bette- than follow the precedent of 1918 an 
place Marshal Pooh at the head of a military Committee 
which should be vitho-lsed to a o M c m n l t v v t s *ith Finland, 
the Baltic States, Poland, General Penikin (who was still 
holding up half the Bolshevist Army) and the Japanese. : 

The prir.fi Iftniste- asked what instructions it was pro
posed,under this scheme, to ?ive to Ma^-hal Foch. In 1018 I 
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Marshal Foch had had clear ins factions that he wae to do all 
he could to destroy Germany, and the Powers had promised to 
him every gun"and ever:* ship that they hadi The difficulty 
now was to kno^. what instructions -.o give him as to the 
amount of support he was to receive. 

M* Chu:'chill, said he would divide the subject into 
two groups; the first one being one on which he believed all 
were agreed, and the second one in which opinions might dif
fer. The f i-st branch of the question was that of his 
defensive instructions. The whole line of defence against 
ths Bolshevists should be placed in his control. He was 
-emindei by Marshal ^ilaon that the French w e e not interest
ed in the Southern part of the defensive forces. What 
they were interested in was the line from Finland  t o 

Odessa, This front should be defended as a whole. He was 
not suggesting at the moment that the Allies should contem-
Plate any advance info; Russia^ and when he apoke of "the 
Allies1' he ^eantG^cat Britain ard France, and not Italy, whir 
was not specially-"'concerned. Marshal Fooh' a organisation 
would constitute a ereat-.Military Staff for studying the 
question, and it/would arrange-that all the states from 
Finland to the Black Sea should stand^together, It was 
o-obable that an attack would take place in the Spring, end 
this was a practical consideration. iHle proposal was that tht 

:' Inte-^-Allied Committee, with a great General who, ;ln his 
; view^ahould be Marshal Pooh,, should a-range -for ttoe . 
defensive Veasu^ea to be taken in hand. ;̂ h e y should-.- 
present a unified front. The Bolshevists would thendis

--cover/that -if; they crossed the line -in on$ place to attack 
k 

 fbe Pdlesv they would find; themselves:attacked, by:Finland. 

.Marshal Foch would: become, as it were a Great Constable.,of 
:-Europe; ' ' i-m- - ,rm " i V vho A1 i v :-, :I i oj.lv 

;  curzon- a Aid that that was what he meant by the L o

:'.*chain"policy. 
T*r Ghu-chill, continuing,; said that the French took 

, v -y little . interest in. the South., , 7hat they f eared was e
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that the Bolsheviste would upset Poland, whom they oounted 
on as a valuable counter to German aggression. They did not 
wind very much if the British Empire in the East was troubled 
by what happened in.South Russia. ffe might, however, make it 
a condition of our agreeing in a unified front on the West 
of Russia that the French should give some help in the South. 
As Pa-t of the general plan he contemplated it might be 
necessary to hold the Caspian, but the question must not be 
considered piecemeal, and it was perfectly useless to hold 
the Caspian in order to stave off the Bolshevist menace for 
a time. Be himself had asked Marshal Foch if he ignored 
the situation in other theatres than the Western Front of 
Russia, and he had replied "Ho? the situation was as critical 
as it was at the tire of the First Battle of Ypree, when he 
had had to put into the battle.the soldiers who looxed after 
the latrinee. If this plan were adopted it might give us 
the means to compel the Bolshevists to accept a peace that di 
not look like a surrender. He wanted fi-st to set up the 
Committee he had proposed, with harshal Foch as President, 
to look after the defence of the Western and Southern Fronts, 
construing the term "defence" in the widest manner, and to 

prelate the operations of all the different fo-ces under this 
Commission. The second man on the Commission should lank 
more particularly after the Southern Front, and should be a 
British representative. He asked his colleagues to look at 
the question from the noint of view of whether what he 
vrould term "Leninism" should be -iven a chance or shouldbe 
smashed at once. In any case the first step was to set up 
the Commission with full force \nd authority. 

The Prime minister stated that such a body had al
readv b^en set ap. A decision had been taken in London, end 
confirmed in Paris, to continue the military organisation 
at Versailles, with Marshal Foch at its head. All that was 
necessary was to rive it a definite reference to take this 
question in hand. The decision, howev-r, really depended 



en whether we were willing to give full suppor?to^e 6 Tstlte3 
encirallncr ^lssia o- not. 

Lord Curzon suggested that such a body would "equire a 
British Military Representative of very great standing and 
authority. 

Mr Chu-"chill said that fo- "ngland the Chief of the 
Imperial General Staff clearly would ha-'e to be there when all 
the re at decisions were taken. Re could have a pe-manent 
representative the-e, ae at present. 

The Prime Miniate- pointed out, that Field-Ma-shal Wilson 
always had been present when great decisions were taken, 

Mr Long pointed out that M-* Churchill's proposals we-e 
really in two parts, . One part was the action he proposed to 
take through the lilitary Commission, and the other was the 
action to be taken later on the Caspian. The difficulty was, 
however, that in dealing with the Caspian time was an easen
iial consideration. Action was required immediately if it 
was to be. taken at all. He had been stud vine the evidence on 
this .;uatter very closely during the last few weeks, and he 

had come deliberately to the conclusion that the danger to 
our Eastern Empire was greater than it had ever been before. 
If we did not take immediate steps we might in the near 
future be fighting desperately for the retention of our 
Kaste-n Empire. He did not unde-stand from Field-Marshal 
Wilson whether hie objections to holding the Caucasus were 
due to lack of troops o- whether he did not take the same 
view as the Admiralty, that the holding of the Caspian was 
essential. If the Field-Marshal said that he agreed in the 

but 
policy suggested by the Admiralty,, ija had no men available, 
that raised a different question. In his view the industrial 
situation at home celled for.a larger Army, The situation 
in Asia gave opportunity *o obtain this... If, because of 
lack of men, nothing could be done, it would be better to 

at 
lake peace ri^ht away.. It had been suggested^the Cabinet 
itself that the Navy had abandoned the Caspian. This,however 
was not .*he case. If it could be said in the Cabinet itself, 



the gaae thing would be said outside, and this was very 
unhist. At tbs ^resent time it was possible to recove- con
"rol of the Caspian, but late- on this '-ould no longer be pos
sible. He asked that Lord Leatty might now be heard. 

Lord Beatty said that he would like to add an addition
al dangs- to those that had already been -mentioned as in
volved in the los** of control of the Caspian, This was a 
Kaval strategical question. During the last five years our 
command of fuel and particularly of coal, was one of the 
factors which had helped us to control the seas. This power 
was passing, owing to the fact that oil was rapidly taking 
the place of coal. Hot only was the -?-e"cantile ,marine using 
oil as its fuel to an increasing degree, but the Navy was now 
dependent to the extent of 75 per cent, on oil supplies 
which were not under British control. He believed that at the 
moment he was correct in stating that only 4 pe1.' cant, of the 
oil output of the world was und*r British control,, although 
if the proposed agreement with the French were signed this 
percentage would be considerably increased. It was very 
important to the Navy that this control should not be in 
foreign hands. Of course the output of the United States of 
Aia-r-ica was entirely in American hands. The Americans 
could alsa at any mo;: ant cent rol the Kexican Pagle supplie s, 
and owing to its geographical position the same applied to 
Trinidad. The other sources of supply which we could contro' 

.trft^ awill. One of the problems of the Naval '?ar Staff 
had been to ascertain whe-e- oil was to be found. which-: could 
be obtained without control by othrr Powe-s.; Of. these sou-r 
it was found-that Persian oil was by far the most important 
In Persia, there were great oilfields,not as yet tapped, 
which experts believed were more extensive than those in - , 
exist ftpce eIsewhe-e. To hold the ; Casp.l*sn meant that the-se

' oilfields would be relatively easily defended. From the. 
commercial point of view it was ijost important to hold thee 



X%-*as the Secretary of State for '-7a.r had suggested., it mi*ht 

be desired to r?-ctptu -e the Caspian in the face of oppoal

tion, this might prove well-nigh impossible. At the 

4n^^aen4 mori4n*  irw was a ver^ important factor. If no 

decision we-e %*eaohed'within threadays. time he believed it 

would not be possible to hold the Caspian, A good deal had 

to be done. Aaong other things, General Penikin * s consent

had to be obtained, (Mr Churchill observed that there was 

no difficulty about this.) The representatives of the 

Azerbaijan had informed him that they would -agree to hand 
(I 

ove" thei" ships, should have to put ourselves in a 

position to repair thetfl, and they would have to be got into I 

condition for use net later than Larch 10th., wh-n the ice 

would melt on the Volga. If no decision "ere taken with!) 

*A',-a  v..* c y M A t f l d it would be impossible to effect \a

this. 



T h B  A : v I h E M I I T v T Z R as.ced the Jhief of Cne Imoeriul 3en
eral iit,ff mether, if he vere a Bolshevist General thid the 
country north of --aicu -vi,e held by mountain tribes::, Phd the 
British Ilavy held the Caspian, would he be able to rnaron his 
array on 3tucu ,nd .teeo ni? c oraraunioatione ooen'r 

i*TLla) II Ih L . IL-.OI' stated th t tnic. defended upon the 
value of the aserb&ij. duna. In hie experience, no-/ever, and 
he had had three years' e perienee oi mountain warfare on the 
frontiers of Jnina, a mount-in rorrre ics a oout the weakest line 
to hold. 

LORD 3J1.50P pointed out th, t the t̂ uec tion would depend 
l&rtely oa the attitude of Daghestan. An appeal had been made 
for tne recognition of the rmenian Government as a de facto 
Government, and he thought that the question of recognising 
Daghestan ought also to be considered. 

1ILLP iiH HLL -TLiaOll said he -res given to unc ei vt/id th. t 
there were a great many places /where the Caucasus *.ange could 
be crossed. If tne Joiebevista /ere only opposed by the foro
es of the Azerbaijan, he thought th t tne./ would h.ve no dlf
fionlty in marching turou^h. 

ilR CHURCHILL pointed out th t if General Denisin could 
maintain his front the communication'.-: ootween 3aturn and 3alcU 
-would be secured. 

712 i?RIlC m.IPI : * T suggested th t it would, t any ra-te, 
tu.;ce the ^ol-heviets some time to foroe che Caucasus. 3efore 
they could menaoe 3a:cu and its communications the havy would 
flbve time to slip out. 

1-I3LD S H. ii .IL-.-OK said it would not De -/ice to risk 
. l £00 3ritieh euilors on the Cue plan hen their lines, of come

raunication were only neld by Azerbaij it. ns and Georgians. 
Cven if he nimoeii ?ere ordered to ^end troops- to' tee Caucasus 
it would ta-ve aim c lonr time.- In reply to ,-ir. Long he so id 
they could not oe seat, from Cons tan tinople a,s this would denude 
th: t die triet. 

------ M jf 



TP"! .-/EILE; HIl'1.. iTii said th-.t in any event, to send 3 divi
sione of British troops %  s out of the question. If harehal 
Foeh was unable to send a battalion it .-.7Q8 no use talking of 
sending ;estern troop-- to hold the line of the Caucasus. :;o 
one present hid sug^e-ted "for c motiieht thtt the mrifeish oould 
send 3 divisions. 

'M BOHAR Lkl pointed out th? t if we made ufcsat it a oondi
tion of our support elsewhere it was possible the french might 
change their attitude. 

Mu CHU3CHII.Ii said it might be aoaumed that the I tails as 
would send no one. 

FIELD Iu-.PSH.'.L 1L. 01! pointed out t h a t t h e Irenoh could not 
even obtain troops for 3yris, 

LOaP CUH20IT pointed out t h a t all the'Powers were interested 
to some extent in the Caucasus owing to the oil at 3aicu. uo 
doubt it was of greater interest to us than anyone else, owins 
to our position in the *aet. If command of the 3aa dun -/ere 
lost ?/e might find that before ion? our -/hole .a&tern Empire
was rocxing, but if ?e could dominate the Of-a pi an it might 
alter the -vhole situation in the East. Other-vise, ?/e fere in a 
worce position th£n w e had oeen any time since the B e g i n n i n g 

o f the -.are The Aolshevists, seeing that we were weak, 7/ould 
overrun Khoraesan and Northern Persia, the Caucasus, and rmenisr.. 

HR. MOtfTAGU agreed, but asked whether, from the .:*oint of 
vie:-/ of India, it was not also necessary so nolcl the line east 
of the Caspian in order to secure the support of the Afghans. 
It appeared necessary to defend the wools line irom the Caspian 
A f g h a n i s t a n . 

iTilLD livRSHAL .IL30I! said t h a t the real question for us 
was t h e defence of India and Mesopotamia. The oomnk.ad of the 
Csieoitn did not affect the defence of India unless re v/cre 
prepared to hold the line S&tum-Ba^u-ICrasnovodsk-Merv, in order 
to protect Indie d o n ? that line. In reply to the Prime Ministc: 
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ho stated o & t he would no c nirteelf choose tnat line for the 
aefence of India. 

lid CdUKCSHtlw pointed out tn- t ior -one defence of India it 
-.703 orobable that we should merely attack else tiers, for example, 
from ^inland and foltnd. 

BH3 £HI.2J liiri:-.̂ aR agreed. If he ;ere convinced that the 
Bolshevist?, ?ere contem-latiii ? . great military expedition 
against India, he could see no object in hold in: the line 
that had ooeri' sug?e-;.ted. He recalled the raebtin.5 of tne Indus
trial Unrest Committee watch had ueau held a few days ago, 
and from which he gathered tha.t there were not enough troops 
for maintaining order at no .e* In these eiroumstuncea, - it 
woe absolutely out of the question to aend & divisions for the 
defence of the CJauoueus unions the irench would cooperate effect
lvely. issuming that a -rrsat military expedition //ere under
ta&en by the molshevistv against £zerbaii$&a, their ooject would 
be the oil at dasu. He oould not under.tand why they should go 
beyond this, £hey would as entering Armenia, a miserable eoun
try which no one was v/illin.-? to accept responsibility fcr. It 
might be saia they would 30 %o Oillcia, but tola vnta vita-cut 
any .jreat wealth, though he had he^-rd of one valuable oop?er 
mine, darbarians did not march after nothing. ihen haeoleon 
had invaded Italy he had admitted tm t he went into taese rich 
plains in search of food,, It was entreated that the .iolshev-* 
ists would overrun fola a&. If tney did they would oorae up 
against ^era&ny. Another suggestion /as they would -jo into 
Hungary. Toe l*: test reports iho 'ed th" t the Hungarians were 
as badly off av- anyone. 

LOUT) 3Ui.:0I' pointed out tn...t one aim of the Bolshevists 
wa? the cotton of Central Asia. 

2iB flvt: 13 hllilaiVS replied that this was not to oe found in 
India, ao far the jolc-hevlsts had nowhere ttacked tne - H i e s 
except by means of propaganda. This was quite a legitimate 

16. 
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method of making var* but the railitary methods would not ore

vent thi-..a 11 was true that in the United states of i.merloa 

mill tary' me tfcods had in .. sense been adopted, that ie to say, 

the rounding up &nd banishment of the Bolshevists. In Lussia, 

hoveveri the milltary opposition to the bolsheviets had only 

ended in failure. Its only result had been to oret te among 

the jolcheviste what 7.-S no ' the most formidable po ;er in the 

world, -inoe all trie other armieu jere demobilised. 

V.II OUUIvOHILL pointed out that the military o.oosi ti on to 

the ool:;.-hevists had been very naif-hearted.. 

,:hlir' ..YUM::7Z3. said that it -fould always be hall-hearted
Lien v/ould not volunteer to give cheir lives merely to oppose 

Bolshevism. He did not believe th*t tny troops oould ae ob

tained except from airland, and 3 divisions from ,agland was 

out of the question, -ranee was not sufficiently interested in 

the Caucasus, He believed Marshal ^och ;:ms speaking the per

feet truth 7hen he said they would no 'o send one battalioii. Prance 

was only interested in Jol^d. 2he suggestion had been made 

thi; t tne Bolshevists might ttt.'ek' India through fghanietan. 

That Hue uot the real trouble that had to bo faced, -'hich mos 

gold and propaganda, and according to the' latest information, 

the /olshevistV -/ere not bent even on this for tho present. If 

there 7ere any threat'to India, the first tnihg that would hap

peh -ould be thi t the diviryiomi dispatched go the Caucasus wouLi 

be -vithdrav/h.' "'' 

"Xi ChUIvSiilLL pointed out t i t no one -./h.hea to send divi

siorib to the Caucasus; /e" were hot in a po alt ion to send them, 

and new divisions could not be raised rithoiu. conscription. 

I 1Z. :i\liiZ Ulhl:' asked fdmirai Jeatty If he was prepared 

to ta^e hit- chance of the' British sailors, in tne event' of their 

communications oet/een" 3aku and ^atom beinT cut esoaping through 

Lbiseli. If Smiral .ie;. tty could t; ke the naval risk he .'Ould 

be" procured' to ti. ie tae -olitieal risic. ke did hot' -VISE, 



however, to press admiral jeatty for an immediate reply if he 

^ould rather thixiA. it over carefully. If this could be done he 

v/ould be prepared to send war material to the uauoaeus and to 

supply the?n with food for their armies. ihere was, he admitted, 

the rie/c of the arms:'and ammunition falling into the hands of 

the Bolshevists-, but the oolshevists had captured so much jrlt

isii material that a little more vould not make much uifierenee. 

Iffi CHUKCHILL expressed tne view that the material they had 

captured /as not of much value now.. 

133 vTillG I:iIPIa"fJ.I\ said that It was not as though ?e were 

handing over some tiling to the i;0lshevists that they had not yet 

had. -s records Mr. Churchillis proposals for a united oommand 

under ;-.aruhal xoch, he emoroseed the view tnat this depended 

entirely upon tho instructions given to the Councils '2his 

Council -as already in existence, the only question to decide 

ess as to /hether this particular question cnould be referred 

to it for s tudy * 

MR C iiUEvCHILL observed that much more then a study was re

quired * It was necessary that it should be given a definite 

command. 

'Oil 30PAS a; . recalled that M. Patbtea, the Polish *oreiga 

Minister, had suggested the same plan as Mr, Churchill, namely, 

the coordination of" the wnole front from the -.ultie to the Black 

dee, but had combined5^^ with a suggestion that a line should 

be drawn which the jolchevists should be Informed must not be 

crossed. He did not see, however, how this could be donO v/hen 

the whole :of-....us-sia was in u state of civil war. 

2:1" iSIiC .2ZB. pointed out that -.sthoaia had drawn an 

armistice line,, 

. .;. CdUKCHILL pointed out th. t tai - /us n first-rate -rrange

merit from the point of view of the Bolshevists. It meant that 

the .iSthoniaae /ere absolutely passive until the Bolshevists were 

Prepared to deal "with theoi. That wau one ol tne reasons why he 

advooc- ted the establishment of a single organisation for studying 

the whole policy on this front. 



'MZ PKIiiT, MIFIaZSK said there was no evidence that the 

f Bolshevists meant to a ttocK the jt.ltio--.-ta tee, and there t u b 

some evidence taut the;; /ould be billing to recognise the Cuu

oasi&n ta-tes, ana the same applied to the iroles0 

IL1 CHUKCHIi*Xi suggested this -yue only temporary. 

TH'.:; jSIMjj U1VI '2Z)R pointed out tin t everything depended 

on mhe instructions given to the Council, if It mas merely to 

study the question ne had no objection (yii CH"JL.CH,ILL pointed 

out this was no use) but if Marshal coch ma to he able to 

order General Heller or general Liannerheim to attacx, that in

volved sup porting them for offensive purposes. General Judenicfe 

had said th^i he had not bedn given enough support. ..,:iactly 

the same was being said by General i..euikin whom 'e had helped 

to a very nsterial extent. He believed that General Holman was 

sending telegrams to the effect that the popple, round Ceneral 

DeniKin /ere claiming that they had jeen betrayed by. the jritish. 

whenever they 7 e r e beaten these people would say that. It vas 

no use undertaking responsibilities -/nioh -ve :ere unable to sup

port. ;he Italians *ould do no thin?, and.'the j-renoh., to use an 

Americanism, would "past, the buck" to us. 

I B CilUaCHILL said the Prime ulnlater"s point of view seemed 

to bo that the Bolshevists were not to be feared. 

'W : JhllC :TJx\ said that the danger of Bolshevism was . 

not military bt;t political. 

M C^UhCHILL said it vas oeginning to beoome military. 

T O 2iU U: I I I P I .27.11 said we could ma its the danger o military 

one, just ais had happened in the * renc.ii. devolution. W thought 

it -/as iOOKSible to equip the nation?, of the Caucasus so as to 

raa^e the Bolshevist.:- tain.; chat it -onla be better to make terms 

rith them then to attack them-, hs regards -.,n& voles, ve should 

say che same to them ac -?e had sftid. to the sthonians, namely, 

that if they ?ould not nuke peace tee responsibility tos theirs. 

Hi CKUkCfilLL pointeci out th t in toe muin this was mat v- ;S 

being done. 
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T-C JSIUT; IUVI'J'2'JR contested this. JT$ Lord Ourzon had 
pointed out, the allies had uncertain & rreat gamble in Kussiu. 
2hey had wrestled ^itn the Bolaheviit* for commend of .iussia and 
had failed. Up to now rao-vt of our strength had been put into 
thi:. The aust^evted policy no-.- .*as co say: .'e leave the inter
nal situation of i-usaia ulone, but if the Jolsheviete attuoz 
iSstiionia, or Roland, or the Caucasus, they -/ill be resitted. 

OiiUivCHIaJj aeiced .'hi,.t toe situation /ould be if Lenin 
felt that he could only maintain iiis strength end his position 
"by oontinxiin? to attach these Wtes. as it not a chousand 
pitie- to have the present fronts broken up? 

2i& mi'I'.-2I5H said that on cfce assumption chc:t (general 
Deniicin : nd . drairal £oltobak were broken up, v/hioh he agreed vith 
tlx. Churchill /as a horrible thing, involving, as it did, the 
slaughter of many of the best elements in Russiat there r/ould be 
no further resistance . through^lussia. i,lr. Ohurohill then sug
gested that Lenin, ... flushed *7ith military victory, ;ould be
gin to constitute himself a new 3aaorlttino^in Europe and ^rould 
begin by attaching Poland and Lsthonia. 

IS ZOVi J pointed out taat 7hen Poland rras uttac^ced, 
according to ,. ield marshal alls on, ?e should have no soldiers to 

send to her support. 
S?flS 1'KIi.C said th;-.. t a rrenchman today had told him 

that although the . rench ?ould not send troops merely to ireep 
the Jolshevista out of Jlnsk or Pviask, they would find plenty 
of troops to aend to Poland to resist an attach on the dependence 
of that country. 

IB. L0H3 said cha t in his belief if i t were announced that 
there was a menace to our . a--tern Jrapire, sufficient troops could 
be obtained in Great britain to meet it, and at the same time 
any serious danger at home wo^ld be provided against. ,e had 
learned for the first time thin - reel that the , rmy was ineifici
ont owing to the youth nd inexperience of the troops, a.nd t the 
same time thousands of seasoned end trained men *tae trooping the 
streets. 



IC CHUSCHILL said that tile "/hole of the arime iiinister'8 
argument led to our masing pet oe;. Tnis vyas not a --olicy that 
he himself, having in view nisi attitude on this question, oculd 

Iko&J hut, nevertheless, it was a -colic y that ou?ht to oe faced 
k 

by thee who believed in it. 
'2:-%Z PittlC MII-T.;-'2Zl\ said that ..ri Churchill was driving his 

argument too far. 
;.Q GHUKOlILi said it was better to face it than to Ignore 

it, At present events /ore just being allowed to ta.ee thtlr 
course. 

LORD CUh!iOI3 again raised the question as to Che maximum 
which could be done on the Caspian vithia our narrow limits. At 
present there was a garrison of a brigade at .3atum. The First 
aea Lord had, proposed to nold the Caspian (ADMIEab 336TTY 
interpolated "Provided the line from Batum to da&u was held") -
Sue Joeing the lines of communications were only held by native 
forces, but 2 battailous vere sent from 3aturn to Bajcu. Assuming 
that the worst happened and that- the aolshevists threatened Baku, 
was it out of the question, he asked, for the iiavy to fall back 
on hnaeli? 

THm rKKD 'dlllI,/:ZR said he did not wi^h to pre,-s admiral 
3eatty to give an answer before the following day if he did not 
v/ish, 

ADMIKAL 3'aV TTY said he had already carefully considered 
this question,- and to fall back on Enzoli /as not a practicable 
proposition. It would not be poselele to put to sea with a force 
possibly inferior to tne enemy in - trongtb and with the ships 
loaded up with troops. That was why the admiralty aakod that 
Baku shoulc be defended from the sea, as well us from the land. 
Thon if need be the ileet on the Caspian could retire tq/it be
foi e a possibly superior naval force. The enemy nad, as a matte:; 
of fuot, the means of putting a superior naval force on the 
Caspian. 
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LOKD 0'JEZOU anjsed in chat event what /as trie use Of trying 

to hold the Caspian? 

hDiill-i/L 31 - TTY olsimed th. t the Pavy might be sufficiently 

strong to prevent movements of troops across the Caspian. 

VdZ PHIHD MI1*I' TDK said he had some recollection that on 

a previous occasion our forces had retired from Baku to Bhzeli. 

LOKD.-OUR308 said this was the case. 

ME L08G pointed out that at that time the Bolshevists did 

not command the "/hole length of the Volgo 

/ DLIIKAL 33/. TTY said that the Bolshevist ships consisted of 

destroyer-. There as the ^ritish ships would consist only of 

armed merchant vessels. The B o l s h e v i s t s had 3 destroyers b e l o w 

and 4 a b o v e Tzaritzin, and they might be able to put two or three 

more on to the Caspian. If we could put two or three submarines 

on to the Caspian we might command it sufficiently to prevent large 
troop aerqse it, mill t-ary/movement ev although submarines were not a good type of 

vessel for fighting destroyers. 

T.i":- ..-KIUE "tIPI.-j?:;K suggested th&t the Bolshevists wore very 

poor sailors, 

MR CHURCHILL asked what the conclusion of the discussion -,vas? 

SHE PRISE MIPIt-TPR said we -/ere not prepared to send two or 

three divisions. ..-e were prepared to help clothe and equip the 

Caucasian states,to resist the iiolehevlsts. Admiral Beatty ad

vised that he could not recommend the dispatch of British sail

ors to the Caspian unless the lines of communication were secure

ly held. This seemed to be the position. 

i"I3iD :h;K-.H..L ./ILS0K kdded that the Caucasian line could 

not be held unless the Caspian -/as held. 

ME CHURCHILL, asked -hat his suggestion -/ould be, said the 

Finns, the aaltio t tates, the Poles, the Serbs and Bulgarians, 

both of whom fere villinr to help, the Roumanians, In fact, all 

the forces in chat :;art of tho world, should be coordinated 

under marshal ioch. This wa: tho only alternative to mu-ting 



peace and me icing some attempt to induce Lenin to sho-fmerey 
to these Border States. ;e could adopt either one course or 
the other. lor a. whole year We had Seen one friend after- an o ther 
pulled down, il-e would la-g-ga-bhei1 lmuo fceaeejthan this. It was 
absurd to do nothing, and wnat was being proposed in the Cauea
sus and the Caspian "/as li&e using a piece of putty to stop an 
earthquake, general henikin had had an army of 250,000, and 
Admiral JSoltchak 500,000, and these had now '5one down. The 
Bolshevist enemy now had a force which the eatern Powers had 
not yet felt, but which all tho small countries on the fringe 
of .:.useia which had been seeking their own interests so assiau
ously would now begin to feel. Whether we wanted peace or war we 
ou-^ht to establish t30me sort of a front. 

LOXD OUKSOB asked whether, on the following day, the ques
tion of recognising the Armenian v.;tate should not be raided? -

THE PKIIir. IIIl!i:f:jK said he was under tne impression it had 
already been agreed to. 

ADHIR/L BH TTY said it -/as quite clear that the Caspian 
could not be held without the 2 divisions in the Caucasus. 

i-21 CHURCHILL suggested th t the Caspian could be held if 
general ^eniicin still held. 

ALlilHAL BI1 TTY said that in th;, t ove;:t general Lenikin 
could hold the Caspian himself. 

MB CHURCHILL said that general DehiiCin had expressed the 
greatest regret when the Pavy had jeen Withdrawn. 

LORD 3IKE7i$H3AD, askea for his views, said that we -/ere in 
a position to send food and arms, beyond this he could suggest 
nothing. The only other proposal th. t had been roade was that 
of the first Lord, namely, th t the /hole 'of the facts should be 
stated in Parliament and eVtra troops raised. 



PROPOSED (5) MS CHUKCHILL said that if the J&spian vas not t* be held 
3V/.CUATIOH 
Cf BATUM. he must make a formal request for the garrison of Ha tarn to 

he withdrawn. It was needed elsewhere and if it was le£t where 

it was it might before long be xoreed to retire in ignominious 

circumstances as trie ---rench had been forcbd to retire from Odessa. 

PISLD ':.hIv;.-rL L ILoOll supported this request. 

LOKD OURZOV begged that it should not be withdrarm at present 

TEC IPDUS- (6) TEC PKIMH MIDI;.TLB asked oir Bobert Some to reoort on the 
TKIAL ^IT-
UA2IOP IE industrial situation * t home. 
3REAT BKIT-
AIH. SIB BOS' ST B0BP3 said that what might be termed the Bol

shevist forces in Jreat irit&in 'cre very active but not very 

numerous. They gathered inspiration from Bolshevist military 

successes in Kussia. They -/ere conducting a very 1. rge numeer 

of meetings especially in Glasgow. They had now definite plans 

which they intended to put in operation whenever a serious dis

turbance should occur. They were particularly lively to tswee 

action in the event of s stride of the coalmine rs, especially 

if they were joined jy the transport workers. They /ere work

ing hardest among unemployed ex-soldiers, and that element would 

join the ih-rtromists, and he had reason to believe they were, to 

some extent, being provided ?ith arms and hand grenades which 

were imported into Clasgow from Ireland. He had been in touch 

with some of the people inside this movement which had been going 

on for weeks. The plan of tho miners was to take the country 

/hen it -,as at its weakest, that Is to say, in March, when it 

was believed the ,.rmy would be at its lowest. They 'ere wording 

in close association with the Cooperative Movement, which had 

asked to be allowed to collect stores for the purpose of a strike 

The Transport Orkors were at present asking for 5s. a day on a 

O-hcurs day. ;.t present they only worked 47 hours a week and 

upyrt from overtime -fere earning roughly 12s. a day, 2ven Lord 

Devcnpdrt, who -as usually Tilling to resist, thought that the 

situation -/as one in rhieh a court of inquiry vas required. 



lord a haw of punf ermline, thea&e to Lord Sirienhead^s assent, 
had agreed to act as Chairman, He thought that Boh ,illiams, 
the Transport orders4 Leader, was probably, asking foi this 
inquiry in order to get hio organisation to s trice for ios. a 
day simultaneously with the coal jtii^ce. Ho. unc erstood thet the 
plan was to keep some of tho men at -/or.-; in order to supply tho 
Soopsrative -tores, and to control dis cribu tion from these. 

-

supplies would only be issued to pen one 7ho had vouohero. Oom
-

plete finawcial suoliea had boon organised through the Co

operative dank. The whole organisation was fcotter than it had 

been before, and e. good deal had been learned from the railway 

strike. The transport ..oraers were also forking to ret control 

of petrol. The Covernraenfs transport system had been largely 

die organised and depleted, and it would fca&e time to jet the lor

ries together again. 

TH3 PEIiE MlPIa TIU pointed out that the Defence of the iloalm 

Act would still bo in existence in March and lorries could be 

commandeered. 

SIR E037;KT IIORUS pointed out tu*. t one of the anxious fea

tures in the situation was tftat the available military forces 

were very small and could not keep order unless the Cons tabu

la ry 'ere enormously increased. Unfortunately, the Special 

Constabulary scheme had almost broken down. 

THE PHIIir: iilllloTaH pointed out th-1 it could not bo worked 

up again without an alarmist speech. It would oe for the Cab

inet to decide - die tner thia was desirable. He believed tnat 

if some statement -ore made the men could be obtained. It would 

be necessary, however, to state tne' evidence. 
;v -a.-.:.-',:.V\:a.::x-- '-;;a :-/:y''---y:  -. a:,,.as.;., 

SIR R03:.RT JiORHB pointed out th. t the Coveriraent would 

then be accused of being provocative. ..bat he -had urged, a.t a 

meeting of the auaply and Transport Committee -?u.-. tn...t the Home 

Office shoulc try and ootain the men through the Constabulary... 



THS 2BI2C Sirfixf53 said he was.sure the men could not be 

obtained without a statement of the situation such as Sir Ko
v"-oert Eorne had made. It would be necessary to appeal for Spec

ial Constables, Dock Labourers, arivere, .':C. It would then be 

said that the Jovernment were forming a stri^ce-breaking organisa

tion, ana challenging the whole Trades Union movement. -..ith

out that,what,he asked, could be done? 

MB L0C3 sttid his solution, as. he had already indicated, 

was more troops. This, at any race, would make things safe in 

oodeland. Sir --rio Jedces had expressed the view that the lb:

tremists would begin with sabotage from tho very first. 

-:IB E03EBT H0BP3 said th t the railwy strike had taken 

everyone, including even the Extremists, by surprise. This 

time, however, it was thought that the revolutionists would aot 

at once. However, they fore only a small force. 

(There waa some discussion at this point as to 
the attitude of Bmillie and Hodges"). 

IKE PLSB- (7) MR CHURCHILL said that he specifically and formally re-
ISC IThKY 
a; TTALIOPS. commended that the 11 battalions should not be sent to the 

plebisciti. ry areas. 

THE iPRIMl] .'iIEI'-TE3 said this was no t a decision only for the 

British lovernmenc One or other of the Ministers .vould have to 

tell .... Clemonceau on tho following day. This would be a movement 

against peace. 

ME 30ICB L: ; thought it would be a very serious step to 

take, and he -roulu first like to see the figures us to the numoer 

of troopa in .?-roo.t aritain. 

PIELD LL-RSHTL WILBOIT agreed that if there /ere enough troops 

in England these battalions, ought to be sent, but the difficulty 

was there were not enough. Apart from the weakening of tho al

11 ed forces in the plebisci tary re^s, an announcement tnat wo 

could not send these battalions would lower our prestige. 

LIE MOBTAGrU pointed out th t trie failure to send these bst-

Wlions would become public ^no/ledje and /ould have the effect 



t 
, of the alarmist statement which . ir ^obert erne required to 

A 
p^Gbtain the Special Constables. 

\ - - ' - ' ' -

LORD CUE201? said t h a t t h e effect in I ranee a n d in Germany 
would be tJlT*P*erV 'Je might let our Allies rmo ? that in certain 

- ' ^ 'K .
yventue lities w e m i g h t have to recall tae-e battalions. 

THE BRIME MIEhvTES s u g g e s t e d th'. t he should tell IU Clem

enooau privately that serious trouble in England was anticipated 

and that we m i g h t have to Keep these battalions at home. 

1'IELD MASK11*.L .:IL301J pointed out that some advance parties 

had gone already and some of the battalions were due to sti.rt 

almost at once. 

MS LOPO pointed out; t h a t the retention of these battalions 

could not be ,cept secret. If it became *aiown that they were re

tain ed owing to the serious situation at home it would create a 

great sensation. 

FIELD MAS&HAL VILOOM asied that it might be placed on re

cord that if ana when 11 battalions have gone to the plebiscite 

areas, 7 to the ...hine. 5 to India, and 5 to Zgsrj?t, only 38 bat
8 

talions would be left at home, of which ^ -were Guards battalions. 

These battalions had a ration strength o f only 600 men, and con

sis ted entirely of young end inexperienced troops. In his opin

ion, they rould be almost useless In the evenflt of trouble at home, 

MS CHUECHILL pointed out t h a t there -*e&6f only 2 battalions 

in Scotland. In the last stride 8 had been required in llosgow, 

and 0 in Liverpool, an:, these were not sufficient. 

THE PRIME MINI'TEE said that before taking a decision he 

would like to have full particulars a3 to the number of troops 

we -/ore now paying for in the phi ted kingdom, in &ccordancer 

with custom, the matter ought to be considered by the Cabinet 

on the basis of a document containing l u l l details. He would^ 

therefore, ask the Chief of the Imperial General iitaff to supply 

3Uoh a document. 
Jan. 18, 1920. 



S E C . B E T. 

NOTE OF A CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE PRIME MINISTER 
AND Iff. NITTI ON SUNDAY, JANUARY 18, 1920, AT 
CLARIDCE'S HO TEL, gARIS. 

M. Nitti, accompanied by M. Trombetti and a young Ital

ian officer, had breakfast this morning with the Prime Min

ister, Mr. Bonar Law, Sir Maurice Hankey, and towardsthe 

end Lord Birkenhead being also present. 

M. Nitti came . to discuss the general European policy 

of the Allies. He began by saying that the whole situation 

wa,s in his opinion fundamentally changed by M. Clemenceau1 s 

failure to secure election as President of the Republic. He 

described this as a cataclysm. His interpretation of M. 

Clemenceau1s failure was that there is a radical change in 

the French point of view. He believes that in French estima

tion M. Glemeneeau represents the war spirit in the minds of 

the French people, and that France has had enough of the war 

spirit and wants to get back to peaceful conditions. Acccrd

ing to his view France at heart rejects the "barbed wire" 

policy towards Russia, and is now less antagonistic to the 

Bolshevists. He said that he had reason to believe that 

this was in the minds of a good many ^Deputies. 

M. Nitti then proceeded to comment on the present trend 

of the policy of the Allies and its effect on the European \ 

situation. First he said that the general hostility towards 

the Bolshevists, and more particularly the "barbed wire" pol- . 

icy, not only brought the governments of the Y/estern nations 

inte active conflict with the Bolshevists, but also alienated ' 

all the Revolutionary elements,which are at present pery ac

tive in all parts of Europe, and tended to drive the Socialists, 

who sympathise with the Bolshevists to some extent, towards the 

more revolutionary wing of Socialism. Next he turned to those 
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-Articles of the -Treaty of Peace with 3ermany which deal with 
the Kaiser and these guilty of breaches of the lews of war. 
Regarding the Raiser he said he would feke no comment, '&s 
this was a settled question. He did observe, however, that la 
his defense the Kaiser would insist on dragging out the ar
ohivee cf every government, and would prolong the trial. What 
he alluded to acre particularly was the trial, of. the criminals. 
He pointed out that the accused persons consist almost eatire
ly of officers who belong to the Conservative Party in Germany, 
with sahom there -is a certain amount of sympathy among the Oon
eerva.tives of some ether countries. By tee drastic an appliea-. 
tion of the provisions of the Peace treaty, therefore, the 
Governments would alienate conservative opinion in Germany and 
possibly, to some extent, in ether countries. Finally, by 
driving the Kaliph from Constantinople the Allies would ant&g
oniee the'whole of Mohammedan opinion through cut the world. 

Summing up his general thesis, therefore, M. Ifltti said 
that the. present trend of Allied policy was to alienate first 
the Bolshevists, and,^with them, the Eevolut ienariee and the 
Socialists generally; second, the Conservative a. in Genaaay, 
and, to some extent, elsewhere; and, finally,'.the whole Moham
medan world-. The conversation then'came into further details. 

As regards Russian policy. M. Illttl laid great insistence 
on the mistake: it-would be to encourage Poland and Rouraaaia 
In-, any active policy of hostility towards the Bolshevists ua
lefes we were prepared to give them' material- support. Otherwise, 
the only effect^of this policy would be to bring the Bolshevists 
In full force upon Poland and Eoumania, who would be unable 
to/-resist them. In this connection he observed that there is 

' already a Bolshevist movement In Bessarabia. ' so -far as Italy 
is concerned, he said there was no question of sending any 



'During the- discussion Mr. Sonar Law asiced" M. Kitti . whether the
idea would commend itself to him of drawing a line on the map, 
and letting the Bolshevists know that, provided they did not pass 
it we should not fight them. M. Hitti replied that this fitted in 
very well with his ideas. A -j

. 11 f  i 0 
-roopa to fight against the 3olshevio*H 

w ooxsnevists. Tne people simoly 
weuld not stand it.. 

He then developed in greater detail his Ideas about the 
trial of those guilty of effe&oes against the laws of war. He 
emphasised the great difficulty which the Corm&n Government 
would have in handing over any considerable number of of f i
-oers, since this would antagonise the whole of the Military 
and Conservative elements In Germany and reader the position 
of the Government extremely difficult. There was a very long 
discussion on this question, in which the Lord Chancel lor took 
partsr and it is hot possible from memory to reconstruct the so
quenoe of arguments. M. .Hittl*s proposal was that the Carman 
Sovemment should be ^iven the opportunity of trying the of
fenders themselves.- Out.of this suggestion arose a proposal 
that, without giving up any of their rights under the Treaty 
of-Peace9 the Allies might give the Sermaas a chance of trying
the criminals themselves. They would, however,/have to give 
a definite undertaking that the trials would, be genuine, sad it 
would' be iati.mt.e& to them that- if at any stage it became ap
parent that this was not the case and that the trials were a 
sham, the Allies reserved the right - to insist on the fulfil- . 
ment of the Treaty of Peace, and the delivery of the criminals 
for trial. It was pointed out that this might lead to the es
cape of. the accused before they could be brought before an 
allied court, but, it was recalled, that M. Clemenceau had ox
pressed the view that.in any case a large number would escape. 
Many, it was thought, would take service with the Bolshevists 
rather than face a trial. Another suggestion was that there 
should be a most drastic curtailment of the number of prisoners 
to bo demanded. It was suggested that in order to vindicate' 
the moral law of the world 30 or 40 trials would be ample. It 
-was recalled, however, that opinion in £ranee m& very "bitter 
on. this point, and it might be particularly difficult for a 

W - . . . ^ ^ . ,. - . ,.. j^rftiv



further curtailment in the lists to he agreed to by them. 

The general trend of. opinion was in the direction of 

allowing the Germans to try the accused persons themselves, 

on the understanding that if the trials were not geniune 

the Treaty would be enforced, but it was agreed that the mo

ment for raising the question at the Conference had not 

come, and that it would be advisable to allow the original 

note forwarding the present agreed list to the German 

Government to proceed. It would be a matter for subsequent 

consideration as to whether some relaxation on the lines in

dicated might not be- advisable. 

Possibly, however, a hint 
might be given to the. Germans either by the British or Ital
ians that a proposal of this kind would, receive consideration. 

During "the above conversation the Prime Minister handed 
to M. Nitti a copy of a document, dated the 25th March, 1919, 
which, he had on that date handed to M. Clemenceau, President 
Wilson and M. Orlando. This document contained suggestions 
as to the general lines of the Treaty of Peaoe with Germany,'a 
and tended to show that in many respects the views which Mr. 
Lloyd George had then- held, and which he' still held, were not 
so very different from those adumbrated by M. Nitti. 

Jan. "18, 1920. 



L s b o r e rr -

NOTES OP A CABINET CONFERE^E, HELD III 
T H M PRIME MINISTER'S ROCM, CLARIDGE'S 
H O T E L . PARIS, ON MONDAY, JANUARY 19. 

AT 5-50 p.ra.. " * 

PRESENT 
The Prime Minister (in the Chair). 

jThe Right Ron, The Lo" d Birken- J The Right Hon. E.S.Montagu, M.P.,head, The lord Chancellor. j Secretary of State for India. 
The Right Hon. The Ear1 Ourzon % The Right Ron. Sir Robert Horne of Kedleston, I C C I K B E.,x.0.,M.?., MinisterCCS.I.-, Seeretar/ o.. ./tate \ f Labour. 

for Foreign iSffairs 0

Admiral of the Fleet Earl Beatiy,The Right Hen. W. S.Churchill ,M. r .J C.ic.,G.O.B.,G.C.V.C., HirstSecretary of State for War Sea Lord. and Air. f 
Field-Marshal Sir K.H.Wilson.,

The Right Hon. V. Ions, M.P. , I CC.B,,D .S.0., Chief of the
Finat L e d o^ the Admiralty. jj Irape-Ial General Staff, 

Lieut.-Colonel Sir M.I-,A.Kankey, O.G.B., Secretary. 
Mr Philip Kerr. 

1,PRBW (1) The Prime Minister informed his colleagues that he had 
[SISTER'3 
IIT TO visited M. Deschanel that afternoon. The effect of the 
IBSCHANEL. 

oonve --sation, of which the Prime Minister gave a full 
account, was to indicate that if M. Deschanel represented 
the nev/ reside in Paris their policy was likely to be cf a 
somewhat Chauvinistic character. 

L e d Pi-Xenhe^d s**ted that at a meeting he had held 
that morning the French Minister of Justice, who had hitherto 
shown himself very reasonable, hai . hardened perceptibly. 

The Prii-se Minister eaid that M. Deachanel had not 
been able to give him any indication as to the future of the 
Conference, as this was a matter for M. Millsrand, the 
new President of the Council. :j 

I



10 POLICY.1' (fe) with reference to Minute 4 of the Cabinet Conference 
jjueasus. held on the previous day, the Prime Minister gave a very full 

account of the greeting held at the Quai d'Orsay that morning. 
Pe+ails Fill be found in the p**oaes-verbeaux of the two 

:M  ̂  Meetings, (I.CP.-J.J and M&), and the conclusions reached 
are attached ag an Appendix to these notes. No decision had 
been reached in regard to Mr Churchill's proposal for unifying 
the Command and co-ordinating the efforts of the States 
bordering on Russia, as M. Clemenceau had suddenly adjourned 
the sitting, and the P**ime Minister did not think that it was 
much use pressing this proposal until the new French Govern
ment was established. 

This view was generally -agreed to., . 
UU/vt^V II,. f̂ GLf-ajt u^JLft.JOUL 

Mr Churchill summed up/the new policy towards Russia 
somewhat as follows:- To abandon the policy of giving any 
assistance to the anti-Bolshevist fo-cea engaged in the civil 
war In Russia; in fact, to leave thaia to their fate, though 
completing any obligations that might have been entered into. 

The Prime Minister inte polated that if General Denikin 
continued to defend the Crimea he would be in favour of giving 
hire the sa.;e sort of support as hitherto. He was somewhat 
doubtful, boweve^j as to whether it was wise to support him 
on the Don. He appeared to be on the point of collapse. 

Mr Churchill, continuing hie summing-up of the policy, 
said it was to support the s, all States round the fringes, 
who ardently desired their freedom' these would be maintained 
as a sort of pad against Bolshevism, in the hope that when 
the ilrife of civil war in Russia had come to an end and there 
was no further internal antagonism, the Bolshevists would be 
prepared to recognise the independence of these States. 
57ith our aid it was hoped that these States might be able to 
maintain themselves. He thought that was a fair and not an 
exaggerated statement of the new policy. 

mbe P-ims Minister agreed that it was not an unfair 
statement. *e had not, however, definitely abandoned Denikin., 

- o^. 



Mr Churchill said'he was net certain as to the present 
position of General Penikin. Undoubtedly he had endeavoured 
to hold too wide a front, but conceivably,now that his 
f o n t had contracted, he might be able t  hold on. We ought 0

not, to pr-judge the question. 

The Prime Ministor strongly urged that the War Office 
should not hand over material to General Denikin if there was 
a probability of its being thrown away. 

Mr. Churchill entirely as-eed. tXvŜ  W O v O A x J L - u n M j k 
' 

The Prime Minister asked Mr Churchill to bear in mind 
two other possibilities of anti-Bolshevist activities. The 
first was the possibility of a serious effort by the Kuban 
Cossacks, to whom allusion had been made in the Quai dTCrsay 
meeting. . 

Mr Churchill pointed out that the Kuban Cossacks had 
been the mainspring of Denikin7 s forces, and the represents,
tives of the Caucasian States had naturally been violently 
critical of them. 

The Prime Minister recalled that there had been trouble 
in the Kuban Parliament, and that General Denikin had -arrester 
the President and shot him. 

Mr Churchill recalled that General Denikin had acted 
at the instigation of the two Divisions of Kuban Cossacks. 

The Prime Minister said the second possibility was 
that it was conceivable that the Ukraine might say that they 
were not for Denikin, who in their eyes represented the old 
regime,- but that t^ey wanted an independent and autonomous 
Ukraine. 

Mr Churchill said that as long as General Denikin 

continued fighting it was a matter of honour to us to main

tain him. 
The /Prime Miniate- said it was not a matter of honour 

hut a matte" of Judgment. It must be recalled that our 
resources were not unlimited, and it would not be possible 
to vote any further sums in the next financial year. 



lir Churchill said he wished to point out how serious 1 
the effects of the new policy were. At the most c-itleal 
moment in General Denikinrs operations the new policy of 
obtaining wheat from the Bolshevists had been announced. 
The facts ;;,ust be faced, and he would show that very eon
siderable complications would ensue, from the point of view 
of those who supported the new policy. It light e 
exacerbate and arouse the national spirit of Denikin's forces 
They stood for a united Russia, and the new policy was 
against it; They were totally opposed to the establishment 
of 8.2a 11 States carved out of the former Russia, but the new 
policy was for it. All he said at the moment was "Do not 
cut off General Denikih's supplies". 

^he Prine Minista- said he agreed. He had already 
stated that if General Denikin would hold the Crimea it was 
worth while considering the question of giving him support. 

&? Churchill said that General Denikin'3 forces had 
fought a g*eat battle, but now they *'ere being destroyed. 
When they were out of the way no doub* it would greatly 
assist the new oolicy. 

The P"ime Minister agreed. 
Mr Chu-chill pointed out that the new oolicy of this 

chain of bo-der States, which it was hoped would succeed, 
mi-ht bring frightful evil with it. It involved abandoning 
the cause we had hitherto supported, a cause which stood 
f  c a united Rissia. This cause was only abandoned to be 

it ' ^-created. Prom the moment that /-as understood, General 
Denikin*s forcss would cease to exist and there would only be 
one Russia — a Bolshevist Hussia. The only course open to 
the elements loyal to ourselves, for which he himself stood, 
was to ioin the Bolshevists. This, as a matte- of fact, was 
poinff on, and many were already gain? oy?.y to Bolshevism 
becaus- Bolshevist Russia was a r\o-e presentable object thar 

You would get, thesefore, a 

united Russia which would be bitterly hostile to the 



Entente and to Great Britain, but f-iendly to Germany. A 

Government would be created somewhat similar to the Pirectoire 

to which the old elements under one form or another, under 

one excuse or another * would have come back. This new 

Russian State would find itself confronted with a ring of new 

States all round it. All these new States would be a matter 

of irritation to them. The Army might not be very closely 

under their control. Both from the point of view of internal 

and external policy they would be bound to attack them. He 

agreed that no othe-' course was open for adoption at the 

moment, but it would b-inp the Allies -ight up against 

Bolshevist Russia. They would not attack all these States 

at once, but they would take them singly. Nor would they 

make the mistake of announcing that they were going to conquer 

them; they would declare that they were going to deliver 

them from the tyranny of the white Guards, o** what not. Now 

this new policy had been adopted, however, these Governments 

ought to be organised. Borne great Allied General ought to 

make plans by which, if the Bolshevists attacked Poland, they 

would be attacked from Finland or elsewhere, so as to show 

the Bolshevists that they could not wipe out fi-st one State 

and then another.. This organisation was absolutely necessary, 

because the new noliay was certain to produce a great 

national Russia which must be hostile to our civilisation 

and to our external policy. The only hope was that Lenin 

would prove himself strong enough to restrain the militarist 

elements, to demobilise and adopt a pacific policy. The 

rtsk that he could not do so, however was very great, and 

the only thin" to be done-was to organise these States. 

Lord Our-zon pointed out that E'r Churchill had de

nounced the new policy, and al;. ost in the same breath had 

admitted that that was the only thing to be done. His 

proposals as regards the co-ordination and unification of 

Com and fo* the defence of the border States could be put 
w-po-pf^d *rtv*n the n e  French Government was formed. 



He felt, however, that Mr Churchill had made one mistake. 

There was no reason to believe that the Bolshevists wished to 

attack the ring of border States. 

Fr Cvu**ehill said the only reason they had not done sc 
was because they had been fully occupied with Kolchak and 
Denikino 

Lord Curzon said that the negotiations at Dorpat (which 

the Pri; te Minister pointed out had been carried out when 

Kolchak and Denikin were virtually beaten) did not support 

this view. The representatives of the Caucasian States had 

that moaning expressed the view that they had no reason to 

believe that the Bolshevists wished to attack them, and he 

could see no evidence of Imperialistic desires on the part of 

the Bolshevists. 
-

kr Montagu said he had always understood that expansion 

wap the "e"v life-blood of Bolshevism, and that both propaganda 

and military methods were contemplated. 

The Pride Iuinister said there was no evidence of this. 

Mr Montagu asked what the answer was to llr Churchill's 

suggestion that they would announce that they wished to free 

these countries? 

^he Pri-e minister asked what- evidence there was that 

they would wish to do so? 

Sir Churchill recalled the case of Hungary, which the 

Bolshevist3 had desired to free by military operations. 

Lord Curzon suggested that the Conference should 

ascertain what assistance Field-Marshal Wilson and Ka-ah&l 

Pooh could erive to the Caucasian States. 

Mr Churchill asked if we were going to take away fro-r. 

Denikin the war aterial promised to him and to hand it over 

to the Caucasian States while Denikin was still fighting 

He himself did not oppose the new policy£ but he asked for 

fair treatment to Denikin so long as he maintained his front. 

The Prime Miniate- agreed, so long as the^General 3taf 

was convinced that Denikin was nuttin? up a real fight. 



Mr Churchill said that General Hoiman had been in
s*ructed not to hand over further material unless he was 
sure that p-ope-' use xvould be made of it. The War Office 
had been considerably hampered, in sending out material,by 
the Shippimj Controller. Ke tho\xght, however, that a ver?/ 
fair packet of supplies could be made up for the Caucasian 
States. 

Lord Curzon drew attention to General Milne's recent 

te'lerrra-1 indicating that 2,000 officers and many wives of 

Russian officers were seeking refuge from South Russia. This 

did not seem to indicate that General Denikin had any prospect 

of holding his own. 

Mr Churchill said that w  ought not to provide accommoe

dation for any adult male. Ke was determined to ensure, as 

far as possible, that our own Mission were extricated, and. 

consequently precautions were being taken somewhat in advance 

of the absolute needs of the military situation. 

Lord Curzcn suggested that some officers of the Mission 

should be sent to.Baturn. 

The Priiae Minister pointed cut that Marshal Pooh had 

expressed the view that General Denikin could not last long. 
wHe asked what was S i  Henry Wilson's view. 

Field-Marshal Sir Henry Tilson said that this appeared 

to depend on the Cossacks. A week or two ago, when things 

looked black for General Denikin, he had seen an officer ,iust 

bnck f**om "outh Russia, who expressed the view that General 

Denikin could probably hold the right bank of the Don, that 

is to say, the Cossack country. A Pole who had called on 

him today, and who knew Denikin well, had expressed the same 

view, 

M' Churchill said that M. Maklakoff, whom he had seen 

today, had said much depended upon General Denikin not being 

abandoned. If he was not abandoned, his army would stay with 

him. But the nev announcement asregards obtaining food from 

Russia would be taken as foreshadowing his abandonment, and 

-7



Denikin's ar..y would think that  4 he only thing to be done w a s 
t o go over to the Bolshevists. Already the Bolshevists were 
"Hol^inrr out t h e paw to them. He would like a message sent 
to General Denikin to the effect t h a t what had been promised 
would be sent, in o r d e r to counteract the effect of the food 
announcement. , He agreed with Ijr Hoove- that 

the new coicjsrcial polleygfaiM ,a ilijlb pftildVii Nevertheless 
^large numbers wight, go over from Denikin's army, and Renikin's 
future depended on that. 

The Priz-je Ilinister said he was glad to hear that the 
Kuban Cossacks were opposed to the Bolshevist3. 

Idr Churchill asked if he right send a message to 
General Denikin, to the effect that the Stores promised him 
would be continued to be sent so long as the front held, and 
that the B r i t i s h T-fission would, as a^an^ed, be kept there 
until Ha-oh 31st, so long as there was no collapse. 

The Prime. Minister said that he would first like to 
receive a full iuilitary Appreciation from General Holnan, 
and to he^r the advice of the Chief of the Imperial Gene-al 
Staff in regard to it. 

Pield-!*a-*shal Si- Henrv Alison said that he had sent 
ur General ISilne to report on the situation. He bad left 
Constantinople two days ago, and could be relied on to give 
a fair and unbiassed appreciation. 

CASPIAN, (o) The Pri. e minister said that it had become clear 
at the -eetinf at the Qua! d'Orsay that no-one would send 
t-oo^s to ctua-d the communications with the Caspian. The 
Azerbaijanians had said that there was a garrison of - 7,000 
men in Baku very well armed. The Georgian representatives 
at the Quai d'Orsay had made a most favourable impression, 
They had stated that their population had, like other Russia^ 
provinces, under rone military training.. He asked if, after 
heving the Caucasian representatives, Admiral Eeatty had 
anything to say. 



Lord Beatty said that the Wavy had been criticised as 
unwilling to take risk3. When the proposition as to the 
Caspian had originally been placed befo-e the Admiralty 
they had been asked to consider the conditions which would 
arise when the ice melted. Their problem was to consider 
how, with an inferior force, they could deny the use of the 
Caspian for the transport of troops to an ens.ay. He wished 
to point out that the ships were of ve-y inferior quality; 
they were only armed merchant vessels; their guns were old 
and would ^ v e to be replaced, and they would be opposed by 
fast and relatively modern ships. All the tactical and 
material advantages would be on the side of the enemy. Never
thelessi the Admiralty had said they would undertake it, pro
vided that they had. a protected base at Baku. They had drawn 
up a scheme on that b a s i 3  , They had, however, to insist that 
the base should be protected from the sea, and from Attack by 

land, and that ccn-mmicaticns to it should be securely held. 
-

The next phase had been when, a few days ago* he and the 
-

Chief of the Imperial General Staff had been asked to inter
view the representatives of the Georgians and Azerbaijanians. 
The Georgians, he considered, from what he had heard, we-e a 
m^ii.ta"w-r rsioe, honest and trustworthy. Th&t assisted him to 
a certain extent. His opinion of the Azerbaijanians, however, 
was much less favourable-, and it Was they who held Baku. He 
was advised by the Admiralty Intelligence Department that 
there were some BO,000 Russians in Baku who might turn 
Bolshevist at any moment. (The Prime Miniate^ interpolated 
that BO,000 meant men, women and children.) Already one 
abortive attempt at a rising had been made. Befce anything 
could be done by the Navy that position must be made secure. 
He had come to the private conclusion that if the War Office 
were prepared to send one Division to support the Azerbaijan 
he would risk the protection of the Georgians in the Western 
half o* the n r W . But the Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff, however, who was the -asponaible adviser on this 
question, adhered to his estimate of three Divisions. 



In view of this statement he felt that it would be only throw

-f.r.0- away the lives of valuable men to trust to the Caucasians, 

in whom the Chief of the Imperial General Staff had no confi

dence. He was reminded by the First Lord that the ships in 

Baku were untrustworthy. It must be remembered that after 

March 15th. the ice would melt, and they only had until then 

to get ready. This was hardly sufficient tine to get the 

ships f^om Denikin, to have ship-^epai-e^s sent out, and to 

get the ships ^paired. At present the ships we re quite unfi

to fight. Their guns had only 10,000 yards range as compared 

with 17,000 yards range possessed by the enemy1 s guns. The 

situation would be similar to the Battle of the Falkland Is

lands, where the Ger: ans had been destroyed without our ships 

comin" within -*.r.ze. But if he could be given two months he 

could rectify this, * hough during that time Baku must be' made 

pe *fectly safe. 

The prime Minister said the question was whether it wa

worth while taking the risk involved. 

Field-Marshal Sir Henry "ilson pointed out that the 

Russian Fleet, -ather than hand over to the British Sfcsvy, 

might turn Bolshevik. 

The Prime Minister said that in that case, of course, 

the whole thing would be at an end. 

Field-Marshal Sir Henry hlson recalled that when we 
had previously been in the Caucasus we had held the Baku

Lo^d Beatty then read a telegram he had received from 
the Commandar-in-Chlef of the Mediterranean, in which that 
Flag Officer had spontaneously, and without any prompting or 
request from the Admiralty, asked that the despatch of Naval 
ranks and ratings to Baku should not take place unless the 
Baku-Batum "all-ray was guaranteed by British t-oopa, and Baku 
held by B-iriah mil it a-7 forces. He himself did not feel 
Justified in over-aiding such an important pronouncement f-01 
*he man on the spot, with all the knowledge at his disposal. 



The Prime Ilinister asked where "Denikin repaired his ̂  ^ 
shioa. 

Lord Beatty said that Denikina base was at Petrovsk. 
Mr Churchill said that Petrovsk was about to fall. One 

way of gettinrj over the difficulty aight be to say to Denikin 
that we contemplated taking over his ships, and that this 
meant that we saust recognise the Caucasian States. We might 
insist that he should recognise these States, and, in addition, 
that he should establish a better Government, such as Savin
koff might establish. If he could make te-ms with the Csuoa
sian States and, in addition, undertake to maihtain Baku, 
then a shield would be provided and time would be gained. 
Denikin was how much humbled, and might possibly be willing 
to --ake common cause with the Caucasian States. It might be 
wo"*th while to put it to him. If that, was effected and all 
stood together, it night be possible to give the necessary 
security to the Baku Dockyard. The moment the British took 
control of the fleet in the Caspian the whole situation would 
be pulled together. 

Lord Cur-zon said that he had put a somewhat similar 
proposal to %:. Teeretelli. Ke had pointed out that the 
Caucasians and Denikin had the same enemy, and he had asked 
why, if General Denikin was driven back, he should not agree 
to co-operate with him. IZ. Tsereteili simply would not look 
at it. The hatrhd of the Georgians against Denikin was 
grea* a** than their hate of the Bolshevists. 

Ur Churchill said that probably Denikin, instead of 
rtiding on the Caucasian States, would go to the Crimea. 

iir Long pointed out a fur+her objection, that negotia
tions, we:, if successful, would take ti-je, and the Kavy ooul. 
not afford to delay taking action at once. 

Chu-chill eufj;rested a method of expediting - attars 
by s-ndinc a suitable tele*r*- to Gene- -1 Denikin. and. at th
a,-;e time wo-kin- on ... Taerstelli and authorising the 
Admiralty to :*ka a start. 

Lord Beatty pointed out that all this would not ",nsur 

e

tne protection of Baku. 
*e*H"** 
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i*r Churchill suggested that^at the $ame time/a few more 
battalions - Indian, with a few British - ! ^ t ^ ^ . ' t  o
the Caucasus * and a plan could be worked out for get*.lng out 
the sailors,in the last emergency, through T3nzeli. It had 
to be recognised that the loss of the Caspian is equivalent to 
the loss of a great province of the 3"itiah Empire.. 

Lord Cxirzon said that, as a civilian, he felt powerless 
to combat the naval and military arguments, Ke thought, how
ever, that Lord Eeatty understood the supreme importance of 
*ha Caspian, Afte" heading all that had been said, was there 
"sally nothing that the Naval and Military Advisers oould 
suggest? 

Lord Seatty 3aid that all ho a3ked for was military 
support from Baku on the land side. 

Lord Curzon asked what was the minimum fo"ce he requlr

ed? 
Lord Beatty said that that question must be put to the 

Chief of the Impe-ial General Staff. 

lit' Long said that "he Admiralty had undertaken to do 
their part. The difficulty was on the military side. 

Lord Curzon asked the Chief of the Imperial Gene"il 
Staff What incentive th A Bolshevists would have to break this 
railway. He very much doubted if they would attack it. 
Supposing the two ends were held, was it essential te keep 
the railway? 7as the necessity fo" this that the force on 
tha Caspian would have to be supplied? 

Field-Marshal Sir Henry tilshn said that this was the 
eeaeon. Ke himself profoundly distrusted not only the 
Azerbaijanians but the Georgians also. Only last November 

^ ^ ^ j i T w a n t e d to attack the Armeniansthe 
Now the Aze-bailan was asking the 7,000 men% 

Armenians to help defend/the Cauctsua. ffas this likely? 
Lord Curzon suggested that the railway -dght be held 

bV lOC^l t"O0tl3. 



PieId-Marshal Sir Henry Wilson said that in any ease 
local troops would have to protect it to a great extent, 
% 0 Pi?t*ion* snread over 500 miles would b e strung out very 
thin. TTe should have V - run this railway f-0m the very start, 
as the rollingstock was in a very bad condition. In reply to 
the Prime minister, he said that the reason fo- his distrust 
of the Georgians was that they had p.iven up Eatu;j only two 
years a*?,o to the Txirks , 

The Prime Ministe- nointed out that since then the-o 
had been a great national movement and a new State started 
in Georgia. At that tiiae they had been part of the old 
Russia. 

Sir Churchill suggested that some Serbian elements 
Might be obtained. 

?i*loV!-!arshal l̂ir Kenry ""ilson said he supposed the 

object of this operation was to defend Mesopotamia and India. 

Mr Lbng said that an even more important object was to 

hold the oil of Baku. Ail the experts insisted on the Import

anee of this. 

The Prime Xinlater said thai the real importance was 
f 

to establish a ba^-ier against Bolshevism. He himself was 

not ih the least afraid of an attack by the Bolshevists on 

liesopota.wia and India. The fundamental mistake that was beinr 
aiaade was to suppose that the Bolshe-ists re re **eally  g^eat 

milltvy force. In a civil w^ry where the numbers were 

limited, no doubt they had a great superiority. But they were 

without "oo-l comimmi cat ions and without munition faoto-iesi 

and it was absurd to talk of their undertaking an expedition 

a-ainst India, which we had always regarded as a very serious 

matter for the Russian Rmpire when at its strongest. 

Flsld-Larshal Sir Henry Wilson said that in this case 

it did not seem worth while sending sailors to the Caspian.', 

:-r Churchill pointed out that holding t/he Caspian 

would see., to establish the possibility of a flank attack 

on an enemy advancing on India. Even if Krasnovodsk and 

the railway to the east of it was not occupied, there would 
-IS



always be a threat from that direction. 

Field-:-irshal Sir Henry "ilson said that this would 
cost toe ,vany troops. The line Krasnovodsk - Merv had been 
given up at the request of the Secretary of State for India 
because it required so many troops. 

lord Curzon ga^e a b'ief explanation of the results 
which would ensue if the Caspian was lost. First, Armenia 
would go. From a political point of view that, seriously 
affected the Peace Treaty, as it would be necessary to build 
up a new State of Armenia. Then Georgia and the Azerbaijan 
would p.o. Third, the Caspian "ould be lost. Fourth, Prizeli 
would fall to the Bolsheviks, and this -ould be followed by 
the loss of North Persia, against which the Bolsheviks had 
designs. The Shah of Persia would then disappear, and North 
Xhorassan would be occupied by the Bolsheviks. All this would 
stir the Afghans to their vitals, and the position would become 
very ge^ious. A wave would be set in motion that would not 
stop untij. it laved the mountain bar-ie'*g of India, He did nat 
like, in talking to one of Lord Beatty's record, to talk of 
unwillingness to run risks. Probably no-one in tho world had 
run greater risks. But he wished he could find some legitimate 
risit that Could be taken to save the situation. He felt con
vinced that something oufht to be done, and that the soldiers 
and sailors ought to discover some way out. 

Field-Marshal Sir Henry Wilson replied that we had 
already once been in the Caucasus, and in his view had very 
wisely withdrawn. The fact was we simply had not got the 
troops to send there. . 

Mr Churchill p^hte^d^iuij^JLl^tfe if we could get out of 
sending the plebiscite battalions we Jadspfit be able to wake 
up a force with Indian battalions supplemented by one o- two 

li o tileL \AAA" WHSJL IaT ( " i ^ h . $JJL (M^Zvv vof the plebiscite forces. (S-*- - % ^   "hTv. . * ) iA " 
l ^ ^ r  S Prime Minister pointed out that we could only get 

out of sending the plebiscitary battalions on one ground, whi," 

had been mentioned the previous day. 
-14



Mr Upntagu asked whet he- the suggestion to obtain 
(f Serbian troops could not be followed up. 

Field-Marshal Sir Henry Wilson pointed out that the 
negotiations woaid take months. 

Lord Beatty said that the Navy roust have their decision 
today b** tono^-ow, oh it would be too late. 

Mr Churchill pointed out that if some troops could be 
sent, Serbians or other troops might follow late". He again . 
reverted to the idea that General Denikin might be induced 
to send 10,000 of his best men to Baku, if we undertook in 
return to support him in the Crimea. Many of these men 
practically had a rope round their neck if the Bolshevists 
captured them, and they had no alternative but to go on 
fighting. 

Mr Long asked if sufficient troops could not be obtain
ed from somewhere. 

Field-Marshal Sir Henry '7ilson said that the t*Qor*s 

did not exi*** * Ftayot d India were each calling for five a n

more battalions,and troops  w e re also required at home, 

The Prime Minister said it was quite clear that the 

operation could not be undertaken. He accepted the views 

of Lxrd Beatty and Field^Marshal Wilson. 
Mr Churchill asked that this decision should not 

necessarily be final, and should be **eviewed within a week, 
conditions when " might have snanged. 

Mmary 19, 1920. 
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Of DELECM: II Oivti 0? T H E FIVE PBIPCIPAL 
ALLIED AMI) /avOCIATED PO ;2i&, H E L D 
tK M. rtCHOB'£ BOOM, Ju^I d'ORSAY, 
P ^ E I S ON M O E D A Y -LjPIvKY 1 9 l9''.'0 
at 18.15 o.ro. - ' ( I . 0 : P : ^ 1 ) . 

It was agreed — 

fa) That the Joy eminent. of the .-.rmeaian State 
should be rocognis ed as a ,de facto Government, 
on the sondition that thie"feeognftion in 
no way pre-jud^ee the quo scion of the even
tual frontiers: 

fb) That the -lliod Governments ^re not prepared 
to send to the iransCaucasian btetes the 
three Divisions contemplated by the Inter-
Allied Military Council: 

(c) To accept the principle of sending to the 
Transcaucaeian States arms, munitions and, 
If possible, food: 

(d) Thet Marshal . ook and I ield-M&rehel v,:ileon 
are requested to consider of what those 
supplies should consist, and the means for 
their despatch. 

(The ;.fflexicfcn *hd Japanese rcoresentstives 
vail! refer these decisions to their res
pec tivo Governments). 
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COAL SITUATIO: 

SECEETAEY^S NOTES of c Conference held at 11 Dor/hinr 
Street, So on Saturday 14th February, 1920; 
at 4oP*Ho 

P R E S T 

The Rt* Eon. A.Bonar Law, K.P. (in the Chair) 

The Rt. Eon. Sir A.C-Ge deles K.C.E., The Rt. Eon- Sir Eric Gecldes, 
s

hop., President of the Board of G" o C o 1'';ftp CT i e jjj o . i'... 3? £ ̂  s

Trr.de - Minister cf Transport 

The' Rt * Hon.vSir Robert R o m e , K.B.E 
LC.. E.P*, Minister of 3sabour. 

THE F0LLG7 TEG EBEE ALSO S5MSE1TTs 

iir ";;.C0Bridpe.man, M.P., Parliamentary Sir Philip Nash,- K.C..M.G, CE 
Secretary Board of Trade Ministry of Transport. 

Er A.E.L'unoan, Coal Controller. Mr u *Gr.Eyiiard, CcBcE. ,
Ministry cf Shipping. 

Mr Thomas Jones Secretary. 

http://Trr.de


The Conference were informed that the coal 

situation was extremely grave * There m imminent risk 

of a coal famine in cone districts am?, many M the Public 

Utility undertakings ha&' less thai; two days' supplies. 

The position in Tirminghmu was very bad and there were 

in hand in London household reserves for only four days. 

The output in all aroas was is *,provine and tt&s roughly 

at the r?.te of 240,000,00c tons as compared with 

229,000,00.'. in 1910 and 227,000,000 in 1918. As Industry 

had revived demand had incueased,but,up to the present, 

production had been equal to the demand. There were 

substantial reserves of coal in South "Tales and in tho 

ITorth £astern district sufficient to remove the danger 

now threatening if only they could be transported to the 

inland di tricts mainly affected. It was necessary to 

transfer about 750,00 tons a month. (-100,000 by sea and 

350,00. by rail). 

The main reasons alleged fox" the present critical 

situation wer., : 

(1) The reduced coal output in the Midland 
District itself end the absence of stocks' 
owing to the Yorkshire Coal strike and. the 
Railway strike. 

( 2 ) The transport by rail J - i to London and 
elsewhere from the ITorth eastern and South. 
Tales districts of coal formerly borne by 
sea. 

(3) Tho failure to return uag;ong re pidly from 
the ports. 

(-:-) The failure to requisition and divert ships 
fron cross-channel to coastwise traffic. 
(Against this it was urged that since November 
there had be n a considerable Increase in the 
coasting service and the amount conveyed to 
London last week was the highest since before 
the \!cX* Any further:' increase would mean 
intolerable congestion at the ports.) 



The Conferonce were remindod that tho averred policy 
of the Govor*nmont was to limit export in tho interests 
of equalising tho homo supply * 

The Conference decidods 

(1) Thai, In vlou of poocihle labour troubles, 
priority of supply should be given for the 
present to public utility undertakings and the 
domestic needs of tho larger towns, even at 
the risk of causing some industries to shut , 
down.bad of dislocating the railway passenger 
service. 

(2) That arrangements ohould bo made by tho Ministry 
of Shipping to convoy during the next month 
an additional 20,000 tons of coal by sea to 
Londons 

(S) That during the same period 20,000 tons which 
would be convoyed by rail to London should bo 
diverted to the Midlands. 

(4) That, subject to the power of the ports to 
handio the traffic, the Ministry of Shipping 
should co ntinuo to requisition and divert 
as mcch shipping as possible so as to rcsterc 
the pre-war coastwise traffic * 

(5) That the Minister of Transport, tho Shipping 
Controller and tho President of the Board of 
Trade snould appoint three representatives who 
should meet: (â - to review the present scheme 
of distribution; and (h) to ad&Lso tho Railway 
Companies from day to day as to the transport 
programmes roquired in the host Intorosts of tho 
country. 

(6) That the Railway Companies c once m o d should be 
Invited to set up an organfcs ation to co-operate 
with the above Committee, the representative 
cf the Ministry of Transport to act as liaison . 
of f ic or. 

(7) That the public should be informed by moans of 
a question and answer In the House of Commons 
on Monday that, owing to scarcity in the Midlands, 
the Government wore taking urgent measures to 
remedy the equation and those measures would 
probably cause some dislocation In the train 
services * (The President of the Board of Trade 
undertook to prepare tho question and answer 
for the Leader of the House-) 



IB) That, pith reference to U. liillerandfs request to the 
Pri o Minister for an increase of 3000 tons a day in 
tho supplv of gas coal for Paris/tho President of the 
Board of Trade should reply th£wt? -owing to the grave 
position at hone, it pas not possible *t present to 
comply trith tho request-. 

liitohali Gardens, S*:;. 
14th Fobrxiiary, 1920 
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S E C R E T . 

t 
S. - 14. HOTES OF A CONFERENCE HELD AH 10, DOWNING 

STREET on SATURDAY, APRIL 10th, 1920 
at 9.45 a,m. 

PRESENT 

The Prime Minister (In the Chair) 

The Rt.Hon. A. Bonar Law, M.P. 
Lord Privy Seal and Leader of the 
House of Commons. 

The RtoHon. Yiscount Milner, G.C.B.,G.C.M.G. 
Secretary of State for the Colonies. 

Sir Eyre Crowe, G.C.M.G., E.C.B. 
Assistant Under Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs. 

Sir Maurice Hankey, G.C.B. (Secretary) 

Mr. Philip Kerr. 

The Conference was summoned at very short notice, 

in view of the departure of the Prime Minister that morning, 

to consider the reply to the French Note on the subject of 

the occupation of Frankfurt and other German towns. 

The Conference had before them the French Note of 

9th April (Appendix I ) . 
After some discussion the Conference approved the 

attached reply (Appendix II). 

o o 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 

10th April. 1920 



(THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OP HIS BRITANNIC 
MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT AMD SHOULD BE RETURNED TO THE 
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POLITICAL. 
Decypher8 Lord Derby (Paris), 

D e 8 p,me April 9th, 1920o 

R 0 2,30 a,me April 10th, 1920. 
No.  N ^ 4 9 0 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

Your telegram No, 4 e 

Following is translation of reply just handed to me 
by President of Councils 

,sIt is right and duty of French Government to affirm 
that there is nothing in its acts or intentions to 
justify declarations which Lord Derby has been instructed 
to transmit in the name of His Majesty's Government It 
wishes in the first place to dissipate the unjustifiable 
doubts cast upon clearness and correctness of its attitude, 
French Government was opposed to entry of supplementary 
German troops into Ruhr which all Allied agents with 
British and French unanimously considered useless and 
dangerous. It therefore declared on March 23rd at Council 
in London that simultaneous occupation of Frankfort and 
Darmstadt must in any case be condition of giving permission 
to Germany* On April 1st French President of Council 
announced in a conversation with British Ambassador and 
repeated by telegraph on same day to French Ambassador 
in London that he would do nothing without having warned and 
consulted Allies, He made his acts conform to.his words, 
On April 3rd he addressed a telegram to French representative 
in London, Rome, Brussels, Tokio and Washington giving text 
of his letter of even date to German Charge d'Afiaires in 

Paris 



Paris and adding :BI have no doubt "but that Government 
to which you are accredited will appreciate as I do 
necessity of immediate action and will he ready to lend 
French Government its effective cooperation^, Marshal 
Poch is studying the military measures which can now 
no longer he avoided nor postponedn  In order.to ensure 0

that this telegram should reach Government to which it 
was addressed in good time President of Council communicated 
copies to all the Allied Embassies in Paris on April 3rd 
at 7 p0m  French Government was therefore fully justified o

in declaring repeatedly that it had taken the greatest care 
to warn and consult its Allies0 Question at issue in 
divergence of views which has just arisen between Cabinets 
of London and Paris is application of ono of most solemn 
clauses of a Treaty signed by France and Great Britain. 
That Treaty states in precise terms the policy which France 
and Great Britain have undertaken to pursue with a view 
to solidarity in defending not only their special interests, 
but also higher and permanent interests of civil!zation6 

France has never wavered in this policy^ I do not wish 
to insist on fact that dignity of French Government (group 
undecypherable) but I am not to be (group undecypherable) 
uy German Government breaking word spontaneously given 
by it to French Government; the Berlin Government had \ 
indeed declared that in no case would it allow supplementary. 
German troops to enter Ruhr Basin without previous assent 
of Francs, Let us examine question from a higher stand
point, As regards very heart of matter iBe* question 
as to whether French Government was justified in occupying 

Frankfort 



Frankfort and Darmstadt I feel bound to recall fact 
that German Government had spontaneously recognized (1) 
that in no case Reichswehr should be sent Into Ruhr 
Basin without previous and formal authority of Allied 
Powers: (2) that French Government could rightly claim i 
territorial pledge for this.deviation from Article 43 
of Treaty of Versailles: finally German Government 
promised to withdraw Reichswehr as soon as order had been 
re-established in Ruhr Basin. This promise could not 
suffice in eyes of French Government,, What proof has 
German Government given of good faith in executing Treaty 
of Versailles? It would be too long to recite all the 
violations of Treaty during last few weeks, I' would 
only mention that Allies have not received satisfaction 
in accordance with Treaty stipulations either respecting 
reparation for damages nor as to delivery of criminals, 
supplies of coal, nor disarmament of army. It must be 
recalled too that after systematic destruction of French 
mines in Nord and Pas de Calais, French economic life 
depends on supply of German coal due to her. Maintenance 
on French and Belgian frontiers of military forces and 
armaments which according to Versailles Treaty should no 
longer exist is standing threat to their security^ Belgium 
has shown like France that she realizes danger and has 
nobly affirmed her solidarity by despatching a contingent 
to join French troops occupying Frankfort and Darmstadt 
until German troops shall have evacuated neutral zone. 
Do not British Government measure danger of these successive 

and 



and systematic violations? When will they call a halt 
to Germany? If they do not do so France must, hut she 
-wishes to do so with all herN Allies. Amongst declarations 
made to me "by Lord Derby I note particularly this one. 
"It is essential I d opinion of His Maiesty(s Government 
to maintain unity of Alliescas regards application of 
Treaty with Germany * Such is also the firm conviction of 
French Government, But it is not only as regards Germany 
that unity appears to French Government necessary, None 
of vast problems now pending can properly be solved without 
intimate and cordial cooperation of France and Great 
Britain. Grave difficulties which constantly come to 
light in Russia, in Balkans, in Asia Minor and throughout 
Islam render it more than ever necessary that Paris and -
London Cabinets should have mutual and unlimited -confidence 
In one another. Due regard being given to above considara
tions French Government do not hesitate to declare that 
in all Inter-Allied questions which execution of Treaty 
raises they do not contemplate any case in which they 
will not be happyj before acting5 to assure themselves 
of assent of their Allis's3 

(10,4 8/4). 
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Cypher telegram to Lord Derby (Paris)0 

Foreign Office, April 10th 19200 9*p0m, 
No. 456. (D)e 

. . . . . . . . . . . O O Q O O O O O O ' 

Your telegram No. 449 (of April 9th)G
I request Your Excellency to make without delay to 

Monsieur Millerand communication to the following effect 
and to hand him a copy. 

"The reply of the French Government commences with a 
narration of the events which have led to the unfortunate 
misunderstanding between the French Government and the 
Allies, His Majesty's Government foar that they cannot 
accept this narration as being a complete or accurate statement 
of the facts  Ibthing however will be gained by a discussion a

on those details at this stage as the question at issue is 
sufficiently clear It has nothing to do with the clauses 0

of the Treaty relating to reparation, delivery of war 
criminals, coal supplies and disarmament, Tho Fjrehch Govorn
ment did not take independent action on these questions, and 
it would not have been necessary for them to do so, inasmuch 
as they knew from categorical statements made at the Supreme 
Council and in the British Parliament that His Majesty 's 
Government were perfectly ready not only to discuss these 
matters but to take the necessary action in concert with 
their Allies to enforce performance of its obligations by 
Germany, To those declarations His Majesty's Government 
adhere. 

There 



There were two issues and two issues only in the present 
case  The first of these was whether the German Governments

should be permitted to restore order in a disturbed area in 
their own country with the only means which were available 
to them. The Allied Governments, and at one period the 
French Government.were prepared to grant this permission;.' 
but they differed absolutely as to the conditions to be 
attached to it0 

The second issue, arising out of the condition proposed 
by the French Government was whether Allied troops or 
alternatively French troops, should occupy other parts of 
Germany, far removed from the Ruhr, either as a condition of, 
or in answer to, the entry of German forces into the Ruhr * 
The Allies were unanimously opposed to such an occupation. 

Thereupon the French Government decided to act 
independently * 

His Majesty's Government note with satisfaction the 
declaration with which the note concludes that the French 
Government do not contemplate any case in the future in which 
they will not be happy to assure themselves of the assent 
of the Allies. But His Majesty!s Government regret to say 
"f* Vl *-v4" 4- \*\ A C^i .-\ f* ("It i 1̂ 1 T-* -V\ s-\ /-\ . ***V /*\ *V* f-1 4" fi 4*':  A w 4- JW. V7T a-, 1r* S-K -.'\ /-L J"T T.-Vf v 4* "V-. /*i 
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fact that the French Government still defend the action just 
taken by them not only without tho assent of the Allies but 
directly contrary to their opinionJThe French Government appear 
to think that it is sufficient, before taking isolated action, 
to have warned and consulted their Allies, and that, if 
after such consultation, they have failed to convince 
the latter of the wisdom of the proposed course, they are 

nevertheless



nevertheless free themselves to follow it * His Majesty's 
Government must say definitely that they cannot accept this 
view, which is incompatible with the entire spirit upon 
which the alliance has hitherto been maintained, and that, 
until there is a complete understanding on this point, the 
British Ambassador in Paris cannot attend meetings of a 
Conference which exists to concert Allied measures for 
the enforcement of the Treaty. 

Repeated to Berlin Ho. 115, Rome No, 128, and Brussels 



(This Document is tho Property of His Britannic Majesty!s 
Government, and should he returned tti the Jo reign Office if not 
required for official use.) 

FRANCE. 

POLITICAL, 

Cypher telegram to Lord Derby (Paris). 

Foreign Office. 10 th. April, 1920 . 11.0 p jn . 

No . 437 . (D) . 

In my telegram No . 436 of to-day I have stated that we 

cannot accept French narrative as a complete or accurate 

statement of the facts. It would he too long for a telegram to 

demonstrate the first of these propositions, hut the inaccuracy 

can easily he proved by the following statement, which you are 

at liberty to use in conversation with Monsieur Millersnd if 

you think: fit . 

1 . The French Note states that French Government 

declared on March 23rd at Council in London that simultaneous 

occupation of Frankfort and Darmstadt must in any case he 

condition of giving permission to Germany. This is not the 

case. First hint of proposed occupation of other parts of 

Germany than Ruhr was made to you by M. Millerend on March 21st 

and contained no mention of Frankfort or Darmstadt (your 

telegram No . 336) . At the Council in London on 22nd (not 23rd) 

I mentioned the proposal, of which French Ambassador had not 

heard, and which he discredited. It was, however, discussed 

and unanimously disapproved of "by Allied representatives , 

Counter proposals were put forward Toy us as described in my : 

telegram No. 373. See also concluding words of this telegram 

in which I stated .that "His Majesty !s Government cannot consent 

in 



in existing circumstances to any proposals to send Allied 
forces into Germany11 , On March. 23rd, first mention of Frankfort 
and Darmstadt was made by K, Millerand to you and reported by 
you to me (your telegram 'Mo . 343) . We discussed it in Allied 
Conference the next day (March 24th) and it was unanimously 
rejected. 

2. The Prench Note states that on April 1st M. Millerand 
told you that he would do nothing without having warned and 
consulted the Allies  This is very different from the a

declaration as reported "by you in your telegram No . 396 of that 
date, and from the statements twice made "by Prench Ambassador 
to mc here, which were that Prench Government would not act 
without the consent of the Allies , 

3, French Note states that Prench Government had taken 
the greatest care to warn and consult their Allies by 
communicating to Allied Embassies in Paris on night of April 
3rd Prench reply to German Charge d "Affaires, which had been 
forwarded to Prench representatives abroad, indicating that 
Marshal Foch was studying military measures which could no longer 
"be avoided or postponed. Prench reply, telegraphed to us from 
Paris, did not roach Foreign Office till afternoon of April 4th, 
$aster Sunday. On April 5th. it was officially read by Prench 
Ambassador to Mr. Bonar Paw who reiterated British and Allied 
obj ections , 

Nevertheless on same day before any reply from us had 
been or could have been received, M . Millerand admitted in 
conversation with Sir G. Grahame (Sir G. Grahame 's telegram 
Wo 421) that orders had already been given for advance of Prench 
troops because Prench Government had had no reply from Allies and 
could not wait. At same interview Sir G, Grahame implored 
French Government not to take precipitate action and impressed 

upon 



upon them deplorable effect of isolated proceeding . on 

morning of April 6th the occupation took place . 

These facts show that Trench contentions in note now under 
examination cannot be sustained. 



0 R E T. 
15. Wm Off A CONVERSATION BSI2WBEH SHE PRIME 

H I I I 1 S A N D MARSHAL POOH II REGARD SO 
POLAND. 

After the Planer at M.Delacroix's House, Brussels, 
Saturday, July 3rd, 19S0, Marshal Foeh expressed a 

desire to speak to the Prime Minister on the subject of 
Poland. ' 

Mr.Lloyd George, Marshal Pooh and Shield-Marshal 

Sir Henry Wilson then went apart Into a comer of the room 
where they were later joined "by MaMillerand. 

Marshal Pooh expressed the greatest apprehensions 
in re gar d to the danger to Poland from the Bolshevists and 
strongly urged that some action should ha taken to re triere 
the situation. 

The Prime Minister insisted on the following stipulations 

as a preliminary to the. opening of this subject :

(1) The Polishes representative must take the 
initiative and ask for the assistance of 
the Allies, ; The Poles must also take the 
initiative in regard to Peace with Russia 
if there is m y question of peace. 

(2) Poland must come to terms with Lithuania, 
Gaecho-Slovakia and all border nations. 

(3) The Poles must adopt a reasonable and conciliatory 
attitude in regard to Bantzig. 

see Hotel. Brussels 
3rd July, 19 80 
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/,.16. of a Meeting held at 
the Hctel Britann&ine, SPA., 
on Snesaaf,, 6tfc Jitlsv 1920B 

ij -.i a o cr u o* * a a o o o o o -o - c c- c 

fhs B i ^ % Hen. D . Lloyd Sfeorgs, Iff. t%%o&* 
0*M.e M.P., Prime Minister.,, 
-f&e-Bignt Ilcno Earl Gt&pgoB-Of 
Eo&lestoa, G.C.B.,S*C.S.'X*, 
Soe^ofe&Fy of State fo? Foreign' 
A^fai?So 

Captain Abraham, 
MFo Philip I&ffsv 

Mo PAE3£ said -^at si nee tho last interview Volant 
hsa passed through a difficult time. They wo£o.th* 
bulwark against Bolshevism, and the fact that thoy had 
sustained the Bolshevik attack showed that they were 
capable of developing considerable strength, and, had,.; :- -.
thereforet rendered service to the common cause of tko'-
Allies* Ho eaid that at the last Meeting with the 
Prime Minister, Great Britain had expressed its dis
i n t e x e s t o d n o s B in the question of whether Poland made 
war or peace Poland by its policy had certainly 
rolieved -pressure in the. East.. 

- $H3 PRIMS MIX?ISTSS said that he could not accept 
that account, of his last interview with tf. patek. What'.'-, 
h^ said waa that if Poland did hot oako peace, she-would 
teaks war entirely on her own responsibility, and would 



have to "bear all the consequences. He had, however, clearly 

indicated his own ̂ opinion that he -$nought that Poland ought to 

make peace, though he obviously, could not dictate Poland's policy 

to her 0 Aftes? some further discussion as to the paet, the 

PRIMS MINISTER-eaid that he thought it was no use discussingthe 

past ae it might lead to re orimi nation. What did Poland want at 

present? 

HsPASEK said that Poland had always been ready for 

peace and was ready to discuss peace tferms with the Bolsheviks. 

The PRIME MINISTER asked if theychad made any approaches 

to the Bolsheviks recently. 

H c P A T E E replied that the moment was inopportune as the 

Polish army was retreating,, and to propose peace now would look 

like weakness, if not surrender,. If8 howeverfl the situation was 

standard!sede the Poles would work for peace. 

The PRIME MINISTER said that if that was so, there was 

nothing which the Allies could do for Polandc If the moment was 

unfaveurable far the Poles to seek peace, it was equally unfavour

able for the Allies. - . 

M.PAIEK then said that Poland was very anxious to secure

material, not in order to make wars but "because strength was as 

necessary to the making of peace as it %vas to the prosecution of 

war 0 He further added that a leading Polish General had just 

arrived from Poland, ... 

The PRIME MINISTER suggested that this General. should see 

Marshal POch and Sir Henry V/ileon and go -into the military situation 

with them* The firs.t thing, he wanted td^kn'0^ was the truth about 

the military situation^. - -

M a P A T E K agreed to this. He then said that he greatly 

regretted that Great Britain and supported Denikin and Kolchak, 

but had not supported Poland to the same extent. 

The PRIME MINISTER said that this was due to the fact 

that there had been an Inter-Allied arrangement whereby Prance "̂ as 



to undertake td support Poland, and Great Britain was to look 
after Denikin^ Kolehak and Archangel. 

In eonclusioh, M.PATEK said that he hoped that Poland 
would secure the sympathy and friendship of Great Britain, All 
SJufope was at peace except Poland, and Poland now required 
sympathy and support; 

",: -The SRITfî i MIIIISSEB said -that Great Britain had always 
sympathised with Poland and still dids "but that Poland would 
never get the active sympathy and support of Great Britain so 
long as she pursued an imperialist policy. If. Poland was 
prepared to "build-her future on true nationalism, she would find 
full support and sympathy in Great- Britain, hut if- she quarrelled 
with Lithuania and with the Czechs, and tried to annex Buthenians 
and Germans, Poland would get no sympathy from Great Britain. Let 
Poland accept true nationalism and not Imperialism as the "basis 
of its policy, and ; she -*ould find that Great Britain would 
stick "by her loyally just as she stuck "by her other Allies. 

Hotel Britannique, 
Spa. 

6th July, 1920 



Iotas of d Convereafion Wetwaaa the 
rrl&a Mlnin%&v m& the Qrowa £rinee- of 

1HeUf "-1  i V i  B% lU, &  0 vVfiX?1;:'? :s1i;S*Si31 *' &** 
on jk-tar&â ,, ^e^tdaabar 11 th. If?to at 

'9*4$ a*ta* 

f

fha Or baa Prlsoa of iaamaaia was eaaorapaalaS hy 
1* Boeraeco,- sad the [grime ifiaiatar wee seaospaaied hy 
Sir llaarlaa Haakay. ftta istervlew aag-aa with - some aaaveraa- .* 

. tioa af a general aatare, in the aaarae of whtefe - the Grown 
prinoa isentienedi that Baimesia had a food ftsraaat thiss year, 
althoagh 't.bia was qaslified latar by M,Beereaao.,. who explained 
that in eotao parta of the country the peaaants were only 
- cultivating their awa beMiaip id th tha result that eoneloer
able traota of caaatry were left eatlraly aaealtivetea, 'l*he 
Orowa J?riaee stated that Boaaaeala'8 groat difficulty at the - . ' 
pre son t time aaa transport, as&. that aoGording? to latest 
reports this waa iaterieratiaf rather then iapra^iaf. 

fha oohToraatloa than turned ta Heamania*a -pea it ion 
vla-a-vls Soviet rmeaie, and after ease geaeral rciasrks as . 
to the difficulty of deallag with a paeple who $hewed m raelato 
bad faith, 11* Bperesoa' aakad the prime Minister point .blank 
afeat - hi a eevlea would,fee aa tofioaiaanlam$Mim$ '$saaea with. 
Soviet Saaaie. Ha explained that la so event- &la Boajaaala 
ooatemplate hostilities with soviet gasaia, bat the $neatlea 
really wee an to whether tfcey ester info peaee- aega tistlone 
aow or faaoa with the Eaeeiaa proposals'and play far %tat*.

fhe ?rlrae Minister raflina tfest if they waatei M  a 
e&viee he would nay that Koumsnie' woaia probably get hotter 
iams freia Soviet Basela than from was5 Baasian &overnsr,ent 
whieh sight taka its plaaa. isiar ho developed thla point . 
a little explaining that supposing faaarel Krangai wee 
sueaaasful, he wee aot likely to ha more soeeasssedetiag 
thas soviet liaasia about Bessarabia. Moreover, at the 
present tisae, Soviet Bussia.was rather pressed owiag to 



of ?;Tmg&l1% forms- in the sontfe. For tnose ffaaeetw 

tia^y would be mm l ively to be la an mewmm&^tlrig 

sp i r i t . . 

tftat et the feeiaeBt i  t appeared. aauatfaX wMthor a

kea&on. eoatfaresioa weald titles pi see * aoasoquoBtly. hp 

did sot think i t wg worth wfcila for mxmmX* to 
* 

har prmpmttt. of fatting -poaoa 0s the $round thai ska 

ml gist fet hottor te*am at tfea Lobsoei 0osfersnee* 
At this point tho Qaaartlaa was raleaft of toe Alllaaoo 

batowafc Ho-uaienis, ts*? ,h*go*.3l&Ts* -apd the '0&ooho--SXowte. 
-

II. Boaroaeo asplaia^ ttesls this s psrol? ' 

.4l3.iaate* iaton&ad' - to siifapraari. the c&u&trios eo&oornod 

that M^oaisoloa vo*'i* ftzmurmle to tho aatry of 
-

Sreeeo Into this Alliis-oa, asi ho intlumtod tft*t It i f^o -

Smmnm oafi. greet hopes- of boijstg:.*hlo flsalls? to %rl'sg 

aljemt graols -parfciai^Mait, ymhm% whoa he t ia i ta t London*-

Mo farther sis tea thst H* t&teo fonasou wag vory tnslotii 

to feovo t aoamoa frontier with the Polos is Vfcttvsp 

&*it$!a and for this roaaea -Ho$a& that pelsaft wotili 

ratain oosia hold on jSaetaaa' th&licia. . She Prliaa Mlaiatar 

said that ho had always haan aomMlul about tfeo 

oxpotioosy of isaXudiag £ootom Q&iloio in pol&ad* 

tho Pea 00 Cfonforenoe in t&iB J*o had foiled the conoluelon 

th&t tho people of Esatam SidSole aara notPoliih. hy 

origin 



origin, aoiv Ittolinad sympathy to pises themselves 
under Polish rul-e* lf$ iwA always advised the poles 
against creating for themselves a diahc&teatea province 
in Eastern Gelioisu 

The Crown Brines, while admitting that tho 
Poles had quarrelled with tacst of their neighbours, 
stated that this did not apply to Eoumania, who had' 
always got on vary "wall with the Poles. 

Proa the discussion of the Poles the question: 
turned to the Jewish problem * which is common to Poland 
and Bourne-iris. The Crown £rises stated that the Jewish 
population of Saliels- was about 800,000* ' fhay consisted 
la the main of petty tradesmen and small monay-leaders, 
'i'hey are evidently unpopular In Boumsnla excepting in 
Bucharest, where tha rich hankers are Jews and ware 
stated by tha Grown Priaaa and Basraaso to ha vary 
good Soumawiaoal tisane, Mm Baerssco said that the 
Jaws in Eoumatiis wars of a type superior to the Jaw in 
Poland and that the Roumanian Ooverhment had ovary hope 
of a satisfactory solution of tha Jewish problems la 
fast, he stated that the present Coverasasnt of £oumsnia 
is a firm ana stable one. Sonars! ivarssau, tha prims 
Minister, is personally very popular', mtug to his 
record in the war and ha has a strong' Ministry, which 
it ia hoped will hacoma still stronger if, as is 
anticipated, Velds Voeved tha late Prime Minister, ioiss 
it. 

Be Wttm Minister intervened at this point 
ana axpres&ea satisfaction at this news. A strong and 
stable Bausasais, fee salt, was of groat importance to tha 
peace of larega. fis was strongly cf opinion that 

Beamsala 



- . as 4i *" 

Eoumania should iaake peace with soviet Russia. Ea recalled that 
last 5amta*3T in' the same room ho had given, tho same advice to M. 
p&thek, the -Polish foreign Minister. M. .Pathek had called attention 
to the had faith of tho Bolsheviks &ad ho had aakod him if ho could 
guarantee tfcafr a pease, if it were smde, and lie had replied that 
ho could not. Ho had than warned M* £athefc that if thai attacked 
soviet Baaoia tho whole of EuoBla weald sissply recall that tho 
Polos ware foreign iav&ders and would really £pert the support of tho 
Bolsheviks. M. Beoreseo observed that oven though there might have 
been same wild talk of Eanmaaia attacking Soviet Basaia no political 
larty had suggested it. $ha $f3?i*ae Minisfear, continuing, said that 
Roumania now had a groat eonntay, double tho also of pre-war Bothnia. 
In reply to.the suggestion by M. Baereseo that Ecraiaanla-was Justified 
in defeading har freatier, he expressed agreement. Heujsania, ho 
said, should defend her own frea-tiers. If aha lira!ted herself to this 
she would receive tha sympathy of Western Europe, and if attacked, 
would, probably receive such help as oould bo spared. 8p long &s Bt& 
adopted a defensive attitude, it rendered it easier for tho Sovem
meats of Ifaa-tarn surope to persuade their Parliaments to give assist
anea in tha form of arma, munitions, etc., if aha was attacked. fhe 
difficulty with tha Poles had bean that they had so far. antagonised 
public opinion that Parliament had ehoan itself indisposed to help 
thara. Provided Eousaanla shewed' a disposition to mls& peace, she 
. would gat tha sympathy of the world with her. It was peace that , 
tho world wanted. It would bo an advantage to 3o$mania to gat a 
Ireaty conferring Bessarabia on her, signed by same da facto Basslan 
Gevernsient. Once BOumania had got Bessarabia in this way, it was 
unlikely that anyone would attack her. 

M. Boorasoo then stated that the Beasarabian' 3?esty agreed to 
by tha Powers hail not yet bean signed. X.ord Eardinge had told aim
that tha British ^ambassador in Paris had been given full powers to 

sign I 
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and that tasre wore no difficulties as regards tha British 
(jovemsfcent. Be was somewhat pussled to knew why the signature had 
not taken place, 

- ishs Prise Minister undertook to make enquiries ea. this point 
and Ins trusted Sir i&aurise Haiaksy. to take the necessary action, 

M, Boereeoo thanked tha Prime Minister and stated that the 
Hinoritiae Treaty had been ratified sad all -formalities compiled 
tilth, so that no obstacle to the Bsssarahiaa treaty was to hs found 
there. 

Towards the and of tha conversation M. Boereeoo raised the 
$uastloa where the peace negotiations should take place. Both tha 

great 
Grown Prince and as stressed/unwillingno as to discuss peace terras 
at Kleff or any Bnssian town, Th&j would prefer some neutral 
o can try. He asked if the i?riae Sinister w$a&& have any - oh^aetion to 
the Kouaaniaa Govern&ent proposing London for tha negotiations, 

p.0 fri*ss Minister, replied that ha would sat raise obJeoMons 
to such a proposal* 

Subsequently tha possibility of a Conference at Osnsm was 
raised hy M. Boeroeoo, and tha Prims Minis tor expressed the view that 
Hhe Swiss Government would not cars to have a "Bolshevist Delegation 
present there. 

Mm Bosrssoe than proposed Copenhagen as a possibility, 
Xa conclusion there was So/pl convarsatlon about tha general stats 

"of affairs in BoTimanis, in the course of which the Orewn Prince sad' 
' M, Boeresao sasntiensd that 75 par cent cf tha oil plant had bean 
repaired, 50 par cent of this had been done by the Osrraans before 
they left,  m e Kouncxnian oil was now in the annas of tha British- 
Prench*-li0uasauian syndicate, sir albert atarn was tha head of the 
British. Section which was backed by the ^agio-Persian oil Qompany, -

Um Bratiano'a mme same up and it was mentioned that ha had-now 
only 7 supporters in Parliament and was working wall with the present 



Cloverni$en$, who had a strong majority. In tho Cb0aib*r* 

On saying i*ee&-hye( the Q?enn Brines sseafcleaeu that M* M e 

Jonesou was vary a&leua to meat tha f%iw$ Minister and was son- . 
fcesaplsting a visit to London. &$ tho present time he was at. 
Aix lew Baias. Ha asked when it would he aeaveaieat for tha mitm 
Minis tar to asat feiau 

i'ttm Minister suggested that towards the end Qt the month 
slight he a favowahls time for tha visit, 

(Xnitialied) ft*?*A*B.' 

8 W h i t e h a l l G a r d e n s , 8 , w , 9 

.3*pte&9fosr 1,1 t h , 1 9 0 0 . 
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S E C R E T -

THE COAL STRIKE. 

NOTES of a CONVERSATION held at 10,' Downing Street S W 1 
r e e ton SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1920, at ll'a,m.  ^ ,  s - ^ . l , 

PRESENT: 

FOR TEE GOVERNMENT. FOR THE MINERS' FEDERATION. 
The Prime Minister. Mr Smillie. 
Mr Bonar Law. Mr Frank Hodges. 
Sir Robert Horne. Mr Robson. 
Mr Bridgeman, Mr Herbert Smith. 
The Coal Controller. 

Sir Maurice Hankey. 

(At the outset it was agreed that the Conversation should 

be purely informal and that no official record should be 

kept. Consequently, no notes, whether stenographic or 

other, were kept, and the following brief note is from 

memory only.) 

THE PRIME MINISTER began by explaining the origin of the 

present meeting. Conversations had taken place during the 

previous week between representatives of the Government and 

Mr Brace and Mr Hartshorn. These had.been of an informal 

character. He had felt, however, that, as the Miners1 

Federation had been summoned to London, the Government 

ought to take advantage of the opportunity to see whether 

- 1 - ' 



the results of the conversations with Mr Brace could lead 

to a settlement of the present strike. No-one really wanted 

the strike - least of all the principals; that is to say, 

the mine owners, the miners, and the Government. Hence, 

if possible, some means should be found to bring it to an 

end. THE PRIME MINISTER then continued to sum up the 

impressions of the Government, following the conversations 

with Mr Brace. These are contained in a document which was 

communicated at the end of the meeting by the Prime Minister 

to the representatives of the Miners'' Federation and which 

is attached in Appendix I. After describing these proposals, 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the point on which the Govern

ment laid stress was that if the advance of 2/- a shift 

were made at once and the output on which it was based was 

not realised, the reduction of either the whole 2/- or a 

proportionate part thereof, according to the actual output 

obtained, should be automatic. Unless the Miners' Federa

tion could accept this, the scheme would be impossible to 

work. When the day came for the reduction to be made, it 

would be contended that the causes of the reduced output 

were beyond the control of the miners themselves. Gonse

guently the Government insisted strongly that the re due tion 

must be automatic in order to avoid any possibility of 

controversy. 

THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINERS' FEDERATION were unani

mous in regard to the.extreme difficulty of their accepting 

an automatic reduction in the event of the output not being 

realised.' They pointed out that as .a matter of fact output 

was often determined by circumstances wholly beyond the 

control of the miners themselves. Unless tubs, trucks, 

and all accessories were provided, it was impossible for the 

miners to make a great increase in output. By closing a 



single shaft a mine-owner could often prevent a particular
mine from increasing its output. They laid the utmost 
stress on the fact that under this scheme the miners had to 
give guarantees for output, whereas no similar guarantees 
were exacted from the mine-owners. 

THE PRIME MINISTER AND HIS COLLEAGUES, in reply to this, 

pointed out that under the scheme the miners were obtaining 

the great boon of an immediate rise of 2/ - a day.' If they 

failed to achieve the production for which this 2/- a day 

was expressly designed, they were asked to sacrifice the 

whole or part of.the increase. The mine-owners, on the 

other hand, were not obtaining any benefit. It would, conse

quently, be very difficult to ask them to give any correspond 

ing guarantees, since those would come not out of increased 

profits arising from the present arrangement, but from, the 

existing pro fits,which were limited by previous agreements. 

Great stress was laid on the fact that under this scheme 

the miners would in fact receive their 2/- a day, and it was 

pointed out that in every probability,, and according to Mr 

Smillie's owi admissions, they would be able to achieve the 

output necessary to retain the 2/- from November onwards. 

THE REPRESENTATIVES OP THE MINERS FEDERATION explained 

that as the datum line scheme had been rejected by the 

miners themselves, it was very difficult for them to go back 

to the miners with any scheme based on output. 

After somewhat prolonged discussion, the representatives 

of the Government produced the alternative scheme in 

Appendix II. providing for an immediate advance of 2 / - , 

and its retention unless profits failed to reach an agreed 

level: that is to say, the retention of the 2/- was to be 

based on a continuance of profits, and not on an increase 

in output. 



THE REPRESENTATIVES OP THE MINERS' FEDERATION, while ex

pressing a preference for any scheme which avoided output, 

said that they could not go to their Executive on the subject 

-until they had received further details as to the level of 

profits required for the retention of the 2/-. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that this had not yet been 
explored by the representatives of the Government, and he 
proposed an adjournment for this purpose. 

It was suggested that, before the meetings were resumed, 
it might be an advantage for the Coal Controller to have a 
preliminary talk with Mr Hodges on the question of figures, 

when his investigations were completed. 
In conclusion, Mr SMILLIE pressed very strongly that 

neither side in these Conversations should try to obtain 

any advantage over the other side. 

This was generally agreed to. 

It was also agreed that there should be no Press report 

of the meetings at this stage. 

The Meeting adjourned at 1 p.m. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1, 

October 24, 1920. 



A P P E N D I X I-. 

1. The Mining Association and the Miners' Federation shall: 

a. Co-operate to the fullest extent to obtain increased 
output and for this purpose will arrange to set up 
District Committees and a National Committee. 

b. Proceed forthwith to prepare a. scheme for submission to 
the Government for the subsequent regulation of wages 
advances in the industry having regard among other 
considerations to the profits of the industryand to the 
principles upon which the surplus profits of the industry 

^ir-tt-C^/are to be di?s*M%^%ed. between the producers (including 
-employers and workmen), the consumers and the State. 

2. Pending the preparation of such a scheme as is' referred to 

in 1 (b), wages shall be regulated on the following basis:

a. An advance of 2/- a day to persons of 18 and over, A 
shilling to persons of 16 and 17, and 9d, to persons 
under 16 will be paid from the date of resumption of 
work to the classes of colliery workers entitled to 
Sankey wage and subject to the conditions under which 
Sankey wage is payable. 

b. Provided that if at the end of November the output has 
not reached the agreed figure a reduction will be made 
automatically on a scale to be agreed upon now, and
similarly if in any following month the output falls ̂  
below the agreed figure, the wage shall be adjusted for 
the succeeding month according to the same arrangement. 

A P P E N D I X II. 

Alternatively that the 2/- sbmild be given now, and that 

it- should be retained unless the profits failed to reach a 

level to be agreed upon, and if they shouldAot reach that 

figure the 2/- to be automatically reduced according to a 

scale to be agreed upon now. 

 i 
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E G R E T 

S-19. THE GOAL STRIKE. 

NOTES of a Meeting between representatives of the Government 
and of the MINE OWNERS, held at 10, Downing Street, S.W.1, 
on SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1920, at 6-30 p 0 m 0 

PRESENT:-

FOR THE GOVERNMENT. FOR THE GOAL OWNERS. 

The Prime Minister. Sir Adam Nimmo. 
Mr Bonar Law. Mr Evan Williams. 

Sir Robert Horne. 

Sir Erie Geddes. 

Mr Bridgeman. 

The Coal Controller. 

Sir Maurice Hankey. 

The main object of this Conference was to ascertain whether 

there was any possibility that the Mine-owners might be 

willing to give some sort of guarantee of their efforts for 

securing increased output. 

THE PRIME MINISTER explained the present phase of the 

negotiations, and, more particularly, the point which the 

representatives of the Miners' Federation had made, that 

whereas they were asked to give up their 2/- a day or part 

thereof if they failed to reach a certain scale of output, 

no similar undertaking was asked of the owners. Pie asked if 

it was not possible to have some scheme in which, in the event 



of the desired output not being realised,: the owners also 
would suffer some diminution in their profits. This would 
be a guarantee by the owners to the men of their bona fide 
intention to obtain more profit. Would it, perhaps, Tie 
possible for the owners to say that they would agree to a 
diminution of some part of their 10 per cent.? Prom calcu
lations which had been made, he understood that the loss to 
the owners would be more nominal than real, when account was 
taken of Income Tax, Super Tax, and all the deductions which 
were already made. 

SIR ADAM NIMMO and Mr EVAN WILLIAMS explained that they 

really had no powers to commit the owners to anything of the 

kind, and they could not take the responsibility of giving a 

definite reply. They felt sure, however, that the owners 

would point out that while the miners were getting advantages 

out of the bargain and were only asked in the event of failure 

to realise output to give up the whole or part of those ad

vantages, the owners were getting absolutely nothing. Of 

course if they were getting something out of it they would 

not mind giving up a part if output was not realised. It 

would take about 48 hours for them to summon the representa

tiv^s of the mine owners. Both the mine owners present 

expressed a strong preference for a scheme based on output 

over a scheme based on profits. They thought it was unlikely 

that the miners would accept a profits scheme when they 

really understood it. If it came to this point, that the 

Miners' Federation would accept the output scheme if the 

owners would give guarantees, they thought that would be the 

moment to approach the owners. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that Mr Smillie was never 

likely quite to reach that point. If, however, the Govern-, 

ment were in a position to s&y that they were going to ask 

- 2 



the owners to give up something, this would help Mr Smillie 

in "facing the miners,, who did not like the output scheme. 

He would not, however, like to tell Mr Smillie that he was 

willing to put this question to the owners unless he felt 

tolerably certain that the owners would accept. 

THE MINE OWNERS then indicated that if the Prime Minister 

was of opinion that on this basis the proposal would be ac

cepted by the miners, they thought with the Prime Ministers 

help the mine owners might be induced to make the concession. 

It would probably be necessary for the Prime Minister himself 

to see the mine owners. Up to the present time the owners 

had got very little out of the pool, and many of them were 

not in the mood to make concessions. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE pointed out that it would help very much 

in establishing good feeling between the miners and the mine 

owners if the latter could make the proposal on their own 

initiative. 

SIR ADAM NIMMO said that he understood that this proposal 

was only made in connection with the output proposal, and not 

with the scheme based on profits? 
THE PRIME MINISTER agreed that this was the case. 
The Conversation then turned to the question of a proposal 

that while 248,000,000 tons should be the datum of production 

aimed at, the 2/- should not be taken off until it fell to 

244,000,000 tons. 

THE MINE OWNERS pointed out that the Government would be 

in a great difficulty in explaining to the public that this 

did not mean a reduction of the datum from 248,000,000 to 

244,000,000 tons. SIR ADAM NIMMO thought that the mine owners 

would probably be opposed to the Government on that. 

Mr BONAR LAW observed that this was vital. The Government 

could face the public and make their case to them for this 
-5



arrangement, but they could not do so if the mine owners 
publicly supported the view that it was equivalent to 
reducing the datum line to 244,000,000 tons. 

The discussion then passed to the possibility of conclud

ing an arrangement with the miners on the basis of profits 

instead of on the basis of output. 

THE PRIME MINISTER explained that it had been made very 

clear, in the course of the discussion, that the miners did 

not like to return to a basis of output, since that had been 

so signally rejected by the ballot of the miners. They had 

shown themselves much more willing to examine a scheme based 

on profits. He was anxious that the mine owners shotild 

consider this point and let him have their views on the 

following morning. 

There was then a considerable discussion on the question 

of the scale of reductions below the datum line, and various 

alternative proposals were made. 

Finally, it was arranged that the mine owners should think 

these matters over, and return on the following morning at 

10-45 to give their views to. the Prime Minister and his 

colleagues. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1, 

October 24, 1920. 



-PHIS DOCUMENT I S THE PROPERTY OF HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY * S GOVERNMENT o 

- SBOHST Goal Striked / 

So20o Note of a conversation held at 10, Downing Street 
en October 25th 1920 at 10.45 a.mo 

Presenfco 

The Prime Minister 
Mr.Bonar Law 
Sir Robert H o m e 
Sir Erie Geddes 
MroBridgman 
Mr * A oR .Dun c an 

Sir MoHankeyo 
Mr oToJones. 

Part of the time: 

MroEvan Williams 
Sir Adam Niramo. 

The Prime Minister, addressing the two coal owners present, said that 
according to his information the miners r leaders would not 
accept a settlement on the output basis. The Executive would 
be bound to reject it or refer it to a fresh ballots A more 
hopeful line was on the basis of values with output camouflaged^ 

Sir AoNiramoj "We do not want an arrangement which would put the 
men in a mess in a months" "The position is so uncertain that 
you are riding for a fall at the end of Novembero You cannot 
get the £3,000,000 extra values from exports." 

The Prime Minister: "The men would consider themselves tricked. We 
could say - 8We are afraid prices may break9 - and if they did the 
men would say  8 We have been tricked8. They would turn on the 
Government and say we cannot trust the Governmente I suggest 
that we should add an alternative that if values do not reach a 
certain point and output does, the increase in wages should be 
given on the outputo" 

Sir AoNiramo; " I do not think we could quarrel with thato" 

MreBonar Law; "You realise the meaning of the Prime Ministers 
alternative? The public will say that we are giving them concessions 
in two forms and that we are therefore defeated." 

Hie Prime Minister: "If the men increase their output the public 
will be willing to pay. You are not sure of getting a settlement on 
;to the output basis alone, hence my alternative. I am not afraid of 
the publie if we have got a rational scheme0" 

Sir Robert H o m e : "The men have been asking for a share of the 
pool and we have taken the line that the pool was temporary 
and that we could not calculate what It might be." 

Mr*Bonar Law: "It would be said that the reason why we gave 
them the alternative was our fear that output will not be 
increased^ 



The Prime Ministers "But if the men feel themselves tricked by 
their leaders we shall be left with a mob to deal witha" 

Mr Evan Williams o "It is important in our view that the 
ledders should be trusted by the m e m " 
MroBonar Law: "Why not try our offer on output plus a reduction 
in masters' profits? 
Sin AoKimmo: "You have an element of elasticity by having 
a margin on the output before you lower the wage and you 
have equality of sacrifice from owners and men from a given 
line," 

The Prime Minister: "It is not a question of the reasonableness of 
our output proposals but of the psychology of the men* 

The Prime Minister then read aloud the draft which 
had been handed to the 4 officials of the Miners1 

Federation on Sunday October 24th, and he 
pointed out that there were certain vital 
figures to be incorporated in this draft. 

Drafto 

lo The Mining Association and the Miners' Federation 
shall: 

(a) co-operate to the fullest extent to obtain increased 
output and for this purpose will arrange to set up 

 District Committees aid a National Committee: N

(b) proceed forthwith to prepare a scheme for submission 
to the Government for the subsequent regulation of 
wages advances in the Industry having regard among 
other considerations to the profits of the industry 
and to the principles upon which the surplus profits 
of the industry are to be dealt with between the 
producers (including employers and workmen) the 
consumers and the State: 

2b Pending the preparation of such a scheme as is 
referred to in 1 (b) wages shall be regulated on 
the following basis:

(a) an advance of 2s. a day to persons of 18 and over 
a shilling to persons of 16 and 17 and 9do to 
persons under 16 will be paid from the date of 
resumption of work to the classes of colliery workers 
entitled to Sankey wage and subject to the condition 
under which Sankey wage is payable: 

(b) provided that if at the end of November the output 
has not reached the agreed figure a reduction will 
be made automatically on a scale to be agreed upon 
noii and similarly if in any following month the out
put falls below the agreed figure, the wage shall be 
adjusted for the succeeding month according to the 
same arrangement:, 

Mr. Evan Williams said that against the figure of 2s c should be 
placed 248,000,000 tons and against l/6de 244,000,000 tons, 
IIf the output figure were nearer 248,000,000 than 244,000,000 
Ithe men would get the 2so If, for example, it was 
246,000,000 they would get the 2s, If it would help the 

! 



Government.to push this through the owners' concession could 
he outlined to the men. He thought proposals on these lines 
could be recommended to his people. -fl 
Mr. Bonar Law: "Suppose you have 3d off below 247,000,000 
tons? 
Sir A. -Nimmo: "We do not object to that in principle but it 
would involve many wage changes." 
Sir A. Nimmo asked what about output above 248,000,000 tons. 
If the owners were to sacrifice below 248,000,000 tons they 
should get something above 248,000,000 tons but it might be 
necessary to take a wider step. e.g., 6 million above 
248,000,000 instead of 4 million below. 
Mr. Evan Williams: "I don't think they would want to widen 
the step above 248,000,000. If you keep the margin at 4 
and you allow the owners to get extra profits you would 
wipe out the pool." 

Sir A. Nimmo: pointed out that the men had conceded the 
principle of giving an inducement to the owners. The best 
principle would be to stabilise the owners' profits and output. 
Mr. Evan Williams: "To do that you must get a stabilised 
price. I should not object to assuming that the export prices 
were those for g eptember. I doubt if they will be much lower, 
as for the first few days the bulk of the pool will be going 
on contract prices. 

Sir A. Himmo did not see how the money could be got on the 
November output. He could see the output coming along 
perhaps in the second half of November. 
Mr. Bonar Law suggested the addition of words such as 

"unless some tribunal said the falling off was 
not due to the men." 

Mr. Evan Williams: "The owners' concession would counter that." 

The Prime Minister suggested the words 
"if 248,000,000 tons is reached in the last 
fortnight of November." 

Mr. Evan Williams: "Assume that the export price will be the 
same as for September and assume that all coal in the last two 
weeks above the average figure for export is for export." 

Sir Robert Horne: "We put it the other way; "Not more shall 
be assumed to be kept for home consumption". We must give 
2j million pounds or there will not be enough to provide the 
2s. 

Mr. Evan Williams: "We cannot hope as owners to get anything 
extra on output but we ought to share if there is an increase 
in values." 
The Prime Minister: "Is there not something to be said for 
putting the crude proposal as to values first? and having these 
improvements upon it in reserve? 

Sir R. Horne: "We could point out that if prices fell they 
would have to face the men. " 
The Goa& Controller: "They have been told the price may fall 
but not likely within 6 weeks." 

Mr. Evan Williams thought they would fall materially in 



November. The men did not know much about the U.S.A. 
offers of coal to Scandinavia, etc. 
Sir A. Nimmo said there was lots of coal on the sea coming 
into European markets from Japan, China, etc. 
The Coal Controller thought these shipments were highly
speculative adventures. 
Mr. Evan Williams though that presently in order to maintain 
our markets we should have to bring our prices down. 
The Prime Minister thought the more temporary the solution 
the more the men would be pleased and it would be an inducement 
to hurry up the permanent arrangements 
Mr. Bonar Law. "assume there is no big fall in November but a 
big fall in December?" 
The Prime Minister: "I should meet that frankly by the output 
alternative and should give the men a guarantee that they 
should get the 2 s . irrespective of values. It would be 
serious for us if prices dropped and we did not get it made 
up by an increase in output. I woutd have a double induce
ment and I could defend it and commend it to the public" 
At this stage Sir Robert H o m e and the Coal Controller 
retired to draft a proposal on the basis of values on the 
lines suggested by Mr. Evan Williams, for submission to the 
meeting with the miners' officials at 1 2 . 1 5 * 

2 W h i t e h a l l Gardens, S 0 W 0 1 0 

October 25th,, 1920. 
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THE GOAL STRIKE. 

NOTES of a CONVERSATION held at 10, Downing Street, S.W.1 
on MONDAY, OCTOBER 35, 1980, at 18-15 p.m. 

PRESENT:-
FOR THE GOVERNMENT. FOR THE MINERS' FEDERATION. 

The Prime Minister. Mr Smillie. 

Mr Bonar Lav;. Mr Frank Hodges. 

Sir Robert Horne. Mr Rob son. 

Mr Bridgeman. Mr Herbert Smith. 

The Coal Controller. 
Sir Maurice Hankey. 

(As on the previous day, no official record was kept, and 

the following brief Note is made from memory only.) 

ffiRGENCY (1) THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINERS' FEDERATION eomment-
S BILL. 

ed adversely on the fact that the Emergency Powers Bill was 

to be introduced in the House of Commons that afternoon. 

They said that it would make it more difficult for them to 

induce their men to enter into an agreement. 

THE PRIME MINISTER explained that the Emergency Powers 

Bill was absolutely necessary to enable the Government to 

meet the situation created by a strike. They probably would 

not have introduced it at this stage if they had only been 



faced by a miners' strike. Eventually, however, in a pro

longed miners' strike the emergency powers were necessary 

to enable the Government to distribute coal and even food 

equally among the people. There might, for example, be large 

stocks of coal in the West End and none in the East End, and 

yet, without these powers, the Government could not secure 

equal treatment. What had mainly actuated the Government in 

introducing the Emergency Powers Bill today was the action 

of the railwaymen. If the Government were to be faced with 

a railway strike and an electricians' strike it was absolute

ly vital that they should have these powers. Moreover, if 

they did not seize the present opportunity for obtaining the 

powers, the Parliamentary situation towards obtaining them 

might become very much more difficult. At present the Gov

ernment could only operate under D.O.R.A.., and this would 

expire the moment the Turkish SJreaty was ratified. The powers 

were very much more limited than the miners seemed'to think, 

and only enabled the Government to commandeer transport and 

distribute supplies equally, etc. These were powers which 

nearly every other nation already possessed, and he himself 

had been surprised when he discovered that we did not already 

possess them. The powers sought for would not give the 

Government any power for dealing a blow at Trade Unionism. 

THE MINERS' REPRESENTATIVES said that, unfortunately, it 

would make their position more difficult, and they urged that 

the spokesman of the Government in the House of Commons 

should lay stress on what the Prime Minister had said. 



3  ( 2 ) T H E  P R I M E  M I N I S T E R ^ION,  then read the document in 
p Appendix I, and handed it to the representatives of the 

Miners' Federation. 

( Mr SMILLIE said it was no use his giving any reply about 

this, for it was impossible for him and his colleagues to 
* 

place before his Executive any document based on output.. 

THE PRIME MINISTER then read the alternative in Appendix 

II, based on profits, explaining that this was a Substitute 

for paragraph 2 (b) of Appendix I, and that the earlier 

part of Appendix I was unaltered. 

After an interval, during which the representatives of 

the Miners' Federation examined this document, Mr SMILLIE 

offered a few preliminary criticisms of the proposal. He 

pointed out that it was apparently proposed to base the 

profits on the November figures for export coal. He remind

ed the representatives of the Government, however, that by 

November the Government stocks of coal would have fallen 

considerably, and that the first aim of the Government would 

be to increase their home stocks. This would mean that 

there would be a diminution in the quantity of coal avail

able for export, and the probability was strong that the 

profits from export coal would not be sufficient to give 

the miners their full 2/-. 

He pointed out also that the same objection applied here 
as he had made the previous day on the output proposal, 
namely, that the miners were penalised in the event of a 
failure to reach output, although the mine owners might be 
just as much responsible. He thought that the Government 
were trying to over-reach the miners, and might have made a 
more favourable offer. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE then explained that the intentionbf 

the Government was to take the figures for September and 

to assume that every ton of coal in excess of what had been 

-S



retained for home consumption in September was to count as 
'coal for export, and would be credited to the pool from' 
which the 2/- would be payable. Hence, even though in fact 
the Government might do as Mr Smillie suggested, and retain 
a portion of this coal to build up their stocks, neverthe
less it would be assumed to count as export coal. 

Mr SMILLIE then stated that the Miners' Federation could 
not recognise any arrangement for an automatic reduction in 
the men's wages unless the employers also had to make some 
sacrifice. They could not accept a one-sided burden. 

A further criticism was that,in the draft now before him, 
the increase of 2/- a day, etc., only commenced from the 
date of the resumption of work, whereas previously it had 

always been assumed that any increases were to date from 
October 1st. 

Another criticism was that it would take some time,after 

the resumption of work, before the full output was reached. 

A certain amount of repair work would have to be carried 

out, for example. To take the period of November alone was, 

therefore, taking too short a period on which to make a 

calculation. He also observed that since, under this scheme, 

wages were to depend upon increased values, the scheme was 

tantamount to an increase in output. 

THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENT pointed out that 

most of these points were criticisms on which there was 

ample room for negotiation. They did not affect the 

principle at stake. The Government had made a great eon

cession in proposing the immediate increase of 2/-. This 

was a concession which the men could retain if they would 

work hard. The Prime Minister and his colleagues had 

seen representative mine owners, and had put it to them 

that it would greatly assist in a settlement if the 
-4 



mine owners could see their way to make a proportionate 

reduction out of their 10 per cent, in the event of the 

output not being realised. 

After some further discussion, during which Mr Hodges 

asked a number of questions to enable him better to under

stand the scheme, it was arranged that, in the first instance, 

Mr Hodges should confer with the Coal Controller on figures, 

in order to enable him to explain the scheme to the Miners' 

Federation. After this, the representatives of the Miners' 

Federation would meet their Executive, after which they 

would return to discuss the matter further with the repre

sentatives of the Government. 

Whitehal1 Gardens, S.W.1, 

October 25, 1920. 



A P P E N D I X T. 

1. The Mining Association and the Miners' Federation shall 
(a) co-operate to the fullest extent to obtain increased ' 

output and for the purpose will arrange to set up 
District Committees and a National Committee. 

(b) proceed forthwith to prepare a scheme for submission 
to the Government for the regulation of wages advances 
in the industry having regard among other considera
tions to the profits of the industry and to the prin
ciples upon which the surplus profits of the industry 
are to be dealt with. 

2. Pending the preparation of such a scheme as is referred 

to in l.(b) wages shall be regulated on the following 

basis:
(a) Advances of 2/- per shift to persons of 18 and over, 

1/- to persons of 16 and 17, and 9d. to persons under 
. 16 will be paid from the date of resumption of work 
to the classes of colliery workers entitled to Sankey 
Wage, and subject to the conditions under which Sankey 
Wage is payable. 

(b) For the purpose of this temporary arrangement the 
advance referred to shall continue to be paid until 
27th November. If the output for the four weeks ending 
27th November falls below the annual rate of 248,000,000 
tons, but not below the rate of 246,000,000 tons, the 
advance will continue to be paid. If it falls below 

' 246 000,000 tons but not below 242,000,000 tons, ls.6d. 
will be paid; if it falls below 242,000,000 tons but not 

below 238,000,000 tons, 1/- will be paid; with propor
tionate reduction for youths and boys in each case. 
Each subsequent four weeks will be similarly dealt with 
on the basis of the four weeks preceding. 



A P P E N D I X II. 

(b) For the purposes of this temporary arrangement the advance 
referred to shall continue to be paid unless for the month 
of November or any subsequent month the proceeds of export 
coal after deduction of the cost of extra output are less 
than £2,400,000 (the estimated cost of the advace) in excess 
of the average monthly proceeds of export coal during the 
quarter ended 30th September, 1920; in which event, the 
advance to be paid during the succeeding month shall be 
reduced by 4d.,2d. and 1-gd. respectively for every £400,000 
of such deficiency. 
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THE COAL STRIKE, 

NOTES of a Meeting held in Mr Bonar.Law's Room at the 
Souse of Commons, S.W.1, on MONDAY, OCTOBER 25,1920, at 
5-50 p.m. 

PRESENT:-

FOR THE GOVERNMENT. FOR THE MINERS1 FEDERATION. 
The Prime Minister. Mr Smillie. 

Mr Bonar Law. Mr Frank Hodges. 

Sir Robert Horne. Mr Robson. 

Mr Bridgeman. Mr Herbert Smith. 

The Coal Controller. 
Sir Maurice Hankey. 

The meeting was held in order to enable the representa

tives of the Miners' Federation to clear up certain points 

on the scheme based on values, which had been presented to 

them at the IS-15 meeting, before putting the principle 

for decision before their Executive. 

Mr SMILLIE pointed out that the scheme based on values 

did not differ in its essentials from the scheme based on 

output, since, b & in the main, profits would depend on 

output. Both schemes were open to the same objection, that 

the miners were liable to be penalised by a reduction of 

their increased wages owing to causes over which they would 



have but little control. For this reason it would be dif

ficult to induce the men to accept either scheme. 

THE PRIME MINISTER and Mr BONAR LAW pointed out that the 
Joint Committees would give the miners the power of ensuring 
that the mine owners played their part. It would enable 
them to give publicity to any neglect on their part to do so, 
and to bring the pressure of other mine owners to bear on a 

recalcitrant mine owner,, 

THE COAL CONTROLLER attached importance to the latter ' 
point. 

Mr SMILLIE thought it was unfair that men who might 

be doing their best should be liable to fail for causes 

over which they had no control, and to be penalised for 

their failure. It would be better to trust to the honour of 

the miners. Nevertheless, he admitted that he and his 

colleagues were "up against it", and that some scheme of 

linking wages with output was unavoidable. If some means 

could be found to achieve this, the four men on that side 

of the table would not oppose it. He then gave instances 

to illustrate the powerlessness of the miners to bring 

pressure on the mine owners in cases where the management 

were notoriotisly not doing their utmost to obtain output. 

Whole-hearted co-operation between mine owners and miners 

was essential to increased output. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that, as he had indicated 

that morning,' the Government had seen certain mine owners, 

and, though these had not been able to commit the whole 

body of the owners, they had not denied that the owners 

might be induced to give some guarantees. 

Mr SMILLIE pointed out that this only applied to the 

output scheme, and not to the scheme based on profits. He 

asked if it could not be extended to the latter scheme. 



THE COAL CONTROLLER gave an explanation of the difficul
ties of any such extension. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had been very strongly 

impressed with the case made by Mr Smillie that morning on 

this point. The miners were asked, if certain conditions 

were not realised, to give up their increased earnings, and 

he quite understood how much it would help in getting the 

scheme accepted by the miners if the owners were asked to 

give some corresponding guarantees. 

Mr SMILLIE said that under present conditions the owners 

had not sufficient incentive — pecuniary incentive — to 

develop their mines to the fullest possible extent, owing 

to the statutory limitation on their profits. 

Mr BONAR LAW pointed out that this point had expressly 

been reserved until a permanent scheme was under consid

eration. It had been felt that, in a provisional and 

temporary scheme, the miners could never have been induced 

to accept any addition to the owners' profits. 

Mr SMILLIE and Mr HODGES then asked if a longer period 

than a single month could not be taken for calculating the 

profits? Instead of comparing the profits for November 

with the profits for September, they proposed that two 

periods of. three months should be taken; e.g., the compari

son might be between three months ending December 31st. and 

three months ending September 50th. By February the profits 

for the quarter ending December 31st. would be accurately 

known, which would not be the case by the end of November 

even for that month. Moreover, by February the permanent 

wages scheme ought to be ready. If the necessary output 

had not been reached, account could be taken of it in the 

permanent scheme. The reason for this delay was that it 

would take some time for the full output to be reached 
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after the strike, partly owing to material causes, such as 
the need for repairs, etc., and partly because some time 
was necessary to enable the Miners' Federation to get the 
scheme understood by the miners. 

Mr BONAR LAW said that, as one who had great experience 

in the iron trade, which was very like the coal trade, he 

anticipated that when prices stopped soaring there would be 

a slump. This was one reason for not taking too long a 

period. It might result in profits falling and thus pre

venting the men from realising their increased wages. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that his enquiries had indicated 

a real probability of a fall in coal prices. If this 

occurred, and the men's 2/- was taken off, the results 

would be deplorable. The miners would lose all confidence 

in their leaders and in the owners, and would get completely 

out of hand. To provide against this, it had been proposed 

to take the September prices as fixed prices for calculating 

the profits in this scheme. This would safeguard the 

miners against loss. On the other hand, it was, of course, 

conceivable that prices might rise. In that event the 

miners would gain by taking the risk of the market. The 

Miners' Executive would have to choose between the security 
-

of calculating the prices on the September figures and 

gambling on the risk of the market. If they preferred the 

September prices, the pool would have to take the risk, and 

in any event the miners would get their 2/-. 

Mr SMILLIE said that the main object was to reach a 

settlement which would not break down before a permanent 

wages scheme had been worked out. 

There was then some further discussion as to the period 

to be taken, in the course of which the Government repre

sentatives suggested that from the middle of November 



until the middle of December was a good period. It would 

give sufficient time to get the output going; the m a would 

have every incentive to work after the strike; and it 

avoided the Christmas holidays. The representatives of the 

miners were asked to consider it, which they undertook to do 

Mr HODGES said he was becoming impressed with the risk 

to the miners in depending on export prices,. which were so 

liable to fluctuation. 

THE PRIME MINISTER agreed that this basis was only suit

able to a provisional scheme of short duration. 

Mr SMILLIE asked whether it would not be possible to date 

the increased wages back to October 1st. This would help 

immensely in getting the scheme accepted by the miners. 

THE REPRESENTATIVES OP THE GOVERNMENT indicated that this 

would be a very difficult concession for them to make, in 

view of the strike. 

Mr HODGES pointed out that under the output scheme, 

although 248,000,000 tons had been the nominal rate of out

put as the datum,"the real datum line had been 246,000,000 

tons, since the 2/- was not to be reduced until the output 

fell below that figure. In the scheme based on profits, if 

the profits were £1 under £2,400,000 the miners would have 

to give up their 2/-. 

SIR ROBERT H0RNE pointed out that both schemes had been 

drawn up on precisely the same lines; in fact, if anything, 

the miners were a little better off under this scheme. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said he thought Mr Hodges could trust 

the Government to interpret the scheme rationally; if, for 

example, profits came very close to the £2,400,000. 
After some further discussion, the meeting 
adjourned in order that the Miners' Repre
sentatives might consult their Executive. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1, 
October 25, 1920. 
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THE GOAL STRIKE, 

NOTES of a Conversation between representatives of the 
Government and the Executive of the Miners' Federation 
held at 10, Downing Street, S.W.1, on TUESDAY, OCTOBERr26 

51920, at 11 a.m.

PRESENT t-
FOR THE GOVERNMENT. THE MINERS' EXECUTIVE. 
The Prime Minister. Mr Smillie. 
Mr Bonar Law. Mr Frank Hodges. 
Sir Robert Horne. Mr Robson. 
Mr Bridgeman. Mr Herbert Smith. 
The Coal Controller. Mr Brace. 
Sir David Shackleton. Mr Hartshorn. 
Sir Maurice Hankey. Mr Winstone. 
Mr Thomas Jones. . Mr Barker. etc. etc 

Mr HODGES stated the case for the miners:- Our suggestion 

is an extension of your proposal of yesterday dealing with 

values. We rule out any solution on the basis of output 

quantities. The values basis is an arithmetical mirror of 

the output proposal, but with other phrases, yet leaving the 

principle the same. Your proposal, in point of time, would 

not bring peace. A variation in wages might take place four 

weeks from the resumption of work. It is not in the country's 



-interest or in the interest of the trade to have another 

disturbance in four weeks. Primarily, therefore, we would 

ask you to extend the period of time. Secondly, let us take 

the only reliable data the Government has, namely, that 

published by the Mines Department under the Goal Industry 

Act. The 2/- should be paid until those data are available 

for us all, and if the data reveal that values are accruing 

which will enable the 2/- to be continued, then it' should be 

continued until and unless the permanent scheme would deter

mine that other changes were desirable. If the Government 

would agree on a date for the permanent scheme, e.g., Janu

ary 1st., the Government would be relieved then of any 

further embarrassment. We cannot get the data until towards 

the end of February. When it is known, and no permanent 

scheme has been set up, then the wages of the subsequent 

Quarter would be modified by the information which we had 

in respect of values. So that if by increased output and 

values, even though the temporary scheme were still holding 

the field, we could arrive at figures which would determine 

the next advance of wages, if, e.g., there were £400,000 

available, we would ask for 4d. a shift increase at that time. 

If, on the other hand, output and values had gone down, so 

that £400,000 or more would be required to make up the 2/-, 

we should be entitled to have a reduction. At that point, 

which would operate in the April Quarter, we would ask you 

to agree that the owners' profits should suffer because 

values had not come up to a point to warrant the 2/-. We 

ask you to expedite the setting up of the permanent scheme, 

and the laying down now of the date of the first report will 

help that. 
THE PRIME MINISTER: Mr Hodges' statement is really a 

demand for an unconditional 2/ very skilfully obscured. 
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The Government were prepared to submit the question of the 
2/- to arbitration. We cannot agree to any arrangement 
which will drive us to draw on the taxpayers, or to put up 
the price of home coal. Your proposals might force us to 
dip deeply into public funds. The pool available for the 
experiment of paying immediately the 2/- is a limited one 
and a rapidly diminishing one. It is diminishing at the 
rate of £2,000,000 to £5,000,000 for each week of the 
strike. 

Mr HODGES: the longer thpetrike, the greater the expense. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: The sum available will justify us in 
making the experiment for a limited time. We are using the 

pool to enable you to get your constituents to agree to a 

settlement and to cover the period of experiment to ascertain 
whether the output is coming along. Mr Hodges' proposal in 
effect is to give a guarantee of the 2/- until April. We 

are willing to use the money to enable the owners and the 
men to build up a pool out of which you can draw the extra 
%/-. What really matters is a sound, permanent settlement 

and a favourable atmosphere for the negotiations for perman
ent peace. That you would not get along the lines proposed 
by Mr Hodges. I want the owners and men to come face to 

the 
face with/absolute necessity for concluding an arrangement 

at the earliest possible moment: therefore our conclusion 

is that we must have an arrangement within the' limits of our 

means, without going to the Exchequer or to the consumers. 

We cannot go beyond an arrangement which will determine 

December wages by what is done in November. We realise 

that within the first two weeks you cannot bring the output 

to a satisfactory figure; you will want time to get into 

contact with the men, time to set up the Pit Committees, 

time to bring pressure on the owners and managers who are 



not doing their best. Therefore we propose that the first 
three weeks should not count, and that we should take the 
last fortnight in November as the determining figure. 
Then in December, because of the complications of Christmas, 
we take the first four weeks in December as the determining 
factor for January. With regard to a reduction in the 10 
per cent, of the owners' profits, should that be on a fixed 
figure? 

Mr HODGES: Yes. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: All this is a purely temporary 
scheme, without prejudice to the permanent scheme. I am 
anxious to ha^e something to compel owners and men to come 
to a rapid decision. 

Mr ROBSON: Vttiat is in your mind? 

THE PRIME MINISTER: In January. 
THE COAL CONTROLLER: January 1st. 
Mr SMILLIE: If the owners were here, they would say 

you could not do it. You will have a dispute again quickly 

if you lay/down impossible conditions as to the time. 

MSXK&HEENX THE PRIME MINISTER: I am told that we give 

all the necessary time. 
Mr ROBSON: Many of the bigger pits would have crushed 

in. 
Mr SMILLIE: In the shallow Lanarkshire pits we could 

do it and start right away; but in the majority of pits 

where the big output comes from there will be a big crush. 

THE COAL CONTROLLER: The owners were prepared to take 

their risk on that fortnight. 

Mr HODGES: We understand your scheme, and we cannot 

approve it. Your scheme is a scheme which in effect has 

been turned down by the men, save in so far as the S/- is 

granted at once and not earned in advance. 
THE PRIME MINISTER:. And we have brought the owners in. 



Mr HODGES: Our proposals deserve more careful eonsidera
tion. We are not playing a game. It is the best contribution 
we can make to help you to get over your difficulties. We 
are on the way to coming to an understanding of the common 
needs of the industry. The strike has revealed the higgledy
piggledy character of the industry. We need a sense of 
security in the men's minds, and also the knowledge that 
they must make their contribution. We are not finessing; 
it is too critical. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: What I object to is, not dipping 
into the pool, but going beyond and putting up the price of 
home coal if output does not materialise. I am looking ahead 
and not making difficulties. Your scheme really means that 
the 2/- would be guaranteed for five months, whatever the 
outptit. In our scheme we gxxs (1) give you 2/- at once; 
(2) guarantee the September price — at the expense of the 
pool, certainly, and possibly at the expense of the Exchequer; 
(3) we are putting the owners in the same category as your
selves. We cannot go beyond that, and you are asking us to 
take risks beyond that. 

Mr McGURK: Where would the risk be? 

THE PRIME MINISTER: We are taking the risk that prices 

would break. Now, supposing we get neither prices nor output, 

we would be forced to tell the public that we had got nothing. 

There is a great change in the coal market. As a result of 

the Spa Conference the Germans are delivering 2,000,000 tons 

a month to Prance, and. the Prench have now a surplus. The 

Americans are using their surplus ships to send coal out to 

Scandinavia and the Argentine. They have ships now on the 

seas with coal , on the chance of a sale. All that risk 

as to price we are taking. 
(THE PRIME MINISTER then referred to the 
Railway Settlement, in which he had 
striven to secure a fair bargain.) 



Mr BONAR LAW: Many, while glad of a settlement, will 
unfortunately attack us. 

Mr SMILLIE: But suppose you put us in a position that 

we cannot deliver the goods? What good will that do? 

Mr BARKER: How much surplus have you in the pool? 

THE PRIME MINISTER: We are losing £2,000,000 to £3,000,080 

a week by the strike, and offering to pay 2/- for the first 

two or three weeks after the resumption of work, when we shall 

not be getting values. 

Mr HODGES: The public had to pay for the advances in the 
case of the railwaymen. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Yes, and you remember the row, and 
the campaign on the films against putting up the rates! 

(THE GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES then with
drew; and were called in again at 2 o 7 clock.) 

Mr SMILLIE: Time is our difficulty. To take November 

as fixing December wages is a very difficult proposition for 

us to recommend. Our difficulty is that we do not want to 

be negotiating the new wages scheme at a time when we are 

threatened with a reduction of wages. So we suggest that 

you should take the first three weeks in December as regu

lating wages for January, and that you should endeavour to 

secure, before January is far advanced, the conclusion of a 

na- ti onal s e11 lement. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: That, in effect, is a demand for a 

guar^tee of the 2/- to the end of December. Supposing you 

said to us, "This is the only thing now between us", we would 

naturally strain and take greater risks; but if this is just 

one out of several things, then it would make a difference. 

In reply to a point about ante-dating the Award, THE 

PRIME MINISTER said there was no precedent, when a strike was 

on, for putting wages back to a point before the strike took 

place. 



Mr BONAR LAW: Suppose we meet you on this, is this a 
settlement? 

Mr SMILLIE: This is the important thing. 
THE PRIME MINISTER: We are taking the risk of prices 

breaking. 

Mr SMILLIE: Sir Robert H o m e and Mr Duncan said that the 
probability is, if there is a settlement within a week, you 
will be repleting stocks. I take it that any stock"put in 
will be at export prices? 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Yes, we are agreed on that. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: A ballot would put off the settle
ment for a fortnight. 

Mr BONAR LAW: Supposing we agree, what would be your 
procedure? 

Mr SMILLIE: We have not discussed that. 
THE PRIME MINISTER: Time counts. 

(The Conference adjourned.) 

(At 5-45 the Government Representatives -
The Prime Minister,, Sir Robert H o m e and 
Mr Duncan — met and considered the pro
uosals put by Mr Smillie.) 

(At 4 p.in. the Government Representatives 
met the Miners' Representatives.) 

THE PRIME MINISTER: We have considered your proposal, 
and with a desire to meet you, because this is the only 

substantial thing between us. It is impossible for us to 
accept your suggestion. We want this new scheme to have a 

fair trial — not a scheme apparently dependent on what is 

in the pool, but really a means of giving the 2/- without 

any fair hope of realising output. If you wait until January 

1st. and the State is still losing money, ycu would say 

"What is the good if disturbing the coalfields now? Here 
is a permanent scheme not quite ready, we are making 
admirable progress with it. Is it desirable that you should 



make unrest by reducing tv,o o/ 
j xeaucxng zne 2/- when we are so near a perman

ent settlement?" It would be a trap that we would get into. 

I am not using the word offensively. We want a fair experi

ment on these lines, the Government taking the major risks. 

Mr Smillie says, "You must give us the necessary time to 

enable us to see if conditions improve". There I agree. I 

expressed the opinion that on an average of the coalfields 

a week would enable those concerned to get rid of the differ

ence created by the strike. Since then I have made enquiries. 

These are the figures given me for Yorkshire. The strike 

finis lied on the 22nd. 

Mr HERBERT SMITH: September 16th. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: The output on the 23rd was 163,000 tons, 

on the 3oth it was 491,000 tons, and on the 6th. 688,000 tons. 

That is beyond the normal. In about a week in South Wales, 

after the worst strikes, the pits were v/orking normally. If 

this strike is declared off on Thursday, the pits should be 

v/orking by November 10th. at their very highest. If we gave 

you until January 1st. there are these two risks. First, we 

should be put into the position that we were disturbing the 

coalfield — not that you were breaking faith. It would not 

be a b o m fide trial of this particular experiment. Secondly, 

we might find ourselves, if the output does not materialise, 

with a very bankrupt pool indeed, and one which you could not 

anticipate or improve in a few weeks' time. We should be 

forced to go back to the consumer and own up to an improvident 

bargain. You are asking us to take the whole of the risks. 

We say we will share them. Your risk is the scaling down of 

the 2/-1 ours is that output will be late coming along, and 

there may be a break in prices. We are prepared to do this, 

to add a week to this morning's proposal. Instead of the 

last two weeks of November, we will go up to December 4, and 



take those three weeks. If we go beyond that, we get into 

the region where it is not an output scheme. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: On this basis the January wages will 
be on the three weeks of December, to' the 25th, excluding 
Christmas week. 

Mr SMILLIE: ' Our Executive was a divided Executive on 

this matter, but you have united them now. They are not 

prepared to put that to the Conference. I am amazed that 

you could come to us with such an offer,' after what took 

place in the negotiations with the four officials of the 

Federation. 

Mr DUNCAN: Someone did suggest (i.e.,in the Conversation 

with the four- officials) that it was a matter upon which we 

could come and go. I said "We could give you a better pro

posal, two good weeks in November and four weeks in December". 

That was the best proposal for you. It would give us two 

good periods. 

Mr SMILLIE then reiterated the charge, that the terms now 

proposed were less favourable than the terms which had beer

offered in the Conversations with the four officials. He 

said:- You have come here now, and, having said you would 

go as far as I have said, you come to us with a less favour

able offer. 
After some controversy between Sir Robert 
H o m e and Mr Smillie as to what exactly 
had taken place — 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: The material issue is as to the pool. 

We want you to get on to November as a part of the test 

period. On your plan in November you will be getting the 

2/- and it. would be a dead period. We want the test period 

to include part of November. 
Mr SMILLIE: You do not take us as honest men! 
SIR ROBERT HORNE: I am not impugning your good faith. 



It makes a great difference if you are not on a test period. 
A fortnight of preparation is a pretty fair period. In the 
Yorkshire area the pits were not being looked after as they 
-are in this strike. You want to put us in a difficult finan
cial position. 

Mr SMILLIE: I want, as an individual, to be able to go 
out now and say "The country needs the coal, we want the 
output up for the sake of the country". We cannot have 
double dealing. 

Mr BONAR LAW said there was nothing worse than these 

reproaches, but the fact was that Mr Smillie assumed that 

when Sir Robert Horne suggested that the two weeks should 

regulate the January wage,he (Mr Bpnar Law) had said to him 

"Do you mean the wages change at the end of the two weeks". 

Mr SMILLIE: But we could not get the figures a day after 

the two weeks. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: If you are put in a difficulty by that 

suggestion (i.e., on which there had been the misunderstand

ing), I ask now, Will you take the two weeks up to December 

11th to"regulate the wages thereafter? 

Mr SMILLIE: It'is obviously impossible to get figures up 

to December 11th. in two days. 
SIR ROBERT HORNE: We could do it. 
Mr SMILLIE: I said to our men, "The Government are pre

uarsd to give us two weeks in November, and two in December, 

and, if the figures justify it, the wages will continue". 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: You eliminate any part of November 

as counting at all. My proposal is that the last two weeks 

in November should count. 

Mr HARTSHORN: We must go out and urge the men to give 

output, and you must put us in the position to do so. 

Mr SMILLIE: Mr Hartshorn and I were on a Goal Mines 
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Committee early in the War. You laid down no conditions, 
and appealed for output. There was no reward held out. We 
could go out whole-heartedly, and sis did so. You must 
remember that we held that 3/- was due to us before the 
Strike. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: We have made substantial concessions 

to you, and what have you made to us? We have gone so far 

that there will be severe criticism of the Government.- Mr 

Bonar Law tells me that he put our proposals to two of his 

colleagues in the House of Commons —.two moderate men — 

and in their view the country will say that the Government 

has surrendered. 

Mr HODGES: Your offer is bad. It is only a sense of duty 

which could force me to commend it, not because I believe in 

it. It is a scheme which has already been rejected. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: But we are guaranteeing the price, and 

are imposing terms on the owners. 

Mr HODGES: Yon are imposing conditions on us which are 

without precedent. 
THE PRIME MINISTER: Because we want oxitpxit and are not 

getting it. 

Mr HODGES: The Government is trying to drive us from one 

concession to another. We started our claim as from July 

14th, then conceded October 1st, and now you want it from 

the date when we resume work. 

Mr SMILLIE: You may starve us, but we have gone the 

furthest we can go. Take the first three weeks in December, 

and do not interfere with wages until January. You are 

forcing on us something which has never been asked from a 

Trade Union. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: In my profession I was paid by the 

folio. 
Mr SMILLIE: But there was no dilution. 



Mr FINNEY: Try again, Mr Prime Minister! The men have 
turned down the datum line. 

Mr SMILLIE: Would you, in your profession, accept payment 
on the aggregate output of the profession? 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Would you accept payment on the indi
vidual plan? '. 

Mr SMILLIE: I never objected to payment by results until 

the management, during the Control period, tried to get the 

men down to low rates and retarded, wages. Coal-getters, 

unlike other trades, refused daily rates of wages. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: I am sorry to get to a dead end over 

this. If you can think of some new avenue — Sir Robert 

H o m e says we will go to December 11th, because there has

been a bona fide misunderstanding. There is nothing worse 

than the appearance of bad faith. I would support him on 

that date. 

Mr BONAR LAW: Agreed. 

Mr SMILLIE: We shall be meeting the owners and trying to 

get a permanent scheme determining the proportions for 

the mine-owners, the miners, and the State. How can we 

set up a, new satisfactory wages arrangement if there is a 

reduction of wages going on? 

THE PRIME MINISTER: That bears out what I have been 

saying. A fortiori, would you be able to argue in January 

that we should not bring wages down when you are so near a 

permanent settlement? You are really asking unconditional 

surrender. We can.face the public saying that we have had a 

e- nd-take arrangement, but they will not understand a 

complete surrender on our part. 
g i v  a

Mr SMILLIE: You told the Chairman of the Coal Commission 

to report in four weeks. Why not say now that on January 2 

the owners and the men must report? 
THE PRIMEMCNISTER: But suppose they do not? 
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SIR ROBERT HORNE: The settlement of the permanent scheme 
must take some time, perhaps from three to six months. 
There would be all the tonnage rates to be dealt with. 

Mr HARTSHORN: The permanent scheme raises an entirely 
different set of considerations from tonnage rate. The 
general wage agreement should take a shorter time. 

(THE GOVERNMENTREPRESENTATIVES then withdrew 
and met the Miners' Representatives again 
at 5-25.) 

Mr SMILLIE: When we talked of three weeks, Sir Robert 

Horne said that there was no incentive to output in November. 

We now agree to take two weeks in November, and three weeks 

in December, and on the average output of those weeks to 

determine the January wages. It would be impossible to get 

to the full output before those two weeks. 

TEE PRIME MINISTER: We are now at a very crucial point 

in the negotiations, and I should like to consider your 

present proposal. It may be necessary to get the Cabinet 

together. Before we separate I should like to put one ques

tion. Do I understand that the proposal is this: that the 

five weeks should be the testing period, and that if the 

values do not realise the figures which are agreed upon 

between us, then the 2/- will automatically scale off? 

Mr SMILLIE: That is your proposal. 
THE PRIME MINISTER: Would scale off automatically from 

January 1st. The employers' would be automatically scaled 

off, too. The same principle will apply to the mine owners. 

If the values are not reached, both mine owners and miners 

will automatically scale off. 
Mir SMILLIE: The Prime Minister accepted in good faith the 

word of the owners. 
SIR ROBERT HORNE: I will trust you. 

(The ConferenceJbhen adjojmigtj^lilJ^^ 
^the Prix^elKnister undertaking, to cxrcu
late a written statement of the Government's 
proposals..) -13



(A Meeting of the Cabinet was held at 6 p,m. (See Cabinet 57 (20) .) 

(At 7-45 p.m. the Conference reassembled. 
when the following were present:-

The Prime Minister. The Miners' Executive, 
Mr Bonar Law. 
Sir Robert H o m e . 
Sir David Shackle ton. 
Mr Bridgeman. 
Sir Philip Lloyd-Greame. 
Sir Maurice Hankey. 
Mr T.Jones. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Since our last meeting we have had 

a meeting of the Cabinet. I am anxious to.avoid any possible 

misunderstanding, and I had hoped to put into writing the 

Government's proposals. For this hhere has not been enough 

time; neither has there been time for me to see the owners, 

with the exception of two of them. The owners have been 

summoned for a meeting tomorrow morning at 10-50. It is 

essential to get their co-operation, as they are involved 

in the question of output and will have to be scaled down 

if there is not the output. The two owners I have seen 

cannot commit the rest. I shall have the written statement 

ready for them by 10-50 tomorrow, and then I propose to meet 

you at 12 Noon. 

Mr SMILLIE:- We accept that, if no other arrangement is 

possible. In your first letter you mentioned that the 

owners were prepared to co-operate as to output. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: But the scaling down is a serious 

business. 

Mr BONAR LAW: Secrecy will be continued until tomorrow. 

Mr HODGES: Can you give a reply to the last question 

put by Mr Smillie at the end of our previous meeting? 

THE PRIME MINISTER: No. 

Mr SMILLIE: We regret the delay. 
THE PRIME MINISTER: So do we; but the mine owners 



might turn us down. It is important that we should get 
their hearty co-operation, and that they, should not go away 
sulky. 

(The Conference adjourned until IS Moon 
on the following day.) 

(A Shorthand Mote was taken of all the 
subsequent Conferences with the Owners 
and the Miners' Executive.) 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1, 

October 86, 1920. 
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NOTES of a Meeting held at 10 Downing Street. 

S.W.. on W£OHESUff* OOTOBBR 27. 1920. at 

10c 50 a.m. 

£ r e s e n ts 

The Prime Ministers 

Mr. Bonar Laws 

Sir Robert Horne; 

Mr. Bridgemans 

Sir David Shackleton: 

Mr. Duncan (Coal Controller) 

Sir Maurice Hankeyt 

Mr. Thomas Jones: 

Members of the Mining Association with 

Mr. Evan Williams as Chairman. 



jf. 99 

Mr EVAN WILLIES: I should like to say that we had 
previously called a meeting of the Mine-owners this morning 
for 10 0'clock, so that we have not had more than a few 
minutes conversation between ourselves. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Then your colleagues do not know 
the position? 

Mr EVAN WILLIAMS: No. 

- THE PRIME MINISTER: In that case I had better explain 

more fully what the position is. I am glad to have had this 

opportunity of meeting you as a body, because we have come 

to a point where the Government and the Owners will have 

to take a very serious decision. We have not given our 

reply to the Miners' Federation. We had a meeting of the 

Cabinet last night, and afterwards saw the Miners, and 

insofar as we are concerned we have got the full authority 

of our colleagues in the Cabinet. We felt, however, that 

the position must be put before the Mine-owners before we 

gave a decision, and therefore we have not communicated our 

decision to the miners. 

You followed, I have no doubt, the Debate in. Parliament. 

The most striking feature of that discussion was the pro

posal put forward by Mr Brace, which undoubtedly repre

sented an advance upon anything which up to that moment 

had been stated by the Miners. His proposal, that there 

should be an immediate advance, represented, of course, no 

change — I mean his statement that they were prepared to 

revise the 2/- at the end of the year in view of the finan

cial position at that time. It was, of course, too vague 

to accept. What we felt was that any revision of wages, 

which depended upon a long drawn-out argument as to who 

was to blame for output and as to the figures here and 

there, was something which simply might end in another 



quarrel and another strike, and we thought we had better 

have it now than postpone it for another two or three 

months. We thought that any plan which was r e e d upon m

must be a plan that would work automatically upon figures 

which are easily ascertained; for instance, figures of 

output, or some figure about which there could be no quarrel, 

and it should not be open to an argument as to who was to 

blame, and so lead to prolonged enquiries. As far as we 

were concerned, you may recollect the question which I put 

to Mr Hodges at the last meeting we'had together. I asked 

him: "If the 2/- is given, what output", and If the output 

did not materialise, would he be prepared to allow us to 

take the 2/- off? He said, No, he would not. If he had 

said "Yes", we all felt at that time that the public would 

not regard a'strike as justified merely upon the question 
whether the 2/- should be given now and come off if the 
output failed, or whether S^x2£3Exs3suax3b4xfe you should wait 
till the output materialised and the 2/- given then. Ytfe 
have had several meetings with the Miners. We only met the 
Executive yesterday for the first time, but we had first 
of all the same informal meetings with three or four of 
them as we have had' with Mr Williams and Sir Adam Nimmo, 

o u t t n e y im oaraiijf uuxu. u.o u n o  j V.WJ-^ yi,̂.. W J . ^  

negotiate, although they were willing to give us any 

information which was in their power. They were not 

authorised to conclude any arrangement on behalf of their 

colleagues, and- then they arranged with us that a full 

meeting of the Executive should be summoned. The miners' 

leaders took exactly the same line. They said, "We are 

only here to have a free talk, but we are not authorised 

to settle until we have had our full Executive". Even 

then, the Executive is not authorised to settle, because 
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they nave to see their delegates, and I am not sure if the 

delegates are authorised, either. They may have to take 

another ballot. The negotiations took this form. The 

miners' leaders made it clear from the start that it was 

no use trying the datum line. The men took a violent prej%

dice to the datum line. As a matter of fact, the miners' 

leaders never tried to explain it to them, and we all thought 

that if we butted in and started explaining it to them they 

would think we were going behind their backs and trying to 

get at their men. The result was that it was never explained 

They thought it was some sort of dangerous animal, or a trap, 

and they voted against something — which was the datum 

line — which they had never heard of before. There is no 

more conservative person today than the miner of this 

country. They made it quite clear to us that whatever 

proposals were made, whatever modifications were introduced 

in the figures, they thought it was hopeless to try and go 

back to their men on the datum line. They were a little un

nerved by the defeat which they had. had. No doubt the 

ballot was a defeat for the Miners' Executive. Then some

body suggested that we should get at values. Then came the 

question, when we got on to values, if we made the 2/

dependent on increase in values two things might happen. 

The first was that prices would go up in- consequence of 

the shortage-due to the strike. In such a case they would 

get their increased pay without any increased output of 

coal, and the public would undoubtedly be very disappointed 

if that happened. They would say: "They have their 2/

without working any harder", and there would be profound 

disappointment. The other thing was equally dangerous, 

that prices might break; and, as you all know, that is 
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by no means improbable, because, as the result of a Confer

ence in which I took part at Spa, the French are pretty well 

stocked with coal at present, and the Germans are beginning 

to deliver coal to them for the first time fairly steadily. 

That will make a big difference in the open market, I under

stand. If the miners worked hard and increased the quantity 

of coal, and, in spite of that, owing to the break in prices, 

they were deprived of their 2/-, they would all say, "Well, 

we have been tricked". They would get angry and out of hand, 

and they wou.ld throw over their leaders. And although we 

have had great difficulties with these leaders, as Mr Williams 

knows very well, the second team is much worse than this. 

I do not know about the oiher coalfields, but I know in our 

part of the world the other team would be much more difficult. 

I do not think there would be.anything to be gained by 

anything that would make the men feel that they had been 

done. Therefore the proposal was put forward that we should 

sort of stabilise the price upon which we reckon values, 

taking the price of the September Quarter, and that that 

-should be the basis of computation. Also, that we should 

stabilise the amount available for export, because, they 

said,"supposing there is a shortage in the home market as a 

result of the strike, there may be nothing for export, in 

which case our increased output will be thrown away complete

ly and. there will be nothing left". Then we said, "Very well, 

let us take the average figure, which I believe is 

219,000,000 tons of coal that is distributed to the home 

market, and then treat everything above that as the export, 

and let us fix the value at the September Quarter prices". 

They saw that this was really another way of arriving at the 

datum line. The proposal was that 2/- should be given them, 

but it should come off at a given date if these figures were 



not realised. - I am told that these figures worked out at an 

output for 2/- of "246,000,000 tons-; that is, if they do not 

reach 246,000,000 tons their 2/- comes off and they drop to 

ls.6d. If it is 242,000,000 tons they would have the ls.6d., 

and if it is 238,000,000 tons they would have 1/-. That is 

how these figures will work out. It is really the datum line 

proposal again. There is no real' change in the figures, 

because the question was, - you put 248,000,000 tons as the 

figure before, but it was always a question wfesfear at what 

point you deduct the first 6d. off. The 248,000,000 was the 

datum, but you had to consider where, between your next figure 

and your 248,000,000 tons the first 6d. would come off. 

Therefore you never quite defined what you considered was 

in course of materialising — whether it should be 244,000,000, 

245,000,000, 246,000,000 or 247,000,000. That had never been 

settled. Therefore we have not really departed from the datum 

line figures. The only departure is that we say we are pre

pared to recommend to you today that we should say to them 

"We will give you 2/-, but it must come off automatically at 

a given d a t e " — I am coming to the date in a short time — 

"if those figures do not materialise". ' If the output reaches 

246,000,000 tons it is 2/-; anything under that, up to 

242,000,000, it is ls.6d., and then after that it vanishes. 

That is the scale which it is proposed should be set up. 

The advantage of this is that it is perfectly automatic. We 

gave no indication to Mr Smillie whether we would take the 

final terms which were discussed yesterday, but this was the 

question we put to him: Is it understood that if these 

figures are not reached, the 2/- will scale down automatically 

there was no argument about it — and he said "Yes, that 

is understood". And the document to be prepared will be based 

upon that assumption. In the House of Commons we said, 

speaking as a Government, that we were prepared to accept 
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or to recommend any scheme where the increased wages had 

reference to output, and where it was quite clear it was to ' 

come off without ^ going through the process of what they 

call "revision", which means argument which would be. endless. 

As you know, this has gone on for months, and we could not 

have it repeated every time you were to take 6d. off. 

Wow you come to the question, of output and time. As far 

as the nation is concerned, without reference to the partici

pants on both sides of the discussion, what the nation is 

most concerned about is output. There is no doubt about that 

at all. It is the general feeling throughout the whole of 

the community. They are very, alarmed at the very appalling 

diminution in the output of a commodity which is more import-' 

ant than almost any other commodity which is produced by 

this country, and certainly more important than any commodity 

from the point of view of Exchanges. Therefore the nation is 

more .concerned about the output of coal than it is about any

thing else, and naturally we, representing the nation, are 

bound to give first consideration to that point of view. 

Now the first proposal is this, that there should be a 

declaration — and a solemn declaration — in the Agreement 

by both the Owners and the Miners that they will co-operate 

in the production of more coal. It is such a serious 

national necessity that I do not think we can face the 

financial outlook without it, especially in view of the 

falling demand, from foreign countries for one reason or 

another — from China because of the silver depreciation; 

from India because of the monsoons,and various other coun

tries for other reasons. We cannot face the financial 

outlook unless there is a-great increase in the output of 

coal. It is a grave national need. Therefore we are 

concerned that there should be a solemn declaration by the 

Mine-owners and the Miners at the very outset of the Agreement 



that they will both put their backs into increasing the 

output of coal during the next few weeks. There is no doubt, 

for one reason and another, that there has been slackness on 

both sides in the matter of output. I am convinced of that. 

There has not been the pressure which you would have had 

under pre-War conditions, and that is inevitable. It is not 

a question of criticism. There are not the same inducements; 

there are the guaranteed prices, and other reasons.,Therefore 

it is vital that we should appeal to both sides that they 

should give.their solemn word of honour to the nation. The 

nation asks this on the honour of both parties, that they 

should discharge this vital national obligation to save the 

country from what may be a very serious financial position. 

The same appeal has been made in the Continental countries -— 

in Prance and in Belgium. In Prance there has been a most 

remarkable patriotic response to this appeal. It has really 

saved Prance from what might have been bankruptcy. The same

thing applies to Belgium. In Belgium they are producing, 

I am told, more coal than before the War. Probably that is 

impossible here, but I am perfectly certain that with the 

co-operation of both parties this can be done. The Miners' 

Federation are prepared to give that pledge. It is the 

first time they have given it as a definite solemn pledge. 

I have no doubt there will be a very considerable section — 

perhaps not very considerable but there would be a sectior 

which, for ulterior motives, will thwart it. In the main, 

however, I think the Miners are a patriotic body. They 

showed that during the War, and the appeals made to them 

once or twice for increased output have been responded to. 

I think they "would have due regard to their pledged word 

to that extent, and especially if that is reinforced by the 

knowledge that if it is not forthcoming the 2/- will vanish 

in due course. 

 1 



Now I come to another proposition where I must ask 
the Mine Owners to make their sacrifice. We were 
confronted with one argument which was difficult to 
answer. There is a good answer to it when you are 
dealing with people with whom you can leg argue . It is 
very difficult in the middke of a Strike to combat an 
appeal which, on the face of it, looks reasonable,, You 

e1 

have no time to go into details. This is the argument 

with which we were confronted during the last four days. 

They said. "Here you are, you ask us for output. We 

say *we will give you our word of honour that wo will do 

our best? You say you wonIt take it.1 That is what 

you say to the Miners, but you go to the Mine Owners 

and you ask them to increase output and they say they 

will do it, and you take their word. Why should you 

not accept the word of the Miners when you accept the 

word of the Mine Owners?" That is the sort of argument 

which is very dangerous when you are dealing with a 

country where after all three-fourths of the people 

belong to the working classes. There is a class of 

people which would say that we have a class prejudice; 

that we are taking the word of the Owner and not the 

word of the Miner. Then the suggestion was put forward 

that we should put the Mine Owners in the same category. 

We had put it before Mr.Evan Williams and Sir Adam NImmo 

but they both said to us "We are not authorised to give 
any answer on the subject and you must put it before 

our colleagues when they come here" The proposal is 

that we should put the Mine Owners in the same category. 

Now in this connection there is a 10 per cent which is 

to be given, under certain conditions, in addition to 

the profits -which are distributed amongst the Owners. 

This is under the Coal Standards Act. It is proposed 



FEORD CORY:

IB MINISTER:

that we should treat that 10 per cent in the same way 

that we treat the 2/- of the Miners. If the 246 m&llion 

tons is reached then the 10 per cent operates; if it 

does not, then you should fine it down in exactly the 

same scale. Well I know there is an answer to that 

with the Miners this is an additional 2/- which you are 

giving now, whereas in the other case, it is something

which had been given before; logically that is so, but 

you know when you are dealing in a great struggle where 

you may very well have the Miners and the Transport 

workers and the Railwaymen, who hold the vitals of life 

in this"country in their hands, it is a difficult 

matter. They will hold them less after we have carried 

this Emergency Powers Bill through. It is a dangerous 

argument and you want to be able to give a simple answer 

The simple answer is, the Government have to put the 

Mine Owners in exactly the same position as the Miners. 
* 

 A worse position. 

 That is true, but nevertheless, a stronger position. 

I am not contesting that you would be in a position to 

say, at any rate, that they are in the same position 

as far as this increase in output is concerned. Their 

share will scale down -- their advance will scale down 

in exactly the same way. We ask it aoart altogether 

from the logical considerations or even(logical justice 

of it. Mr.Bonar Law has just reminded me of a most 

important consideration, namely, that we propose a scale 

up for the Owners. We put you in the same category 

treating the 2/- as the corresponding figure to the 

10 per cent and the 3/- and S/6d. corresponding to the 

equivalent figures in percentage. We would, therefore, 

appeal to you apart from the logical considerations or 



pPORD CORY:

fSE MINISTER:

that we should treat that 10 per cent in the same way 

that we treat the 2/- of the Minerse If the 246 million 
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 A worse position. 

 That is true, but nevertheless, a stronger position. 

I am not contesting that you would be in a position to 

say, at any rate, that they are in the same position 

as far as this increase in output is concerned. Their 

share will scale down their advance will scale down * 

in exactly the same way. We ask it apart altogether 

from the logical considerations or even(logical justice 

of it. Mr.Bonar law has just reminded me of a most 

important consideration, namely, that we propose a scale 

up for the Owners. We put you in the same category 

treating the 2/- as the corresponding figure to the 

10 per cent and the 3/- and S/6d. corresponding to the 

equivalent figures in percentage. We would, therefore, 

appeal to you apurt from the logioal considerations or 



even the logical justice, to assist us tc the 

extent of putting us in that very powerful position 

as far as publie opinion is concerned if the 

struggle is resumed. I would not like to predict 

that this arrangement will go through tomorrow by 

any means after the very narrow division which they 

had yesterday. 

SIR THOMAS RATCLIFFE- That ten per cent Is ten per cent of the new 
BLLIS 

pool: and not ten per cent of the old pool. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE The ten per cent is the surplus as you know 

over the pre-war standard. 

SIR THOMAS RATCLIFFE- From today? 
ELLIS 

THE PRIME MINISTER. Yeso What we proposed to do wasto fix what you 

were entitled to as at the present time and to draw 

a line there. We said that the 2/- would start from 

the time they resumed worko We were prepared, as you 

know, before the Strike, to h^me / "we will date it 

back to the 1st October if necessary". But we have 

since had a Strike and we have now wiped that all out 

and we will give them the 2/- from the date they start 

worko 

After a short discussion between several 
of the Mine Owners Representatives -

THE PRIHE MINISTER; The men suggested that we should give them time 

first of all to get the pits in order. We always 

contemplated just the possibility that there might be 

a ballot because they are by no means united and there 

is a very bitter struggle going on amongst them. 

Therefore we thought that the testing pea?iod really 

would be the end of November and the beginning of 

December. That would give time to them if necessary 



to get their ballot, to get the p&ts in order 
and also to make the appeals which they have 
undertaken to make to their men to co-operate. 
Well this is the position now which they are 

prepared to recommend. They first of all asked 
that there should be no alteration until thens 

meanwhile - and this is part of the bargain which I 
ought to have explained - there should be a Committee 

set up to consider the whole of the wages in the 

industry. I will read it to you 

"Proceed forthwith to prepare a scheme for 
submission to the Government at the earliest 
possible moment for the regulation of 
wages in the industry, having regard, among 
other considerations,, to the profits of the 
industry and the principles upon which any 
surplus profits are to be dealt with". 

That will mean a Committee in which you will both 

participate and you will try, and agree upon some 

scheme which you will recommend to the Government0 

What they really wanted was this. They said that 

that would take some time and it would not come into 

operation before April and they wanted a guarantee 

of B/- until that came into operation. That we 

absolutely declined to give. We said "Ho, we are 

quite willing to take a fsir testing period for the 

2/- but we must know that you are beginning work at 

once'.1 At last after a good deal of discussion I 

think they are prepared to recommend this to their 

delegates - that the last fortnight in November and 

the first three weeks in December should be the 

testing period of the output and that upon the test 

figures of the output for those five weeks the 

question of whether the 2/- should remain for January 



shall depend. In the same way the figures for 

the January output shall determine what the increase 

will he for February and so on from month to monthe 

Those five months will not determine for all time the 

future wages. They will only determine the wages 

for the subsequent month. For instance, if they 

only reach 243 million tons they would be down to 

1/6 and so on to if- - the wages would come down 

automatically according to the figures of the output. 

Yesterday we really broke off because they wanted 

the 2/- to merge into the new scheme - that is really 

what they were fighting for - so that it should 

never come off. That we absolutely declined. We 

said "We must have a testing period and we are quite 

willing to give them the last fortnight of December." 

They proposed the first three weeks in December. 

They were insisting upon the whole of the five weeks 

up to April. We retired and then upon that there 

was a division of opinion amongst them, and they only 

carried a practical acceptance of our extension of 

a week by a majority of three. That is where they 

are now and they have agreed upon those conditions to 

recommend an acceptance of this proposal to their 

Executive. We have not told them we will take their 

extra week so that up till now there is no agreement 

between xksm us and we have got to decide the question 

this morning. 

Is the comparison with the same period in the 

previous year? The output is always larger before 

Christmas than any time in the year. 



THE PRIME MINISTER:

SIR CLIFFORD CORY 

THE PRIME MINISTER: 

SIR T. RATCLIFFE-
ELLIS 

rHE PRIME MINISTER: 

;IR. BONAR LAW: 

THE PRIME- MINISTER: 

A DELEGATE 

THE PRIME MINISTER: 

 It only determines it anyhow for a single month 
it only determines it for January. 

There are regular fluctuations during the year. 

The principle is that the preceding month shall 

determine the wage for the succeeding month. It is 

a question of the datum line. If December is a good 

month you might go up to 246 million tons hut 

supposing in January they came down then in February 

the wage would correspondingly fallo 

Whose figures are we to take in connection with 

this automatic arrangement? 

They will be the figures of the Secretary for 

Mines. 

You may take it as an absolute fact that this is 

the datum line camouflaged to please the miners. 

(Copy of the.document quoted from by Mr* 
Lloyd George was then handed to the 
representatives of the Mine Owners ). 

If in looking through the document you think 

that it is not quite clear enough and you can suggest 

any amendments we shall be pleased. With your legal 

knowledge as well as your knowledge of the trade you 

will easily be able to assist us to make this auto

rnatic arrangement quite clear. In our judgment that 

is essential. 

The five weeks are multiplied by ten in order 

to ascertain the rate for the year. 

Yes. Fifty is the multiplicand. Luckily 
they did not press for a change of the multiplicand 



MOTHER DELEGATE. 

MR.BONAR LAW: 

THE BJBIM! MINISTER: 

THE DELEGATE: 

THE PRIME MINISTER: 

MR.EVAN WILLIAMS: 

THE PRIME MINISTER: 

Supposing the pool whittled down to nothing, that 

does not affect our guarantee I suppose? 

That is not touched at all. 

It Is the 10 per cent you are putting on the 

table. 

What about pay on E89 million tons output? 

We have not gone beyond 3/^. If it went further 

the Miners might ask for more, but I am not anticipating 

that just yet. 

Has nothing been said about a limit of time during 

which this shall operate or does it simply go on until 

a new agreement takes place without question of 

limitation? 

That is the advantage of it. It is something 

which works automatically so they will have nothing 

to gain by putting off a permanent arrangement. It 

will also help when you come to the permanent 

arrangement, but for the moment it is dependent upon 

the work they put in. I think you may probably now 

like to discuss this amongst yourselves. 

The Mine Owners then deliberated among 
themselves. 

IS- 14. 



On resuming: 

MR. EVANS WILLIAMS: We have to recognise that time 
is short, and that you have to meet the Miners1 Federation 
at 12 o"clock. We have gone through the proposals, and 
I think it would not he right for me not to say to you 
that the Goal Owners as a whole are disappointed at the 

terms that are now offered to the men, hoth on points of 
p. 

principal and in regard to detail. As you know, the 
position that we took up when we met the men about three 
weeks' ago was that we would not give any anticipatory 
advance at all, except upon a clear indication of output 
materialising, and that is the position which we maintained 
as you know right through the negotiations we had with them, 
and that no doubt contributed very 3argely to the rejection 
of the terms put forward by the men themselves. They 
wanted to get a 2/- advance straight away unconditionally. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Unconditionally. 

MR. EVANS WILLIAMS: Yes. The difference, of course, 
in our minds at that time was in the nature of the con

ditions. We maintained that we must see the output before 

they got the advance, whereas the other class of condition 
was, the advance having been given, that its continuance 

after 
was contingent upon output being increased. We felt/Stefe 
the Debate in Parliament that that was t he position which 
could not be maintained. It was a decision which rested 
with the Government, and it was as a result of that Debate 
that we felt the position could not afterwards be maintained 
by the Government, as it might have done before. Starting 
from that point, we feel that the terms which are being 
offered by the Government now are terms which they have 
arrived at, having taken everything into consideration no 

doubt/ 



doubt, and which they are prepared to stand by absolutely 
without any kind of giving way again. J3ut we want to make 
it quite clear, both from our own point of view and from 
the point of view of the country, that when this is offered 
to the men, and when it is put to the public, It should be 
described as the "Government proposal" and not as the 
"proposal of the owners". 

TEE JrBIMtsi MINISTER: That is quite right. 

MR. BVAiiiS WILLIAMS: I think we are all agreed upon 
that. There are two classes of reasons for that view, but 
they will be so obvious to you that I need not explain them 
to you. It, therefore, resolves itself to our giving you 
our reply to those parts of the proposal where we are asked 
to give pledges m i : in regard to our co-operation and our 
endeavours to increase output, and do everything in our power, 
aow I am authorised to say - I am making it very brief -* 
that in so far as -êisss- 1. is concerned, the co-operation to 
the fullest extent and the preparation of a scheme, are in 
full accord with our vie\7s. In effect they go practically 
no further than we had already gone. 

iiiow I should like to make an observation in regard to 
the preparation of this scheme. We feel that basing- the 
wages upon output is a method which no one could think of 
as being a permanent method upon which wages could be based; 
that circumstances may arise very soon owing to the fall of 
export prices and other causes that may make the regulation 
of wages on this basis very unprofitable to the country as a 
whole, and we do not want this to continue for a single day 
.beyond what Is necessary. It is difficult to say how long 
a scheme will take to prepare, and It Is equally difficult to 

say/ 



say whether it is possible to secure a scheme after 
further sittings,, We should like to feel that this 

he 
method of wages is to/put an end to at no very distant 
date in any circumstances,because it may involve the 
industry of the country in paying wages to the miners 
far in excess of what the country can afford'to pay. I 
do not know whether it is possible for you now,and 
whether it would be wise to fix a date beyond which this 
should not operate, but we think you ought to have it in 
your mind that there is some risk. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: The miners wanted to put a 
date in  There would be no difficulty in getting a e

date inserted if you desire it, but you must remember 
that one reason why we were afraid of putting in a date 
was that they would say "Here you are no near that date, 
why should you take the %/- off". That is why we did 
not put a date in. 

MR. EVANS WILLIAMS: We had not time this morning 

to discuss it. I only mention it as a point which should 

be borne in mind. 

MR,. ARTHUR PEASE: I understand that if no agreement 

is come to it goes on indefinitely, and the question of 

the whole trade of the country is so serious — for 

instance plates have dropped from £29 to £19 in the last 

few months,. There will have to be a radical reduction 

in wages which will not be a question of 2/-. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: That is a different condition 

of things. For instance, supposing the cost of living 

were to go up 5Qfi that does not mean you would rule the 
miners out. 

MR. BONAH LAW: 



ME. BONAR LAW; It is pending the preparation ox 

the scheme. 

ICR. EVANS WILLI1MS: It does mean that if negotiat
ions for a scheme "break down finally, then a new condition 
of things arises. I need not dwell any more on these 
two points. 

Now I come to Clause fe) on the second page, and I am 

authorised to say to you that we, as owners, are not. of 

course in a position to say that we accept these on 

behalf of the mine owners, because we have no right to do 

that. It affects each individual. I am sure you would 

not expect us to accept this on behalf of the mine owners, 

but we are prepared to recommend xx fully to the trade, 

the acceptance of these, and we have not the slightest 

doubt that when recommended i-t will be accepted as a 

whole. Speaking for myself, and I think for the whole 

of my colleagues, we think this should have a very great 

effect upon the public and upon the men. The owners are 

prepared to do their utmost to increase output. At the 

same time the men are also asked to do their share. The 

only difference as I pointed out during our informal 

discussions on Sunday and Monday is, that whereas the men 

are getting something in excess of what they were getting 

before, the owners are asked, to give up something which 

they have at the present time. The Prime Minister has 

already recognised that. We, as the Central Committee 

of the Mining Association of Great Britain,accept the 

obligation to recommend this fully to our colleagues, to 

see that it goes through, and the Central Committee have 

representatives in every district. We, recognise the 

great strain that has been put upon you, Mr. Prime 

Minister, during the last few days. Starting from 

^ - s the 



the position which this matter was brought into after 
the Debate in Parliament, we hajre to feel very thankful 
that we have been able to make such a good fight 
against the pretentious and claims of the men, because 
the position has been a very difficult one. We have: 

got to recognise that if these negotiations break 
down the case which goes to the public is one upon which 
an absolute stand will be made. We hope very strongly, 
indeed we have full confidence, that when these 
proposals are put to the men they will be put as the 
absolutely final and unalterable proposals upon which 
the Government is prepared to stand or fall. 



The only doubt with regard to this document that the 

owners had was in regard to the commencement, namely 

"The Mining Association and the Mine Owners Federation shall r

My colleagues feel that it would be better to have the 
document worded so that no questions are likely to arise^ 
that these are the owners' proposals when they are submitted 
to the miners.. The fact of their being put forward as the 
owners proposals would have the effect of making them less 
acceptable to the men than if they were put forward as the 
proposals of the Government. I am afraid that I have not 
explained, myself very clearly, but that is the position 
which in the short time at our disposal vie have arrived at. 
I hope I have conveyed the views of my colleagues faithfully 
and without any unnecessary elaboration. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. Williams and Gentlemen, I thank 

you on behalf of my colleagues and myself for the patriotic 

spirit in which you have examined these proposals^' I am 

glad to see that the representatives of the Mine Owners' 

recognise, as we do;, that in a struggle of this character 

the ultimate arbiter is the public opinion of the country, 

and that if we happen either to make or reject a proposal 

which does not commend itself to public opinion it is quite 

impossible to continue the struggle because In the end 

public opinion has a way of imposing itself upon either a 

Government or even upon a great organisation. Therefore, 

I am very grateful, speaking on behalf of the Government, 

for the spirit in which you have met us:. Yoti showed your 

readiness to make sacrifices for a cause which we all have 

at hearts At the time of the Debate in the House of 

Commons there was no doubt about the feeling of the House 

itself as a whole and that they were anxious to have a 

settlement upon these lines - or upon a development of these 

lines. Lord Gainford knows how quickly one is able to ,. 



gauge the feeling of the House. It is not manifest 

in what Is said in debate but it manifests itself in the 

talk in the lobbies and elsewhere. There was no doubt 

that the overwhelming sentiment of the House as a result' 

of that Debate was in favour of a decision more or less 

upon these lines, and I think they accurately gauge the 

feeling of the cottntry. 

With regard to the suggestion that the Mine Owners 
should not be a party and that the proposals should come 
from the Government; of course the proposals will come 
from the Government, but we must make it clear that we 
have the assent of both parties to the arrangementj that 
does not mean that both parties would not h&xxEEXEii prefer 
that the terms should have another form. The Miners' 
Federation do not s.ccept these because they think it is 
a settlement which they would prefer. On the other hand, 
the Mine Owners would not accept them as proposals which 
they would prefer, but we must have the knowledge that they 
are accepted by hoth par ties because they are both involved. 
We have been thinking of the form in which this might be 
finally drawn up and it is proposed that we should have a 
sort of pre-amble on the following lines 

"Recognising that on the increased production of coal 
there depend not only the prosperity of all who are engaged 
in the coal Industry but also the welfare of the-nation 

"and the cost of life of the people; and having in vie?; that 
this urgent need can only be met if the Miners and Mine 
Owners throughout the country work together cordially for 
this crommon purpose: and further, having regard to the 
necessity of setting up machinery for regulating wages In 

the Coal Trade so as to get rid of present anomalies and 

provide against future difficulties. -
The. Mining Association and the Miners' Federation 



solemnly pledge themselves to make every effort to achieve 

these objects." 

"To that end they will co-operate" - we leave out 
the words ""the Mining Association and the Miners5 Federation", 
and then we go on to state that there shall be co-operation 
and. that the?/ sha.ll forthwith prepare a scheme for submission. 
We would like to be able to have agreement upon that basis 
between the Government, the Mine Owners and the Miners * 
Feeler at ion. I think that is very vital. As a final word 
1 would like to say this - the Miners have to summon their 
delegates probably to-morrow - or Friday. There is'no doubt 
they will have a very great difficulty in carrying their 
scheme and I think it is very important that these conditions 
should not go out until they meet because if information gets 
out into the various districts you will have all the colliers 
saying that this is the darum line over again and. the leaders 
will come here and be compelled more or less to reject the 
scheme. Therefore, we shall be very much obliged if you will 
treat this, In the first instance, as a Cabinet document 
until the time comes for us to have an agioed report. 

(The proceedings with the Mine Owners 
then terminated) 
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NOTES of a- Meeting held at 10 Downing 
Street on 0ctober"27th, 1920, at 12 noon. 

P R E S E N T: 

The Prime Minister. 

Mr. Bonar Daw.. 

Sir Robert H o m e . 

Mr . Br id pern an . 

Sir David Shackleton;. 

Mr. Duncan (Coal Controller) 

Sir Maurice Hankey. 
Mr. Tom Jones, 

Members of the Executive of the Miners' 
Federation, with Mr. Smillie as Chairman. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Wehave had a. Conference which has 

lasted one hour and three-quarters with the Mine Owners 

and we have explained to them the various stages of the 

negotiations and the proposals which emerged from our 

various discussions. The last stage of our discussion 

when you adjourned-was at the point as to whether-we 

should fix the wages as from the 11th December or whether 

as you suggested, we should take the five weeks.which ' 

included the last fortnight of November and the first 

three weeks of December,as a determining factor for the 

month of January, and the output for January similarly 

as determining the advance for the succeeding four weeks, 

and so on in each succeeding month. We have given a 

good deal of consideration to that difference and we felt 



that although it, ?fss very Important and that It might 

Involve a complete drain In the pool and a loss which 

we should have to make up somehow or other, we would not 

take the responsibility of preventing a. settlement in 

the dispute merely upon that difference. In this l^e stre 

relying upon two things. First, may I say mainly upon 

your word of honour that you will put the whole of your 

strength In the. organisation and incres.sing output. 

We attach great importance to that undertaking. We 

need the influence which you possess, and rightly possess 

with the various large bodies of men, who look to you 

for guidance in their daily tasks. We also know that 

when you give your word you mean It, end that insofar 

as human capacity permits you.will do your best to 

adhere faithfully to your bond. That is how we dra?; 

upon the experience of the past, and that we rely very 

largely upon this undertaking which you are giving us. 

This has influenced us to take a risk which,upon the 

figures, we are not justified in taking. We felt that 

if you gave that undertaking it was a risk we are justi

fied In recommending the nation to take, depending upon 

your word of honour and knowing that it would be dis

charged to your country as you -have always done when

ever you have signed an undertaking. 

The second thing we depended upon was that if 

you failed, to secure the necessary output for one reason 

or another that both you and the owners , — . — . — . — . — . 

We are drawing no distinction here. You would not auto

matically have to abate your 2/-, but the owners would 

automatically abate their 10$. They pleaded that they 

were not -in quite the same position because the 10$£ 



was something which was given them under the Coal Industrie? 

Act and there was no proposal to give them any addition now, 

whereas in your case you are getting an addition of 2/-, 

Logically, I think they were right, but I pointed out to 

them two points of view of the appeal to the men that it 

made a very great difference where both parties were in 

exactly the same position, and therefore they must be pre

pared to sacrifice with logical consistency and perhaps 

logical justice to the presen.tm.ent of the case to the whole 

of the Coalfields. What really matters is that whatever 

agreement is.come to there should be cordiality and good

will and co-operation in the Coalfields between all those 

who are engaged in discharging this very important function 

of the industrial life of the community; in fact the most 

important, 1 think In. the whole mechanism of our industry 

and commerce. It is right that I should say that when I 

put that point to them although they urged that they were 

in a strong logical position they very readily agreed to 

make that sacrifice. I think It is is fair that that 

should be stated on their behalf, 

Now I am going to give you the document and 1 

think you will probably ^like to examine it carefully 

because it involves calculations which you are entitled 

to examine carefully to see whether they carry out the 

main principles which were laid down and which were 

accepted between us yesterday,. This document will be 

handed round. I propose that the document should begin 

with this preamble "Recognising that on the Increased 

production of coal there depend not only the prosperity 

of all who are engaged in the Coal industry but also the 

welfare of the nation and the cost of life of .the people; 

and having In view that this urgent need can only be mat 

if the miners and mine owners throughout the country work^ 
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together cordially for this common purpose: and further', 
having regard to the necessity of setting up machinery for 
regulating wages in the Coal Trade so as to get rid; of 
present anomalies and provide against future difficulties. 

The Mining Association and the Miners' Federation 
solemnly pledged themselves to make every effort to 
achieve these objects." 

I do not know that 1 have anything further to add.. 
I think the best plan would be for me to hand this document 
round and leave you to examine it. 

MR. HODGES: How do you get the figure of £576,000 per week? 

SIR ROBERT HORSE: £576,000 per week is 50 weeks which when 

multiplied gives the yearly figure which ne were working on 

before, namely, 28 8 8 millions. The reason why we turned 

it round into weeks was because taking a five week period 

you could not compare it with the subsequent four weeks. 

Therefore, we have to get the weekly average of £576,000. 

The rest, I think, is simple. 

TEE PRIME MINISTER: I think we had better now adjourn and' 
if any explanation is required the Coal Controller can come
in and give you any information that is required in regard 
to these figures. 

The representatives of the Miners' Federation 
then deliberated amongst themselves. 

On resuming the Prime Minister said: Now, Mr. Smillie, 
we shall be glad to hear what you have to say to us. 

MR. SMILLIE: We have gone through this memorandum of your 

proposals and we are rather concerned, about this proposed, 

increase in wages above the 2/-. It looks to us as if the 

miners were being asked to give a great deal at that point 

in order to secure/l/- per day ^ r / o / - . We consulted Mr. 



Duncan in the matter and I think we disagreed about the 

meaning of it. He,thought it would be well to put it 

before you. In view of the fact that we are really on both j 

sides - out to encourage the miners and the owners to increase 

the output, we do not think that /this clause would help us 

butx rather retard us. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: I will tell you about that Mr. Smillie. 
I have two points which 1 should like to give you in answer. 
The first is, this is something you never asked for. I 
think it was a proposal which we made ourselves. Your 
demand was,a 2/- demand altogether and., therefore, it is 
rather our suggestion with a view to encouraging output 
than any proposal which you made  If we had left this s

out altogether we should have been dealing with your proposal 
and. you would not have had any right to complain. This Is 
something which we suggested, as. an additional encouragement 
to increase the output becau.se we have a serious apprehension 
as to the serious financial position of this- country unless 
we can increase the quantity of coal sent abroad. There 
are a good, many reasons for our arrarehensions as I was 
telling the owners this morning. For instance, there is a 
collapse in the silver in Chinaj there, is the failure of 
the monsoon in India. These have had a serious effect 
upon the orders which are coming to this country and:, 
therefore1, that is going to alter our financial position 
and perhaps make the exchanges worse. We should be paying 
higher prices for our goods than we otherwise should, be 
doing and at a time when there is a fair chance of the cost 
of living coming down on the state of the markets the price 
may be kept up merely because we have not the necessary 
exports, R ^ 
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Therefore, an increase in coal is a very vital necessity 

to the financial condition of the country, and we are 

putting tills in, not because you ask for it, but simply 

as an additional inducement for the miners to go even 

beyond the figure we had laid down originally. Now that 

is one answer. 

My second point is this, we must consider what I told 

you about yesterday, and that is the pool. I am afraid 

we shall be out of pocket upon the transaction. From the 

moment we guaranteed the price to you, I think we were 

really bargaining for a deficit, and it is just possible 

we should be bargaining for a considerable deficit, even 

if you make the output,because the indications are that 

there will be a break in prices at the present moments we 

are quite willing if you prefer to take the risk, but I 

think you very wisely decided that you would, as it were, 

not gamble with the wages of the men, and you would prefer 

a certain 2/- to even a higher price at a lower output. If 

we go beyond that, and increase these rates above 246,000,000 

beyond what we have already done, we might lose very very 

heavily, and we should have to go to the consumer and make 

him pay. The 1/- as it is, is an undoubted additional 

risk for us. We could justify it oh the ground of output, 

but if you were to increase ^ssss^^m^ the amount or lower the 

figure, I think it would be so serious a risk that we might 

have to put a very heavy additional burden on to the con

suraer. That we could not do. It seems a curious thing 
a 

that you should press upon us/-fete higher wage than you asked 

for. We cannot go beyond that without running risks 

without putting a severe tax upon consumers. Those are 

our answers to the queries you put to us, Mr. Smillie. 

MRo SMLLLIE/ 



MR. SMILLIEs In one of your Clauses you say prooeed 
forthwith to "prepare a scheme for submission to the Govern
ment at the earliest possible moment". We anticipate before 
the time comes that it will be unnecessary to use this second 
scale at all* 

THE PRIME MINISTER. I hope so too, and the mine owners 
are just as anxious ae you are to have a permanent basis. 
They would infinitely prefer having something which you can 
depend upon to work, not merely for weeks, but if necessary 
for- years; but you cannot be quite sure of that, and Mr. 
Hodges yesterday quite frankly stated in his judgment it 
might mean April. Well, if we were running this at great 
deficiencies for November,, December, January, February, March 
and April, that would be such a heavy deficiency that the 
taxpayer or consumer would have to go? to the rescue. 

MR 9 SMILLIE % But you are not running at any risk, 
because if we do not make good you will reduce wages. 

THE PRIME MINISTERS I am assuming you have made good. 

You must remember we are running the risk of a fall in prices 

which might go on very rapidly in December, and might get 

worse in January. As Mr. Bonar Law put it yesterday, and 

Mr. Smillie confirmed it, from his experience once there is 

a break, it goes very very rapidly. Therefore, we might

have a deficiency, which would not merely bankrupt the fund, 

but which would be an enormous burden upon the Exchequer. 

That is I assume that you go up. As a matter of fact from 

the point of view of the Exchequer, the worse thing for us 

under those circumstances would be that you could ^r^duce 

your output - from the point of view of the Exchequer, not 

from the point of view of the country. 

MR. HARTSHORN/ 



MRo HARTSHORN. Is there really any indication that 
there is likely to he a break in prices? I am only asking 
for information. 

THE PRIME MINISTERS The coal owners certainly expect 

it. That I can see, because there is a very considerable 

break in prices in other directions* It is hardly conceive 

able that this is the only thing where there is no probability 

of a break. The other is that there Is a great change in the 

conditions, in regard to Prance and even Italy,, because the 

Germans are for the first time delivering coal. I know it 

from the political side. I was constantly getting telegrams 

from M  o Millerand, and in the old days from M* Nitti, and 

afterwards Mo Giolitti, asking for coal. M. Giolitti asked 

me at Lucerne when I met him there -tuii i bog for more coal, but 

he does not do so any longer. There is not the same pressure. 

Goal was always the cry at every conference. "Give us more 

coalIw They did not complain about the price. They said, 

"Give it to u s " I Now I do not get any such telegrams.. That 

means there is a change. They are getting some coal from 

America, and also the Germans are delivering coal - I believe 

they are delivering the 2 million^ tons. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Prance has a surplus of coalo 

MR. HARTSHORNS She is selling it again is she not? 

SIR ROBERT HORNE s That is what the Germans say. 

MR. HODGESs You saw our difficulty Mr. Prime Minister. 
I daresay the Coal Controller explained it to you. It might 
be that these negotiations might be extended for a couple of 
days if we begin^ to go into the question as to what is the 
exact proportion that we should have after the 246,0009000 tons 

half 
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have been realised, provided that prices begin where they 
are, I can see negotiations hanging out. Now I do not want 
to say that "sufficient for the day is the evil thereof", 
but I do/ want to put a proposition to the Government which 
I think will get us away from the discussion of the propor
tions that we are to have after the 846,000,000 tons have 
been realised; that is the proper work of the Permanent 
Committee of the National Board. Undoubtedly that is its 
function, always with the sanction of the Government, would 
a proposition of this character that I am going to propose to 
you now have your approval? As I pointed out what we want 
to do is always to keep before the workmen the possibility 
of them having a proper proportion of increased values, and 
if it could be shown to them,in fact if they could discover 
under the actual terms of this document that they would be 

that was 
getting less proportionately for the figure, xsx 2 2 secured 
above 246,000,000, tittfja. they get from 238,000,000 to 246,000,00
they would naturally say, "we have been had". What induce
ment is there for us to increase output above a certain 

figure if we are to get a less proportion of that output? 

Although we are earning the money, we are to get a lesser 

proportion than the money earned prior to that figure. This 
is what occurs to my mind - a clause like this instead of 

schedules of 
those particular/figures: 

"If the values from export estimated upon ths basis 
of this scheme for the month of January are in excess 

of the figure which warrants the continuance of the 
2/- per week shift advance, such excess income to be 

that date the principles of the permanent scheme are 

not in operation". 
How/ 



How, that would carry us out of this difficulty, and carry 
us forward into the period of the permanent arrangements. 
We only say that, in order to help us out of this very 
obvious difficulty, caused by setting down figures as to 
certain advances after the 2469000 9000 have been achieved. 

THE PRIME MINISTERS You have another point I believe. 
Perhaps you had better put both your points then we can 
retire to consider them. 

MR. SMILILEs One of your clauses I observe says: 

-(d) Similarly, on 31st January, the wage advances will be 

automatically adjusted, and thereafter every four weeks, 

on the results of the four weeks immediately following the 

last preceding test period - but the Christmas holiday week 

shall not be counted in any such period." In Scotland, at 

the New Year, the holidays extend to almost a week. I think 

that also should be mentioned. 

SIR ROBERT HORNEs We would make an allowance for that. 
I think to put it in this agreement m uld merely lead to 
complications. So far as the Mines Department is concerned 
we will make an appropriate allowance for the change in 
Scotland and the north of England. 

MR. SMILLIE. Then another clause reads:- "(f) The 

certificate ox the secretary for Mines as to the amount of 

proceeds and the amount payable shall be accepted as final". 

Does that mean without question? 

SLR ROBERT HORNE: It is purely a question of figures 

you know Mr. Smillie. 

MR. SMILLIE/ 



MR. SMIDLIE. One of the things we complain to the 

Prime Minister ahout is that we are never in a position 

to know how figures are arrived ate It does not seem 

quite fair that we should not have access to the figures. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Are these the Customs figures? 

MR e DUNGAH: Our weekly figure is the only figure 

which would be in question* All the others are fixed. 

The figures would be there week by week. 

MR. BONAR DAWi The only question would be the 
- - - MU(JjMfc .. 

character and the msma&eSamx and division. 

MR. DUNCABfs It is merely a question of arithmetico 

MR. BRACE: If the point was raised, we simply want 

to be able to say "Oh yes, if there is any question at all 

we have the fullest liberty to approach the Ministry of 

Mines to give the decision". 

11 
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SIR ROBERT HORNE: If Mr0Hodges would like to see the 

figures in the hooks we should he delighted for him to see 

them. We oan only go on figures we get and if you come 

and see them we shall he quite happy about it. These are 

figures of output. 

MR.HODGES; We do not want to come to check Mr.Duncan's 

figures. This is the real position. The Controller gets 

his figures returned to him week by week from the pit from 

the Colliery books. A question may arise as to whether 

you had the correct returns from a Colliery Company, or from -'" 

a,number of Colliery Companies. I hope that we should 

never be in that position, but would the Prime Minister give 

us the right, if we had occasion, to put a chartered accountant 

on to examine the accounts at the Colliery, or even at 
-p 

Collieries, to see if those figures were correct or not. 

The figures for price are fixed; we understand that, and 

it is just to leave us a safeguard,as we have always had in 

our OonciliatCT^ Boards, that we should examine the Companies' 
books. 

-

MR.BONAR LAW: In that form it would seem very invidious. 

MR.SMILLIE: We had that right in the Scottish Concilia

tion Board. We had Miners who went round.to the collieries 

who were entitled to compare the figures. 

MR.DUNCAN: If they ask the Secretary for Mines to 

investigate any particular figure, he will always do it. 

There is nothing in this. ; 

PRIME MINISTER: Speaking now from the general point of 

view, what I should went to avoid would be a sort of dilatory 
: I 

enquiry which would prevent this scheme coming into operation! 
: ' \ , j 

That is all. If you can find any means by which you ean 

check the thing as you are going along at any given point 

— * but if at the end of the five weeks you said "Here, I 

must examine these figures I doubt that colliery and this' 

I 



colliery; we must "be allowed to send men down there" 

then, you know, this does not come into operation. You 

do not want any delay. 

ME.HODGES: We do not want any deliberate delay. 

PRIME MINISTER: If there are any means of checking 

the thing without delay — if you can think of any means, 

well and good. 

MR.BRIDGEMAN: You would be in a position to call my 

attention to anything which you may desire and it could be 

examined as it occurs week by week. 

PRIME MINISTER: What is the end of the third week in 

December? 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: The 18th. 

PRIME MINISTER: That gives a week for any process that 

you can thihk of before it comes into operation. As a 

matter of fact it g&ves more because the pay-day does not 

come to the end of the week. It really gives a fortnight 

in which you can examine it. So long as there is a process 

which does not prevent the scheme automatically coming into 

operation on pay-day, I do not think there could be any 

objection to it. 

MR.HERBERT SMITH: It will be done in process if it causes 

delay. 

PRIME MINISTER: I think the best thing is for us to SHE 

say that we will give you every facility for the checking 

of the figures. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Certainly. 

MRoSMILLIE: We have no intention of raising this point 

for the pttrpose of retarding output. We had in mind what 

the Scotch figures were when the cost figures of the 

management went up enormously and we had no opportunity of 

saying a word. 

PRIME MINISTER: Is: there any other point which you 

wish to make Mr.Smillie? 



MR.SMILLIE: If we are going to settle, we want to 

settle it right out at the earliest possible moment. Every 

day we sit here is postponing it. 

PRIME MINISTER: That is true. 

HARTSHORN^: Was it not suggested that instead oS . 

the indefinite term used in the early part of the proposals 

that we should suggest that the report should he made' by the 

Goal Owners and the Miners ? 

MReROBS0N: I think it was "as early as possible". 

MR.HODGES: We were suggesting a date for a report 

even if not a final one. 

PRIME MINISTER: You mean for the new scheme. 

MR.ROBSON: Yes. You said at the earliest possible 

da te. 

PRIME MINISTER: The Owners are anxious about that 

too. 

MR.HARTSHORN$: Why not take the first week in January? 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: The difficulty is, if you find your

self, as you will, with a good many details to discuss and 

you are not ready by the first week in January, it tends to 

produce a hustled report and inadequate consideration of 

something which may be essential, 

MR.BRACE: The putting in of a date helps to crystallise 

points in one !s mind. 

PRIME MINISTER: You can say this - that the Owners and 

yourselves may be able to do it on that date, but to put it in 

here is to pledge everybody to something which may turh out 

to be impossible and which may appear as a condition which would 

be broken if not realised. 

MR.HARTSH0RNI1: Instead of saying "proceed forthwith to' 

prepare a scheme for submission to the Government" could we 

not put in words to this effect : "that both parties shall 

report to the Government at the earliest possible date" - that 



we should report to the Goverhment what progress is made, 
say "by the end of January ? 

PRIME MINISTER: We will consider that amongst other 

things. 

MR. BONAR LAW: Is there not an objection to reporting 

whilst in the middle of negotiations? 
PRIME MINISTER: It would probably take you a week 

the 
to consider what/report should be. When the Goal Commission 

i 

was in progress I sent for Mr.Justice Sankey and I asked him 

whether he could do it by a particular date, and he said he 

would consider it, and later he said he could do so, but no-one 

could say that here. As a matter of fact I know Mr.HodgesT 

view because he expressed it quite freely yesterday. Is there 

any other point Mr.Smillie? 
MR.SMILLIE: No, I think that is all. 

The Prime Minister and his colleagues then 
retired to deliberate amongst themselves. 
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On resinning 
THE PRIME MINISTER said there are only two- substantial points 

which remain. The first is with regard to what is to happen 

after the 2/- figure has been reached, and the other as to 

whether we -are going to put a date in for the delivery of 

the report. I will take first of all the question of the 

figure above 2/-. Mr. Hodges put in a suggested amendment 

which we have examined, and I will tell you what our objec

tion to It isj it means the re-opening of negotiations 

upon the provisional period. Supposing for the sake of 
:'V::;:!:--;,:.' .-;.y-'...........7

argument you get up to your 250 millions or 252 millions, or 
whatever the figure Is which would entitle you under our 
scheme to your extra 6d. - at any rate you have exceeded 
your 246 millions. Then comes a fresh demand: then 
follows negotiations where the price of coal will be involved 
and all sorts of other questions. In fact more or less the 
same sort of issue as we have been discussing, and that at a 
period when I should have thought you would have been devoting 
all your negotiating capacity5-beca11.se we know by bitter 
experience that is very great! - to getting round the owners 
in the way you have got round us I In your own interests 
we should have thought it was a mistake for you. to devote 
your energies in that way. You want, and everybody wants, 
in fact you have been pressing for an Immediate settlement 
of the permanent basis. -What you would be doing then would 
be that you would be fighting for 6d. here, whereas you 
ought to be settling the permanent basis with the owners?^ 
You do not want that and it is only a provisional period; 
It is a question of 2, 3, 4 or 5 months - 5 is the period, put 
up by Mr. Hod.ges. There is no time here for a second 
negotiation--to use Redvers Buller's phrase to be "spatchaS 
cocked" into the middle of a big negotiation of the whole thing
What really matters is that so far as this provisional period 

is concerned, the thing should work automatically. Therefore, 
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you should devote your energies with the' owners to prepare 

this great scheme for putting the industry on a permanent 
1basis satisfactory to all.'. That is o u ^ feeling with 

regard to that. Therefore, we would infinitely prefer 

that you should settle that point now. You know the 

figures are not as indefensible as they appear to Mr. Hodges, 

We worked them out. Would you mind, distributing- this 

document? You will find, that it is a scale which works on 

very defens principles. ^1^288,000 or over, l/6; you 

go up another 288,000, that gives you another 6d$ you go 

up another 283,000, that gives you a further 6d. which 

makes 2/6; you go up another 288,000, that gives you 

another Gd. which makes o/-  Each stage goes up by the s

a 
same figure so, therefore, it is/perfectly logical system 

which you can defend.. I think It is better that you should 

settle it now than that you should leave it during a 

provisional period to another agitation and another series 

of negotiations which will simply Imperil the position 

without achieving any result. With regard to the date, 

we have some feeling about that. It is no use putting 

down a date there which has no meaning. There is no man 

here, and. there was no man amongst the owners who .could say 

that a scheme could be prepared in the first week of 

January. It would, be put In merely for controversial 

purposes. Now that is a thing that you can defend.. If 

there were any hope - if there were a justifiable hope 

that by the first week In January you had your scheme 
ready th^h you wotyfe. have put that date In, but simply to 

say you must put it in there in order1 that you may report 

to the Government the stage of the proceedings - well, I 

do not think that is much use. hook at the proceedings 

we/had during the last few days; I could not report' during 

the last two days what the position was nor could you, 

certainly not without damaging the/success. There,JWS 
L Mil) 



were trying this and trying that way out. You might have 

reported that we were doing our best, but nobody could report 

exactly what the state of the proceedings was without each 

giving away his own particular position, and possibly 

reporting something which would have no reference to the 

final decision when it cameo If you do not report reality. 

It is no. use reporting sham. It is no use saying 'we are 

very sorry we have not come to an agreement', that is no use 0 

Therefore', there is no point in it except one which I think 

is a misleading one and which I think would obviate a little 

trouble for you at the present moment, but which would 

create trouble later on.. It is essential from our point of 

view, there should be an automatic scheme * We do not want 

any discussions about it until you come to/the final thing. 

You are simply leading your1 men to expect a report say, on 

the 2nd January. Well', what is the good of mkking an 

alteration, You would be merely creating trouble for 

yourselves by the Insertion of a misleading date. It is much 

better that the men should come face to face with the knowled.ge 

that they are getting the 2/-; they may get 3/-, that depends 

upon their co-operation with the owners. The same thing 

applies to the owners as to whether- they get the whole of 

the 10/s - that depends upon whether they will give you bona 

fide assistance In increasing the output and Improving the 

conditions. If you put a d.ate of that sort everybody will 

treat this thing as if it were of no account at all. There 

will be no real exertion and the object which we have in viev/ 

and which the nation expects us to have in view of having a 

real inducement for the owners and for the miners to put 

forward exertions immediately in order to save the situation 

will be thrown away completely. Now that is our very definite 

view upon those two points. I d.o not knox? whether you would 

like to consider them. 



MR. SMILLIE: We are of opinion' that if you w ish to secure 
the greatest possible output and if you do not look upon 
us as experts; if you know better than we do 



THE PRIME MINISTER: I have really never put myself forward 

as an experts I have always apologised when I have discussed 

figures with you that I do not know the trade, and I am 

only just picking it up as I go along, doing my "best to try 

to secure conciliation and agreement between ourselves. 

MR. SMILLIE: If we are to endeavour to increase the output 

we believe we should stand a better chance without those 

figures. If you say "No", well, alright. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: I am not arguing about those figures 

going inj that is not the points I am arguing against 

reopening the thing in the form as suggested by^Hodges. 

It was never put td.me that the figures should be taken out 

altogether. 

MR. SMILLIE:! hope that we shall be in a position to reach 

the output which wotild justify any such thought as this. 

It is very doiibtful if in that period we shall be able to 

reach that output, but it is our business to do our best 

and we are giving you the best idea of the way to set about 

it. I am perfectly sure of this, that reading the paper 

presented to us this morning the men would not be encouraged 

to increase the output above 246 million. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: We have made an improvement in our 

previous figures, Mr. Smillie. We previously offered 3/

for 256 million. We now offer 3/- for 254 million, and 

whereas we offered 2/6d. for 245 million we now offered 

2/6d. for 250 million. 

MR. ROBSON: That is not the point. You have put in a 
document which, ensures 2/- for a certdin output, but it 
is no use our going before a conference of men and have to 
tell them that they have to tuen out twice the number of ... 



tons for a l/-. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That is not true. 

MR. ROBSON: I am trying to put before you what are the 
views of our Conference. ' For a certain number of tons they 
get 2/-, but when you get in the higher regions they have to 
produce the same number of tons for l/-. You could, not 
accept that that was proportionately right. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: If you say to your people *you have got 
l/- for 238 millions which is 2 million tons less than 
previously proposed and you get 2/- for 246 millions 

MR. ROBSON: If you go to a Conference and talk of 246 

million tons there would, be difficulty. You. must keep 

away from that. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That is why we are trying to put them 

forward as values. 

MR. HODGES: If we did not understand the document I could, 
quite appreciate our accepting Sir Robert's reasoning, but we 
quite see after all that we should have to earn every penny 
of this; that if we did not earn it it would, come off; 
we propose to earn it, we want to earn it, and we want to 
earn more; but the document you have put before us at this 
moment indicates to us that when we want to earn more we 
shall receive less. We are putting it to the Prime 
Minister in all seriousness; we want him to help us and Tie 

want him to help us for the very purpose which he has in 
view, and that is the desire to get more output. Now we 
put it to him  - - it does run a risk of opening negotiations 
a.gain in January; it runs the risk of some dispute between 
ourselves and the owners, 

THE PRIMS MINISTER: Of a provisional thing - that is what I 



am talking about'. 

MR. HODGES: Is it too muc$L to think Mr. Prime Minister 

that when we get to that stage the owners and ourselves 

will have arrived at such a conception of how the future 

should be run, if we have not got the scheme ready, we 

could get over, with your approval the temporary difficulty. 

THE PRIME.MINISTER: I want you to bear in mind, Mr, Hodges, j 
that there are difficulties on both sides. There are men 
who take very extreme views amongst the owners just as 
there are amongst your friends and they will have difficulties 
with those men If you start re-opening negotiations. For 
the moment we have secured their consent to this. It is 
not an easy matter but we have done it upon trie scheme as 
a whole'. Just see what this means If we go back on this 
now. What Is the first thing I shall have to do. I 
have got their consent upon the scheme as a whole with 
difficulty. There are some very powerful men who were 
opposed, to it. Now the first thing I shall have to do 
would be to summon the owners again. 



Take that from the point of view of what Mr. Smillie was 

saying a moment ago, as to the importance of having this set

tied one way or another; I might get them to agree, or I might 

not; hut there we begin again. They will say:  w Well p you put 

this scheme as a whole before us, now you are going back upon 

it.'f I was under the impression that the one issue between 

us, as Mr. Bonar Law points out, was the issue of the five 

weeks, which was a very serious issue. It was one upon which 

at one time we thought we should have to break. We came to 

the conclusion if that was the only issue, as I told Mr. Smil

lie yesterday, we should not be' justified in breaking upon 

that whatever the results. I told the owners that this morn

ing by way of inducing them to agree to the thing as a whole, 

and I should have to go back to them again and begin negoti

ations with them, and that is re-opening the whole of the 

thing again after, as I thought, every point had been closed 

except that one point, which is a very important point, about 

the 5 weeks — putting off the testing time until January in

stead of taking it from December. Our first proposal, as you 

know, was to take it at the 4th December. Well, we have giv

en away the whole of that to you,because I faaocs put it to Mr. 

Smillie:- "-Bfes^^W mean you will recommend it to your Exe

cutive?" and we understood you said: "Yes. IT Now it reopens 

the whole of that thing again. That puts us in a very great 
difficulty. 

MR HARTSHORN: Now these proposals are drafted you are 
giving 250 million datum line for 2s. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Oh, no. That is the first time that 
I have heard that. 

MR HARTSHORN: We get nothing beyond the 250 millions. 
THE PRIME MINISTER: You get 2s. for 246 millions. 

MR HODGES: If we get a ton short of 246 millions we get 
less than 2s. 



THE PRIME MINISTER: That is so on a scale unless you 

go up to the actual figure, or unless you scale it down 

in ounces and pennyweights. 

MR.SMI1LIE: We have to try to carry our men and we 

would prefer that those should he left out. I am afraid it 

will not reach the stage when we shall have to use this second 

lot of figures. We only discussed the Es. before, but those 

figures beyond the 2s. stage were put before us today for the 

first time. 

MR.BONAR LAW: I thought it was on the assumption that 

the scale should continue on the same basis. 

MR.SMILLIE: The Prime Minister said on Sunday that 

there may be increases in wages above this 2s. which would be 

quite true, but to go to the men with those figures it would 

make it very very difficult. I do not think it will reach 

250 millions this year, and it might perfectly well be left 

out altogether. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Mr.Hodges' document provided for an 

excess of increase above what you first mentioned. 

MR.HODGES: We asked for 4d. for every £400,000. 

MR.ROBBON: Supposing the miners said they would rather 

have it out. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Then I should have to go to the 

owners again; I must deal fairly with them. 

MR.B0NAR LAW: We must have some basis which leaves no 

room for discussion. 

MR.H0DGES: The trouble is this; we proposed in our 

draft that just as you required 8 million tons to give you 

£288,000 in one period, we really propose, in the nest 8 

millions, that is up to the 254 million tons,, that we should 

also have 8 million tons for a further advance of 2s. We 

did suggest there was a basis, but we are now so wide 

apart that if we begin to talk about it now and argue. 



to try to come to the right proportions, I am sure that these 
negotiations would go on for another couple of days. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: In any event they would go on. I 
should have to go hack to the owners; I do not know what 
answer they would give, and we should have to reconsider 
again. They were the proposals I put before the Cabinet last 
night.' I then summoned the coal owners this morning and they 
have accepted them as a whole. Certainly they did not like 
them. Now it is proposed to tear them up and to leave out 
a very vital part of them. The owners must he consulted in 
this just as well as the men, and we shall have to go back. I 
think you had better consider this upon the figures which we 
have given and then perhaps you will let us know. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Really what you are asking now is bet
ter and more favourable to you than what you asked at the 
end of your negotiations with the.coal owners. Then you ask
ed 4s. for 256 millions, now you are asking for 254 millions. 

SXE MR HARTSHORN: These proposals are extremely difficult 
to defend before a Conference. When we have to recommend the 
men to increase output, provided we get 246 million tons we 
receive 2s. but the miner will get no more if you get247, 
248, or 249, but still you want them to go on, and when you 
have got to 250 millions you will give them half the amount 
of money you put into the industry on the basis of this 
scheme. 

SIR ROBERT HORNB: That is not accurate. 
MR HARTSHORN: I know it is accurate. If you are going to 

put £576,000 per week into the industry, and a 2s. advance 
equals £576,000 per week, if we put that amount in in order to 
get half the amount, that is all that is proposed, because 
on the £576,000 a week we. shall only get Is. 

MR DUNCAN: Are you prepared to wait to put the money into 
the fund? You want something whether it is there or not. 



MR WINSTON: The employers always laid it down that when 
there was increased output the pay would he proportionately 
more; you are asking us to take proportionately less.' 

THE PRIMS MINISTER: That is on the assumption your pric
es will remain; that is a risk you are not prepared to take. 

. MR WINSTON: It is not on that assumption at all; they 
always took the risk. 

THE PRIMS MINISTER: They are not taking the risk this 
time,- the risk is to he taken by the State. That is our 
difficulty. If they took the risk, very well, that is their 
business; but it is a risk we have to take and put on the 
consumer. 

MR HARTSHORN: let me put it to you as I understand the 
document. This at the moment assumes there will be a profit 
of £3. 12. 0. per ton of export coal. That is the basis of 
this scheme, and all coal above 219,million tons is to go 
into that category. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Not on profits - price. 
MR HARTSHORNj What this document says is this, that we 

will assume the September quarter price of export coal is 8^s. 
per ton; that on all output in excess of the September quar
ter there shall be 15s. per ton as extra wages, and the dif
ference shall be £3. 12.0. per ton. That is your basis of 
calculation and on that you say if you get at the rate of 
246 million tons you will be up another£576,000 per week in 
the industry, and you will be taking that much out in wages; 
that is at the rate of 8 million tons a year. That is the 
basis of this scheme. Then on the second 8 million tons you 
put the same amount in, but yra we shall get Is. out. 

SIR ROBERT HORNEj You are neglecting the point. We give 
you Is. on 238 millions, which is your present ou4$ that is 
to say, you get Is. without anything extra at all, and the 
other Is. is distributed over the other 8 points. You get 



Is. on the present ou'1̂ . That is a thing you are neglecting. 
MR HARTSHORN: If you lay that down then it means that 

over and above that for all time under the two periods we are 
taking half out that we put in. 

SIR ROBERT HORNB: The point of that is that you are as
suming that the industry should contribute nothing at all 
to the Exchequer. That is the assumption, because if you take 
all out there is nothing left,and indeed after this period 
there will he nothing left any way. 

MR HARTSHORN: This scheme does not take anything out. 
SIR ROBERT HORNE: That is where you make the mistake. 

The September output was got at a time when your wages were 
Is. less than -we assumed for the September output no?;. We 
assumed at the rate of 238 million tons. We are now giving 
you an extra shilling on your wages on that 238 million tons 
which adds 15 millions a year to the cost. 

MR HARTSHORN: You get it all back. 
SIR ROBERT HORNE: No, we shall not. 
THE PRIME MINISTER: If we got Excess Profits out of the 

industry in the ordinary conditions we should get far more 
than this. 

A DELEGATE: How do you make out that? 

MR BONAR LAW: The price would be so much higher. 

MR ROBSON: The consumer pays in the end. 
MR BONAR LAW: When these negotiations started it was on 

the assumption that you were going to take any increase upon 

the actual output, that even for the Is. there was to be an 

increased output. We have not said, but in effect we have 

given that away, and we give you the Is. on the present outputo 

That is really the point. 
MR SMILLIE,: We had better consider the matter alone. 
(The Prime Minister and his colleagues then retired 
and the Miners1 Executive deliberated amongst 
themselves). 



On resuming 

MR SMI1LIE said: We recognise that we shall have consider 
able difficulty in carrying our men with us in the accept
anee of this scheme even without Those latter figures that 
you have put in, hut we cannot recommend the men to accept 
this scheme if those figures are in, and we are desirous that 
those figures should he taken out. If they are we will ae
cept the scheme and recommend it to the men at the earliest 
possible moment, with a view to trying to get a resumption of 
work, but we cannot recommend it with those figures in be
yon d the 2s. 

THE PRIMES MINISTER: We had better retire to consider the 
position. 

(The Prime Minister and his colleagues retired 
to confer amongst themselves). 

(A few minutes later Sir Robert H o m e and 
the Coal Controller returned to the Con
ference Room). 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: This point that you raise now of course 
involves other Issxxes and it might be very important issues. 
The question I have to ask you, Mr. Smillie, is this: If 
we only make an arrangement now with regard to the 2s. rise 
and the values which would be appropriate to it, are you agree 
able to say that you will raise no further wage claim during 
the temporary period and before a permanent settlement Is 
arrived at? 

- - MR SMILLIE: We could not possibly do that. A permanent 
settlement might not be arrived at for six months. 

SIR ROBERT HORNB: One would hope it would be arrived 
at within as near a period as possible. Of course, you see 
what the suggestion is. If we arranged upon the basis as 
suggested now we might have another conflict at the end of the 
year. Supposing you got up to a figure of tonnage which 
gave proceeds outside of the limit of the 2s. rise, we might 
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be involved in another controversy at the very time when you 
are trying to arrive at -a peaceable solution with the coal 
owners as to permanent regulation of wages. Surely we want 
to avoid that. 

MR SMILLIE: Supposing it were possible to raise output 
to 250 million'or values, it would not be unreasonable for 
us to suggest to the Government that there ought to be a 
change in the wages if you were justified in doing so from 
the results. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Why should not we fix that now and be 
done with It? 

MR SMILLIE: It is because we want to settle this strike 
and we cannot do it with that in. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That means simply this, that you do not 
think that the values we put opposite our tonnage will carry 
the men now and you will not be free to claim some higher 
values. 

MR SMILLIE: Exactly. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That means you are increasing the claim 
you previously made upon us. 

MR SMILLIE: No. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Porgive me; your scheme was 4s. for 
256 million tons; it is now 4s. for 254 million tons, if your 
objection to our figures is good. We really cannot make a 
settlement which is simply going to leave the public in doubt 
as to whether we are not going to have, even in this tempor
ary lull^another conflict brought about. We really must ar
rive at a solution now. It would be madness to go through all 
the.agonies of the last three weeks again, and the dislocation 
of trade and the uncertainty which has sent countless orders 
to other countries rather than to our own. We cannot face 
that kind of contingency. 

MR SMILLIB: Those figures which have been put in today 
for the first time we did not expect to be in at all. We 



unitedly 
know it will not be possible/to carry it out. 

SIR ROBERT HOMEs I hope it is plain to all of you gen

tlemen by this time that I am very anxious personally to make 

it as easy as possible for you to carry your delegates. I 

am also very anxious that the scheme we put before you should 

not involve anything which by any chance could cause a diffi

culty between now and the period at which yous get your per

manent settlement. There is no person could be more eager 

than I. 

MR SMIIdLE: We do not anticipate any trouble between 

now and that time. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: If we do not settle what is to be done 

in the event of your getting an output which would give pro

ceeds justifying a higher rise than 2s. we shall be very apt 

to get into difficulty for this reason that, in my own heart, 

I feel confident that you will have a bigger output than that 

between now and the end of the year. That is my view and 

it would be appalling if you are going to start another 

series of conferences with all this uncertainty. 

MR SMILLIE: But if at the end of the year we are reaX

ly able to increase the output I think we shall ultimately 

reach a higher output than we think today. If at the end 

of the year, or if early next year we reach an increased 

output by mutual cooperation between both sides, we are 

not thinking for a moment that you would not be prepared 

to deal generously with the men. Bo not you think we 

could mOet quite frankly and talk to each other and say: 

"We have delivered the goods, what Is, the position between 

us?" 

SIR ROBERT HORNB: The difficulty I see about that is 

that that is raising all the questions again. We suppose 

that during this temporary period that we have settled 

everything that requires to be settled until yOu have 

your scheme ready, or have come to the conclusion that 



the scheme cannot he devised - I hope the latter will not 

happen — hut what we are trying to do at this moment is 

to settle everything for the temporary period, but if we 
leave everything unsettled for that temporary period, well 

Heaven only knows what will happen. 

MR BRACE: The reason why the difficulty is so pressing 

with the Executive is that to begin with we have to recom

mend this scheme and defend it, and at, the xaads meeting of 

the conference the men will naturally take this scheme and 

say: "Oh, what is the inducement to,us to increase the 

output; we find that, operating upon the 2s. basis we get 

so much money if so many tons of coal come nut, but when 

we get above a certain amount that there is a much lower 

scale," and whatever may be the figure this Executive feels 

that there must be uniformity of scale up above that point 

if the men are not to turn down the scheme. 

SIR ROBERT HORHE: I will tell you my point about that. 

I know how difficult it is to explain things to large bod

ies of men who have not had the opportunity of hearing 

analytical discussions such as we have had, I have had to 

speak to Juries many times so I know something about this. 
/ 

But what I would sayls, the Government has given you the 

first shilling really on the present output; that is the 

explanation of the thing, and the other shilling represents 

the extra 8 points. What faced me in trying to arrive at a 

way of presenting this for your purposes was this. I could 

have taken the previous quarter of the year, which was only 

an output of 232 million tons, and taken that basis and 

started off with that upon the scale up to 246 millions.. In

deed that was taking the lowest basis at which you had ar

rived in the year. But instead of doing that what I did was 

to take the third quarter of the year and give you the Is. 

straight away on the output of that quarter, and then say 



if you got up to the amount necessary to yield the proceeds 

in this quarter then you would get the full advantage of the 

extra yield. But now, because I have taken the third quar

ter which was rather tetter, apparently it involves me in 

this difficulty that I must increase the scale all the way 

up. Well, you never meant that, and you never thought of 

that, because when you discussed xk previously with the own

ers the scale upon the basis of tons and not of values you 

accepted a scale which really demanded less than what you 

are now asking. You know that perfectly well. That certain

ly is so on the figures; absolutely so. 

MR HARTSHORN: I do not know that any proposal was made 

on a 4s. basis. 

. SIR ROBERT HOBNE: Let me take this. I can put it to you 

perfectly plainly. Your lines proposed to the owners were 

at the rate of £40 million tons to give you a Es. advance, 

and at the rate of E48 million tons for a 3s. advance, that 

is to say, you took Is. for 8 points. That is exactly the ' 

scale that we are offering you above the 246, and the reason 

why it is more below the 246 is because we. are giving you 

Is. now and at once. Now are you really going to take ex

ception to our scheme because we give you Is. earlier than 

would otherwise have been the case. I thought I was really 

making some advance towards you in giving you the shilling 

on 238 tons on your present output, but it seems that in

stead of helping I have made it more difficult for you. 

your own scale previously was Is. on 8 points, and that is 

the same scale we are applying now above the £46 millions. 

You surely cannot object to our taking a scale which you 

yourselves put before the coal owners. 

A DELEGATE: Our contribution to what you said was your 

difficulty that you had no surplus at all until you got 

past the S40 millions. 
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SIR ROBERT HORSE: Between 240. millions and 248 you made 
it Is. advance; that was your proposal, and that is exact
ly our proposal between the 246. and the 254 millions, only 
it is more favourable. I looked at the thing from the point 
of view of giving you Is. right away upon your latest output 
instead of going back to your lowest output and scaling up 
from that. How I do beg qf yon, gentlemen, I think I have 
met you'quite fairly upon this matter, and personally I feel 
that it would be ludicrous if we were really to break down 
because we apply that same scale that you yourselves applied. 
Mind you, if there is any way in which we can help to put 
this thing in a shape which makes it more recommendable to 
your prople I am willing to try,my very utmost to find a way 
of doing so. But I really cannot believe that you are sug
gesting that we are unfair when we do what you yourselves 
have done-when we make the scale as you yourselves made out. 

MR HARTHORH: You must not forget, Sir Robert, that.we 
started off with 2s. application on existing figures. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I know you did. 
MR HARTSHORN: We said in order to meet any objection 

they have we will put 244 millions for ls.6d. and 248 millions 
for 3s. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That is not what you presented in the 
document. 

MR HODGES: That is in the document. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Show me the document. 
MR HARTSHORN^: That was our proposal to the coal owners 

as far as fl remember, and it is true we did take into ac
count in making those proposals that the output for September 
would be 236 millions, but we said, between 236 and 240 
millions there would be no profit. He had based his scheme 
on 240 millions with such export as we were getting at that 
time. We made a jump there to meet that. Then it is true 
we went another 4 millions for another 6d. it was with a view 



&o meeting that deficiency. 

MR HODGES: This is the proposal we put to the owners; 
there we give 3s. at 248 millions, and 2s. at 240 millions. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: 3s. for 248 millions; that is Is. 
from 240 millions to 248 millions; that is exactly the scale. 
You say that 240 million tons was the Goal Controller^ 
amount, giving a certain export, so that from 240 to 248 
millions there is really an amount of 8 million tons extra 
for export. Well, now, for that extra 8 million tons you 
asked an extra Is. That is Is. for 8 million tons extra. 
That is exactly the scale that I am putting to you from 
246 millions to 254 millions, and the only reason why, he
low 254 millions the thing has even the appearance to you 
of being Is. for 8 million tons is because I give you Is. 
at 238.millions. 

MR HODGES: That is the whole difference. 
SIR ROBERT HORNE: I' really cannot believe that when I 

adopt your own scale of Is. for 8 million tons you can take 
exception to that. 

MR HODGES: That is not fair; if you take our proposals 
you must take them in their Entirety. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: You must also take our proposals in 
their entirety. 

MR HODGES: that are they? You give us 2s. at 246 mil
lions, and you give us 3s. at 254 millions. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: But we give you Is. at 238 millions. 
MR HODGES: Your- proposals are 2s. for 246 millions 

and 3s. for 254 millions. Our proposals in their Entirety 
on the settlement basis are 2s. for 240 millions; 2s.6d. for 
244 millions; 3s. for 248 millions; 3s.6d. for 255 millions, 
and 4s. for 256 millions. There is the difference. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: If you are standing upon getting your 

original figures then I should like you to say so. We shall 
then know where we are. 



MR DUNCAN: You are not taking the proposals in their 
entirety; you must take the Is. for 838 millions, and that 
Is. comes really from the pool and you are getting it straight 
away between the 838 and 846, and between the 246 and 254 mlllioJiE 
another Is. 

A DELEGATE: It is equally true we are getting Is. at 
842 millions. 

SIR ROBERT HQRNE: There must be some point always where 
you change. 

MR SMILLIE*,,Why continue quarrelling today about a rise 
in wages which we are not asking for. 

MR DUNCAN: You are asking for a permanent scheme. 
MR SMILLIE: We are not asking you for ,a permanent scheme; 

we want you to allow the way to-be open for a permanent 
scheme. 

MR DUNCAN: You are asking that the permanent arrangement 
may be settled down as soon as possible, that being so is it 
not right we should have a system now that will ca-rry on for 
ra&ftjr a reasonable time to give that permanent scheme 
an opportunity. 

MR SMILLIE: We have a system that carries on. 
MR DUNCAN: If, for instance, you have 254 million tons 

in the first 5 weeks are you going to take the 8s. then? 
Clearly you cannot have the permanent scheme fixed up by 
then. 

MR SMILLIE: You would then discuss, surely, 
MR DUNCAN: The meeting might interfere with the perman

ent discussions. You can fix an arrangement which is 
without prejudice to your discussions, but you cannot do that 
within a fortnight of concluding your permanent arrangemente* 

MR MC.QBMWS: If this was being dealt with by a miner'a 
agent in a colliery he dare not face his men and recommend 
it to them. They would turn him out of office. You have to 
put us in the same position. 



SIR ROBERT HORNE s Then although in your original 

proposal you had Is. for a rise of 8 million, you are not 

content to accept that now as part of the temporary scheme. 
for that 

MR HODGES: It is not possible ^tefe/^tadb statement to 

go unchallenged. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: It is the truth. 

MR HODGES: No, it is not the truth. We must analyse 

our original proposals, althoggfe. it seems to be quite irre

levant because the past is dead and gone, but rather than 

that should appear upon the notes it is necessary to say 

this. We said we will accept Ss.6d. for,£44 millions, and 

we will accept it for the reason that we want to give the 

Government an opportunity of having 4 millions more avail

able for export. We know that there can be no value, so to 

speak, by increasing the quantities up to £40 millions, be

cause the home market requires it, but we said, when we 

have got the £44 millions we know that the whole of the re

mainder will be used for export, and the values accruing 

from the remainder justify us in having an additional six

pence for an additional 4 millions, and we have therefore 

brought it up to £48. We said the same thing will operate 

for all the remainder because it will go to exports. We can 

get 4s. at £56, millions, disregarding the first stage al

together, because we knew the real medium of bringing us 

money is from the export.. That is the real reason. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That is exactly the same position to

day. The whole basis of this thing is that the extra coal 

would be going to export, and in- the same way as you took 

that scale before, so it seems to me the same scale is ap

plicable today. You see you "have always told us that you 

thought.it was not possible, or would be very very difficult, 

to get up to a reasonable increase in the output of coal to 

yield larger proceeds within so short a time. Now your 
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your argument turns round all the other way and you are evi

dently now as convinced as I am that you will get the larg

er output with the higher proceeds, and accordingly you re

fuse, as I take it, to make -any agreement now with regard to 

these higher figures, with the result that we should have 

to go to the public and say, where we have got a solution 

of the present controversy, so far as this 2s. is concerned, 

they must anticipate that, within six weeks we shall he 

back arguing this question again upon a different state of 

affairs. Really the country cannot stand that kind of thing. 

It is perfectly plain we cannot have these controversies 

interminably, and that we ought to arrive at some sort of 

reasonable settlement now. It is no benefit to the country . 

to get rid of this quarrel now to have it six weeks hence 

and in the dead of winter. 

MR ROBSON: Could you give the Is. sooner? 

SIR ROBERT HOEBB: We propose to give you the Is. really 

upon the present output. 

MR HARTSHORNS Are you prepared to modify these clauses, 

Sir Robert? 

SIR ROBERT HOREE: I cannot suggest that we can modi

fy in principle what our plan is, but if there is any way in 

which we can express it so that it makes it easy for you to 

recommend it to your delegates, I am certainly very willing 

to do that. 

MR HODGES: When you say you are prepared to. modify it 

in principle, we have got plenty of principles already; are 

you prepared to modify it so that out of the increased re

venue above the 246 millions that gives us increased output, 

are you prepared to modify it so that there will be increased 

cash for the workmen? 
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MR DUNCAN: Are you willing to take the/risk of the 
market. That is the whole point. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: We are doing that, you see. let me, 
put this to you. leaving these two months between now and 
the New Year out of account, supposing you find in January 
the market really has broken — say by the end of January 
you have not your final scheme prepared. The result is that 
we have guaranteed the price, and, assuming that the price 
has broken, no matter what it may be, you are going to come 
forward and say: "Our output is bigger,and you are bound to 
guarantee the price of September because the output is 
bigger; we are not going to take the scale we previously 
put forward; we demand a better scale" - really, is it 
right we should subject the country again to the uncertain
ties of a coal controversy? 

MR SMI1X-IE: On output or values. 
SIR ROBERT HORNE: On the values; let us take it on the 

values. We cannot question the values, Mr. Smillie; that is 
the position we have taken up under this. We ,guarantee the 
value. We say the Government will not look at the question 
as to what coal has fallen to, but we will take the price of 
September. There is our great difficulty which confronts us, 
and I really do not know how we should solve it then. 

MR SMILIjIFj; Supposing prices dropped in January. We said 
HigkteBSjE we have got beyond the output which justified on 
values the Es. which you have given; we want an increase in 
wages on that output, but you said to us: "Output has in-
Creased but values have declined; you would nfct be entitled 
to it." 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: You would, because, under this agree
ment we promised not to take into account any drop in prices; 
we take the price in September. 

MR SMEELIE: Eor the purpose of the Es. 



SIR ROBERT HORNE: For the purposes of the whole agree-' 

ment. - Therefore we would not he able to plead that at all. 

That is our difficulty; I think you really must see it. 

MR SMILLIE: I had not in.my mind that we, would come to 

you in January for an increase in wages in face of the 

face^**that prices were so down if you give us that increase 

under this agreement. 

SIR ROBERT HO RMS: You would be. entitled to, Mr. Smillie, 

according to that plan. 

MR DOTCAW: You are not thinking of fixing any point at 

which we have to restore the position. Obviously the strike 

has cost money to the pool as it existed. There is no account 

being taken of our restoring any portion of that. Previously 

you claimed a share of the pool; it may he you are getting 

far more than the whole of it as it stands. 

MR ROBSON: That is where you are, but Sir Robert has not 

seen it in that form. You have promised that beyond a eer

tain point in the revenue you will have to make provision 

to pay; you will make provision to replenish your pool from 

whatever you have. That is why you are sticking to these 

higheBff clauses. 

MR DUNCAN: That is what makes this impossible. It is 

not because'the owners have been granted anything more. 

MR ROBSON: As you get further you get further obliga

tions. You want to replenish anything you lose, as far as 

you can, that is why the provisions are in. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE; I do not think we could replenish the 

pool at all; that is my own personal view; I am not really 

thinking about replenishing any pool, I am thinking Of at

tempting to meet obligations to you. We have to meet the 

obligations to you no matter what happens. 

MR ROBSON: As you.say we are here to get an agreement; 

this says up to a certain point in going up we give a guar

antee of Es. Beyond that, for an equal number of tons they 



they get Is. We know exactly what we have to meet with from 

our men. It has been in my mind for some time that this is 

for the purpose of replenishing your pool and for the pur

pose of meeting the additional liability of the 2-g- per cent, 

of the owners 10 per sent. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I do not know whether it would meet 

you if we started at 232 and give an intervening 6d. and,Is. 

and ls.6d. and 2s. 

MR ROBSON: That would not help us. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Really, that is the sense of the thing. 

MR ROBSON: We have here a clause which says that for the 

first 8 millions you will get a couple of shillings. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: No, no. 

MR ROBSON: We are trying to convey to you 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I will put it differently to you. 

What I shall say is I will give you Is. at. the present out

put, and then I give another Is. from 238 to 246, and then 

another Is. from 246, millions to 256 millions. 

MR ROBSON: That does not alter the fact that the men have 

to give another 8 millions for Is. Why cannot we he guar

anteed the same proportion in the Msmma1 higher regions? 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I will guarantee the same proportion, 

but it will start lower. 

MR ROBSON: Then you rob it of the advantages we have 

had. It is published in the Press you have offered 2s. to 

start with. In the scheme you hafebefore you you have to 

earn the money; the difference now is that you have the 2s. 

to start with. 
SIR ROBERT HORNE: We put down 2s. upon the basis of an 

output to come, and that is looking to the present situation 
which yields Is. to the men and another Is. on the assumed 
output, but then if the output does not come then it will 
scale down. I am perfectly willing to put it like that if 



mi 

that aids you.in presenting the case; but if you are' only 

putting this ease to me .in the endeavour to get another Is. 

on the top of that 2s. that really is not quite fair. At 

any rate, whatever the result was to he, if this is only 

going to have the effect of landing us in another controver

sy, or some change very soon, well, obviously it is not 

worth while, is it? 

MR ROBSQN: Nohody wants that. 

SIR ROBERT HORES: Let us be free from controversy until 

the permanent scheme is fixed- If we leave it to future con

troversy, I mean, leave it unsettled, if you get the bigger 

proceeds than justify the 2s. then obviously the end of 

December we may be where we are today. 

A DELEGATE: Gould you make the Is. to operate at 250 

million tons? 

MS SMILLIE: If it goes out to the country that we asked 

you to take out of this document any mention of further in

creases on the 2s. and allow us to endeavour with the coll

iery owners to raise the/output, it will be a strange thing 

if we do not break down on that. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE:.I think the country would regard it more 

strangely still if the ostensible and acknowledged result of 

it was to leave you to raise a further claim in six weeks1 

time. 

MR HODGES: Are ,you prepared to consider the terms of 

this particular paragraph of yours so as to read "less" 

as "over", 
MR DUNCAN: That is a complete change. 

MR HODGES: All those figures there on the scaling down
ward read "over". That means that between those two figures 
of 864,000 and 1,152,000 we get 2s.6d. when we get to jthat 
point or over that point we get 3s. Now cannot that ̂ bye re
versed and say, 1,152,000 WKXHKExratfcweffgX3WKH or less^; 864,000 
or less 2s.6d. 576,000 or less, ls.6d. so that between the 



two figures the workmen stand to gain "the sixpence in the 

intermediary stages. 

ME DUNCAN: How would that meet the point that has been 

raised? The stages between 238 millions and 246 millions

show 2s. and the between 246 millions and 254 millions show 

Is. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: It would still leave 8 millions re

presenting in one ease 2s7 and the other Is. 

MR HODGES: I am just putting it to you; your proposal 

means we have to produce 6 million tofts of. output before we 

have got an extra 6d. We are asking you, after we have 

got over 250 millions, whether for 251 millions we can get 

6d. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: We may have to consider the ttltfrk^ way 

mz&terr of getting round this difficulty, but I do not think we 
can possibly leave it in the shape in which we,run the risk 

of really having another conflict at the end of the year. 

That really would be too terrible for contemplation. We 

must really make a decision which will carry us through to 

the period when you either fix a general scheme or fail to 

fix one. 

MR HODGES: I tell you that as long as these figures re-, 

main where they are we cannot come to an agreement. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: It is really the figures? 

MR HODGES: And the values. We do not want to revise them 

merely for the sake of difference in form; they must be a 

larger quantity of money than you propose should come into 

our hands. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE; It is not then a question of what one 

set of steps represent compared with another; it is a 

matter in which you demand a higher wage at a certain value. -

MR HODGES: If figures are to come in at all we must have 
have already 

better figures than you/put in, otherwise we ask you to ex
clude them altogether. 



SIR ROBERT H O M E : Otherwise you fight for a higher fig

ure at the end of the year. 

MR HODGES: It means we shall make an application to the 

owners with all the data before us for an advance in the 

wages if the date indicates we are entitled to an advance. 

The line we shall take will be one that is fair to take. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: You consider that, during the tem

porary period, if there is any increase in output over the 

246 million line which would give you the value for 2s. this 

would justify you in your view in demanding better figures 
4

than what we have put before you, and that these you would 

present to the owners. 

MR HODGES: If you put that question in that way, Yes. 
ne ver 

We should/jsaaxx make the application ofi these figures. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Now I understand the.new position. 

I will report it to the Prime Minister. 

(At this point Sir Robert Horne and the 
IToal Controller retired to discuss the 

' Position with"the Prime Minister and 
his c olleagues). " " 

On resuming 

THE PRIME MINISTER said? Mr. Smillie, Sir Robert Horne 

has reporter' to us the further conversation which he has had 

with you, and I cannot conceal from myself and' my colleagues 

the feeling that the issue has taken a very grave turn. I 

was under the impression when we adjourned last night that 

the only issue between us was whether we should take the 11th 

of December — the last fortnight of November and the first 

in December, as the determining factor for the ensuing weeks 

of December, or whether we should take the 5 weeks as proposed 

by you to determine the wages for January. It was upon that 

basis that I presented the case to the owners this morning, 

and also to the Cabinet. It was upon that basis that I ob

tained the decision of the Cabinet and also the owners. I 



was clearly under a wrong impression. How an absolutely 

fresh development has occurred, and it is clear now that we 

are only settling a dispute up to the point when the output 

reaches £46 millions. If the output reaches the figure which 

it represents at the beginning of the year, without any 

special effort, without any cooperation, without any appeal, 

without any assistance from the owners or miners1 leaders, 

if it reaches that, we are open to a new claim upon a new 

basis which has not even been revealed to us. The 2s. which 

we have been engaged in talking about for weeks goes by the 

board and we are simply negotiating a further strike in Jan*

uary. I cannot accept the responsibility for that, neither 

can my colleagues, and inasmuch as I have misled my colleag

ues,quite unintentionally, I shall have to give &hem an op

portunity of hearing the new facts, and we shall give a reply 

to you tomorrow. 

MR SMILLIE: As a matter of fact, we were agreed with you 

last night and could have gone out and recommended it, 

but you have put an absolutely new point. 

THE PRIMS M I N I S T E R ^ do not want to argue that; I. am not 

saying the fault is either yours or mine; but it is quite 

clear that I was under a wrong impression. I was under the 

impression that the whole of the scheme was accepted, prov

ided we took your condition. Perhaps I had no right to come 

to that conclusion. 

MR SMILLIE: That was correct. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: It is clear that I misled my colleag*

ues last night. I misled the owners this morning. It opens 

an absolutely new issue; we-are simply negotiating a further 

strike in January, and I think a very grave turn has been 

taken. I f egret it very deeply. We were disposed1 to take 

the issue upon that point; we decided, after what Mr. Smillie 

said, that if we agreed to that there was an end of it. We 



decided to take the risk of a good deal of misrepresentation 

from the public in order to secure peace; but we were clearly 

wrong. 

MS SMIILTE: You are quite right, but you have put new 

terms before us which, were not before us before. 

MR HODGES: These were not before us ^yesterday or the day 

before. 

THE. PRIME MINISTER: It is no use arguing about that, Mr. 

Smillie or Mr. Hodges; you jfere under the impression that 

they were not in; we are under the impression they were. 

MS SMI1LIE: We can prove 

THE' PRIMS MINISTER: If you do you simply prove what I 

am trying to point out. I presente d the case to my colleag

ues that the whole of the terms were in. You say xsmscs: I 

had no right to do so. Then it is clearly righ,t that I 

should tell my colleagues that I was under a wrong impres

sion. One thing is. quite clear, whether I was right or wrong, 

that this is no settlement. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: You said quite distinctly to Mr. 

Smillie and to Mr. Hodges whether they wanted an ascending 

scale as well as a descending scale and we prepared the as

cending scale in consequence. It cannot be said that we 

were yesterday considering nothing but the Ss. In fact, Mr. 

Hodges1 own document considers an ascending scale as well as ' 

a descending scale. The question now put to us is whether 

we could cut out everything which refers to an ascending 

scale. It cannot be said that we were referring only to 

a descending scale yesterday, because we were discussing 

the prospects of an ascending scale as. well. It can only , 

be the particulars of the ascending scale that were not 

known in their entirety to the miners yesterday. 

MR HODGES: When we left you last night our President 
informed you that if you agreed to the two points we raised 
in your document we would recommend it. ^ 



MR SMILLIE: You asked us if we would recommend it. 

MR HODGES: You asked SB. our £resident if he would re

commend it and he said "Yes," — at that moment this is: all 

we had before usT-plus the preamble which you have put on 

your other document. What you said last night was: "(b) 

For the purposes of this temporary arrangement the advance 

referred to shall continue to be paid unless for the month 

of November or any subsequent month the proceeds of export 

coal after-deduction of the cost of extra output are less 

than 2,400,000 (the estimated cost of the advance) in excess 

of the average monthly proceeds of export coal during the 

quarter ended 30th September, 1920; in which event the ad

vance to be paid during the succeeding month shall be re

duced by 4d. 2d. and 1-jgd respectively for every 400,000 of. 

such deficiency or part thereof.n 

THE PRIME MINISTER: It is no use arguing about that; we.' 
j 

must argue about the position as it is; unfortunately we 

had no shorthand writer here, By common consent. Therefore 

there is nothing to refer to. All I know is that I was under 
an the impression, as the result of the discussion, that there would be ascending scale as well as a descending 

scale. It was upon that basis that I presented the case to 

my Cabinet colleagues. You say now that I had no right to 

do so. 

MR SMILLIE: Not at all. 
THE PRIME MINISTER: The facts did not warrant my doing 

so. It was upon that basis that I presented the case this 
morning to the owners. All we get now is that if the output 
exceeds 246 millions there is another controversy open and 
another strike may.take place. That is a responsibility I 
cannot take for the public. Merely to close up the strike 
now to open it again in January is a responsibility I cannot 



take. I must present the case to my Cabinet colleagues, and 
we will give you a definite answer tomorrow. 12 noon will 
suit us, I think, if that is convenient to you. 

MR SMILLIE: Yes, that is convenient. 

TEE PRIME MINISTER: If anything is to be given to the 
Press then they must have a full statement. 

MR HOUSES: I think, Mr.- Prime Minister, that we can pro
perly say negotiations are continuing and nothing more. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: It is no use having ex parte state
ments. That is a futile thing to do and I cannot conceive 
of anything being more mischievous. If the public must be 
informed they must be informed of the whole of the facts. 

(The proceedings then terminated). 
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Members of the Executive of the Miners 1 

Federation, with Mr. Smillie as Chairman. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Mr. Smillie and Gentlemen. 

I felt when we parted last night that we had com^e to the 

greatest crisis with which we had been confronted in the course 

of our negotiations. My colleagues and I felt that we could 

not take the responsibility of giving a decision which would 

break off negotiations without consulting the rest of our 

colleagues. We had no doubt a^all as to the view which they 

would take but we felt that they were entitled to be consulted. 

We have seen them this morning and their view is entirely ours, 

that we cannot even at the risk of a prolongation of this un

furtunate controversy agree to anything which would leave a 

loose end to the settlement and leave the question open which 

might in January precipitate a second dispute under very much 



worse conditions for both parties, because there would be 

a feeling of resentment on both sides, Therefore, we 

cannot'recede from the position which we took up, that the 

scale must be one which wotild cover all the reasonable pro

babilities of the next few months during the provisional 
'months 

periodo Five wssks seems to be the outside figure which 

has been indicated for the completion of negotiations for 

a permanent settlement, and to have an agreement which would 

provoke a renewed conflict during those five months is one 

which the public would not allow us to enter into. If we 

did enter into it there would be a universal howl in con

demnation of the negotiators on both sides. Therefore, we 

adhere to the position which we took up yesterday in refer- 

ence to scale. What we could do would be to recast the 

formula in such a way as to make it clearer and we have got 

a proposal of that kind. Copies will be here in a few 

minutes, but I can read it to you now. We make it quite 

clear on the face of it that we have the same graduations 

both above and below; there is no distinction at all 

between the scale we applied above the 3/- and the scale whieh 

we applied below the 2/-. There was a suggestion that there 

was a bigger gap above than there was below but we make it 

quite clear that is not the case. This is the sort of 

formula that we suggest. I do not pretend there is any 

alteration in the character of the proposal^, but merely in 

the presentation of it in order to make it clear. It was 

open to objection undoubtedly previously - we looked at it 

afterwards and it seemed on the fact of it as if there were 

a difference above the scale to that whieh obtained below. 

We feel that although there is no strength in the 

in substance, there is 4 strength in the candAfefeea which was 

put from the point of view of form. Therefore we suggest 

-2" (*V^V 



an alternative form which we will give you and you can 
consider it and see if it meets your views. I will now 
simply read it out:-

SIR ROBERT HORNS: This is instead of 2 Bo 

THE PRIME MINISTER: "lor the purposes of this temporary 

arrangement the advance referred to shall be automatically 

adjusted on the basis, set out below from the 3rd January, 

1921, in the light of the results of the five weeks ending 

18th December, 1920, and similarly from 31st January, and 

thereafter, every four weeks on the results of the four weeks 

immediately following the last preceding test period - but 

the Christmas Holiday week shall not be counted in any such 

period". We propose to add here in order to make clear 

the point raised by MroSmillie, and I believe Mr.McGregor, 

"Or the New Year week where that forms the period of holiday 

We propose to put that in so as to have no misunderstanding. 

"The basis on which the advance shall be adjusted is as 

follows", now these are the important words "if the weekly 

average of the proceeds of Export coal during the test period 

are maintained at the weekly average of the proceeds of 

capital Export Coal during the September quarter the advance 

shall be l/-9 . and 4-gd. respectively". There is no 

change in the figure by means of which you arrive at the l/

but simply in the way it is put. "If (after deduction of 

the cost of extra output) they exceed the September figure 

an additional 6d., 3 4 . , and. E^d. respectively will be paid 

for every complete £288,000 of the excess". So the de

termini ng figure will be £288,000 and there will be no 

difference whether it is above the 2 / - or below; it is 

exactly the same in. both cases. We are giving l/- really 

to prevent the output from going down because we are afraid 



of the experience of the advance we made he fore, 

238,000 to 232,000, and we are giving the 1/- rather 

to encourage the Miners to keep up to that figure. 

I will distribute this document which you may like to 

consider and if you want any information upon details 

then either the President of the Board of Trade or the 

Goal Controller will explain anything you desire. 

IB.DUNCAN: (h) and (d) both come out. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Both are incorporated in the new 

form. 

PRIME MINISTER: The words which I read about the New 

Year are being inserted in the new copies. 

The Prime Minister and his colleagues 
then retired, and the Miners' Representa
tives conferred among themselves. 



At this point Sir Robert H o m e and the 

Coal Controller rejoined the Representatives 

of the Miners9 Federation to explain certain 

points o 

MRsSMILLIEs The Prime Minister has mentioned this morning 

that it would be five months before our permanent scheme 

for the regulation of wages was ready. 

SIR ROBERT HORNEs As I understood him/1 he said that was the 

longest period anybody had mentioned. 

MR.SMILLIE: In the meantime the Government are anxious to 

avoid a new wages trouble at the end of this year or the 

beginning of next. We want to avoid that until the permanent 

scheme is finally adopted. You have merely altered the 

scale of figures here to bring out what Mr.Duncan said was 

the real position. We are all anxious to get output and 

we are anxious to get something which we should be able 

to recommend to our men. We do not think that you are 

dealing fairly with us in the proportion in the event of 

our getting a higher output. Be do not think you are 

dealing fairly with the wages side in the proportions you 

have given. We think you ought to give a higher' proportion 

to wages than you propoae to give. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I will tell you what we are doing. So 

far as we can calculate it we are doing what you proposed when 

you met the coal owners. I think you had a document this 

morning. In saying that I am referring merely to the scale 

of rises. What you proposed was that yuu should get 2/

for 240,000,000 and thereafter a rise by 6d. for every 

400,000,000 tons increase. We, are giving you the same 

scale on the increase - Sd. for every 4,000,000 tons of 

increase. Where we differ from what you previously asked 

is that we are giving l/** 0 233,000,000 whereas you asked 

2/- at 240,000,000. ^ 



MR. ROBSON: Will you fix your mind upon the 246,000,000; 

that is where we are in difficulty In the higher regions. 

The adjustment of-the proportions "between the. parties conoerned 

is a little bit to our disadvantage in our judgment. Cannot 

you increase the proportions beyond the 246-, 000,000^ 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I am afraid that ̂ ould be very difficult. 

I will tell you why. : We are really in a very embarrassed 

position at this moment. Just before you asked us to come 

to see you I was discussing this very question with Mr. 

Duncan as to whether we should, not be in the position,, on 

the figures' we already have-, of being compelled to find some 

extra money somewhere. Quite honestly that is my fear 

when you get up to the figures of wages such as we should be 

paying at 250,000,000 tons., 3/- extra wage per shift, we may 

be at a period when prices are considerably lower, I was 

just asking- the Coal Controller the question what fall In 

prices would entirely wipe out all our margin for export 

priceso I have no accurate figure but I am told it would be 

a very small figure ind.eed in drop in the export prices in 
-

order to wipe out everything that we had. This would leave ' 
out 

us with/enough to pay the wages unless we Increased the price 

of coal. In such circumstances I do not think that you can 

press us upon that line.. At the moment.! feel that the 

situation will be sufficiently embarrassed. Quite frankly 

I expect you to keep up output. I think you will be at 

the 252, level very soon, and we shall then be paying 2/

extra per shift - it may be that on 250,000,000 tons we 

are paying 2/6 per shift and on 254,000,000 tons 3/-  I do a

not think you will be long in getting there", I shall be 

surprised if you are not there by the end of this test period, 

MR. HERBERT SMITH: I shall be surprised. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: You do not think it will be as much as 



that then Mr. Smith? 

MR. DUNCAN: The question does not arise. 

MR. HERBERT SMITH; I am talking about the December period1.' 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Looking to the fact that you are at £&£x&&& 
240,000,000 tons In the first quarter of the year the chances 
that you will be In the higher regions In the last quarter 
are considerable. However that may be if there Is any fall 
in prices I am. afraid we shall be in Queer Street even on these 
wages. 

MR. HERBERT SMITH: if prices did not fall you would be gettin 
a high proportion^ 

SIR ROBERT BORNE: Enough certainly to pay your wages but 

we have also to- find something to pay an increase upon the 

owners ' surplus. 

MR. HODGES: Would you give consideration to this proposition? 
The Prime Minister has emphasized over and over again that what 
is wanted is an automatic scale so that there would be no 
clash. We have agreed with you on the automatic scale from 
the 246,000,000 tons downwards. We are prepared to agree with 
you that there should, be an automatic scale from that figure 
onwards. The point is as to the amount of the automatic scale 
Yesterday and to-day you put to us a proposition which says 
in effect that for every £1 that you get v-re receive 10/- out 
of, this figure.- That is always providing that the prices 
remain constant. 

MR. DUNCAN: That is right. * 



M S . HODGES: Now is it not possible to come to an agreement 

between the b0% of the proceeds which you allocated to us and 
the 50% which will go to the Government under this schemed 
Cannot we build.a bridge and say that we will start at the 
238,000,000 under this new form that you have proposed to us 
this morning; we will start from and use this formula that 
for every£216,000 we get 6 d , for every £432,000 we get 1/ e

and so on, instead of it being as you propose now £288,000-----
instead of our having to say that we are producing £576,000 
to get £288,000 worth we will be having 0432,000 in order to 
have the full advance in wages-, 

MR. DUNCAN: Is the point that Mr. Hodges himself 

MR. HODGES: Instead of having the 50% as you proposed we 
shall have 75$. £216,000 will give us 6d$ £432,000 will give 
us l/-, leaving you that odd 25% to meet what Is required, to 
pay the owners their increased and to guard yourselves against 
any dipping in the pool, 

SIR ROBERT EORNE: That percentage would not meet us, You 
know.Mr. Hodges, that if there is a drop in the prices at all 
I am afraid, we shall be embarrassed in finding the money for 
these wages. What would be a small drop In export prices, 
looking to the heights to which they have risen, would wipe 
the whole thing. That is our difficulty. We should be in 
an awful position and in a very short time we should - have to 
go to the consumer. The result would be that we must put 
so much more on the price of your coal, 

MR. HODGES: Under my proposal  — -

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I am following that perfectly Mr. Hodges; 
-fejjfe the l/- in the balance^ as it is now; that is l/- at the 
.338,000,000 line^ wo shall get anoLhoi' S/0-;- we shall get another 
2/6 at 250,000,000 - that Is, 3/6 at 250,000,000. 



MR. DUNCAN: Mr. Hodges, are you. keeping in mind this point 
that even b e f o r e ^ strike the 1/- at 238,000,000 was taking 
money out of the pool. Now out of the same pool, from which 
we have got to finance the strike as it were, we cannot get 
the l/- because there may be nothing there. We cannot get 
the whole l/- if there is a fall in prices on the market. 
We are guaranteeing the September price: when you say we are 
taking all that comes in and we are giving you half that is not 

a 

quite true. We are giving you half if the September price 
is maintained but if the September price is not maintained 
it is our proportion that is going to suffer and not yours. 

MR. RODGSS: On the other hand if the prices go up you "will 
have more. 

MR. DUNCAN: As the Prime Minister pointed. OT.it if you choose 
to take the risk of the market that is another matter. 

MR. BRACE: You will not pay until yoti have realised whatever 
the figure may be. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Remember, Mr. Brace, thatxskx of that 2/
the first l/- is being given out of the existing pool such as 
it is.. Supposing you just give us the 238,000,000 output 
that l/- would be taken out of the pool and not out of the rasas 
proceeds of the export coal. 

c& - ' / v : 
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MR. BRACE: What you wish to do is to reserve yourself 

af"si 11st a fall in prices or something of that character 

which would deolete. the pool. 

To enable us to pav the wages 

MR. BRACE-; If the prices remained constant then your 
pool fund Is perfectly safe. Under those circumstances 
is.it unfair to ash that If that be so - the financial 
result - that in some form or other the workmen should 
share in it"? 

MR. DUNCAN: Will they share in the losses ? 

MR. WINSTONi We are on your side now, Sir! 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Yes, I know. 

MR. ROBSON: Mr * Duncan, can you tell me to what extent 
during the strike the pool has depleted ? What are your 
obligations during the strike through control ? 

MR.- DUNCAN: The pool is being very rapidly depleted 
because you must remember that.we have to pay the men. 

MR. ROBSON: I wanted to know the extent of your obliga
tions . 

MR. DUNCAN:' We think £3,000,000 Is a conservative estimate 

MR. ROBSON: £3,000,000 per week-:. 
-

MR. HARTSHORN: It would be a saving to the pool If 

those men were not working \ 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: It would be a saving to the pool but 

detrimental to the country. 

MR. DUNCAN' It might be a saving to the pool during the 
strike, but it might be a greater loss to the pool.after 

/A 
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the men had returned. We are paying all these wages 

out of the pool now. In addition to that you have all 

the additional opening-up again - the difficulties which 

you yourselves have been describing during the last few 

days - in getting the pits Into working order. That 

comes out of the pool, which is being actually depleted-

SIR ROBERT HORNE: In the first fortnight of November 

we pay not only the Old wage but the additional 2/- as 

well,. That must come out of the pool. Our embarrass

merits are really very great. 

MR. HERBERT SMITH: We are agreed on the 246 millions. 
There us nothing between us there at present. It is 
above, that yop. people say "you are taking a tremendous 
risk. Seeing that tha-t Is now stabilised, if there 
Is so much risk about It-, why. not say that if the 
prices go down your people will- be prepared to meet us
after stabilising on the 245 millions, I am inclined 
to think it will go up in January. 

SIR ROBERT ECRNE: You think so? ' . : 

MR. HERBERT SMITH: Yes. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: We are rather of.the opinion that 

we are likely to go down, judging from all the world 

factors. Of course, we can only speculate, that is 

quite true, but we have a very great responsibility 

in the position- Quite frankly, I do not feel we could 

face it, 

' MS. DUNCAN: Supposing the prices went up, then it Is 
all the/Detter for you. 

MR, HARTSHORN; Supposing we took the risk of prices 



beyond the 246,000,000. 

MR DUNCAN: You must take the risk below also. 
-

SIR ROBERT H O M E ; You say TOWe will take the risk 
above but not below." 

MR DUNCAN: We should have to begin this all over 
again. 

MR SMILIIE: One thing we are anxious about is that 

we want to get the highest output. If export 

prices keep up for a time then the salvation of the 

thing comes from high output. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That is quite right. 

MR DUNCAN: Although we see no hope of such a thing 

happening at the moment, I hope that prices will go 

up for this reason ** that it will be all the better for 

the permanent scheme. This is precisely what you are 

talking about in regard to sharing. You talked origw 

inally about having a share out of the pool; that is 

what you meant; and when you come to your permanent 

scheme it will he all the better for you if our prices 

have gone up and not down. It will be for a very temp

orary period. 

MR SMID1IE: The prices cannot possibly keep up. 

SIR ROBERT HORHE: The whole question is when the drop 

will come, and that is what makes us very nervous to 

tell you the truth. 

MR HODGES: I can see quite plainly in my own mind 

a way out of the difficulty; we want to give the guarantee 

to the Prime Minister and the Government that there will 



be no trouble in our applying for a further Increase 

before a permanent scheme Is ready. If we can give him 

that guarantee, is it not within the competence of the 

Government to re-arrange the scale ? 

MR, DUNCAN: You have t o give a certain number of days 
to that i 

MR. HODGES: Whatever length of time is required to do 

that 

MR, DUNCAN: We should have to revise the 2/- at present 

because it would make a difference . 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: The more we delay in getting a settle 

ment $ the more cur figures are out j all our calculations 
work will 

at the present moment are on the basis that/begin again 
next week- If that is not done then all these figures 
are cleaned out and we shall have to start on new 
figures altogether, because otherwise we should not be 
able to meet our obligations * 

MR. HODGES: What new figures would be reauired ? You 

are now starting on a scale mentioned In this paragraph, 

which, as it were, excludes the 1/-, 6d. and 4-id. from 

any advance in quantities at all. Then you take 

£288,000 to give you an additional 6d, We can see at 

a glance what that means. We quite see that you will 

dip into the pool to get the l/-. Then for every 

£576,000 you would have to give us £288,000 in value. 

M R . DUNCAN: We do not get the £576,000 unless prices 
go up. 

M R . HODGES: Could, not we very simply say we know 
exactly what amount of money would be involved,- could 
not we sayy "Well, we will still take the 1/- out of the 



pool, and the 6d, and. the 4-gd.. respectively, hut for 

every additi onal£i-32, OOC we get l/-; for £216,000 

we get 6d, That Is to say we increase our share of 

the proceeds from a half to three-quarters".^ 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That would mean that you would be 

getting gn 250 million tons, 3/6d. extra, instead of 

our figure of 2/6d. Is that right ? We readier cannot 

have that, Mr, Hodges. That would be Impossible. 

MR. DUNCAN: With the loss of output. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Of. your own original claim of 

248 millions you are getting 3/-, We are going to be 

embarrassed enough, as it is. I am putting'that honestly 

before you. 

MR. DIET CAN: It is even more than an embarrassment ' for 
the period you may be bankrupt. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That Is quite true. We have to 

carry the weight of this In the House of Commons and 

before the public. 

MR. DUNCAN: It is not as though you could estimate 

precisely, when the strike is in progress, what loss 

you are incurring. You cannot tell that, I should 

think, for three months at least. 

MR. BRACE: I quite understand you must be on the side 

of financial safety with your arrangement. I understand 

that; to give certain results there would be a margin 

which, If you were assured now, I feel sure you would 

let us" share in that. Cannot you say that given prices 

which either stand or are increased -which would increase 

the pool fund - then over and above this arrangement 

At (% 



which you are suggesting we shall have consideration, 

after you know where you stand. 

MR. DUNCAN: Mr * Brace, in making this arrangement you 

have just got a faint hope that prices will not go down 

too far; if they do net you will he able to reap some

thing. £You say that even if that faint hope Is realised 

you are unable to give us a further sdiare. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I do. not think, gentlemen, that we 

readily can increase this offer. I am afrdfid you must 

consider it on the basis of the terms we have put down. 

Sir Robert H o m e and the Coal 
Controller then retired. 



At this point the Prime Minister and his 
colleagues re-entered the Conference Room, 

MR. SMILLIE: We have decided Mr. Prime Minister to take a 
"ballot of the miners at the earliest possible moment on 
these terms!'. It was a question between calling a Conference 
and taking a ballot, and as the former would take some cons Id
enable time we have decided to take a ballot. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Does that mean that you are recommend
ing it to the miners. 

MR.SMILLIE: We are going to recommend it, but we have 

one or two points to suggest. 

MR.HODGES: In Clause 1 (b), after the words"earliest 
possible moment" we propose to put in the following words 
"and not later than the 51st March". 

T'HS PRIME MINISTER: That seems all right. I think that 
is probably an improvement. It simply means you must fix 
some date,otherwise this thing might go on for ever. 

MR.SMILLIE: As a matter of fact it is in order to get 
the coal owners and ourselves together. You do not want us 
to go on indefinitely. 

X. J..LXII lit i*i a. Li J. *J J-liiJA * yi U s 

MR. BONAR LAW: The only point which occur s to me is that . 
as the coal owners are a party to the agreement whether 
they should be informed, 

THE PRIME MINISTER: I think we will take the responsibility 

for that. 

MR. HODGES: Then there is the insertion of the clause 
concerning the New Year holiday. 

. ... Vtr y 



THE PRIME MINISTERS This must he inserted in cases where 
the New Year week forms a period of holiday. That is to 
say, In Scotland and in Lancashire. 

MR. BRIDGEMAN: There is some little difficulty concerning 

a difference. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: I think you must allow that to be 

adjusted otherivise it is very difficult to get a form of 

words. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I think we might be able to give you a 
formula to be inserted after the vrords "preceding test period" 
in 2(b) namely "but the Christmas holiday week shall not be 
counted in any stich period^ and an adjustment shall be made 
in those cases where the holiday falls wholly or partly 
in the New year." 

MR. SMILLIE: Yes. If xire really agree to the principle 
it is quite easy to find words, i / If w e are to go back with 
goodwill to try and increase output then we do not want to 
have anything in the way of victimisation. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: We have always given a guarantee in 
the case of a strike about that'. We had some rather bad 
cases during the last railway strike where there had been a 
little sabotage, but there has been nothing of that kind here. 
In so far as. the Government can influence the situation 
we can certainly prevent that. We.have always given that 
undertaking in every strike of which I have had experience. 

MR. HERBERT SMITH: Then all men will be allowed to return 

to work. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: If the miners accept it, it is essential 
that there mast be goodwill otherwise you will not get the 
output. - 'T .T\ 



MR. SMILLIE: I think the President of the Board of Trade 
is going to assist us as far as he possibly can In getting 
trie necessary developments for outputs 

SIR ROBERT HORNE; Yes, certainly, that is part of our. 

policy,, 

MR. HODGES: I think that if this agreement Is accepted 
the Government should summon the workmen and the owners to" 
a joint Committee with possibly a representative of the 
Government to preside over It, so that we can give an earnest 
of our intention that we are settling down to this responsi
ble and difficult work. That I think should be an obligation 
on the Government. It. might be that we may be able to 
arrange a meeting ourselves but in the case of disagreement 
the Government ought to summon one:'. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: That is quite rights 

MR. SMILLIE: There is the question of increasing the 
output and there is the question of beginning at once to 
endeavour to get the new wages -running. ̂  The two. things are 
distinct for the moment, thought the increase of output 
will be the chief thing. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Is any body dealing with them? 

MEo SMILLIE: There will be a joint Central "Committee set 
up.because we are going to try to establish local Committees:, 
but the Joint Central Committee must have some power which 
t^e^/feta^e not had up t.o the present time otherwise it will 
fail in the districts. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE:- We will work it out in the best way 
possible'. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: No?; we come to the very important ^ 



question of publication. The House of Commons is meeting 

In half an hour and someone will have to get up and answer 

questions: as to what has happened. What Is your suggestion? 

We must agree about that because it is very important. If 

there is to be a settlement made It should be an agreed 

settlement. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: Are you going to the Trade Union Congress 
meeting because they will want to know the result? 

MR.. SMILLIE: Ye So 

THE PRIME MINISTER: The House of Commons will be very 
anxious to hear the resultfl 

MR. SMILLIE: I do not think the Trade Union Congress will 
be very much interested in those clauses:, 

MR. BONAR LAW: It may be desirable to get the Trade Union 
Congress over before it is announced. 

MR. SMILLIE: We shall send someone to the Trade Union 
Congress to say that after serious negotiations we have 
ultimately arrived at something we could recommend to the merio 
We should not go into the clauses at all. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Still, you. can keep it out of to

morrow * s papers, that I am quite certain of c 

MR. SMILLIE: I should be surprised if it Is not in already. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: Therefore, it is much better that an 
accurate account should be given of the terms. The House 
of Commons is always very jea.lous if news is kept back and 
only put in the newspapers1, 

MB-. SMILLIE: I think you are entitled to say to the. House 
exactly what has taken place and to say that a ballot Is 



being takenQ 

M R , BONAR LAW: You,w ill have to read out this document', 

THE PRIME MINISTER: But the House will not understand it. 

MR. SMILLIE: It is far more dangerous from the point of 
what 

view of/the people on both sides will say than what the 
document itself states. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: It must be said in such a. way so as 

not to make it difficult for the men or for ourselves-'. 

MR. HODGES: We will send Mr. Brace to the Trade Union 

Congress to explain it clause by clause I 

MR. SMILLIE:' it xTOuld be troublesome someone -%gf 
explains^t in one way in the House and. then for one of our 
people to explain it in a different way elsewhere. 

SIP; ROBERT HORNE: That is a trouble which I can foresee. 

MR. BRACE: I think it would be best to. read out in the 
House of Commons what we have agreed to. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: That will baffle them more than ever, 
I think that whoever is going to the Trade Union Congress 
should meet Sir Robert Horne and they should, agree upon the 
general lines upon, v/hich the statement should, be made'. 

MR. SMILLIE: I do not think the text of this could, usefully 
be given to the Trade Union Congress-. What the Trade Union 
Congress are interested in chiefly is whether there is any 
hope of settlement. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: The more it is. understood the more I; 
think the men are likely to, accept it. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: I think we might say that terms have 
been arranged and that the miners ' leaders have agreed t o ^  ̂ 

. - ( 



recommend the miners to take a ballot and to accept. 

THE PRIME MINISTER: I think you will have to tell the 

House more than that. 

SIR ROBERT HORNE: We might give the document to the press0 

THE PRIME MINISTERS I think you should be able to give 
an explanation which will commend itself not merely to the 
General Public but to the miners themselves. You might 
begin with the 2/- which is given straight away in your 
favour. . Then our guaranteed prices. 

MR. HODGES: You.told them in the Bouse the other day to 
trust the Government and they did so 0 

THE PRIME MINISTER: That is so, Mr. Hodges. It is no 
use having a Government that you cannot trust. 

I hope that the next time we meet it will be to 
arrange output and not to have any further discussion. I 
think it is very gratifying that we have conducted these 
very difficult negotiations in the most trying conditions 
with the most perfect temper (Hear, hear)1. It is a credit 
not merely to ourselves but I think it is -a cred.it to our 
people that we are able to discuss things of this sort 
in such a dispassionate way, and as far as I am concerned, 
I feel very grateful to you, gentlemen, for the way in 
which you have conducted the proceedings, and I am exceedingly 
grateful to my colleagues for explaining the proposals which 
I have made on their behalf. 

The proceedings then terminated. 
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Notes of a (iohvers&tibh which took place at a luncheon 
5̂  held a i the Botal Beau Elvage  on \?ednes£ay, p

Seeeifiber', 8 th, 1921,, at which Mr, Balfour, 
Hr'* Jisfcer, Visoount Ishii, and 

Baron Hayaafc.1 were present. 

After some discussion as to the desirability Of Governniants 
ppointihg liaison officers With the headquarters of the League, and 
lso as to the best means of expediting the work of the Assembly, 
1, BAL30UE referred to the question of Mandates,' He said he 
bought that it was very important that this question should be 

attled as early as practicable by the Council of the League as, if 
. . . . . . . 

his were not done, it was quite possible that the Assembly might 

ii
ke the law into their own hands and insist on discussing the matter 

" 
npublic. He added, in reply to an observation by Mr. fisher, that 

lie faot of No. 6 Committee having, on the previous day, appointed 

:Sub-Commit tee to go into the question of Mandates was all the more 

;eason why the Council should deal with the matter at the earliest 

ossible moment. 

The situation as regards the "A" Mandate was then discussed. 

VISCOUNT ISHII pointed out that the only "A" Mandate of 

hioh he was in possession up to date was the frenoh Mandate for 

yria. He had no power to approve this Mandate on behalf of his 

pvernmont and he had accordingly communicated the text of the document 

pj Tokio by telegraph, and expected to receive a reply in the course 

I a few days. 

MR. BALJOUR explained that the texts of the British Mandates 

W Palestine and Mesopotamia had been transmitted on the previous 

py to the Council of the League and there was no reason why copies 

I these should not.be givon at once to Viscount Ishii so that he 

pli communicate them if he wished to his Government, Indeed, if 

pi (Mr. Balfour) had known that it was necessary for Viscount Ishii 

prefer to Tokio, he would have arranged for the texts to have been 

ĵ on to him at the same ti..ie as they were sent^ to the Socretary-

Bioral. He regretted that this had not been done.. In any case, 
c. o r.- c G o ilG 
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doubted if the actual terms of either the Mesopotomian or the 

%lestiD.e Mandate was a matter in which the "Japanese Government would 

ile! that they were very much interested. ; That for -Mesopotamia was 

practically the same as the.2roneh.Mandate for Syria, but of course, 

that for Palestine" differed in so far as the Zionist aspect-of the 

situation had to be met.'. As he had already said, however, ,hc did not 

ttink that in either' case, the Japanese Government would feel that 

their interests, were affected,, and in this opinion Viscount Ishii 

agreed,.:.r ; . , . , " ' V

- It was .arranged that copies of the"Mesopotamlan and Palestine 
Mandates- as...transmitted to the Council should be given that afternoon 

^lo. Viscount I.shii, - -. - ' - ; . 1 .  ; . . . . 

... SIR CECIL HURST explained the situation as regards the "B" 
Mandate,. . .. .The text of this Mandate' had been drawn up rather more than 
-i-year previously by a Mandates Commission, which met.under the Chair
manship of: Lord Milner in London and on which the Japanese/Government 
las represented, . . 
I..-- As regards Togolahd'"and the C-amcroons, the . decision of 
She Supreme Council of May 7,.1919 j was that France,and Great Britain 
Should...make a joint recommendation to-the- League of-Nations,as to 
their future-. This decision might mean either that there should be 
ho Mandate at all or a special M a n d a t e I t was- now-agreed -that there 
Should be a Mandate, but that such Mandates Would--have.,to contain 
-some special provisions since owing to the geographical boundaries 
if. th.e territories in question it would-be difficult to. arrange for 
[their efficient administration by. the respective-mandatory powers, 
Bnl.sss-.they were more or less treated as integral..parts of. the 
[existing territories of these powers. An amendment in the form of 
* tho Mandate was also proposed. - - ' - " - ' . . . ....., 
H VISCOUNT ISHII said he had not himself got a copy of 

;the "B" Mandate but if Sir Cecil Hurst was-sure that Viscount Chlnda 
j 4&d been given the document, he agreed that all-that it would be 
j-B-ecessary for him, to do was to wire to' his-Government explaining the 
, ̂ ffiendments which itw a s proposed to make in the original toxt. 

...... SIR CECIL-HURST 
-2- - .- ...... 
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SIS uisCIIL JETDS3'j? undertook to arrange that yisoounb ishii 
i should he given a copy of the ;TB"' Mandate and also when available 
]the amendments proposed, The aaaeisdaients agreed upon by the 
$ranch and British Governments would p he thought8 be ready in the 
j course of a day or two. 

n CMS* M3HFOUB then referred to the " Mandateo He under

jstood that so far as the British Government were concerned,, the test 

of the document had.- been completed in aao-o^anso with the terms of 

[the Covenant. Certain negotiations had, he understood, taken place 

fjbetween the Japanese and British Governments in connection with 

phis document6 He himself had had nothing to do previously with 

I the consideration of the "question, and he would like to know what 

[was the exact situation. 

vTSCOUHP ISHII explained that after the Conference at 

,Spa certain negotiations had taken place between the British and s

M s own Governments . The offer on the part of the British Government 

to give to Japanese' subjects who were in possession before "tho war, 

of property or concessions. in the mandated territories., an under

itaking that th-sse ooroessions should be re^gnisei and that they 

Khbuld noT be deprived of their vested rights without reasonable 

compensation, was not. in tho opinion of the Japanese Government, 

really any concession -at all.' . jfor in view of the assistance 

which had been given by Japan to the British naval forces in the 

Pacific during the war, the very least which his Government could 

expect as regards the treatment of Japanese subjects in the terri

j&ories under Australian, control, was the same treatment which they 

had received when these territories had been under the Germans. 

:fie. pointed out that the Commonwealth Government had in 1918 

prevented a Japanese vessel from loading cargo at Rabaul-, and that 

owing to the subsequent attitude of. that Government and the 

restrictions Imposed., Japanese vessels had had to give up calling 

Wt the port. All that the Japanese Government wanted was an 

- 3 - ......assurance 



p^urame of more generous treatment than they had received up to 

A long discussion then ensued on tho question of the 
Lgotiatlons which had taken place between the two Governments,' 
luring which Sir Cecil Hurst explained that the communication from 
liscount Uchida dated August 2nd, 1920 had been interpreted by His 
Jajesty's Government as being a refusal on tho part of the 
Japanese Government to entertain lord Curzonfs proposals made an 
July 1920. 

BARON HAYASHI said that his Government was still 

a m a r 0 p l y to - - B U S t .  1 M 0 . 

id had never dreamt that the British Government were under the 

laprossion that the Japanese note of that date was regarded by 
I 

is Majesty7s Government as a refusal to consider the matter 
urther. 

VISCOUNT' ISHII said that what his Government wanted was 
me assurance that Japanese subjects would be given fair treatment 
i tho future. There was no question of their expecting that 
Japanese immigrants would be allowed into the mandated territories 
question, but what they, wanted to make sure of was that those 

[Japanese who were already there would be given fair treatment and 
slowed to develop their trade. He would also like to point out 
lat freedom of commerce was accorded to Australian vessels in the 
Jlands north of the Equator, which were under Japanese control, 
& It scorned very unfair that the Commonwealth Government should 

Ep restrictions on the loading and unloading of goods by Japanese 
;ssels in the port of Rabaul. 

MR. BALfOUR thought that the case which Viscount Ishii 
,If referred to of a Japanese vessel having been refused permission 
' I load cargo at Rabaul must have been an isolated one and probably 
Administrative blunder, and he could not believe that the 
I "-ffionwealth Government would not be prepared to give to the 

anese shipping, similar facilities for trade with Rabaul as they 

.......gave I



gave to such shipping at any other ports in the Commonwealth. 

He wculd like to auk whether there had been any complaints 

of discrimination against Japanese shipping in any ether Aus

tralian ports. 

VISCCUNT ISHI I said he did not knov if this were so, but 

he hod i ersona-lly never heard of any complaints having been 

made as regards the treatment of Japanese shipping in ports 

such as Melbourne or Sydney. 

SIS CECIL HUhoT suggested that the refusal on the part 

of the Commonv-ealth authorities to allow a Japanese ship to 

load copra at Rabaul was possibly a war measure and due to 

the fact that thsy could not allow the export of the copra 

in question to Japan. 

IviRoEALfOUR said he presumed that Viscount Ishifs 

objections wculd be satisfied if the Australian Government 

ware prepared to give the same treatment to Japanese subjects 

and shipping in the mandated territories as they gave to 

these subjects in the Commonvealth itself, 

VlbCOUMT I bH I I thought that this would meet the views of 

the Japanese Government 

.\!E3PIoHiir. asked if the general question of the facili

ties to be given to Japanese shipping to trade uvith Australian 

ports need necessarily delay the acceptance by the Japanese 

Government of the proposed form of Mandate, and he suggested 

that it might be dealt with in a separate agreement. 

Seme discussion then ensued as to the exact formula to 

which the Common- ealth Government would be prepared to agree,, 

and LRvBALJOUii undertook to consult Senator Mill en, the 

Australian Delegate to the Assembly, at the earliest possible 

moment0 

Hotel Eeau Rivage, 
Geneva. 

8th December, 19BO. 



1 pOCTO^iT IS THE PROPERTY Oj? HIS BRITAE11IC" MAJESTY"1 S GCiYERIIIvlMT^V ' 

IHTERYIB'-'/ BETWE&i THE PRIME MINISTER AND MONSIEUR. - - . , 

Myrslovv- Eg.1 c g e m i c u 1 o s said that he wished to thank Groat -Britain 

(i- the supprrt which it had throughout given to Greece in recent years c 

Tie P. jrae Minister said that Great Britain was a true friend, of .. 

laeceand that . though it had been distressed at.certain recent Incidents, 

J intended to remain a : friend,  ; - ' - , 

ivlonsienr. Kal OR.erCPOUIQS said that the vhole people o f Oreoce would, 

fl grateful for that declaration and. that he would soraraunicaw oc&iem at once 

In reply to enquiry, lionsieur Kalogoropoulos said that it was his 

assign to find out if the British Government had any desires or advice to 

ir-3 the Greek Government, It was the wish of Greece that all the 

Brangomonts provided for in the Treaty, which would give peace to tho 

ast, should be maintained,. but the Greet Government was anxious to hoar 

ther tho. British -Government' -had any advice to give it. 

The Prime -iinister asked whether Greece was able- to defend its new 
I 
ssosslons against any attacks which might be made upon it., 

DO 

1 jgonsisur ICalegeropuulas said that iCiustapha Kemal could/nothing in 

grade and that he was -convinced that the Greek Army could scatter 

pstapha kemal as soon as it was given the right to do so by the Allied 

B'n-s, who had the. right to give or withhold that permission. Once 
10

I

 ̂ ra-ilists had boon scattered the Greeks could maintain in Smyrna 
3 0 divisions oarmanontly, and in addition, if necessary, could send 

I * Arthur divisions. So far as the maintenance of the Greek posses

^ 3 in Smyrna and Thrace were concerned, Greece was absolutely one and 

me ...inister said that if Mansieur kalogeropoulos did' not wish ' 

' s.o, he would not press him for an answer at tie moment as he .night 
to consult 1 is ' Government before giving one, but the suggestion had 
-^do that the road to oeace. might bo- eased by making Smyrna an 
aoii;oa3 province with a Christian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 



Governor appointed by the Allies and aoparate from Athena, The 

suggestion, in fact, was to apply to Smyrna the system which had 

previously been adopted in the case of Eastern Rumella, and. which 

in this case, as in. that, would nrobably end in complete inoorpora

ticn with Greece. The defence of the province would then rest 

on local levies- and Greek troops could only bo introduced at the 

call of the Allied, and 'in tho event of a Turkish invasicn. 

Lions ieur Kalegeropoulos said that he would "have to consult 

his Government /before, giving any answer, but he would like to say 

immediately that tho situation in Smyrna had already been tiansfor

mod through the. introduction of -a Greek administration. law and 

order had been established, and the population which had previous

ly been driven away by the Turks was now returning. Everybody in 
:i- '.': ' situfeiiicn  ' - ' -

Smyrna now admitted, that the TrJ .y'.was greatly improved... If, 

however., the Greek Army were compelled to withdraw, disorders would 

probably -ensue , Further., once the Greek Army was withdrawn, it 

would bo a -very difficult thing to reintraduce it again.. Ha could 

not disguise tho fact that there were other powers, by which he 

clearly meant the Italians, who were engaged in an active propaganda 

there in favour of the Turks against the Greeks... - The majority of 

the population was Greek, but there was a largo Turkish minority 

which outside propaganda couSd work upon. The withdrawal -of the 

Greek Army, therefore, would make the autonomy of Smyrna very 

dubious. 

- $be Prime' Minister ^ said that as far as he could ascertain., the 

Kemalist demands -we to that both Smyrna -and Thrace should be re turner 

to Turkey, ... 

Monsieur ;Kg, 1oaeioyoul& replied ' that :suc:h. a.thing would bo 

absolutely impossible. The Greeks would' never agree to that so 

leng as they could resist it. 

. The Prime Minister said that he was glad to hear this and thatL 

he relied upon tho spirit of the Greek people -not to surrender 

legitimate r-ights. At the same time.,it- would, help the British 

Government if the Greek Government could find.: some way of making if 



concession about Smyrna^ Jiom the.point of view of Greece, it 

culd bo a groat pity if the Conference broke down because the -Q racks 

mro unieascnably unyielding- If. tho Conference is to break down, 

t './ould be far better it should do so by tmr-oaeenablenoos on the 

arks, for in that case, if Greece had boon wxllxug to agree to a 

reasonable corcrremise, they would bare the Allies on their side, 

Tho Prime iiinxstur then explained to monsieur Kal-jgeioooul; s 

the proposed procedure and said that, the Conference would. probus ,y. 

oar the Turks first, but would then communicate- to- i.ionsieur. Xal-.

go ropoulos" what - the Turkish proposals for., the- modification of the 

leaty woio', and"' the Conference would, then -hear Munriour Ealogero-- 

oulos himself. :- ' - -,- - .'- . 

, Thiteha.il Gardens, S,\7. " ' 
18th, February 19 21. . . . . , 
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Hotel Criilon, 
Place do la Concorde, 

OU J if X ; :.ki i'X "ii * Paris. 

28th January, 1981, 

Dear Lord Cursson, 

I think I ought to tell you of a conversation which 

the Jbriae Minister had with Count Sforsa yesterday in my 

presence.. Count yforsa opened by referring to the suggestion 

he had made on tho previous day th&t the Tureo-Greek Conference 

with-the Allies should be held in London, He said that in 

making the suggestion he had felt that- London would be more 

acceptable to ail parties, that they would got iaoi*e fair play 

there and, more especially, he attached importance to Mr.Lloyd 

Seorgre himself presiding. He then went en to say that he had 

himself hold a diplomatic post feany years ago-in Constantinopie 

and had made many friends and aetruaintaaees there, and. that "for 

that reason he had-kept open possible means of communication 

with some of the influential Turks* He then referred more 

particularly to Jalaat, who. is. at present in Berlin, and who, 

he says, possesses great influence with '-'Ustupha Kc&al. He 

said he uished to consult the Priiae . inis-ster as to whether it 

would bo worth-while for bin to give Talaat a hint that the 

1. 



London Conference would offer Mustache SCeiaal the last opport
uaity to reach a settle&ent that for this reason it was 
essential he should send a thoroughly-good representative 
ana not adopt an intransigent attitude. £alaat hli&eelf, of 
course, could not possibly go to voodo&v hut he could uadoubted
ly exercise a favourable Influence on ifttstapha Keiaal. After a 
short conversation, the "rime Minister said that it would be 
desirable for Count Sforsa to take this action, and Count Sforsa 
concluded by stating that he would send a -special emissary to 
Berlin to get in touch with Talaat* 

. She remainder of the conversation was devoted mainly to 
Separations and I do not think it,is worth while for me to 
recall what 1 can remember of the conversation beyond stating 
that Count sforaa expressed himself very much of our point of, 
view. Further  he certainly gave me the.impression, that he s

intended to stato^ his views in the afternoon much mere definite
-ly than he actually did. 1. gathered that his intention was 
to say that he certainly understood Boulogne to be a definite 
agreement, but an agreement as to tho ssasimura which we wore 

* 

to ask from Germany. 
At the end of tho conversation, the Prirse Minister asked 

' - AS'



Count Sforssa as to Signor G3dLltfci*s position, and he 
said that he thought Signor Glolitti had weathered 
his difficulties. He added that,in his opinion, 

/ some few years hence the Italian method of dealing with 
their labour and industrial conditions would be found 
to set. the example to the world as the proper means 
of settling such disputes? 

Yours sincerely, 

, /I f m pi : 

Hon* -
The Earl Ours on ol ICedleston, 3C*G* 

Hotel Hits, 
Place Vendo^ae, 

Paris * 
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8 9 ggg& DffKFSBIOira f P ,ITALY, f. 

By Sir Maurice Hankey.r

I have jpuet returned from a short holiday in the Seuth of Italy, 
sole 

The/ $&jeot ef my visit was to ohtain sunshine and an uninterrupted 
rest * it would be presumptuous to endeavour en so slenoer a basis 
to attempt any exhaustive repsrt on the conditions of the country. 
Nevertheless I did have rather exceptional opportunities to pick 

c 
up certain scraps of information which might be of interest, and 

these are set forth belowo 
i

2. owin to the uncertainty as to the duration of the Paris 
for my journey 

Conference. I was unable to seoure sleeping accommodation/in 
advance, count 3forza howevei came to my aid and gave me a 
o&mpartment in his personal car. He was an admirable hoŝ t- and 
I had much interesting conversation with him (and his staff) in 
the train, ana again in Roa^e when homeward, bound. In Rome also 
I had an hour's conversation with signor Giolitti while lir. 
Mattel! his physician and most intimate friend, was my constant . 
oempanion during my short stay in Rome. The information derived 
from these sources was supplemented and explained by numerous 
conversations with sir George Buchanan, who entertained me at 
the vmbassy and with members of the Embassy staff. 

Perhaps the most convenient method of setting forth the 
points of interest I picked up will be to pivot them round the 
principal individuals whexa I encountered. 

Signor Gjolitti. 
Travelling about in Italy, and gossiping with all kinds 

cf people I gathered the impression that, whatever views may be 
held of si nor Giolitti's attitude towards the war, he is 
generally regarded as the right man anc the only man to deal with 
the present political situation. 

It is customary in Italy for the Priixe itlnister of Italy 
to oooupy the post of Minister *f the Interior. All accounts agree 



that signor Orlando and Si .;nor ITitti had. allowed the internal 
situation to degenerate to an incredible degree-, ^"hen Si ;;nor 
Giolitti came into Office, therefore, he was faced with a 
political situation of the utmost gravity. disorder.was 
rife in all parts of the country. Factories were being 
seized by the workers; strikes were incessant; a general 
strike on - the railways had only been averted by disastrous 
concessions; there was much incipient Bolshevism, and 
insurrection was in the air. 

Signor Giolitti appears to possess many of the qualities 
required for dealing with this situation. He has unrivalled 
political experience ano sagacity, he is not easily rattled; 
he has a sound physical constitution baseo on an extraordinarily 
simple and regular habit of life; his great age (nearly 80) 

tends to dispel any idea of personal ambition. 

- "hen our Prime Minister met signor Giolitti at Lucerne 
he was impressed by the ruoh greater interest he displayed 
in home than in foreign politics. This perhaps is the key 
to his handling the situation.. He has devoted his energies 
almost wholly to the internal situation. 

At my interview I began by saying that, if ILv. Lloyd 
George had been present, I knew he would have hastened to 
congratulate signor $iolitti on the successful issue of the
prolon.;ec. parliamentary crisis on the question of the price 
of bread. I assured him also that his success woulo be a 
source of satisfaction to the pr"i;..c minister. I then said that 
my only message to hirn from Mr. Lloyd George was a coraial 
invitation to attend the forthcoming Conference in London. 

This at once launched Signor Giolitti on a most 
intere ting dissertation on his Parliamentary situation. He 
would be glad enough to come to London if circumstances 



permittee, but for the moment the parliamentary situation required 

his presence. 

First ana fore-most was the question of the bread subsidy. 

The Government had determined to reduce it * Thf socialists 

had opposed the reduction and had put up an unparalleled 

parliamentary obstruction. The Italian parliamentary procedure 

provides no closure. The Bolshevist element wanted to 

remove the subsidy altogether, as this wbuld provoke revolu

tion. "And how will yod. reduce the price of bread after the 

revolution?" was Giolitti's retort, pvfentually some eort 

of a deal was done. Apparently there are to be two kinds 
bread 

of bread - a coarse / partly subsidised and a finer bread for 

those who can pay, Some people in Romte. Say that the 

workin , classes vrho are in receipt of very high wages will 

buy the higher priced bread. However this may be Signor 

Giolitti was highly satisfied with the deal,, which, he 

said would result in talcing five iftilliardfet Of lira, off the 

budget. 

The next question to which he referred was that of 

the factory legi Elation. It will be recalled that after the 

seizure of factories last Autumn signor Giolitti forjied 

a com?.i 3sion conposed of representatives of Ci^ployers and 

employed to graft a Bill providing for thS Association of 

representatives of the workers in the control of industry. 

ITo agreement was reached and eventually the Government under

took to introduce a Pill. This is bow reaay ahd Signor Giolitti 

handed me the draft. Dr. liattoli told me that Signor 

Giolitti has drafted almost the whole of it himself. 7 very 

morning ahd every afternoon he would complete two or three 

clauses for discussion with his expertsa 

2sText, signor Giolitti referred very briefly to an 

impending reorganisation of the Labour ministry, involving 

apparently, the participation of employers ana employed in 

soiae council, but he was talking Italian and I cannot 

remember any details. 



i 3 
At this point he began to speak with great vivacity-and 

clearness on a subject which is evidently very near his hearty 

as he kept returning to it, namely the development of the co

operative movement. It appears that the Co-operative movement 

has advanced very far in Italy, and that there already exists 

a co-operative Bank which has achieved considerable success, 

Signor Giolitti's plan is for the Government to double the 

capital of this institution ahc. to carry out an immense 

extension of its enterprise.' He considered this to be a 

most promising development. He said he already knew instances 

of extreme Socialists who had been preaching communism,-who 

had become so interested in its development that they had 

beoome very valuable members of society. Ken who had only 

worked seven hours a day were now working thirteen. He hoped 
of the 

for a great extension/Co-operative movement in agriculture 

and the brown ooal mines that were developed during the war. 

An essential part of his policy is the development of Italy1 s 

national resources in order to reduce her dependence on 

imports, ana the extension of the Co-operative movement is an 

important feature of this policy. 

Finally, he mace s. brief reference to a difficulty 

that has arisen in regard to education. It will be recalled 

that during gignor Fittl' s terv.: of office a new party called 

the Catholic Party, came into existence. This Party has 
it 

to be placated, because if/voted with the socialists, it 
could, upset trie Govern vent . Qne of its demands is that the 
State examination should be extent.ed to the Catholic schools 
in order to avoic the present neoessity for the students at 
these schools to co elsewhere for their exaainations. This 
project has recently been rejected by one of the Parliamentary 
Commissions, which d :nor Giolitti has set up on the French 
modelo This has put the Government, in a dileviaa, as they 
had promised to support the Bill, and they cannot afford-to 
' over 
throw/the Cat'1 olic party, -nr. Mattoli stated that the Govern

ment intended to force the Bill through parliament, notwith

standin;-. the action of the parliamentary Coi/ad ssion. I might 



interpolate here that in conversation with Count Sfor&a, I 

reminded, him that I had heard one Italian Statesman after 

another (gaiandra, gonnino, Orlando, 3Sfitti) state that 

nothing would induce there to introduce the system of Parlia

mentary commissions in Italy. Count sforza admitted, they 

were a great tax on ::ini stars, but said, that, provided the 

Commissions were treated frankly and given plenty of informa

ticn, they were not unreasonable. 

I was careful not to interrupt Signor Giolitti in his 

very interesting sketch of the internal situation, in fact 

I asked many questions, and told hiiu that the Prime Minister 

was particularly interested in them, and. weuld be glad to 

receive mere detailed information, which he at once under* 

took to supply.o 
r h en he had concluded I turned the conversation on to 

Foreign Policy. As at Luoerne, he was less expansive on 

this subject. 

As regards reparations, he began by saying that for 

the moment we should have to mark time, in order to sire 

time for the French hot-headB to cool down. I then remarked 

that events had developed so far that we should be obliged to 

take some, definite step forward at the forthoo:.dng Conference. 

He then said that he had no belief in a scheme which provided 

for paymentsby Germany extending ever 30 or 40 years, ve 

should reach a point when Germany"would rather fight a new 

war. than ga on payings Hence, his view was that we should, aim 

at getting as much as we could out of Germany during the 

next few years. He showed the same scepticism about obtaining 

any considerable reparation from Germany as he had displayed 

at Beulogne. This part of the conversation particularly 

interested me as he hau""shortly before seen M. Sarrere, the 

French Ambassador. 



On the subject of Greeoe and Turkey he had. but little 
to say. He considered this question even harder than that 

of. rep.-:.rations, ana added with conviction that the Kemaiist 
Delegation would have a very close " subterranean" connection 

with the official Turkish Delegation. I then emphasised the 

great importance and difficulty of the subjects to be dis* 

ous:(c" at the f orthoo:dng loi&on Conferences and said that 

v.-as why the prio;.e v;ini'iter attached a** much importance to his 

persbn'1 co-operation. v"e agkih alluaed to his parliamentary 

pre-ocoupations but eventually fell in wit? and indeed seemed 

very gratified by a personal suggestion which I ventured to 

make, that, if gr. Lloyd George considered the conference was 

reaching a stage at which hie presence woulc really be 

important he should sen', hi.." a personal telegram. In this 
4event he woulc. ask  e Italian Parliament to suspend its 

activities while he proceeded to London. Dr. rfattoli told 

me that Si -nor Giolitti takes a pride in not alloving his 

great age to interferewlth hi3 public life, but hinted that 

the journey to Paris would be much easier and less exhausting 

than to London. 

Signor Giolitti made a short allusion..,, to Russia. The 

Bolshevists had made a great effort to foiat Litvenoff on 

the Italians, and, during the negotiations the agent previously 

desi rnated, had contracted a "maladie diplomatique". On the 

final rejection of L-J-tvenoff he had suddenly recovered and was 

nov? stated to be on route. Count Sfor&a had previously told 

me that Italy does not count on getting much from the resump

tion of trade with Russia, as there is not ufteh to o&- ,ct, The 

main object of the trace agreement, as in Lngland, is to rev-eve 

the criticise: cf the socialists that the Government are prevent! 

a promising trade. Count Sforza added that Russian ;.heat 

v/ae urgently nee. ed in Italy, as it i 3 essential to the produc

tibn of maararoni. There is undoubtedly a serious shortage 

of ..:;acaroni, and every carriage driver hired for the day 

stipulates for a mid-day $acaroni for port of his pourboire*. 

Signor Giolitti said that Italian Socialists who had returned 
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ftcb ^usaia T-ere Qfepleiieiy digiliusich'^ and gave a very 

qrim aocount ?.f the' condition of that country. He was 
much less optimistic about the future of Russia, than he had 
b e e n at lucerne. 

1 then asked him wheth,e:r Bolshevism had taken root 

at all in Ttaly. H e scouted the idea,. Out of 156 socialists 
in the Chamber./ only IV professed Cosanunist principles, and 
they only did so in order to make & splash. In the Faples 
region I saw no si gns of "Bolshevism^ am. the alleged Bolshevist 

movement at Castellaaere w  s greatly exaggerated. In Rome however 
 saw the words *74va£enin" scrawled cn the walls; 

One very interesting development vhich I just touched 

on vvith Signer. Giolitti but pursued with Dr. : lattcli, is the 
"pasoistl". These are unions of ex-service officers and merit, 

who are constantly attacking the Socialists and have inspired 

them with something approaching terror., In fact, the 
the protection of 

SooiaJists have had to avail themselves of/a new Polios Force, 
which signer Giolitti had forced through parliament in the 

teeth of their violent Opposition I 

:l.'iw?rds the end of the conversation Dr. hat toll intro
dueed the subject of Americans ship-building programme. 
Signer-Giclitti said It was- directed entirely against Japan. 
yhat America feared, he said, was that Japan would secure a 

foot-hold in Mexico, and organise Mexican man-power against 

her. To me this is a novel, and I think an" Improbable, 

theory-. 

In saying Good-bye signer Giolitti sent most affection
ate messages to';h"r* Lloyd George, for whom, -I a:, convinced 
he has the sino**est admiration and a genuine liking. In' 
fact, I oan only attlbute to this his granting me a whole 
hour in the middle of a Parliamentary orisis, and the 
extraordinary hospitality shown to me - * motorcars-, boxes 
at the opera, bouquets to:my wife. on. arrival and departure, 
etc. ,.. etc. 



Signer Giflitti left on me the impression of a man whp 

has already surmounted prodigious difficulties and is gradually 

winning througho Serene and confident in his new experiments 

in social legislation he shows no trace whatsoever of the 

strain to whioh he has been subjecte&v possibly, however, 

he is feeling the -strain more than he shows. Count Sforza 
an account ef an 

gave me/amusing/lneldent at the Cabinet, when Signor Giolitti 

gave a young Mini ster such a "dressing down" that he intended 

to resign. At the end of the meeting however Giolitti 

eompletely won him aver by saying that. he himself was really 

too young to restrain his feelings kt times. 

Count Sforaa 

^CerUst sfcrza is so well known that I will omiy mention 

one or two facts about him that may not be widely known 

His training was entirely in the Diplomatic Service and 

it is only recently that he entered Poli&ioal life. He has 

gained immense prestige as the result of his successful handling 
the 

of/lFiume situation. Por this he has received the ooveted 

Order of Knighthood of the Annunziata whioh makes him 

automatically a w0ousi.n"of the Kin^ of Italy, and, as he told 

me himself entitles him for the remainder of his life to a 

special car on the Italian state Railways. This has excited 

some jealousy, and his predecessor, M. Tittoni, 1B stated to 

feel it very strongly. Count Sforza is a poor man, but 

nevertheless married a poor wife, a marriage of affection. 

The Countess is *f Belgian birth, a quiet unaffected lady 

with a perfect knowledge of English and universally popular.. 

Count Bforza is a man of great physical energye I have 
myself met him swimming in a cold sea at Boulogne. During the 
journey to Rome he never missed an opportunity to leave the 

train and restlessly to stride up and down the platform. I 

formed the impression that the direction of Italy*s foreign 
pelicy is almost entirely in his hands, particularly since 

recent 
his success at the/feapaJLlc- -Conference. He does not conceal 

that he has deliberately kept open the possibility of commu

nication with some of the young Turks (notably Talaat) whom 
- B 



he used to know in former days at Constantinople. He professes 

to bear n& hostility towards the Greeks, and to hare no 

territorial ambitions for Italy in Asia Minor, lie round.lv 

condemned to me Scnnino's policy at St. Jean &2Maunenie. 

partly from count Sforza, but mere perhaps from other wall

infer ...e.d souf ces* I gathered that his real aim is to avoid 

any territorial acquisition by Greece or any other Power in 

Turkey.. He would favour spheres of influence, and is parti eu

larly anxious lest the Straits should fail into the hands of 

Greece or any western power, as Italy attaches special 

importance to freedom of o^mmnication with the Black Sea. 

Signer gecehi, the "illnister of Marine, has recently impressed 

on the naval attache.the Importance Italy attaches ..$0 Asia 

Minor as a field fcr emigration owing to the closing of the 

United states, and the present unsuitabiiity of the Argentine 

(whence Italian emigrants are returning) and Brazil. Count 

Sforza1 did not expand much on this themej on which I tried 

to sounu him. 

On less immediately I tali an questions i have no doubt that 

Count sforza+s policy is to try and harmonize the British 

and drench point of view, without being definitely, pro-

British, our standpoint usually appeals to him, but he will 

not take a line whieh would annoy the Prench. 

Sign or Fitti-.. 

I did not see Signor Hitti and I heard no thin : to. his 

credit. He is universally condemned for the weakness of his 

home policy, iishlch is considered to have landed his country 

in great difficulties.- His' lack of legislative output is 

contrasted adversely with the comprehensive policy of 

Gielitti. There is a good deal of malignant gossip to; the 

effect th t he abused his position and "feathered, his nest" 

and that on his downfall, he left immediately for Switzerland 

http://round.lv


and made large investments o Giolitti's en tour a ,e state 

that yitti is/worldn.o hare, underground to undermine the present 

Government. "Dr.. "Mattel! was very insistent that reoent 

attacks on Great Britain and Prance in Italian newspapers 

(whioh had entirely escaped my notice) were in reality 

intended to weaken Giolitti, and were, inspired "by llttl's 

rich friends.. Giolitti had sent for the editors and told 

them they... were, doing . an ill service to Italy.' -This-' would not 

be of much avail,. because the papersin question were in 

financial straits, - whioh enable. yittiVs friends to put 

pressure on them.- Giolitti had no means to oombat this. The 

total sum- at Giolittis-command for secret service-, propaganda 

etc.., was 80,0.00 lira a month. - He had no private means. 

The cost of a-, sin-Tie n 3"- spaper would he 250,000 lira a month; 

Giolitti had no. press.. On. the other hand I was told-at. the 

Embassy that "il te po", one of t  e offending newspapers was 

run in Giolitti*s interest by, I think, the Banco Commerciale. 

Personally I did. not. observe, any marked anti-British 

current in the Italian press, but I only read spasmodically. 

Even the..Irish neve was temperate, neither was I conscious of 

any anti-British feeling. On the contrary, I had a distinct 

impression that the -Italians preferred us.to the swarms of 

Americans by whom southern Italy is at present over-run. In 

this connection "r. Kattoli told me that rr . Schwab , the 

American millionaire had,, on the previous day made a similar 

remark to him. He ha.d replied that the reason was that, while 

rngiand was saying nothing about Italy's debt to her,: the 

Americans were always making themselves unpleasant about it. 

I would renrrk here that there is a- general impression in 

Italy that. England would /remit Italy, her debt, if America 

would remit our debt, which undoubtedly tells against Americans 

popularity. I encountered h a r d y any Germans, but in Pome 

I was told that German influences are again appearing, and 



the naval attache had learned on the day before my arrival 
in Rome from two gooc sources that a great Italian steel group 

had been bought up "by persons, behind whom was Hugo gtinnes. 

Italy undoubtedly needs capital and will obtain it where 

she can. Italian capital is very nervous at recent labour 

developments anc. is thoroughly scared by the high taxation and 

the extraordinarily difficult financial and economic situa

tion. gignor Giolitti and the faithful Dr. katteli were 

the only optimists I met or heard of. 

Curiously enough the appearance of the people does not 

give an impression of economic distress. The wages of the 

working classes are good, and, with more than 20 years 

experience of Itaay? I obtained an impression of there being 

less destitution than on former visits. On the whole there 

seemed to be fewer beggars. The principal grievance among the 

lower classes seemed to be the shortage of maca.roni which 

is rationed. I am told, however, that the middle-classes are 

suffering severely from the high-prioes. Bread is very coarse 

and good food is very difficult to obtain as every hotel keeper 

is at pains to explain. It is stated that the workmen will 

not work. The only evidence I saw of this was that the fisher

men oonfine their operations almost entirely to the ooast, 

instead of undertaking deep sea fishing as formerly. 

The housing problem is most acute and I saw no building 

going on. Dr. attoli said that the Government vould not 

taokle it until the price of building material fell. At 

present they are only drawing up plans, and in some cases 

purchasing sites. Houses and flats are almost unobtainable. 

One result i3 that the hotels are crowded with permanent 

residents anc. it is extremely difficult to obtain accommoda

tion in Rome, yven the ?garquis Imperiali has been unable 

to obtain a flat. 

The servant problem is more acute than it was in "England 

at its worst. 



The railways anc the roads round the big towns are 

inctedibly bad. There are a few really good trunk route trains 

de luxe, but the ordinary train service is wretched, badly 

administered and over-staff ed. I actually saw a short gooes 
train of tvelve truoks being hauled by three engines. The 

reason for this excessive power was that some of the wheels 

of the trucks did not revolve, but slid along the rails like 
" "train 

a broken toy /striking sparks and smoking as they went. £To

one seemed to worry, AS l-"r'* 7-T.G. yells, whom I met, remarked 

to me, you could almost see the decay of civilisation on 

the railway. 

gi nor Giolitti however is making a gallant effort to 

deal with Italy's economic difficulties, by increasing taxa
by 

tion,/cutting down expenditure in every direction, and by 

increasing production. To one who has listened to his 

earnest and confident exposition of his policy could fail 

to wish Italy a happy issue from her difficulties. 
(Sgd.) M.P.A. HAMKSY. 

th February, 1921. 
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RECORD 03? THE PROCEEDINGS 02? A MEETING HELD AT 10, DOWNING 
STREET, ON SATURDAY, 12th MARCH, 1921. 

The Et. Hon. D. Lloyd George, O.M. , 
The St. Hon. A. Bonar Law, M.P. 
The Rt. Hon. i.S. Montagu, I.P. 

His Highness the Aga Khan 
Mr, -13 .M-.H . 3" .M. Chotani 
Dr. M.A. Ansari. 
Mr. Hasan Imam. 
Shaikh M.H. Kidwai, 

MR, HABM^ niAll. My friends have asked me- to be their spokesman 
on this occasion. But before I present our cabe, I wiiih to 

esqpresB, on "behalf of my colleagues and rayaeli', our thanks for 
giving us this opportunity of placing the views of the people 
of India on the matter about which there is ahsolute unanimity 
of views among the various sections of the Indian people. Mot 
only do the Munsalmans of India' feel intensely on this question 
of the Turkish Settlement but the same views are held by their 
non-Muslim brethren. The moderate, the extremist, the Hindu, 
the Sikh, the larsi and the Christian are all united in the 
demand that the settlement in the Hear East will he made on 
principles of justice and in full accordance with the pledges ' 
given to the prople of India by responsible Ministers of the 
British Empire as well as those of the Allied and Associated 
Powers. 

Our chief concern is the Khilaf&t. The Khalifa, should be 
in a position to defend and safeguard the honour of Islam. 
We feel that complete independence of the Sultan-Khalifa with 



full sovereign righto of the Turkish people over Turkish 
Turkey together with complete financial^ economic, military 
and naval freedom, are absolutely essential for the main
tenance of the institution of the £hilafat. Indians who 
are themselves striving for s^ara^f. are not opposed to 
national autonomy in the non-Turkish portions of the 
Ottoman Empire but they insist that the religious suzerainty 
of the Sultan-Khalifa should be maintained * Mussulmans also 
feel that there should be no ncn-Muslirs control of any kind 
ever the Arabic-speaking portions of the Ottoman a.-pi -e 
whXokx comprise the sacred lands and the holy places of Islam. 

. X propose to lay before - you our case in two parts; 
one regarding Turkish Turkey and the other regarding the 
Arabic-speaking parts of Turkey. Mow, Sir, 1 begin with 
the Treaty of Sevres. The Treaty, of Sevres is regarded by 

Indians generally and by Kahommedstns in particular as 
cruellv hard and unjust. I advisedly use the -word * unjust *, 
though it is a wor& which 1 would much rather not use, 
because it is a statement of the fact, in regard to the 
impression and the views of the people -of India, It is 
regarded as enslaving a people who have been not without 
honour in the past and.whose.excellent qualities certainly 
can be appreciated upon acquaintance with them.. The terri
torial, military, naval, and the financial clauses arc 
widely known in India. It may be. that, every individual 
Indian does not know the details of. those clauses -

MR.. HQHTACfll. Forgive me interrupting hut 1 know you are 
anxious not to take up too much time-. Supposing you tell 
us what you object to in the territorial, mi I its. rev, noval 
$nd financial clauses * If you let the Prim& Minister 
know your case, you can develop the details afterwards. 

gJCPOS KIK13TBIU I have no doubt that Bekir Sattsi Bey 
would not mind boing kept waiting if he knew the reason. 

O 



"but' you can hardly explain it to Mra. 

IfK .BA3AH IMAM. As regards these clauses,-what India) 
wants is the fulfilment of a pledge. Before -1 pass to 
the territorial clauses 1 wish to express on behalf of 
the people ef India that the pledge that was given to 
us in January 1918 by you,- Sir, should be, in its 
integrity, fulfilled to us, and in this connection I 
want to make one further submission, that we the Indian 
Hahemraedans who are here to-day representing India 
generally, as well as the Indian Mshommadans, are not 
here as suppliants for favour * we are -here before you 
as persons who have had a share in the achievement of 
victory. 

FHXjg.-̂ IffijIiâ l̂aL Yea, that is so, and a very large 
achievement. As far as numbers are concerned the prepon
derant share. 

BH.  E&BAH^ IMAM. If it is not impertinent to make such a u

claim as this, we are eo-victors with you, and we are 
sharers to the fullest degree in the credit that victory 
brings to the victors. Therefore I am not here on behalf 
Of the people of Turkey, I ma here on behalf of the people 
of Isdda to demand that which was promised to us, to 
demand the fulfilment of that assurance upon the basis of 
which we gave you our men, we gave you our money, and. what 
Is more, not money and men alone, but we gave, your our 
blessing. That, is hew we look at it. &ow I wish to 
show to you that the Treaty of Sevres does not fUlffil 
the pledge. The territorial clauses affect partieu
lariy Thrace; therefore I shall tales Thrace first. 

PRBISt Mli-II --̂QSH,.,, Bo you put fhrac-e first and principally? 



3%EU XMMl. So far as tha Turk in hi a homeland is 

concerned -1 take Thrace first. In January 1918, the 

assurance given to us was on the basis -

PBIMB ItlSHSTER. I know the Quotation and thou?-h I wish 

to hear all you have to say, it will save time if you do 

not repeat it. 

I:0d. HASAIf XMMT.. How Thrace is predominantly Turkish in i

population and Thrace is a necessity for Gonat antinop 1 ei 
Xf Thrace is given away Constantino pie will stand ri^ht 
on the frontier'from where another country begins, Xf 
Thrace is made over to another country the unwisdom of 
having a capital right on the frontier of a kingdom is 
ma nix eat. Thin between the Turks sand thii Greeks there is 
no love lost. The fact has got to he acknowledged; 
traditionally they have bean bad friends and Constantinople 
will stand exposed to attack from the Greeks,. The 
retention of Constantinople for the Sultan, may fulfil 
the sentiment that we, the Mahemme&ans, hs?..ve, hut what 
is given to the Sultan is a&ain taken away from him. 1 
submit he has got to have supreme temporal authority, 
unrestrained by outside control; according to the terms 
of the Treaty of Sevres he cannot have that. The daily 
provisions for the city of Constantinople come from 
Thrace. The population-is Mahommedan and the necessity 
rfor Turkey to have Thrace is so great that if you take 
Thrace away from Turkey and make it over to the Greeks, 
the Indian Mohozamedans will feel that Constantinople (of 
course the Tusks will fool it much more than any one else),' 
"but the Indian Mahommed&ns will feel, and India generally 

will feel, that Constantinople has boon given to the 

Turks only-" for the satisfaction / 
* 4 h 



or a sentiment but left, and cruelly left, to the mercy of the 
Greeks * I nay tell you, Sir, that I do not wish - to be very 
emphatic in sty words, but 1 want you to belieye me that we are 
very emphatic in feeling on this Question, that Constantinople 
if left to the Sultan without Thrace will practically not have 

1been left to the Turks at all.
^ i r ^ M X H j ^ B R . Bekir £ami Bey preferred being in Angora to 
being in Constantinople wider those conditions; that is why
it is doubtful about the wisdom of Constantinople being retained 
by the Turks, I do not think it worth.Turkey*a while. It 
is a very mixed population. It may be Turkish but not predom
inantly Turkish. It Is predominantly non-Turkish in population 
I do not say it is Greek but it is non-Turkish. There are 
Armenians, there are Greeks* It is a very cosmopolitan popula
tion. You cannot say it Is Turkish in the s&nee that Paris is 
French or Berlin is German or London, In - spite of the fact that 
it is very cosmopolitan, Is Kngllsfc. 
H.H.THE AOA KBAff. It is the capital -Of Islam, 
PRIES MINISTER, well, the capital of Islam is where the 
Ehilafat is* It was Brouseaj it was Koalas I am not certain 
it was not Angora. It is where the Khll&fat happens to be and 
Bekir Sami Bey is by no mesas certain that he wants Constanti
nople for the -Ifoung Turks * fhey prefer to be in the centre of 
their own people and for that reason X have not been In favour 
of retaining Constantinople for- the Turks because I thought it 
[weakened them and did not strengthen them. The difficulty, 
p.f I :may say so, is this. The population just outside Constan-
Mnople is predominantly Greek * It is true when you get further 



up towards Adrianople it is fairly equal, but Eastern Thrace is 
predominantly Greek. If there is a Mahommedan majority, it is 
rather in Western Thrace, about which there is very little dls
pute. It is one of those "baffling problems that completely down 
break /every form of argument that you ever advance. 
MR. 1IASAM IMAM. From, the figures that X have received through 
the favour of some friends the total population of Thrace is 
1,155.^000, of which the Greek population is only 300,000* In 
any carte the view of the Indian Mahommedan is this, that we never 
believed that Constantinople and Thrace would be taken away from 
the Turks. To us Constantinople means a great deal because! our 
sentiments are there. For 500 years we have been there. le 
have looked towards Constantinople. After we have finished our 
prayer towards the Viest, towards Mecca, && we do in the East, we 
have to think of Constantinople as the centre from which the 
influences of Islam are to radiate because that is the temporal 
capital of Islam, and' we do not want to lose it* 

I would submit this, that whatever arrangement 
the Powers may make in regard to Thrace, 1 think 1 may say that 
the MahO-iamedan view all over the world, and certainly in India, 
the llahommedan view and the Indian view, but the Mohammedan in 
particular, is that we can never reconcile ourselves to the idea 
of Thrace being made over to the Greeks and if 1 may be permitted 
to say so, if our own Government, the British Government, says, 
we will leave you to do whatever you like with the Greeks 5 
settle your own differences with thera, I can give you this asaur
ance that every man in India will contribute whatever he possesses 
towards securing to the Turks a place in Thrace that will never 
be lost to them through any aggression on the part of the Greeks. 



PRH4EJ£lHI'-'T'-h. Does that iaean that if wo settle about Thrace 
you will not regard the Treaty of Sevres as being a satisfactory, 
or just one? 
II. H. THK A OA mmi' With Thraee Greek, certainly not.. 
r.hrr-XM;--i': And your second point is - I would - rather, 
subject td whatever th? Secretary of state for India has; to say, 

on 

I would rather Mr. Imam had gone on/the line he had started and 
developed the financial, military and naval clauses. 1 can 
understand the sentiment about Thrace and Smyrna, but it would 
be very helpful to me if Mr. Imam would give me a summary of the 
objections to the financial, military and naval clauses. Those 
are rather the things that we can^lter;. the others are much more 
difieult, but it would bo very helpful to me to go to the Confer
ence this morning with a knowledge of the objections which are 
entertained to the financial, military and naval clauses as Inter
fering with the independence and dignity of the Ehilafat. 
irSi,  lhh/APiiXhiApi.i If I may be permitted to' say so you, Sir, have mi

put the subject very happily in words In which I could not have 
expressed the idea * the dignity'. 
PRIhK11.v:TrjI: jf&R. I can sec that Is a very essential point and 
I should like to know what the real objections are. That would 
be very helpful / 



ito nie when 1 f?et-into oonferenoe with my colleagues of t he great 

lAXliea Powers. I would like to know the points of objection at 

I the present moment, de will hare -further talks on the subject but 

I now I should like to know these points, 

life. HASAH IMAM. Article 232 reads :-

J

"She budget shall be submitted first to the 

 Financial Commission ana shall be presented to 

Parliament in the form to be approved by that 

G oroffiissl on. Ho modification introduced by Par

liament shall bo operative without the approval 

of the Financial Commission." 

what is the use of presentation before Parliament at all ? 

is it strikes me the presentation of the budget to Parliament would 

really mean a formal passing of the budget through Parliament. 

PRIMS MIHISTKR. I agree so muoh with you that I wish It were possible 

for the forks to put their case about this. They have never really 

put it to us. It is true We are meeting them, but they never present 

their case on this subject. 

SHAIKH T^.ff.KII)vUi. If I may respectfully say so, if any modification 

does take place in reducing the severity of the conditions, that 

will not meet the cose. It must be independence real and true. 

H.K,Thg AGA^KHAg. Financially as a debtor nation she may allow 

creditors to have certain things like Brazil and Portugal. 

ffRI-lS MI i n ST J1S. Uurkey has never said anything-in this way. I do 

not know what they want though they have been hers some time. 3?hat 

is why I want the Turks to present their case. 

MHAI1G1 M.H.ZIJ3W&I. Islaipgis one and indivisible, and any question 

affecting its status can be disoussed equally by Indian, Turk or 

any other Muslim people. 

PRIME MINIST.&S. Its voice is not; its tongue here is Turkish. 

The Turk can wield his sword but he is not effective with his 

tongue; he is perfectly hopeless. I wish this case could be put 

and I wish Bekir Sami Bey would tell us exactly what it is he 



wants In regard to this. He pill Una much more sympathy about 

it than he will about the other. Shore are great difficulties' 

in regard to the others for clivers Reasons. The Greeks have 

occupied those territories; they are there and it is very 

difficult, to get troops out of a place if they do not want to go. 

H.K,*THE A G A  KHAIf ... If the great lowers will leave us alone, wem

will raise the troops very easily. 

PHIMID MIfllSTSR. If you could localise the conflict and let the 

Turks and tho Greeks fight it out it w.ould not matter so much. 

The real danger is that Islam will bach one party and the 

Christians will back the other and that would be fatal for the 
peace of the world. If it aas fought out there I would not mind; 

the Turk can fight well if he cannot talk and 1 would rather 

leave it to them to fight It out. 

E.H.THB AChi KBAB, And you will not lot us go in ? 

PB 1MB MlMIST 253* It would be fatal. 

MR. Jl&SfK IMAjSf. Bave it neutralised then together with Western 

Thrace. But to allow the Creak to be there is asking for fight-

Ing and keeping Islam in a permanent state of unrest. I can Bee 

no peace. If you take away Thrace and Constantinople it looks 

as though your policy is to check Islam and the people will 

think that is the policy. If you neutralise it, then there 

will be no danger to Constantinople. Lot every man who lives 

there, Sreefc, Jew, Christian or Mahommedan have an equal vote 

and let there he a Muslim Governor elected by the League of 

Mat Ions, 

MR. BOB AS I A. . The experience of the League of HatIons has nop \ 

been happy. 

MR. HASAH IMAM. But the experience of Creek over Turk has been h 
- - . \ 

disastrous. "\ 

SHAIKH M.H.£IP£AI. If Thrace is given to Greece it will mean 

extinction of Muslim rule in Europe and we in India will think 

that the old policy of turning out Islam "bag and baggage" is 



"b e i ng exe eu t ed. 

gEXMB i ^ ^ S T ^ . There are ITahommedans in Serbia and in 
Bulgaria, iu Bosnia and -Herzegovinia. Islam has power
ful representa tion throughout the Balkans although you
have not got Turkish, rule-. 

H.3I. TB£1 AGA KHAB. Bosnia, as long as she was under 
Austria, was under a great £ewer; it was like being under 
British rule. How they have the. preter.ce of beinn a 
great Power; they are different. 

P3̂ .ffB, Bt^flBWjl-. The Bulgarians treat there well inside 
Bulgaria. 
fh,*,H. THIS AGA KHAU. They never give them anything. They 
have no rights. They cannot become officers or enter the 
Civil Service; they are only there on sufferance- and the 
result is that 300,000 have gone to Turkey out of a popu
lation of 800,000* 

J8B*. BOMAB... I.A.W.. In time you will have the Hasolans coming r

to Constantinople neutralising any Greek influence. 
PftXfjf& Will you do this for me. Sill you give 

me a paper on Article 232. First of all your "criticism 
on it; then your suggestions for its amendment. 

-

I will put to you the difficulties which are 
presented to me whenever 1 ur,?*e this ease with which I 
have great $$empathy. It is said that the Turks borrowed 
a good deal of money upon certain Undertakings with 
regard to customs and the management of their finance- 
nothing to do with the war, but prior te the outbreak of 
war i" upon the strength of that the trench presented 
them with money. It is chiefly French since they found. 
70$ and the 30$ was found by the British, Therefore 
they say you must have a certain control of finance 
because it it part of a bargain. 

http://preter.ce


MR. 'EfoSAil.: mi&.. It is a mortggge. 

PRIMS MINISTER, It is a mortgage with trustees ami conditions, 

personally I am in favour of foregoing everything about repsra

tions and claims during the war. It is no use and will only 

be a constant source of worry. so long as it is simply 

conditions which existed before the war, it was a bargain 

between the Turics and the bond-holder, and I do not see that 

the Turk has a right to complain. Brazil has accepted that 

and so has Greece. We prevented Greece the other day from 

issuing a cortaih number of drachmas because We were 

responsible for the bond-holders. Here therefore there is 

nothing that derogates from their independence. 8 0 long as 

it conforms to that, you will find that so far as Great 

Britain is concerned, we are quite willing to forego any sort 

of claims that have arisen out of the war and we are willing 

to let bygones be bygones , or to use our own phrase * cut the 

loss1 and Impose ho conditions in this respect upon Turkey. 

We propose to increase their naval and military forces, that 

we have already done and I think on the whole they will be 

fairly satisfied with that. Our difficulty is about 

conscription. - You see we have forbidden conscription to 

Germany and to Austria. Austria is of no account; Germany is. 

And if we forbid conscription to Germany, it is very difficult 

to extend it to turkey. The Germans will say sooner or later, 

not just yet perhaps but later on, we are not going to accept 

a condition which you would not impose on Turkey which was 

just as much your enemy in the war. They will insist on 

having conscription and Europe eould not face another great 

conscript army in Germany. Therefore we must insist on it. 

We have no conscription here so we are only imposing a 

condition which we impose on our own people here without 

exception. We are quite willing to meet the Turks but I 

really do not Know what they want about finance. 
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-11.11. THS /.C.a KJiAB.. The stajjug quo a ate bellum. 

1^431;Li£'.'!-R* I think with properr pressure you will get 

that. You (isay have a little trouble in some directions but 

I cannot imagine why they could not be worked but it has never 

boon as^ed for so far. 

MR. HASAS IMAM. Conscription may be forbidden but how can 

you safeguard the dignity of the Sultan as an independent 

sovereign when there are Commissions of officers of other 

Q;Q:unt.r.ie;s going about ana ferret ting- into what Turkey is doing 

and opening rip chances of intrigue for as many Powers as 

possible. These Commissions of Control should be removed. 

;PRIMS MliHSTHUi. You will help the Turks very much if you 

will make their case intelligible to the supreme Council. They 

have not done it up to the present, but if you concentrated on 

financial and other controls that is hhex-e you can possibly 

obtain great advantages, but we must know what is wanted and it

is no use Bekir sami Bey going back.to Angora and then returning 

here and saying we do not like this and we do not like the other. 

He must let us know what he really wants. If you.will kindly 

let me have a memorandum criticising the controls. Tho case of 

Thrace and amyrna he put fairly well because he had the wisdom 

to employ a lawyer who presented his case for him. He presented 

a very able statistical ease for both Smyrna and Thrace, but 

when you come to the others he has presented no case of any kind. 

If you could help him to present his case I should be very glad. 

I would rather' know exactly what his case is about control and 

what he wants done. 

H.i:I. THE AC A We may on behalf of the Indian Mahommedans 

present a case because our justification is that the Khilafat 

must be .strong and independent. 

Liii. BQJIAH 1A\7. . It should not be presented to the Supreme 

Council in a joint form. 

PRIMS lfI8ISTSK. It is to help the Turks present their case. 

iLR. HAS AH IMAM. We present the case to our own Government; 

to our own Prime Minister. 
PfiDIB idillSTEH- If you will kindly let me have an 



analysis of the controls; in what respects you say they 

derogate from the dignity of the Ehilafat and therefore are 

obnoxious to tha whole world of Islam; that is a thing which 

will carry very great weight coming from India and especially 

from those who have been so very loyal to the Empire in a time 

of very great difficulty and who have a right to speak because 

the victory is largely theirs; therefore I should be glad 

of your memorandum as soon as possible. I do not know when 

Bekir S3 ami Bey will return but I think he will probably leave 

his Delegation here and will return to Angora. When, he gets

there he is dealing with people who have only a general 

objection to things but have no clear idea of what they want. 

It is very fortunate that they handed over their case to Mr. 

Imam and I believe we shall get a really satisfactory- Treaty. 

LIB., HASAH IMAM- I wi 11 write the memorandum to-night 

and let you have it by Monday morning. 

(The proceedings then terminated). 
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on 
TJhursdayij)L 84th 

The Prime riinister ( Mr*. hloyd George) 
in the uh&ix*. 

Kerr. 

(Introduced by fir. A. B. Taux,- India Office). 

Mr. Hasan Imam. 

Mr. c ho t an 1 s 

Dr. an aar 1. 

Shaikh Kidwai. 

Mr. A . Ghaffar. 

*tr* MaaAfi1MAM. We have first of all to thank you for m

according to us another opportunity of making our submissions,. 

We know that time has very much pressed in the conduct of the 

high duties you have to perform. £ shall try not to take 

much of your time. The memorandum that we have submitted 

must already have reached you. 

JMILE MiaIGTEB. I have read that. 
MR. HAcAXI JMkM., And I am sure you will not require me to 

read it out. 

M.Hfliffi&E. Bo, I have read that very carefully. 

MR. EAiiili I w j . vve discussed in sorae details the important 

questions of principle in our first interview. There are 

five points on which we wish, aov to invite your particular 

attention, and I shall state them first and then make our 

submissions afterwards. 
On/ 



On behalf of the ^oharmaedaas of India, we have come 

to raske the. prayer that Constantinople maj? be evacuated and 

left free to the people of Constantinople,. namely, the Juries, 

fhe suffering there tu var.; great on account of the large 

influx of people. Our information is that we have as ?aany 

as two million people in this city of Constantinople while 

the capacity of that town is not more than eight hundred 

thousand, iRe have received authentic and reliable letters 

from there, and the suffering seems to be very great, That 

is one point, 

She second point is in regard to Thrace, 3?he first and 

the most important point that we consider in regard to Thrace 

is that that part of the country should not be given to the 

Creeks on any account. It would wake us harpy if Thraoe could 

be given to the Turks, but if that cannot be - done - we are 

not in a position to say what can be done and What cannot be 

done - b t if that cannot be done for any reason, thou we ask 

that a new State may be created in the nature of & neutral 

state with & Moslem ruler, and that Western and £astern Thrace 

may be combined and constituted into one autonomous state. In 

Western Thrace the Mohammedan population is outstandingly 

large. In Eastern ffhr&oe the Mohammedan population is predo

minantiy Turkish, and the population is predominantly Turkish 

-generally. 

. l!he third item on whioh we ui&h to make our submission 

to you Is isroyrns, for the economic prosperity of Asia Minor 

we feel that £Smyrna is an absolute..; necessity to- Turkey-

The fourth point is in regard to the Arab States, We 

have mentioned that as a separate head in the memorandum that 

m have submitted to you. The Arab statue, namely, Syria, 

Palestine,-Mesopotamia, the Hejaa, fee ask that these Arab 

states 

- a 



States may be constituted as in&ependent states and freed 

from outside control. 

The fifth point is that tho Ehallf*m suzerainty may be 

recognised over all those portions of the territories that 

recently constituted the Ottoman Empire. 

PHI I Mi Mill 1 £T KB. £Suzerainty over the Arab states as. well? 

MR. 114 a AM BsAM. I mean religious suzerainty. 

Phi;,lie MIEIMtfER. I see. 

MB. HASAJ IIAM. That is, his position as the Xhailf. 

I'KI-;dv. MISIfiTKA* Save we anything to do with this? Is it not i

a matter for the Moslems themselves to choose their own reli

gious Chief? That is a thing surely that we cannot dictate 

about. We feel that we should not interfere with the Khalifate 

because that Is a matter for the great spiritual and religious 

body to which you belong to choose for itself. England has 

never interfered in these matters. We would no sooner 

Interfere with the ehoioe of the Ehalif than we would with the 

choice of a Pope for our CJatholio fellow subjects. That is 

a religious thing altogether. 

MB. HAuAU IMAM. what has caused UB a certain amount of anxiety 

is Article 139 of the Treaty. 

PRIME Mia:Ii3T.ES. You mean, the words Jurisdiction of any kind 

over the Moslems? 

MR. HAJAK IMAM." That is the point. 

HI 1MB MIIIIBTEE. Is not the spiritual sovereignty of the -Khalif 

of the same kind as the spiritual sovereignty of the Mope 

over the O&tholios? 

I4R.i HAMAE IMAM. It is something different from that. 

IKIME ;MIisMiTER. In what respect? Would you mind telling me? 



MR. HA SAB MAM. I shall tell you.- How. for certain purposes 

it is very similar - I will not say it is exactly the same 

but similar. There arc circumstances when the fiat of the 

Khalif may be required for the whole of the Moslem world. The 

words used in Article 139 are so comprehensive that they might 

be read to oust the religious jurisdiction and authority of the 

Khalifa, or ohaikh ul Islam or any authority appointed by the 

Shaikh ul Islara. It is not enough to say what meaning was in 

the mind of the draughtsman, fhe whole clause is repugnant to 

us, and according to your interpretation it is unnecessary, I 

am not very familiar with the authority of the Pope. 

PSXHE MIHISfEIi.. The authority of the Pope is very complete in 

the spiritual domain, very complete. In England a bishop,is 

only appointed with the sanction of the Pope at Home. In fact, 

I think they are all appointed by the Pope. 

MR. HASAh IfoAM. We want whatever power the sultan possesses as 

the Xhalif to remain undisturbed. Ve ask that the power the 

Sultan exercises shall not be interfered with. 

PBIME MlfflfffEK. We never interfere with the spiritual power of 

the Pope in any part of the £lag'e -Dominions. We have certainly 

got tens, if not scores, of millions of Catholics in the Kmpire, 

but we never interfere with the spiritual dominion of the Pope, 

who is of course an Italian, and it is a very powerful dominion, 

and similarly we have no desire or intention to interfere Kith 

the spiritual authority of the ilhalif. 

SB. HA SAM Xi-̂ y'.. if that Clause 139 remains, it is an interference 
with the position of the Khalif, 

PEI^^MISIffPH. fhe Turks never raised that point. l'hey do not 

seem to think that Article 139 interferes with them at all. 

MR. HASAJSi ISAM. If I may be pe rait ted to say so, the furks 

whatever their capacity to negotiate, if I may so use the expres

sion, for their own interests - whatever their capacity may be, 



I have already submitted to you that we do not represent the 
Turks, we come here as IndianMoblems, belonging to the Empire. 
ffl&KE. MIlIETBIi. 4f1*er all, the Sultan is theirs specially, and 
they never stated that article 1S9 was an interference, 
SEA1215 KIDMa.1. The lurks objected to this Article, - I mean 
even the Constantinople Turks in their observations on the 
Treaty. They clearly demanded the suppression of "this Article 
altogether, as trenching on the domain of the Ehariat* , 
iffiu EAEAM ISiAM. They also think so now. 
PEIMÊ  IflEISTEB. They have never told - as that at the Conference. 
It has not, as a matter of fact, entered into our heads that we 
were interfering' in the least with the spiritual power of the 
Khalif, 

HE. ff&d&H IMM. In that ease, it would go a long way to allay 
anxiety if that were made clear. 
fivlME HIIflSffBB. You can assure the Moslems of India that there 
is not the slightest intention to- interfere with the spiritual 
power of the'Ehalif in any part of thy world. 
EE. HA EAR K A M . The result of this clause is - I have not heard 
it from the Turks - bat the result of it seems to rae to be as 
follows : - Take for instance Tripolij it was Turkish; the 
major portion of it was taken over by the Italians, but by Treaty 
the religious suzerainty of the khalif was maintained in express, 
terms. How, by this Article, that authority goes. The way it 
touches us Mohammedans of India is this, that If the Khalif 
renounces his position as a khalif in respect of the people of 
Tripoli, he is weakening his own dominion, his religious dominion 
and if it concerned him personally, and no more, we would have 
nothing to say, but if my khalif gets weakened, I naturally feel 
anxiety. This Article seems to us to remove the Jurisdiction 
that he exercises in Tripoli, religious jurisdiction in Tripoli:, 
I have given to you only one instance - there may be other 
instances, but I give this one instance. The original Treaty 

- regarding 



regarding Tripoli I think is the Treaty of lansanne. A mere 

assurance is not enough. ,We want Article 139 expunged. 

1HIME MXWISjf&B. I will make a note of that, and when we come to 

finally settle up with the Turkish Government we will make it 

perfectly clear that we do not intend to interfere with the 

spiritual authority of the Khalif. s?e do not want any mis

understanding on so important a matter to our Moslem fellow 

subjects throughout the world. 

MB. HAdAH IMAM, As you were pleased to observe on one occasion, 

the King Kiaperor was the largest Mohammedan ruler la the world. 

Your Mohammedan population is as much as one fourth. 

PKIMSMlBl^fSB. It is our pride as an Empire that we do not 

interfere with the religious convictions of anybody. We have 

got within it a larger variety of religious faiths probably than 

any other Empire in the no rid, and it is our pride, as it was 

the pride of the Koraan Empire before, ftoey never interfered 

with the religious faith, conviction or worship of any part of 

their dominions, nor do we. 

yp. EAAAXI i AM. I can give you this assurance, Sir, that if 

the religious sentiments of the Mohammedans in the British 

Dominions are considered and to them peace of mind is given, can 

they think of living under any other Government? Why should they 

fhey would like to live under a system that supports them in the 

enjoyment of their religious feelings. Shere is just one further 

point. I do not know if you desire me to discuss - your time is 

very short - these several items separately. In connection Kith 

Constantinople, wo have also got the question of the Straits, 

PRIMk. MIBIS1EK. If xptws. you would like me, before you go, to 

tell you briefly what the view of the British Government is upon 

these subjects - unices there is something further that you would 

like to press? 

I&U KASAB IMAM. I have now stated the main points, and we pressed 

some of them home in our first interview. 



PRIES EIMETER. I will tell you exactly -our view with regard to 

all these. As to the evacuation of Constantinople - I am in 

favour of it, strongly, I am in favour of our evacuating 

Constantinople and leaving it to the Ottoman Government, 

With regard to the point about the vast crowd of refugees 

of all sorts, i deplore it. The Russians were brought there 

not by our wish; I think, it was a mistake, a great pity that 

they were brought there j they will only be a source of disturbance 

before they are done, and i think it is very unfortunate that they 

should be there at all, but what can you do with a vast continent 

like Russia where there has been a great deal of trouble and 

massacre and the people are living in terror and fleeing- anywhere 

they can get to save their lives. I put to the Turkish represen

tativee from Constantinople the question whether, if we evacuated 
protect themselves. The moment they &re in a position to 

the place, the;y v.ould be in ^position to/defend themselves in 

regard to. the City, we are prepared to go. 

With regard to the Straits, the Dardanelles, after the ex

perience we have had, must be internationalised. I do not think 

the Turkish Government will object to that. The Dardanelles 

are not only tho entrance to Constantinople, they are the 

entrance to Bulgaria, Roumania and Russia, which is a great 

source of food supply and raw material to Europe, and the fact 

that the gates were closed against us prolonged, the war by at 

least two years. The Turks told me it was all done by a few 

men, notably Bnver and Talaat and that the Turkish nation was 

not behind them, out was in favour of maintaining the old 

friendship with England. After all, we have spent a good deal 

of blood and treasure in supporting Turkey in the past against 

its assailants. These men unfortunately insisted upon rushing 

Turkey into a quarrel with their old Allies, France and England. 

These two Rowers and Italy were the three Powers who stood by 

Turkey when Russia was going to trample it out. This larty 

among the Turks had however, to our surprise, suddenly slammed 

the gates in our face. That prolonged the war by two years, 

the re 



there is no doubt about it, and we cannot take that risk again. 

The Straits, are so important- to the world outside that we must 

hare a sort of international guardianship. That does not mean 

we will occupy any considerable portion of Turkey, but we shall 

just occupy the gates. There is not very much of a population 

there at all. I do not think the Turks mind that. 

MR. KASAg. IMAM. May I say In regard to the straits, what we feel 

is that, should it ultimately be decided that the straits be 

internationalised, at least Turkey should have the fullest freedom 

to cross from one side to the other if she has got to protect 

herself against Greece. If that is not allowed, that portion of 

Turkey which includes Constant inople will he exposed to endless 

menace from the Creeks, and therefore we submit this for your 

consideration, 

PRIME MIIJlSTEka I am glad you put that point. 

With regard to Thrace, it is not a pure population of any 

kind, it is Creek, Armenian, Jewish, Bulgarian as well as Turk

ish. It is the most mixed population in Europe, and I agree that 

is an argument rather in favour of internationalising it and 

making a separate State of it than heading it over to'Greece. 

I will tell you at once why we do not do that. Intemationalisat ion 

means a garrison, and no one is ready to put a garrison there. 

We have not sufficient concern in it to keep a division of troops 

with all the cost and anxiety it involves. France has not, Italy 

has not, America certainly has not, and unless these.great powers 

put troops there to keep order you cannot internationalise it. 

Without the troops of the Croat Powers it would be like Macedonia. 

When the Bulgarians got there they killed the Creeks. When the 

Creeks got the upper hand, they killed the Bulgarians. The 

Serbians did the same. They all massacred each other for the 

love of Sod, and then they said "Ihy do not you people in Europe 

garrison the place?" It Is not worth it; we have too many other 

responsibilities in the world to go to Macedonia to prevent the 

races 



races there from continuous internecine strife, fhe real 
difficulty here is that if you internationalise it mease an 
international garrison, and no one is going to put in troops 
there, while tho effect of creating a neutral state without an 
international garrison would be that there would be such internal 
disorder that soon there would be no population there, either 
(£reek, fi'urk, Mohammedan or Christian of any. sort or kind, and 
in a few years the country- would be a wilderness, y.ou $ast put 
some Power there. Wo went into the statistics, and the only 
conclusion we came to was that on the whole there was a Creek 
majority. We set up a quite impartial Commission, They went into 
the matter, and had the Turkish figures before them and also 
impartial American figures before them, and the conclusion they 
oarae to was that there was a majority, not a very decided one I 
believe, but that there were more Creeks than any one else. 

K A S & B . B-.AM, The Greek population consists of a large 
number of Kob ammo dans, 

IB 1MBJMIBISTiiiB. Greek Mohammedans, out they are Creeks. 

IB. KAiaAft IhAM. They do not want any Government apart from the 

Bultan'e Gove rnme at, 

PKIhlSi MIlil^iTEB. I am not in a position to argue out the question 

of statistics because everybody produces a different set of 

statistics, I am only pointing out that -what we did was to 

submit tho statistical question to an impartial Commission who 

reported in favour of tho Greeks. if there had bee a a definite 

Mohammedan Turkish majority there, we should have left it in 

the hands of the Mohammedan Turks. What we wanted was someone 

who would look after the people. The Turk, unfortunately, has 

not in recent years managed things well in Europe. Mis record 

in governing other races is not very favourable. la reseat 

years he has not had a succession ox very good rulers - I suppose. 

Abdul Hamid was the at rouge st/haler they had on the whole - but 

unfortunately there has been frequent trouble these and it was 

that 



that trouble that precipitated war in Europe, The great European 

War really had its cradle In the Balkans. That is where it 

started, and we thought we must" have and end to this sort of 

thing. The Turks, somehow or other, have not been able to keep 

the peace; let us see, whether the Greek will do it better. I 

am not certain that he will, but let him have a chance. 

EE. HAM4Jri IMAM. We do not admit your remarks about Turkish 

incapacity. We feel that the Greeks will exterminate the Mussul

mans and their institutions. Is it not possible to have'at least 

an autonomous State there? The people of the place, whatever they 

are, can determine what form of government they will have there. 

EEI.ME MlffI8ffBBT. I have little doubt about what that would mean. 

After a period of disorder it would fall into the hands of the 

Bulgarians. I have no doubt that an autonomous State there from 

which the Greeks were excluded would fall into the hands of the 

Bulgers and I do not know that the Turks would be any better 

pleased. It is a part of the world where we would rather not 

interfere. It is a place we would infinitely prefer to leave 

alone if we could. It is not on our "beat". 

MR. KASAff IEAM. fo speak frankly, what we feel in India is that 

although that ought to be the position and the attitude of 

England, England as a matter of fact, has put Greece into Thrace, 

This is the feeling there, 

P R I M MIHI^TEB. So, that is not so. I think we were largely 

responsible for the Greek occupation of Smyrna, fte are not 

responsible in the same way for Thrace. That was the verdict of 

a Commission which was American, Ereneh and Italian, as well as 

British, and they decided that Thrace ought to go to the Greeks? 

and until the decision was taken by all the Allies, Thrace w.s 

occupied by Allied and not Greek troops. The same Commission, 

also on the statistical evidence before them, allotted Smyrna to 

ffreeee. We had our share of responsibility with the rest, but 

not a particular responsibility for Thrace. Smyrna I think we 

have a very large - responsibility for, and I do not mind, pointing 

out 
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out exactly way that was done. At that time, in May 1919, I 

think;, the Italians were landing troops all along Asia Minor 

sad occupying town, aft-ar town, and were rapidly approaching 

Bmjrn&e This was being done without the consent of the Powers, 

There was trouble in imyraa at the time and we felt that at the 

moment it was purely a question whether Smyrna was going to fall 

into the hands of the Greeks or Italians, It is more a Greek 

town than it is Italian; there are not very many Italians 

there, but there are a very large number of Greeks "there, and 

accordingly we, that is France, the United states and ourselves, 

asked Venizelos to occupy this place on behalf of the Towers 

until there was a decision. We have therefore a special 

responsibility for Smyrna because we authorised the Greeks to 

occupy it, lor the reason given, before its destiny had been 

decided, I am very hopeful that the proposals now put forward 

about Smyrna will be accepted by the Turks, we have made 

proposals which I think are a very considerable advance on the 

Treaty of aevres, and i am therefore encouraged to believe that 

the Turks will accept the proposals we put forward, With 

regard to its being a necessity for the economic prosperity of 

Asia Minor, we fully accept that, and not only that, but that 

Turkey should share in that economic prosperity from the point 

of view of revenue as well. 

hill HAiiAJ- IMAM. The proposed modifications make no material dlffe

rence. 

EKIMM MISISTMB. As to the Arab States, some of them are absolutely 

free from control. I do not think however that any responsible 

Arab Chiefs would like to try the experiment' of being absolutely 

without the support of a Great Western rower in Mesopotamia or 

Syria. The;, are people who have not for hundreds of years had 

control of those states. They are not a coherent people, they 

are tribal.... 

MR. HApiiA IMAM. Some of them nomadic. 



PRIME MINISTER. Yes. Even in the Hejaz there is constant 

trouble between one Chief and another? and I am certain in 

Mesopotamia there would be endless feuds between tho various 

tribes. There are even two very powerful sects Of the Mohammedan 

religion there, each occupying one end of the country. All these 

are elements which make for disturbance in Mesopotamia, and if 

we withdraw altogether - which we have "been thinking of doing 

many a time, and we are by no means wedded to remaining in.Meso

potamia, and If wo knew that there was a powerful Arab ruler who 

would keep the country together and protect life and property and 

commerce there, we are not in the least concerned to remain there

what we are afraid of is that the moment we withdraw, these tribes 

will be at each other *s throats.; they owe no allegiance to each 

other. If they accepted some great Arab Chief and recognised him 

as the ruler, I think he would be the last man In the world to 

ask us to clear out. He would want our support., and I have seen 

some of these Arab Chiefs, very able men, and never have they 

asked us to clear- out altogether; they have asked us to remain 

and give them advice and such support as is necessary, and I have 

no doubt that support will be required for a good many years to 

come. Mr, Churchill Is out there now, he is in consultation with 

the Arab Chiefs. This very minute I have a telegram from, him, 

I was reading it when you came in. He tolls me that he is in 

consultation with the Arab Chiefs there. We have given them a 

free choice of their own ruler. 

MR. HABAH IMAM. If Feisul is allowed to form a Government of his 

own, or any other- chief, for I have no particular leaning to Feisul 

or anyone, if he were allowed to make a State there, and our 

Government were to leave the country to whoever was locally of 

importance there, whether Feisul or anyone else, and so leave them 

to 



to do as they have done in the past, I think it wouJ * clear the 

atmosphere a great deal in India. I may tell you, /ithout 

intending to give any offence - that has never been my intention 

and ought not to be my intention - but I have to state the fact 

that the belief in India - I air- only giving that fact as a belief 

I am not talking of the correctness of tho belief - but the belief-

In that England has desired the breaking up of the Turkish Empire 
That is the belief, and they point to certain circumstances:
with the object of acquiring territorial gain for herself,/- first 

Cyprus carved out. How wo have Mesopotamia in the possession of 

England and Palestine in the possession of England. :-"yria has 

gone into the possession of the French, and the belief In India 

has been sedulously circulated, whether by France I do not know, 

but the belief in India la that France and Italy favour the main

tenance of tho Turkish Empire but England is tho hindrance. 

IEEEE' MIEISTKE. If France wishes the maintenance of the Turkish 

Empire why Is she in Syria? Ihy is England to blame If France 

is in Syria? Neither France nor Italy want the maintenance of 

the old Turkish Itoipire * 

SHAIKH EIDVfAI. If England were to leave Palestine and Mosopo

tamia, France would probably leave Syria, otherwise France thinks 

she must have a footing in the Hoar East. 

PRIME MI 1:11 TEE. I'm sure that would not be the case. 

MR. HASAN IE7EE I am not on whether it Is the fact or nefct, but 

am only stating the fact that there is a belief. 

PRIM;^/;INISTER. There are so nany wild beliefs in the world that 

I despair of putting them right, and all one can do Is to tract to 

the common sense of the people of India as one is trusting to the 

common sense of the people in this country. There are all sorts 

of opinions circulating In this country that it is hopeless to try 

and track them and all I can. say is that we are giving a larger 

measure of self -government to tho Arabs in Mesopotamia than the 

French are doing to the Arabs in Syria at the present moment. 

I think that Feisul would be very delighted if the Arabs of Syria 

got the same measure of self-government as we arc giving to the 

" 1 3 " Arabs 



Arabs of Iraq. 

MR. HAiAAM IMAM. I have bad an informal talk with Feisul, and I 

understood him to say, so far as his views were stated, to me by 

means of an Interpreter, I understood him to say that he wished to 

be left alone In Arabia, and that there should bo no mandate. That 

is what he told me last evening. 

PRIME l^IHlh^TE-M VJhy did he not say that to us? Feisul has seen 

us recently and he has not expressed that opinion to us. 

MR. KAwArt IMAM^ He told me that, last evening through an interpreter. 

IRIMT" -IhlBTER. Do you mean that he thinks that an Arab Government 

does not want support in the form of British cash'? 

MR. HASAH IMAM. I do not know what his leanings are in regard to 

British cash, I have had no talk with him on the subject, but in a 

general sort of way, this Is what I understood him to say, that he 

wanted, to be left alone and did not want to be under a mandate. 

PRIME MIl-ilhTER. If Feisul does not want any British assistance for 

Mesopotamia, I think he ought to let us know that at once. If he 

feels that if he were elected ruler of Mesopotamia by the people he 

does not need. British assistance, I think we had better- know it. 

MR. HAoAII IMAM. What I understood from him yesterday was that he 

did not want any mandates over Arab States. 

PRIME MlhlSTScA Well, I shall take note of that. With regard to 

religious suzerainty, I made It quite clear what the position of the 

British. Empire is. Vie do not interfere with the religious convic

tions, the religious organisation, of any body of religious worship

pers in the Empire. We draw no distinction between Mohammedan and 

Christian or Hindoo - none. We adopt exactly the same attitude 

towards all forms of religious faith, and that is one of complete 

- squall ty and. complete freedom, and in so far as the spiritual 

-dominion of the Khalif is concerned., we certainly have no desire to 

Interfere, and if these words In any way restrict that purely 

religious and spiritual suzerainty, they might be eliminated. 
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HH...JjASAH IMAM. That Article was never framed with a view to that, 

I quite recognise that, and we have had the assurance given to us 

time out of number that there was no intention on. the part of 

England to interfere with the religious suzerainty. 

PRIME MINISTER. It is quite contrary to our policy. 

MR. HA PEN IMAM. So it would be, I myself am not inclined to think 

that that is the Intention, but as it reads, it is -liable..... 

PRIME MIEISTER. It may be liable to that Interpretation, and I have 

made a note of that with a view to further discussions. 

MR. KASAH IMAM. So far as the Turks are concerned, we have submit

ted In regard to Constantinople, and we are gratified to learn that 

there will be evacuation of Constantinople. 

PRIME MINISTER. That In our Intention. 

MR. HASAN IMAM. And in regard to the Straits, there is a question 

of Inter-na11ona11s atIon . 

PRIME MINISTER. Of the Dardanelles. 

ME. HA PAH IMAM. Of the Dardanelles, and we are very anxious about 

the protection that is required for Constantinople. Constantinople 

will be completely unprotected if forcer, from the Asia Minor side 

of Turkey are not given freedom, to come, uninterrupted freedom to 

come over- to. Constantinople * 

PRIME MIRISTEM, In the event of its being attacked - that I will 

make a rote of. 

MR. .0A:'./.'.-. IMAM. In regard to Thrace, that is for you to say what 

the position will be. 1 do not wish to repeat what 1 have already 

on another occasion submitted, but we cannot emphasise It too much, 

and 1 fee?! I would be failing in my duty if I did not press this 

one firrther aspect of it, that Constantinople without Thrace in 

the hands of the Turks is in a defenceless condition. 

PRIME MIElPTiilR. It was the lines at Chatalja that stopped the -' 

victorious Buigar Array when the Turks were completely defeated and 

were simply a mob of fugitives. The lines of Chatalja are one of 

the most powerful defences In the world. However I will consider 

that point too. 



MR. HA BAH TM&M. The military position is now different, having 

regard to aircraft development, long range guns, high explosives, 

etc. In addition to what we have submitted, we are anxious about 

another matter in regard to Thrace. There, we have many sacred 

buildings of the Mohammedans, the ancient tombs of the Khalifs at 

Adrianople, and if.you refer to the proportion of population from 

the papers I have mentioned, in the previous interview, it would 

appear that In the town the Muslim population is predominantly 

large. 

PRIME MIKIgTER. Thrace is a very complicated problem. If you 

take Southern Thrace, the Greek population predominates. The 

further you. get from Constantinople the larger- the Turkish popula

tion. That is one of the difficulties we had. You. could not 

very well leave Adrianople to the Turks, and Mid-Thrace right to 

the sea to the Greeks, Therefore, we had. to decide what we should 

do with Thrace as a whole. That was our difficulty. As a matter 

of fact, in the Bulgarian war it was first of all captured by the 

Bulgarians, and if it had not been for the Internecine struggle 

between the Serbs, the Greeks, and the Buigars Adrianople would 

have been Bulgar at this moment, 

MR. HAaAH IMAM. I quite realise that, but if I may point out 

another thing in connection with the population of Thrace, it 

would be a mistake to class the population there - I say so with 

every respect - it would be a mistake to class the population there 

as Greeks and Turks. It should be on tho basis of their religious 

persuasion, Mohammedan and non-Mohammedan. 

PRIME MINISTER. I am not sure whether our statistics are based on 

religion. 

MR. MERR. There are some religious ones. 

MR. HA:-AH IMAM. There I vnderstand It is Greek and. Turk. 

PRIME MIIilBTER. I rather think It is Greek and Turk, I think you 

are right. If Greek (And Turk is the classification, then it is 

not a complete classification. 

MR. HACAH IMAM. In Salonlca you have hardly any'Mohammedan popula



tion left, although there were many Mohammedans. 

PRIMS MINISTER.. I think, however, that Salonlca was overwhelmingly 

Jew, neither Greek nor Turkish, but Jewish. 

MR.. KASAH IMAM, There was a very large Mohammedan population. 

PRIME MINI -TIER, Salonica was not separated In this wars the Turks 

lost it in the Balkan War. 

MR. HASAN IMAM. I only mentioned that aa an" instance ofwhat the 

Greeks "will do. In the Greek War they took Thessaly and afterwards 

lost it and Salonica In the Balkan War. After that, the Greeks 

treated the Mohammedans in such a way that the Mohammedans, although 

they were Greeks, practically disappeared, and their mosques and 

places of worship have been converted to uses which, according to 

the Mohammedans * idea, are sacrilegious; 

PRIME MIEi:.:TER. If Abdul Hamld had been alive the Turks would not 

have been in this plight at all. He was much too sagacious a 

statesman, to have allowed them to make the mistake of wantonly 

attacking their old Allies, and, it is very unfortunate that they 

should, have done it. It cost us a thousand million sterling,- and 

many thousands of lives which we Mad not the "slightest desire to 

spend upon attacking the Turkish Empire, not the slightest. We 

wdre forced to become enemies of the Turks, forced against our 

wills. We had not the slightest desire to quarrel with the Turks. 

There was nothing further from our minds when the War was started. 

SHAIKH M.H. KIDWAI. In the mind of Russia I think there was never 

the slightest friendship for Turkey. 

PRISE MISISTER. It was not Russia-that began it. I agree 

Constantinople was always in Russia's mind, but it was not Russia 

that attacked. That was the folly of Enver Pasha; he went and 

bombarded Odessa. If the Russians had bombarded Constantinople 

the Turks would have had a case. But instead it was the Turks 

who deliberately provoked the quarrel. 

MR^ BiUAE IMAM. Was it not under compulsion? Did Enver adopt the 

aggressive? 

PRIME MIEI',TER. Yesj and the Turks whom I had the pleasure of 
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meeting here a fortnight ago said that they utterly n' -udiated. him, 

MR. HAS Ah IMAM. I cannot say that Saver Pasha has h  e peel his race, 

and I myself, when they declared war In. 1914, felt it was a mistake. 

As an Indian Mohammedan, I felt it was a mistake. 

PRIMS. MIHIcMJMR.. The -greatest mistake Turkey ever committed or any 

other country. 

MR.- HA-"AH IMAM. There was a latent feeling amongst the Turks 

themselves - at least In the mind of Silver Pasha - I do not know 

whether it was true, that there was a secret Treaty between England 

and Russia. I saw it in the papers in India, that there was a 

secret Treat;/ whereby it was agreed that England would agree to 

Russia taking over Constantinople, 

PRIME Ml^IMIER^. That . Tr6aty was made after the War began, in 1915. 

The War had been going on for 7 or 8 months before that was signed. 

MR. HA- AH IMAM. There was no treaty before the War? 

PRIME MIHI.TER* Oh no, certainly not. 

SHAIKH M.H. KIjWVAI. Did not Lord Salisbury a long time before the 

War, propose that Turkey should be divided up? 

PRIME MlEIiiTlR. There was never a proposal that Turkey should be 

divided up; at least 1 have never heard of it, I have no doubt 

at all that the Kaiser told the Turks that to persuade them to come 

into the War. Lord Salisbury was not the. man to do that. 

MR. HA h\H IMAJM In regard to Palestine, I am only pressing the 

points, we beg you to consider If Palestine cannot be left as an 

Arab State, 

PRIME MIHI.sT.ER. That is impossible. I have listened to all the 

other points you have made, and some of them I think I have met. 

I will also give careful consideration to the whole case you have made 

but Palestine is quite impossible. Oh, no, you could not go hack 

on that. We are first of all committed to the Jews throughout the 

world on that subject; that is absolutely settled, and the Turks 

never asked for that. 

http://MIHI.sT.ER


 m xM%...HM*£ff...SIREU. 1  n 0 *' asking on behalf of the Turks. 

PRIME MIEEiTElM Nor have the Arabs pressed for it recently unless 

Foisul has been putting forward proposals to you. 

MR. HA,:ah IMAB. I understood that from Felsul last night. I 

cannot say that ho wanted it for himself, but he wanted it to be 

an Arab State. Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia, and Arabia Proper, 

without mandates - this is what he told me last evening, and what 

is more, we did not know what he. wanted and what he did not want, 

but he said to us, Mir. Chotani, Dr. Ansari and. Mr. Kldwai were there, 

he said : "You are British, you have come, and demolished us, you 

have come and fought -as, you are British; now, if you feel for us, 

if your religious feeling prevails in your mind, then it Is for you 

to press your Government." This is what he said to met "It is for 

you to press your Government". 

PRIME MINISTER. I see. 

I4R. HA-AN IMAM. What I have placed before you now is not at tho 

instance of Felsul, but because I have been commissioned by Indian 

Mohammedans to place this matter of Palestine before you also 

PRIEE El KI SEER. On Palestine, I do not think wo can alter the 

policy we have adopted there. , It.Is a very mixed population, it 

is of course traditionally a-great Jewish country, and although the. 

Arabs are undoubtedly in the majority and should have their voice 

In the Government of the country, I think in view of the great 

International place which Palestine holds - It holds;a different 

position from any other country in the world, It has a groat inter

national position where Jews, Mohammedans and Christians meet, all 

regard it as a sacred country, and they have got their sacred 

shrines there - therefore, Palestine is in a very different position 

either to Mesopotamia or Constantinople.. 

MR. MR "ME IMAM. I suppose you know Jerusalem was our first Kaaba, 

Mohamme* himself used to pray facing Jemsalem for fourteen years. 

Jerusali n was a Kaaba at a time when Jerusalem was not in the hands 

of the M-Eiammedans. 
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gRIiJE MINISTER. Therefore you see it is a place where Jews, 
Mohammedans and Christians meet, and all regard it as a sacred land. 
It is a shrine which is visited by hundreds of thousands of pilgrims. 
In view of its International character, we cannot change our policy 

1and make it an Arab State.
SSAIKII U.H. KXPhAX, What promises did you make,to Feisul and his 
father? What does Colonel.Lawrence say? 

. HASAH IMAM., So far as the town of Jerusalem Is concerned, no 
doubt the tomb that Is there Is the subject of veneration for all 
of us, but I am not- talking of the actual custody of any particular 
place of worship orsanctity, but so far as the country is concerned, 
Palestine, if the people of the place, whatever the population, were 
left to govern themselves, it would be. only-one more State and 
nothing else. 
.PRXM3? M I H I c t k r . It is not merely the sepulchre of Jerusalem, but 
the whole country is covered with Mohammedan and Christian shrines, 
everywhere and with Jewish shrines * The Jew, the Christian, the 
Muslim, they all moot there, and it is not merely one little spot, 
but the whole land bears that- character, and as a matter of fact, It 
is kept going - it Is not a rich country - it is largely kept going 
by the fact that it is a religious centre. '. 
MR.. HA t IM/ M, It draws pilgrims 'from all over the world. 
PRIPM MliMI -TBR. If It had hot been for that, there would have been 
a far smaller population there now, it is too barren a land. 
People pour into it from all parts of the world. Three faiths meet' 
there, and It Is garrisoned to-day by Mohammedan and by Christian 
and by Jewish soldiers as well. 
MR ̂ J1A- A IT IMAM. What will be the character of. the Government there? 
MRIhM Mini.,TSR. That we have not finally decided, but it will be 

a very different thing from Mesopotamiap that will bo purely Arab 
and we will leave the Arab to govern himself there with as little 
interfere .ce as we possibly can, but Palestine is a different -thing, 
MR. HAbAK IMAM. We are sorry you have to leave at once. We have 

i f e S  ; i ; e 



to thank you for having given us this further opportunity. 

r̂ IKl; *TKK. I have to thank you for the very clear way in 

which you have presented your cane. At any rate, the Mohammedans 

of Turkey have had the advantage of a very powerful and able 

advocacy, and there are several points which have been modified 

In the Treaty largely as the result of the intervention of our 

Mohammedan fellow-sub Jests In India by presenting their case 

through the able advocacy which I have been privileged- to listen 

to here. I and my colleagues will give careful consideration 

to all you have said, and if possible, I will let you know the 

fur tier modifications which we shall press on our Allies, in view 

of the representations you- have made on behalf of the Mohammedans 

of India. ' ' 
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gA N S L A I O N 
Military Committee of Versailles. 

PARIS. M 26th April, 1921. 

N O 1' B 

1. Territories to he o ecu pi ecl. 
Will he hounded: 
To the North by the LIPPF.. 
To the Mast by KAMBN, UNNA, SOHWBRTE, HAGEN (these 
localities' inclusive) in order to join on the East of RE-MS CH-
BID with the bridgehead of COLOGNE. 

11. Forces required for the Ocoi pation. 
These forces will be of sufficient strength at the outset to 
take possession of tho Basin in such a way as to guard 
against any re-action. 
They could later be reduced for the occupation. 
In order to take possession it is estimated that from six 
to seven Infantry Pivisions and two Cavalry Divisions will 
he neGlossary. 

III. The carrying out of the operation. 

The different columns will debouch simultaneously from the 
bridgeheads of COLOGNE, BUSSEEDORF, BUISB0UR6 and BESEL, 
the cavalry passing by the South will avoid important 
localities so as to surround the district to he occupied 
from the first day. 
In principle, the role reserved for the British detachment 
in this operation will be in the vicinity of the COLOGNE, 
bridgehead. 
The role reserved for the Belgian forces debouching from 
MBBBL will be the occupation of the oouthorn portion of the 
Basin. /VavKOi^ 
These questions will be arranged amongst the staffs 
concerned. \ 

tTi -l -nr\ .. T "1 J- A - AL IV. 1 1 ifle OLXULI UBH. 

It is considered that the operation could be carried out 
twelve days after the decision of the Governments. 

v * Bstimation of the cost of occupation and how it is to be 
paid;. * 

A rough estimate is 100 million francs approximately, the 
cost of the operation for the first month. 
The payment of these expenses will be entirely demanded, from 
the newly occupied territories. 

hi. Further details will he brought by Marshal Foeh to London. 
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CONFERENCE mm IN THE 
PRIME MI M S TEE'3 ROOM at the HOUSE 
OF COMMONS on MONDAY, May 50th, 1921 

at 5 p.m. 

PRESENT 
The Prime Minister 
Sir Hamar Greenwood 
Sir James Craig 
Sir Maurice Hankey (Secretary).. 

1, A conversation which had heen hegun after 
luncheon at 10, Downing Street was resumed In regard 
to the respective qualifications of Sir James 
Campbell and Sir John Boss for the post of Lord 
Chief Justice Of Northern Ireland, with the result 
that Sir John.Boss was considered the better oan&i
date. 

g. Sir James Craig produced a list- of names which 
lie suggested the Prime- Minister should submit to 
the Ming as recipients of honours to His Ma3esty's 
birthday. 

She Prime Minister suggested certain altera
tions and undertook to submit for the Elng"s approval 
a final list to be concerted between Sir Hamar 
Greenwood and Sir James Craig. He asked the latter 
to see lord Stamfordham on the subject on the 
following day. 
3. Sir James Craig asked that the British 
Government should consider favourably requests by 
the Government of Northern Ireland for British 
civil servants whether on loan, or possibly for 
permanent service, in order to start the new civil 
service in North Ireland. " He particularly urged ; 



that the less useful members of the British 
service should not be got rid of by sending them 
to Ulster. He asked in particular for the 
services of Mr,Watts of the Admiralty and 
Mr.A.T*?. BoMnaon from, he believed, the Ministry 
of Transport. 

The Prime Minister said it was a matter of 
concern not only to northern Ireland, but equally 
to the United Kingdom as a whole, that the Govern
ment of northern Ireland should have a fair start 
with an efficient civil service, and he.undertook' 
to speak in this sense to the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. 

Sir James Craig thanked the. Prime Minister 
for this declaration. 

4. Sir James Craig reminded the Prime Minister 
that the Irish Railways would come under the 
jurisdiction of the Council of Ireland in August. 
The Managers had proposed that they should be giveit 
a lump sum on decontrol in quittance of the Govem
m e n f s obligc-tions, as was contemplated in the ease 
of the British railways. In order that they might 
start in as efficient a condition as might be, he 
asked that the sum granted might be as large as 
poss ible. 

Tiie Prime Minister said that this was a 
matter for the Minister of Transport, who, at the 
moment was in charge of the Railways Bill in the 
House of Commons.. He asked Sir Hamar .Greenwood 
to arrange an early appointment for Sir James 
Craig to meet Sir Brio Geddes. 



llOPOSEI) STATE 
IppJIlHG OF THE 
I0BTH 01 IBELAHI) 
kBLIAMENl' BY 

CLEG, 

STATE VISIT 
10 BELFAST BY THE 
VICEROY. 

b. The Prime Minister said that, as the result 
of a long conversation with several of his colleagues 
including Sir Hamar Greenwood, as well as with 
Sir. -James Cralg, at and after luncheon, he had 
come to the conclusion that the Cabinet ought to 
advise the Ming to go to Belfast to open the new 
Parliament in person, provided he was invited by 
the new executive. He thought that the Ming 
should also be advised to express his willingness 
to open the Parliament of Southern Ireland-H'——— 
invited by the executive. The Prime Minister 
said that he himself had been induced by the strong 
arguments brought forward to alter hie original 
point of view, which had been opposed to a State 
opening by the King, on the ground that it might 
give an impression of partisanship if His Majesty 
opened the Northern but not the Southern Irish 
Parliament, 

She Prime Minister undertook to speak to 
lord Stamfordhara on the subject, 
6, Sir James Craig said that the Viceroy would 
be glad to have the Prime Minister"s advice as to 
whether it would be advisable for him to pay a 
State visit to Belfast on June 7th on the .occasion 
of the first assembly of the Parliament Of Sorthern 
Ireland, for the. transaction of formal business, 
such as the taking of the oath, election of a 
Speaker, ete* It seemed desirable that the 
Viceroy should pay his first State visit in con
nection with so important an event as the bringing 
into being of this new Parliament. If, however, 
he postponed his visit until the State opening by 
the Ming, his. visit would be altogether over
shadowed in importance by the. Royal visit, 



* 

ffae Pr$mo Minister agreed that, if the- ling 
was willing to open the new Parliament at Belfast 
en June 21st, it would he very advisable for the 
Viceroy to: pay his first State visit on June 7th. 

IISHTHGOD OF 7. The vacant Knighthood of St.Patrick was 
5?. PATRICK. 

then die enssed. 

2,Whitehall Gardens, S*w* 
5Lst Hay, 1921 . 



-f (gfois-12gouj^nt is the Property of Hi-a B r i ^ ^ i o 
Majesty's Governmenrb.) 

L: S E C R E T 

MOTES OP AM INFORMAL CONVERSATION HELD 
at CHEQUERS, on WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1921, 

at 5-45 p,m, 

PRESENT:-

The Right Hon. D. Lloyd George, 0,a,,M.P M 

Prime Minister. 
The Right Hon. A. Chamberlain, M.P., 

Lord Privy Seal. 
The Right Hon. A.J. Balfour, O.M.,M.P., 

Lord President of the Council. 
The Right Hon. Sir Hamar Greenwood, Bart., 

K.C.,M.P,, Chief Secretary for Ireland. 
General The Right Hon. J.C. Smuts, EMC,, 

Prime Minister, Union of South Africa. 

Viscount Fitzalan, G.C.V.O.,D.S.O., 
Governor-General of Ireland. 

The Right Hon.Lord Carson. 

Mr Cope^ Assistant Under-Secretary, Irish Government 
Sir M.P.A.Hankey, G.C.B., Secretary, Cabinet. 
Sir Edward Grigg, K.C.M.G.,C.V.0. 

ELAND. (l) These Conversations were held in order to discuss the 
h Forth- position to be taken up at the outset of the forthcoming 
Iffiing Con-
Es at ions Conversations due to., commence on the following day with 
1th the 
inn Fein Mr de Valera and the other Sinn Fein leaders. 
Baaers 0 Mr Cope, the Assistant Under-Secretary in the Irish 

Government, first gave those present all the information 
he had been able to gather in regard to the personnel of 
the Sinn Fein Delegation and the attitude they were likely 



to adopt. After this. he withdraw, and the discussion contin
ued. 

General Smuts, who had seen Mr de Valera and some of his 
colleagues the same morning, then gave his impressions. 

The first question discussed was as to whether the Prime *' 
Minister should see Mr de Valera alone, or whether, in 

conjunction with some of his "colleagues in the Cabinet, he 

should hold a formal Conference with the Sinn Fein'leaders. 

In this connection the Prime Minister read the following 

letter which he had just received from Nix- de Valera:
"Tbe hour you suggest will suit me admirably. 
T am not sure whether it is your intention' 
that we should be alone or with colleagues. 
Would you kindly let me know definitely? 
For my own part I am quite ready, if you 
prefer, to meet you alone," 

It was generally agreed that this letter indicated a desire 
on Mr de Valera's part to see the Prime Minister alone. 

General Smuts said that he had advised Mr de Valera and 
his colleagues that this would be the best plan. The fact 
was that these young men, who had talked so big about an 
Irish Republic and made a rebellion, were totally inexperienced 

and were in a state of extreme nervousness about negotiating 
with so distinguished a statesman as Mr Lloyd George. The 
first object was to. remove these not unnatural apprehensions 
and to establish a good atmosphere in which to carry out the 

-
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of achieving this would be for Mir Lloyd George to see Mr de 
Valera with the least possible formality and to discuss the 
matter very frankly- It would be desirable for the Prime 
Minister to allow Mr de Valera to talk very freely; in fact, 
to give him plenty of tether. 

After considerable discussion, the line suggested by 
General Smuts was agreed to, and under the Prime Minister^ 
instructions Sir Edward Grigg telephoned a letter for Mr de 
Valera, proposing that the first interview should be between 
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 t h e ^ i m e Minister and Mr de Valera alone. 
The subsequent course of events was left until after the 

Prime Ministers interview had indicated what would he the 
best way of continuing the discussions. 

 (2 ) A good deal of discussion took place hsfcx in regard 
& 

to the fiscal question, and it was generally agreed that, 
if and when the Conference came to business, the real diffi

culty would arise in this respect. The Sinn Fein leaders 
were likely to demand fiscal autonomy for the whole of 
Ireland. It was almost certain, however, that Ulster would 
not agree to this, as the population of Southern Ireland 

would be in so large a majority that their view as to the 
fiscal methods to be applied would almost certainly prevail. 

To meet this, a proposal had been made that no fiscal 

measure cotild be applied without the consent of the Northern 
Ireland Representatives on the Council. This would mean 

that Southern Ireland would have a majority but Northern 

Ireland would, have the veto, which it was recognised would 
 system 

not be/very easy /to work. Another plan would be to allow 

Southern Ireland, to have fiscal autonomy subject to free 
trade with Great Britain and Northern Ireland, while Northern 
Ireland itself would be allowed to opt between the possession 
of fiscal autonomy and a single fiscal system with Great 

Britain. Should Northern Ireland opt for fiscal autonomy, 
the question was raised as to whether there would then be any 

justification for Ulster to retain its members in the British 

Parliament, a power which it was understood Northern 

Ireland was very anxious to keep. 
It was pointed out that if fiscal autonomy were given to 

Southern Ireland and taxation was thereby veiy much reduced 

in Southern Ireland, it would be an almost irresistible 

temptation to Northern Ireland to throw in its lot with 

Southern Ireland. From the point of view of Great Britain 

a



it was most undesirable that taxation in Southern Ireland 
should be materially less than in Northern Ireland er in 
Great Britain itself. It was also urged as essential that 
Ireland should take its share of the National Debt. 



(3) A short discussion then took place in regard to the . 
present situation in Gaaa&se, in connection with which an 
appreciation by the General Staff was referred to (Paper 
CP.-5124). 

The attitude which the British Government had adopted 
in refusing to allow Greece even to purchase war material 
in this country was discussed. It was recalled' that, owing 
to the assistance which had been given to Turkey by Italy 
and Prance, an arrangement had been entered into at- the 
recent London Conference that Great Britain, Prance and Italy 
should all remain absolutely neutral and should not furnish 
supplies to either party. A suggestion was made, however, 
that to refuse even to allow the Greeks' to purchase war 
material was an extreme interpretation of neutrality, and 
that the vast majority of the precedents were in favour of 
allowing both parties to purchase. It was then recalled that 
we had felt it Impossible to allow the Turks to purchase war 
material in this country since we were technically still at 
war with them, and that, in order to secure strict neutrality, 
it had been regarded as necessary also to prohibit the Greeks 

from purchasing. 
The trend of the discussion was in favour of allowing 

the Greeks to purchase war material, more particularly in 
mview of the fact that the urks are now evidently in collusion 

with the Bolsheviks and receiving arms and munitions of war 

from Russia0 

, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1, 

July 15, 1921. 



SECRETARY. 

(This Document is the Property of His Britannic 
Maj esty * s Government.) 

- S E C R E T - / 

NOTE OP A CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE 
PRIME MINISTER and M. BRIAND, on 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 7, 1921, at 9-30 p.m. 

PRESENT 

The Right Hon. D. Lloyd George, 
O.M.,M.P., Prime Minister 
of Gres,t Britain. 

M. Briand, President of the 
Council. 

M. Gamerlynck. 

ER SILESIA. This Conversation took place after M. Briand had 

dined with Mr Lloyd George at the Hotel Grillon. The sub
stance of the Conversation was communicated to Sir Maurice 
Hankey.by the Prime Minister after the meeting. 

Mr LLOYD GEORGE opened the Conversation by stating 
that the question of Upper Silesia was one of extreme diffi
culty, and he did not at present see a solution. It was 
true he had not yet seen his Experts, but so far neither he 
nor Lord Curzon could see a way through. 

M. BRIAND said that Mir Lloyd George must not attach 
too much importance to the attitude of the French Press. 
The Anti-English papers did not really count for very couch. 
Certain papers, such as the "Journal", the "Petit Journal" 
and the "Petit Parisien", had taken a much more sensible 
attitude. 

, Mr LLOYD GEORGE replied that nevertheless it was the \ 

hostile papers -that were always quoted in England, and their i 



- -

virulent attitude had not been without a certain effect in 
England. In Labour circles, and to a great extent in Liberal 
circles, considerable doubts had been produced as to the 
wisdom of the Entente. Even in certain Conservative quarters^ 
particularly where Lord Robert Cecil's influence was felt, 
there were also doubts. What the English people were afraid 
of was another Alsace-Lorraine and another war o f revenge. 
Owing to the fact that the attacks in the French Press were 
now assuming a somewhat .personal character, he himself had 
thought it wiser not to come to the present meeting, and it 
was only owing to the insistance of M. Eriand that he had 
done so. 

M. BRIAND replied that he was very glad that Mr Lloyd 
George had come, because he liked his mind, and had felt all 
along that possibly Mr Lloyd George might see a way out. 

Later on, the two Prime Ministers discussed the procedure 
to be adopted at the Conference. 

Mr LLOYD GEORGE suggested that on the following afternoon 
the question of Upper Silesia should be discussed in a generaD 
way, and the case should be stated on each side. After that, 
some excuse should be found for remitting the question again 
to Experts. It would, of course, be impossible for the 

Experts to reach a result unless they had a hint from above 
as to what solution they were to reach. He himself and M. 
Briand, therefore, must get together privately and try and 

find the solution. They could then give their Experts a 
hint, and the Experts could then send in an agreed Report 

for adoption. He felt it was important that the formal 

proposal ^or a solution should come not from, the Supreme 
Council itself but from the Experts. 

M. BRIAND agreed in the wisdom of this course. 
The Conversation then passed to the question of , 1 

reinforcements, and 11 BRIAND asked whether Mr Lloyd George 

 i 



could not agree to some details, such as machine-guns, etc., 
being sent. 

Mr LLOYD GEORGE replied that if he found that he and M. ' 
Briand were going to reach agreement on the main issue, and 
it was important from a political point of view for M.Briand 
to send some reinforcements, he might consider meeting himj 

Throughout the Conversation It. Briand was somewhat 
depressed, and the Prime Minister was very careful throughoitt 
the interview to make it perfectly clear that he saw no 
prospect of a solution. 

Hotel Grillon, 
' PARIS, 

August 7, 1921 0 



Notes of a Conversation between the 
Prime Minister of Great Britain and 
the Prime Minister of Italy held at 
the Hotel Crillon, Paris on liOHDAY, 
August 8th, 1921, at 12.30jL.r,i. 

P R E S E N T : 

GREAT BRITAIN. ITALY. 

The Rt,Hon.D.Lloyd George, Signor Bonomi, 
Prime Minister, Great President of the Council Britain, of Italy. 

Sir Maurice Hankey. ffiarchese della Torretta, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

Signor Giuseppe Brambilla, 
Chef de Cabinet of Foreign 
Affairs. 

UPPER SILESIA.. After the usual courtesies Mr. Lloyd George refer

red to the conversation he had had on the previous 

evening with M. Briand, and. explained the procediire 

which had been agreed to for this afternoon, namely, 

that the experts of the various Powers should put 

forward the different points of view in regard, to 

Upper Silesia. After that he thought the best plan 

would be for the Prime Ministers only to retire and 

have an informal conversation, The question would 

then again be remitted to experts who would be given 



d o ] . 

some hint of the line they should take by their 
respective chiefs. Prom the point of view of -French 

public opinion it would be much better that the 
proposals for a settlement should come ostensibly 
from a Committee of Experts than from the Supreme 
Council. 

8IGHQR BONOMI th^efwiw agreed with this 
at 

procedure. iff. Briand esa the station had mentioned to 

him his conversation with Mr. Lloyd George, 

THE MARCHES! BELLA. TORRETTA intervened at this 

point to explain that he had also seen M, Briand that 

morning and had found him in a very conciliatory frame 

of mind. 
SIGBOR BOHOMI said that he understood that the 

object of this first meeting was to discuss the 
question of reinforcements. How co\i\& this be 
reconciled with the procedure which Mr. Lloyd. George 
had outlined? 

MR. LLOYD GEORGE replied that from his 
observations it seemed that K, Briand was not going to 
press the question of reinforcements very strongly. 
Instead of a Division, he was now talking of sending 
some details ruch as machine guns, tanks, etc. 
He thought that if the main lines of agreement on 
the larger question could be found, not much 
difficulty need be made by Great Britain in sending 
some small reinforcements of this kind. 

SIGEOR BONOKI and the MARCHESE DELIA TORRETTA 
said that that was exactly the conclusion at which 
they themselves had arrived. Italian public opinion, 
like British public opinion, was strongly adverse to 
the despatch of any considerable reinforcements, but 
he thought a concession could be made on this point 
to help M. Briand provided a settlement were in sight 
on the main question. 



ABGLQ-ITALIAN
POLICY . 

'
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 Hie conversation then took a more general 
turn and Signor Bonomi made a statement to the 

effect that the policy of the new Italian Govern
ment was strongly in favour of close relations 
with Great Britain. 

SH&NOECB&lSrOMl-EGE: who had insisted that 
Great Britain and Italy must stand firm on the 
question of Upper Silesia explained that this was 
a,matter of some difficulty to the Italian Govern
ment for the reason that Prance could make it very 

 awkward for them in a number-of places such as 
Albania and Yugo-Slavia. nevertheless if he 
could go back to Italy and make it clear to the 
country that Italy had close relations with Great 
Britain he could risk this. 

MR. LLOYD GEORGE said that his policy had 
'always been favourable to working closely with 
Italy, Apart from the historical titsasB and. the 
interest which the British people had always felt 
in the liberation of Italy, the essential factor 
in the case was that therevwere no points of 
friction between Great Britain and. Italy. He 
could not think of a single place where their 
interests conflicted. On the contrary it was 
everywhere Italy's interest to work with Great 

Britain and vice versa.. He suggested it would be 
a good plan before the end of the present Conference 
for a meeting to take place between Signor Bonomi, 
the Marchese della Torretta, Lord Curzon and him

self with Signor Brambilla to interpret and Sir 
Maurice Hankey, the Secretary to the British 
Cabinet. This led to his making the suggestion 

that In a few days time the Italian Ministers should 
ctisiei with him and Lord Curzon and discuss all 
the questions of interest to the two countries, 

- - 3 - ... 



He definitely asked the Marchese della 

Torretta to let him have a list of the questions 
utSk fa 

which he would ̂ di scuss. 
SIGNOR BONOMI and the MARCHESE DELIA TORRETTA 

gladly accepted this invitation, and the Marchese 
della Torretta undertook to let Mr. Lloyd George 
have the list of questions at an early date. 

MR. LLOYD GEORGE said that in former days he 
had been in the habit of discussing all these 
matters very closely with Signor Nitti. After 
his leaving office, however, he had never found it 
possible to resume conversations on the same footing 
with Count Sforza. It had been rather like trying 
to talk to Mont Blanc. He had never really 
succeeded in having a heart to heart talk with 
Count Sforza. Consequently he had got rather 
out of touch with the Italian point of view in 

some questions, - if or example, on the question of 
Albania,. 

This led to a certain amount of conversation 
in regard to the Near East, and Italy's relations 
to Turkey and Greece. 

THE MARCHESE DELIA TORRETTA said that £uV . 
assuming Office one of his first acts had been to 
reverse the strong Turco--phil policy of his 
predecessor and to give instructions to Constan
tinople that the Italian representatives were to 
work closely with their Allies. He hoped that 
Mr. Lloyd George had already seen the results of 
this. 

MR. LLOYD GEORGE agreed that he had and 
thanked the Marchese for what he had. done. 
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THE MAECHESE BELLA TORRETTA continuing 
said that as an Italian he would prefer that there 
had never tees sugh people as the Greeks, hut sinoe 
thefcja weiseAit was necessary to work with them and 
his aim was to reach an understanding. 

MR. LLOYD GEORGE: said he thought that the 
British Government could assist in this. 

There was then some conversation in regard 
to the position in Turkey and the MARGHESE BELLA 
TORRETTA agreed with Mr, Lloyd George that the 
object of the Allies should be to restore the 
position of the Turkish Government at Constantinople 
and to deal with them rather than with Angora. 

The Marchese Stella Torretta however consider
ed that in order to strengthen the position of the 
Turks at Constantinople, it was desirable to give 
them some territorial extension. 

MR. LLOYD GEORGE said that this was no longer 
possible-, after the Greek victories. The Allies 
would have no right now to ask the Greeks to retire 
from Smyrna; even if they wished to do so it would 
not be easy to enforce it. Ear from strengthening 
the position of the Turks in the region of the 
Straits he thought it would probably be necessary to 
let Greece occupy the Dardanelles^ It was impossible 
to allow the Turks to keep it after what had. happen
ed in the late war. Choice therefore was between 
its occupation by the Allies and. the Greeks. He was 
told that the Allies would require two divisions for 
the purpose. This they could not spare. Great 
Britain certainly would not continue paying 
£4,000,000 a year for the maintenance of their 
forces at Constantinople, and he did not think the 
Prench or the Italians would either. In these 
circumstances the best plan seemed to be to let 



the Greeks occupy the Dardanelles. There was 
not the same objection to the Greeks occupying it 
as to the Turks. If the Greeks ever threatened 
to close the Straits the Allies could immediately 
put pressure on them at Athens. The Turkish 
Capital at Constantinople %iras behind the Straits 

and if the Turks closed the Straits they also 
shut off their Capital from Allied reach. 

SIGHOR BONOMI' and THE MARCHESE DELIA 
TORKSTTA without saying anything very definite 
showed from their manner that this proposal was 
not very acceptable to them. Shortly after the 
meeting came to an end the Marchese della Toreetta 
promising to send Mr. Lloyd George a list of 
subjects for discussion with the Italian point 
of view where necessary. 
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GREAT BRITAIN. ITALY. 
The Bt ? Hon. B. Lloyd George,0-M.,M.Pi, Signor Bonomi. 

Mr. T. Jones . British Secretary. 

Signor Buti . . . . . . .  . Interpreter. 



Mr. Lloyd George, after wo looming Signor Bonomi 

said it was desirable that ho should examine the suggestions 

put forward as the result of the Conference with M. Briand 

In London before they were presented on Friday. They were 

suggestions for discussion and not a formal agreement. 

Sigmor 3on&ml asked If Italy would get anything in 

kind or in specie. 

- Mr, Lloyd George * We shall be put in a worse 

position this year if the suggestions fero carried out. 

We wes^s prepared for that In of&es? to help Praaeeo 

Signor Bonomi said ho vjotild fee mmh interested to 

learn if the suggestions were going to help to salvage 

Eastern Burope sad Germany. Aooordlag to the Press reports, 

Gormany was to pay 500,000,000 gold marks. Would not that 

embarrass Germany? 

Mr. Lloyd $sorgo. It Would help1 Germany indi*eetly* 

He was anxious that the pro sent Conference should be much 

more than a Conference on Separations. It should aim at 

setting Europe on its feet again; that was the most 

important task before them. 
-

Signor Bonomi said that on that point he was in 

full agreement with Mr. Lloyd George. They both shared 

the same ideas in regard to Germany and Russia. Beth 

wanted to put the vanquished In a position to comply with 

the conditions of the Treaty. 
-

Mr. Lloyd George said it was important to remember 
that before the war Germany was more dependent than the 
rest of Europe for trade on Russia and the Eastern States 
and unless that trade was restored, Germany could not 
fulfil her obligations under the Treaty. His own view 
î-s that there should be an Economic Conference tc whieh 
all represent at I-GC of leading countries of Europe, 

including/ 



including Russia, should ho summoned. At present the method 

&f working through aa agest in London vP&q had eoastest!^ to 

consult Moscow, was aaost tas&t&sf&ete^y -m& aado p^ogE-sgi) 

very slow? We were impotently looking on upon Russia strifes::, 

with famine and with thousands dying. It was much better to 

endeavour to arrange a European Conference of the responsible 

leaders of the Allies, who would most the responsible leader? 

of Rmssia0 Germany and Austria to consider -%h& yeoe&jj tract ion 

of Europe, instead of a Conference of experts like that hold 

at BsfussielGo . \ '."' 

Signer Bo nous! agreed but was ineliaofi to Qtrnhf, 

^hethQj? F^anoe would share these Ids&So Italy 

formally recognised Russia but was on the uay te fie Sag QQo 

Ms.o Lloyd George emphasised the £aet that tS?,o $osagos'? 

eaoe ooiald be en economic: i?ather than a diplem&tfte- SojaSo^ogioOv 

I t wculd make suggestions for ^eeonstruetlosi iavo^v&tag OQPtain 

measures of control, e*g* over Railways. Such sss&s^ep weuld 

be unwelcome to the Russians and they would aes&?a& 

diplomatic recognition. vje should then fee & M G %S, QQ^ $Jiat 

en conditions wo *souId grant the recognition asksd £esv 3?hose 

sea lit ions would include, 

fl) Recognition by. the Russian Government of 

obligations to pay national debts, iSQ&issfio 

ing those incurred under the Csarist 5?$g£me: 

(2) Compensation for damage to our nationals; 

(3) Tha impartial treatment in Russian Courts 

of any now investments made as a result of 

the Conference. 

Broadly, "what these conditions amount to was a . 

oxaraniee of security for trade and Industry. 

Sigsor Bonomi said that substantially the Italian 

Governaenthad made, a declaration'on similar lines with the 

addition of a condition dealing with the return of prisoners., 



UB LLOYD GEORGE said that he thought Prance would he 

influenced by what Great Britain was prepared to do in the 

raatter of guarantees for her security. The joint guarantee, 

with the United States of America of June 1919 had fallen 

through. If now Great Britain were alone to give a guarantee 

of assistance to Prance in tho event of unprovoked aggression 

bjr Germany, it would be on tho distinct condition that Prance 

was prepared to march with Great Britain and Italy to the 

reconstruction of Central Europe and Russia, 

SIGPOR BOBOkl: "It would not be an Alliance?" 

MR LLOYD GEORGE: "No, We could not enter into an 

exclusive alliance with Prance and leave Italy out. British 

public opinion is too friendly to Italy to allow that;" 

SIGUOR BOBOMI. said that he heard that assurance with 

much pleasure as an exclusive alliance would have a bad reaction 

in Italy. 

Reverting to the Question of reparations and to the recent 

discussions in London between the British and French, Signor 

Bonorai said he gathered that neither England or Italy would 

receive anything. A bad impression would be made in Italy unless 

all the Allies were called upon to bear sacrifices, Prance and 

Belgium included. He did not want to enter into details but 

he understood that out of the payment of 500,000,000 gold 

marks to be made by Germany in 1922, England and Prance would 

be paid for their armies of occupation and Belgium would 

receive her priority claims. He wished to remind Mr Lloyd 

George that Italy had an army of occupation in Austria. 

MR LLOYD GDORGE pointed out that Germany had hot agreed 

to pay for it. There had been solidarity between the Allies in 

the matter of reparations, but not in the matter of payment for 

the armies of occupation. Great Britain had never been paid 

for the troops in Turkey. 

SIGNOH BOBOMI said that he thought the position had been 

changed by the agreement of august 13th 1921, and that the 



French army of occupation was going to he p M c r o d i t o d with 

;.h.o value of the Saaa* basin. 

MR LLOYD GEORGE said that he was not familiar with all the 

details of the August agreement which Signor Bonomi had better 

discuss with Sir Robert Horne, but he believed the agreement 

had not been ratified. 

SIGNOR B080MX replied that the failure to ratify the 

August agreement had a bad effect in Italy. He was anxious to 
strengthen the good-will between England, France and his own 

and 
country, £; if he went back empty handed he would be bitterly 

criticised. 

MS LLOYD GEORGE said that British public opinion was also 

irritated with.Prance on the question of submarines, if prance 

persisted in her policy of buildihg submarines Great Britain 

would have to build anti-submarine craft. There was this to be 

said fcr Prance that her richest province had been devastated, and 

the damage had not yet been repaired. 

SIGNOR BONOMI said he freely acknowledged that Prance had 

suffered the' severest damage, but if Prance with her large 

army, went in for a big naval policy, while Italy retained an 

army and navy of a negligible sise, Italian public 

opinion would be full of resentmenti Italy would not mind if 

all the Allies alike, Prance and Belgium included, had to reduce 

their claims upon Germany. Italian business men were much 

concerned to avoid making such demands upon Germany as would 

lead her to print more paper money and drive the value of the 

mark still further down. 

MR LLQYB GEORGE pointed out that the proposal was to give 

her four months in whioh to pay the 500 millions and that she 

should also be given a guarantee that she would not be molested 

for the rest of the year. That sense of security would tend 

* 



to improve the value of the mark. Purhher, her position 

would "be helped by the fact of hex co-operating with tha other 

Powers in tho task of industrial -reconstruction. 

In conclusion Kr Lloyd George stated the.t he had 

discussed the question oi the guarantee to Irance and of the 

economic Conference with in.Briand. Ho agreement had been 

reached and i t Tiras important that nothing should be said 

about these matters to the public at this stage. He would 

like if Signor Bonomi would consider the suggestions which had 

been discussed in London end in Paris and he suggested that 

they should resume their conversation on Thursday at 6.0 p 0 m. 

In the meantime Signor Bonomi would have an opportunity of 

discussing reparations with Sir Sobert H o m e , U,Louchemr, 

and LuTheunis at the Conference arranged for Thursday morning 

at 11.oC. 

Sign or Bonomi agreed to the so arrangements. 

Cannes. 
January 4 th It 21
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-8.-38. 
-J201E OJHJOlTTERSAiDlOB HELD AT THE VILLA 
VALETTA s CANNES. ON THURSDAY 12th 

JANUARY-i 1922. 

P R E S E N T : 

BRITISH? GREBE! c 

The Prime Minister M. Gounaris 
lord Curzon M. Balthazzis 

Sir Edward Grigg Greek Interpreter. 
Mr. Vansittart 

After M. GOunaris had. expressed gratitude at being 
reeoi ved 

i -

THE PRIME MINISTER explained'.-that the Eastern Question had 

been remitted to a conversation between tho Foreign Secretaries 

of Great Britains Prance and. Italy in Paris. There were two 

difficult questions - Smyrna and the Eastern frontier in Thrace, 

With regard to Smyrna, no peace was possible unless tho Greek 

forces were withdrawn. The only alternative would be for tha 

Greeks to fight it outo Did M. Gounaris contemplate that? 

in tha event of a Greek: withdrawal steps would be taken to 

protect the Christian populations. 

The Prime Minister explained what Lord Curzon was proposing 

in his memorandum on this point,, 

LORD CUR20N said that with regard to Threeo they proposed 

a slight withdrawal from tho frontier by some 80 miles in order 

to provide for the military security of Constantinople. 

THE PRIME MINISTER explained that those were the- proposals 

of the British Government and that we would do our bast to 



oarry them..- We had made a sett dome at of the Eastern 

Question a condition of our Treaty of Guarantee to France 

and this settlement was the best that we could hope to 

h a v e We had done our utmost' to help'Greece by making tho 

Treaty of Guarantee conditional on a settlement of the 

Eastern Question and there was nothing batter in eight for 

G-rescej unless she were prepared to continue the war to a 

successful decision.. 

M o GOUI5ARI3- explained that while the Greek Axmy was. 

able to hold its positions he could not reach a decision 

without for sign help... 

THE PRIME MINISTER said he quite understood that and 

did not regard it as reflecting in any way on^the Greek Armyt 

Their achievements had been very wonderful and it was toe much 

to expect of them to' renow-the offensive new  Me. Goun&rls a

should also realise that public opinion in England and Franco 

had bean verymuich alionatod by tho -return of king. Constentine 

who had acted against the Allies in tho war, and that there 

would be little support for the: Greeks In going on. - King 

Constantine was out chief - obstacle In securing popular .support 

for Greece- ' Pooling" had been chilled by his return. - Ho. was 

not "saying this, of course.- with any suggestion that we oon

cerhed "ourselves in tho internal affairs of Greece, but he 

thought it necessary to 'make -it clear that -British feeling 

about Greece, while - fundamentally--unchanged, had temporarily 

lost some of "its warmth? - -

Mo GOUNARIS said that he greatly regretted the series 

of events which had led-up to- this' and "was convinced that the 

British view did hot correspond with the. facts^ Ho would

not, however, enter Into that question now. He.flattered 

himself that the British -Government had had good evidence

that the Greek attitude showed full -appreciation of-the 

continuity of interest between Great Britain and Greece. 
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TEE PRIME MINISTER said ,there was an old-standing 

sentiment in England for Greece whiot had not changed at al 

but there was also a certain antagonism to thd existing 

Greek Ministry and this was very unfortunate at a moment 

when English sentiment was so vital to Greece. It ,vsas 

quite certain that our proposals were now the utmost that 

could be secured for Greece. She would have evory reason 

to be gratified with such a settlement as it would add 

greatly to her power and prestige. Ho begged 

M.. Gduaaria to put himself entirely in Lord Curzon's 

hands. 

Me GOUBARIS indicated that he would do so. 

THE £RIME MINISTER added that If and When this 

settlement was carried through Greeoce would be in 

possession of very considerable new territories- She 

had /rapidly increasing population and great possibilities 

of - development. . He was disappointed that events had made 

it impossible for Greece to be established in Smyrna as 

protector of the Christian populations. The future, 

however^ was with Greece-. 

CAHNES* 
12th January, 19 22. 



njXS ROOEMEE3?" IS /THE PEOEEETY OE.'-HIB. BLITAdillC /MAJESTY' S ' QOYERJiUEiJT j ̂  

'0 A.B...I.E:T 

MEMORANDUM OF. A COHVERSjiTlOl!i at-10, BOWiflJUG ST., 
,..S.W*/l on /FRIDAY,. FEBRUARY 110 th, -1982 at . 

r 4*30 'p..m-. 

Present:-
Great -Britain^ Russia; 

She Prime Minister Eras sin 
The Most Hon. 
The Marquess ..Cur son of Kedleston, 

K..G. , C C S , I. G.O.I.E., 
'Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs, 

Lt c -Oolenal 
Sir Maurice Harusry.; -G.C. B. Secretary. 

5 .GM0A ' After -some discussion as to tile possible delay In 

ilaKrassin'1 s journey to Russia, owing to the Baltic being 

fro-aen over for the first time for many-years-,-.MR.-.-L1C-Y3 

-GEORGE -asked if LEk-rassin had anything to say to him-

If*.KR..-:.SPIh said the Russian Government -was interested. 

In the Genoa Conference and wished to know whether post'-. 

pen omen t was probable in view of the attitude of the. 

French Government-. The Russian Government regarded the 

Cannes Glauses as a basis of possible agreement-, but if 

the signature of the -Russian Government to the clauses 

us -drafted was demanded as a condition of their attendances 

at Genoa., the Russian Government would be placed in a 

very difficult position, They regarded the spirit of 

the conditions as one-sided.. ' Tho obligation on the. 

nations -asking for assistance, was spoken of in the -draft 

but there was nothing as to any obligation on "the '.pa'rt 
-1" 



of tlie stronger nations which were asked to rondor ssslctanc 
She Russian view was that the. basis should ho reciprocity. 
There were also various details which the Russian GoverDmcn-ft 
oould not wholly assent to, hut possibly these wore due to 
somewhat hasty drafting. If the French proposals wero 
adopted that the Russian Government should accept tha resolr 
tion of January 6th as it stood, his Government would be 
placed in an extraordinarily difficult position. 

MR.LLOYD GMORGM said that as M.Erassin knew, he himee s

had for a long time favoured peace with Russia. He had. ho 
ever, always thought that Russia must accept the conditions 
which were laid down in the Cannes Resolutions. After all 
they were only the conditions on which every civilised Cover 
ment conducted its affairs, . Every Government undertook to 
accept the debts of its ' predecessors; ' f  or example, snpjjosin 
in -Great Britain an extremist Labour Government came into 
office which had disapproved the war and said that the cost 

of the war ought never to have been incurroS. iS ever tne lea 
such a Government would never repudiate the debts incurred 
by its predecessors. All that was asked of 1:h.o Hussion -
Government was tho seme thing. There was no expectation 
that they oould- pay the whole debt at once. Pronco and 
Italy, for example, owed very large sums to Great Britain, 
and Great Britain cwod largo sums to America - probably in 
the legion of a thousand million pounds - but there was no 
question of thoso debts being paid immediately. All the 
nations concerned, however; acknowledged their obligations, 
Sat11 Russia was willing to do the same he foared the businor 
-coimaunity could not be brought whole-heartedly to accept any 
arrangement with Russia. The German Government, he.-)was 
informed, found exactly the same need for Russia to aoiOiowa

ledge her debts,. There were, for example, obligations by 



Russia in regard to property which, had been taken from 

British nationals. He himself had recently mot a gentleman 

who owned several factories in Russia which' had boon taken 

away from him and which were new derelict. All that was 

ashed was that the Soviet Government should accept the prin

ciples of the Cannes Agreement and state their willingness 

to discuss the application of the principles. He yuita 

realised the force of what M.£rassin said in regard to 

reciprocity. There was; however, no question of this since 

Great Britain accepted the principles of January 6th. If 

the Soviet Delegation oould make a corresponding claim 

against the Western Governments, they wore . entitled to make 

it at Genoa. In fact, if they had such a claim, it was all 

the more reason for accepting the principles. Ho himself 

was only trying to get the Conference together. If, however 

M. Chichsrin began tgniggle and introduce -all' kinds of gualif i 

cations, we should never have the Conference this side of the 

Day of -Judgment. He hoped, therefore, that.Russia would 

say definitely that she accepted the Cannes conditions of 

January 6th, and was willing to discuss their application. 

Ho begged that whoever was responsible for the reply would 

not give a qualified answer, but would sny that he accepted 

the conditions.. He himself had. given an answer in the House 

of Commons on the previous day containing the hint of the 

suggestion as to what the Soviet Government should reply If 

they took a different lino and hesitated , there would be no 

Conference. If they did not accept, there was no use. in 

holding a meeting and things would be worse than ever. He 

hoped, therefore, that the Soviet Government would give a 

simple answer to the effect that they ware willing to accept 

the principle of the Resolution of January 6th and to come 

to Genoa to discuss its application. Every previous effort 



to bring Russia to a Conference had failed because some 

clever gentleman had drafted a reply which had blocked the 

way. Thus Russia had been kept out for two or three years 

from these Conferences with the result that when famine cams, 

all his colleagues wore helpless to do what thoy would like 

to do, since people said it was no use dealing with such a 

Government,. 

LORD CuRBOR pointed out that there were people at Paris 

also who wished to keep-the Russians out. The British 

Government -anted to send a very civil answer to the French 

and to bring the French into the Conference. He presumed 

that M. Eras sin wished the Conference to take place. 

(MoErassin nodded in the affirmative]. If, however, the 

Soviet Government started to quarrel and haggle as to the 
bringing 

conditions, there was no chance of I France in. 

M O  E R A S S I M said that so far the Russian Government had 

raised, no objection .to the Cannes conditions. The difficult' 

arosg owing to France wishing to insist on the signing of 

this Resolution as. a condition of participating at Genoa. 

In signing these-conditions, Russia would be signing a one

. sided clause., which was a danger to herself., There was 

nothing in the Resolution which compelled France to recognise 

her obligations,. For example, two hundred million roubles 

of Russian gold had. been taicen to Paris from Berlin, 

MM.,LLC YD. -GjjRGM pointed our that tne gold had been 

paid by Germany as. their contribution. 

..M..ERkSSIiJ agreed but said that France had not rooog

nised the Treaty of Rrest-Litdvsk, .-

MR. L10YD GMOkGiS said that If Russia was going to put 

off participation in -Conferences for years for a very dbubt

ful claim which she. would certainly never,realise , the case 

was hopeless. M.Boincare-would never agree to recognise . 



iri advance' such a claim and. there was not -the smallest 

chance of Russia ever getting this. gold. The only -result 

would ha tnat they would lose tne chance- of free intercourse 

' hit ERAS SIR said that- it was -hot free intercourse; if .

one side had only obligations and the other -side -had claims 

without obligations. -. \\..*; : ... -

MI;, 110YD CkORGE said that all these claims could be ma 
uat enoa. All that Russia -need-. say now was. that she accept 

in principle the Resolution of - January .6th and. to .state 

her willingness to come -to Genoa to ;discu-ss its application. 

At Genoa they'could ma^e-their claims,- M*Bonomi , who 

is likely to be Chairman,- was not unfriendly to Russia and 

was not likely to rule such.questions as out of order. .. 

LORD CUkL-Ois then read a extract from M.Roincar6r s Hots 

setting forth the French attitude on this; question. He 

pointed out that- all that the Prime kin-ister asked was that 

the Soviet Government should accept the-'-, conditions of 

January 6th in advance; retaining the right to raise their 

claims at the Conference. - 

- MR* LLO YD. ^GEORGE pointed out that - for example, the 

Russian Government might-have claims of one thousand million 

against them, but.might raise a counter claim of.one hundred 

million in their favour. -Their reply should be to accept 

. the principles of the Sarnies Resolution and to state that 

they were prepared to discuss their -application.. 

- MsKEASSIiJ said that there were, juridical objections to 

adopting this course. If-they accepted, the conditions 

of January 6th\ they would be in.the nature of a contract * 

ME. LLOYD GEORGE said that - if... the . formula he had pro

posed Was adopted-, there would be no-.. contract involved 

until the application of the' principles;--.had been discussed 

At Genoa the Eus-siaii Delegates could put, forward, their whole 

case. . He strongly urged tnat they should telegraph 



to M s Bottom! that they accepted tire principles agreed to o:a 

January 6th at Cannes and wore prepared to discuss their appl 

cation. . He himself would regard these words as 

giving the Russian representatives the right to raise any 

coiuiter/claims , hut if M* Chichorin sent a halting reply, he 

knew perfectly .well wn.at M-Eoincare would do. He himself 

was/quite willing that the Russian counter claims should be 

discussed at Genoa, hut if they were discussed before then, 

the Conference would never moot and Russia would be playing 

straight into the hands of her enemies, . These treaties 

would take some' weeks- to discuss at Genoa and there would 

be ample opportunity for the Soviet Government, which would 

be adequately represented, to raise anything they wished, 

M ; KRr.SSIR said that tha Treaties could not be signed 

at Genoa but could only be settled by the Governments, 

MRVLLOYD GEORGE said that if the...nations were represent 

ed by plenipotentiaries, they would.be able to sign at 

Genoa,- He would be there with full authority from his 

Government. MMPoincare would have full authority from his 

Government and M..Ronomi from the Italian Government. He 

presumed that the Soviet representatives would also have 

full powers, 

.M. KkASSLN then asked for further information as to 

the economical measures proposed fox Genoa-

M R * LLOYD GEORGE said that Sir Laming Worthington Evans' 

was in charge of this side of the preparations\ The general 

idea was to form a- eorporation with a' small capital of say 

30 million and for each country to form its own cor

porat,Ion in addition*- The first idea had teen a big cor

poration with,a common pool. This proposal, however, had 

broken down on the question of exchange- - It had been found 

difficult to decide what standard should bo taken for the 

http://would.be


basis of its ope rat ions , e * g? the -Sterling standard , the 

franc 'o.r the lire, etc. .,dense quentiy-, it ixad been thought 

"better to have separate -national corporations with a central 

"corporation .for purposes of co-ordination. For example^ 

Germany required -financial facilities to enable her corpora

tion to operate.. 

LORE GUh-SOil -said that a statement j-S to the general 

scheme - had -be en published-. 

.M*3SA3S'IR thought that -this was not the /ease. 

ME LLOYD' GEORGE, after referring to a -document contain 0

ing the various Cannes 'Reso lutions undertook .to furnish 

.such portions to Mikrassin as. concerned this scheme ,and to 

let him have -thorn before his departure on Monday'. 

:'-.; LORD C-URZOH" undertook to do this on behalf of the 

-Prime Minister, 

-In reply to a further appeal -by Mr /Lloyd George for .a 

-simple acceptance of the Cannes -Resolution on the lines he 

had proposed, M*KEjiSS..i.R said that Russia had her own public 

opinion, which might change .but changed very slowly. 
:the Russians

ku-u. LLOYD GEORGE urged strongly "that /should 

-adopt -the -Cannes principles and state that they were ready 

to discuss ithoir application. -Then-they would be able 

to put forward their Counter claims-, 'which, . so /far as -the 

British Government was concorhetz, would be oa-relully con

side rod . 

EE-Era ss in taen withdrew. 

.8 ,Whitehall Gardens:,S. tf*-./l
11th February,1933 
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MiShitQR DtM OF A 'GQLWERSAT ICN AT 10 Downing St.,
LONDON , S.W*/l on. WEiattSBAY, FEBRUARY loth, 1932 

.. at llvC Ann, 

PRESENT; 
Trie Prime Minister 

Bord Cara on General Clayton 
lord Allobby Mr.Arr.es 

Sir Maurice Hankey 
'Sir Edward Grigg. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said Re. was glaa ef an opportunity to 

discuss the difficulties in regard to Egypt with lord Allenby. 

Bifficultles often arose when communications wero exoh&nged 

entirely ir^Writing'. Misunderstandings wore very liable to 

occur as to the exact interpretation to be placed on a ^nrase. 

in a telegram or a despatch'. When the matter was discussed 

face to face, it would often be found that misunderstandings 

were removed arid agreement reached. It might, of bourse, 

be found that there were questions of principle whioh separatod 

the -views of Lord Allenby from those uf the Government. It 

was very important, however, tu insure that there should be 

no dispute over some mere misunderstanding. . Consequently, 

he would like Lord Allenby uo explain exactly what his position 

was and he would then explain the position of the Government, 

and they oould try and understand one another'"s point of view. 

The Prime'minister then referred to Lord AllcnbyIs Despatch of 

February 2nd, 1922, drawing attention in particular to para

graphs 16 and 17 in which Lord Allenby gave some account of 

what. had. occurred at a Cabinet Meeting held on November 4th, 

1-921 When he read these paragraphs, the Prime Ministerr

said that they conveyed quite a different impression to what 

t 1* - ' 
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was his 'recoll̂ --£ijon---of'what'Tia-d... occurred at the meeting. 

Accordingly, he had consulted the Cabinet Minutes, which ccn

tainod a. very full summary of what had occurred,- and this 

entirely confirmed his own recollection- There had no douht 

teen expressed'differences of-opinion at this -meeting, as at 

most Conferences or Cabinet meetings, but at -the end there had 

been a definite summing up by tho Prime Minister himself and 

the conclusion of the Cabinet had been recorded in plain 

language.' When he read Lord Allenby's account of the same 

meeting, he obtained the impression that there had been a 

great conflict of opinion and no decision, 

LORD. OURaOil entered at this point.. 

THE PRLMiS MINISTER repeated, for the benefit of Lord 

Ourzon, what he had already said to Lord Allenby. He then 

as&ed Lord Allenby if he could summarise what was the difference 

between him and the Cabineto 

LOAD ALLENBY said that the Cabinet appeared to think' that' 

an Egyptian Government might be formed which would be prepared 

to sign a Treaty which did not giro full independence to Egypt, 

He himself said that this was impossible. His - conviction 
concession or arrangement 

was that any/ . must be unilateral. No Egyptian Ministry 
would sign a treaty making a bargain with the Br it ish Govern 

or anything less, than complete zd'i :ondouqe. m recommend 
ment/ He himself had ox -ltis-ot Sarwat Pasha^C, 

should' iLtir the Protectorate over Egypt be lifted, leaving, 
certain 

for Subsequent discussion and eventual settlement subjects 
relating to the British position in Egypt. He had pointed 
t& Hvlft, Governmoht 

out/that this was a most admirable opportunity for' achieving 
a settlement. When this opportunity had not been seized, he" 

had felt that there was no- alternative but to - resign., as the 

views he held were perfectly well icnown in Egypt-. The -point 

at issue, therefore, was that Lord Curzon thought it was 

possible to make a bargain with an Egyptian Government and he. 

was convinced that it was not. Lord kllenby then pointed 

out that Sarwat Pasha1s life would not be worth a fortnightrs 

purchase if he were/bo enter into a bargain-. 



 1i  i . . . . . 

Tho fundamental difference was that Lord Curzon 

thought a bargain could be made and he JcrSftto that it 

oould not. It was essential that tha friends of 

the British Government should not be treated as 

though they wore onomios-. If he had bson permitted 

to offer "tho "terms ho had proposed, he would have had 

to deal with a strong "and friondly Egyptian Ministry, 

vhich was prspar^d to treat h&nostly and openly. It 

was essential to havo a friendly Ministry. Tho sort 

o.f Ministry whioh ho had had to deal with during the 

last throe years had boon politely hostile or else 

morely a Minietryof Affairs, and that had been of no 

value. Lord Alloaby at this point referred in detail 

to some of the Ministries with/which he had to deal, -.. 

culminating in Adly Pasha'T s Ministry, which had resigned 

owing to the failure of the London negotiations. Sarwat 

Pasha was so hopoful of forming a Ministry and the 

prospects had been so bright that ho had actually intended 

to inoltudo one of 2aghlulJs old supporters. Owing to the 

long delay by the British Government, however, in taking its 

decision., the situation had changed. Tho result was the 

non-co-operation manifesto whoso authors Lord Allonby 

arrested. ... Ho had sinco seen them and had told thorn 

to .return to tneir homes and Moop quiet there and had 

given them earning of tho serious danger to which thoy 

wouldbo expo sod if thay did not do so. He had also 

released the five newspapers which he had found it 

necessary to suspend. This had been a salutary lesspn 

end he had no fear of a repetition of this incident. 



0 The fact was that all these Egyptian,leaders were willing 

to baok the favourite tut not if they thought it was going 

to be pulled. One main causo of many of these diffieul

ties had been that Lord Allonby had not been allowed te hang 

Abdol-Rahman Pahmy, who had been condemned to death, in 

the Conspiracy Trial of 1920. 

LORD CUR30N recalled tha tha ohly reason why Abdel-

Rahman Fahmy had not been hanged was that Lord Milner 

had represented that to carry out this sentence would be to 

destroy all chance of a settlement,. 

LORD ALLEN BY said that the reasons did not affect 

the matter, but the fact was that our failure to deal with 

those people had resulted in a reign of terror.. These who 

co-operated with us in their own homes were treated as 

though they wore traitors.' The Egyptian moderates all 

feared that Zaghlul pasha would bo allowed to return. At 

present ho was detained at Aden because the British 

Government were unwilling to charter a ship to take him to 

tha Seychelles. The British Government said that tha 

Egyptian Government ought to pay, but he could not ask the 

Egyptian Government to do so. 

He himself felt tnat Great Britain was strong enough 

-to allow Sgypt to have independence. If this were dene, 

Great Britain would still retain effective guarantees in 

its army, its navy and its position in Egypt. 

As regards tho proposal that Egypt should have its 

own foreign relations against which so much stress had been laid 

in tho past, (in this connection Lord Allenby referred to 
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m&?m$m&9mn of 1914) - t te t -4**m-e$ae*di*ft aaa tha 

prrceetorato was thereby virtually abolishes.. 
LORD CUkZON asked exactly what Lord Alia nby meant by 

this. 

LORD A L L E R B Y replied that this had been part of S&rwat 
Pasha1 s programme. 

LC ID CUEZON agreed that at one point this had been 

conceded on condition that Sarwat Pasha took office.. lord 
then1 . 

Curzon/raised the question as to whether Lord Alienbyrs account 

of what had occurred was quite fair. He recalled that after 

Lord Allenby1s return to Egypt he had been sent a despatch, 
:dated December 3rd, which informed him of the policy adopted

by the British Government. Sarwat Pasha had then put forward 

a programme on which he was willing to take office. Lord 

Gurzon had accepted it. '  h Q had in his possession a telegram 

In whioh Lord Allenby expressed his gratification at this 

acceptance. The British Government had then waited for some t imo fo r 
/Sarwat Pasha to take office.- Lord Allenby had explained 

that Sarwat Pasha was apprehensive cf gaghlui. The British 

Government had then consented that Laghlul should be removed. 

After tha removal ef Zaghlui, Sarwat Pasha had entirely 

changed his terms. Lord Allenby had telegraphed the new 

terms to Cannes and Lord Gurzoh had replied that he would 

give an answer as soon as he got home. The real reason for 

the present difficulties, however, was that 3arwat Pasha had 

been frightened to continue. 

TEE PHIMB MINISTER said that at the moment he would 

like to avoid these controversial points as regards the past. 

He himself had never heard Lord Gurzon express the view that 

any Egyptian Ministry would sign any Treaty. Pirst there 

had been the Report of Lord Milner Ts Committee. The Cabinet 

had rejected this, but had agreed on the abolition 

of the Protectorate, subject to a suitable Treaty being 



concluded with Egypt. Lord .Gurzon had-undertaken, to do his best 

to carry out tuis decision. He had carried on the negotiations 

with Adly Pasha which had failed- Then Lord Allenby had 

tried to obtain a treaty and had'not succeeded. The reason 
Lord Allenby 

of this failure was the one / had given, namely, that Sarwat 

Pasha had been afraid. The Prime Minister then recalled 

that Sir William Hayter - an English offioial in Egypt, had 

written a Memorandum in which he stated that no Egyptian 

Government would ever be willing to sign a Treaty conflicting 

with the policy of the Egyptian Nationalists, This policy 

really amounted to nothing less than complete independence, 

such as was enjoyed by Roumania. Anyone who gave away that 

policy would be regarded' as a traitor and he himself had always 

thought it would be impossible to obtain a treaty . 

LORD ALLENBY agreed. 

THE PRIME MINISTER, continuing, said that if no treaty 

was possible what was to be done? He hoped he was wrong in 

what he believed to be the fundamental difference between 

Lord Allenby and the British Government and if he was wrong, 
it, 

he hoped Lord Allenby would say so. As he understood/the 

position was that the British Government did not intend to give 

up Egypti that is to say, thatspecial interests in and control 

of the British Government over that country. .£e^alt&jst&nding 

the Egyptian attitude and even the attitude of some of the news

papers in this country, they were not willing to give this up. 

Sarwat Pasha, he gathered, was a Turk and a person in whom the 

Egyptian public had little confidence. 

LORD ALLENBY expressed doubts in regard to this. 

THE PRIME MINISTER, continuing, said that in saying this, 

he was only repeating a view which had been expressed to him 

by British and Egyptian residents in Egypt. He was told 

that Egyptian public opinion had not the same respect for 

Sarwat Pasha as they had for Adly Pasha. Still, the choice 

of individuals must rest with the High Commissioner. The 



lino cf difference "between Lord-Allenby and the-^itiisn^&overnmenl; 

appeared to be that the British Government said that the Protec

torate should he abolished, but only on oertain specific terms. 

Lord Allenby said "Bo. Get rid of the Protectorate and then 

the effect will be such that opinion in Egypt will be so mollified 

that the Egyptians will concede your terms." The British Govern

ment said, "No; wo will not let go until we know exactly where 

we are in regard to our terms". Lord Allenby said, "Let go now 

and trust to the off opt of your beau, goate''. If "that was the 

difference, it was fundamental. If the Egyptian Government 

would accept office on the.eeol&ration that they would subse

ouently agree to the British Governmentrs terms, that was a 

different matter. 

MB.AMOS at this point asked permission to intervene to 

say that they were not resting in the hope of creating a good feel

ing. In fact, they were abandoning the Milner policy, but the 
proposed letter to the Sultan provided a modus vivendi which would 
uresorve 

British lotorests intact. 
LOAD ALL Eh BY then referred to the draft letter to the Sultan 

contained Mi his telegram Mo.lt of January 12th, 1922, and said 
adumbrated 

that it was an attempt to put the policy in Lord 

Ourzon1s despatch of December 3rd, in a good light to the 

Egypt ians. 

LOAD GURZON then referred to paragraphs 10 and 11 of the 

despatch. 

THE PRIME MINISTER, after reading the draft letter, said 

that.it confirmed him in the belief that he had previously stated 

Lord Allenby1 s' point of view quite fairly. This letter made 

it clear that the British. Government, without waiting for the 

conclusi on of the treaty, would abolish the Protectorate ana 

rg-Cognise Egypt as a Sovereign State. They would, provide ho 

obstacle to the re-establishment of the Egyptian Ministry of 
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Foreign Affairs, and would abolish the regime of martial law. 

He then quoted paragraph 2.3 as follows 

"As soon as this state of affairs has been 
established His Mage-sty's Government will examine 
in consort (sic) with Egyptian Government and in 
most friendly spirit the conclusion of an agreement 
on following points which will remain for settlement:-. 

A. Security of communications of hritvsh 
Empire. 

B. Defence of Egypt against all foreign 
aggression or interference., d i r e c o r 
indirect. 

0. Protection of foreign interests in Egypt." 
D- The Sudan.-

MR.AMGS said that- the intention of the draft letter 

was that these subjects would be reserved. 

THE B2IMj3 MINISTER asked if there was any point in 

which he had been unfair to lord Allenby1s point of view. 

Mr.Amos had to deal with Egyptian opinion and he and his 
n ecolleagues had to deal, with Parliament..  presumed that 

the procedure would be that the representative of the Foreign 

Office in the House, of Commons would have to Introduce a 

Bill which would provide for the ahculition of martial law, 

tne- withdrawal of tne Protectorate, fc-nd the setting up of 
JEgypt as a Sovereign State --e would be ashed whether there 

were any conditions attached to tneso concessions. The 

reply would be, "No, we have written a letter to the 

Sultan saying that- certain points'were left over for specific 

negotiation," His Government would be quite unable to 

take up such a line in the House of Commons and. aEpolicy 

of this kind would at ence be rejected.



On Mr'; Amos indicating dissent from his 

remarks the Prime Minister asked him to say what 

he would tell the House of Commons, if he were in the 
Prime Minister's place. 

Mr. Amoe said his case would he that the 

British Government held the goods in their 

possession. All the matters which were to he 

reserved for subsequent discussion with the Egyptian 

Government were actually in our hands. He would 

tell Parliament that these matters were reserved for 

future. consideration, and that in the meanwhile 

they were in eur possession. 

The Prime Minister said that there oould be 

nothing worne than to send a letter which the 

Egyptians would understand in one sense and we 

in another. The Cabinet had taken a different view 

of the meaning of the draft letter from that which 

Mr. Amos appeared to take, and he felt sure that the 

Egyptian Government would take the same view as the 
draft letter 

Cabinet. He asked Mr, Am.03 to shew him one word in the/ 

whioh reserved tho statue, quo. 

.--Mr.. Amos said that the status goo was a 6

solid fact, namely the military occupation. 

The Prime Minister pointed out that before 

the war Egypt war not independent. Its sovereignty 

had been vested in Turkey. If this draft letter 

were sent, this sovereignty would be handed over 

to Egypt. That was not maintaining the status quo. 

If it was intended that the status QUO on these 

reserved questions was to be maintained, it would 

be much better to draw up a document which would 

say so. That could easily be done. Ho did not 

wish to have any misunderstandings. If the 

/Government 



Government. mean the same, thing as Lord. Allenby and 
his advisors a document could, and should, be 
drawn up.-which./would, state it clearly and -without 
ambiguity... Was. he..to understand that L-rd Allenby 
did, net intend to let, gc of Egypt? 

Lord Allenby, said his intention had been, 
to state that-there were some things which we were 
willing t*-let:-Egypt have beginning, with the 
Withdrawal c f t he Protectorate. Our guarantee for 
the powers we wished to retain were that we had 
kept the country for 4-0 years and could centime to 
do sa for another 4-b years if we so desired. 
* The\Prime Minister said that if Lord Allenby's 

draft despatch had been approved and sent, every 
fez in Cairo would have been thrown into the air and 
every Egyptian would have interpreted it . as -meaning 
that the British: were to be. cleared out -of.Egypt .and 
that they had entire, independence. His suggestion 
was that two people, one representing Lord Allenby 
and one representing the British.Government, should 
put down, in plain terms exactly what was intended and 
tell-;., the Egyptians.. in clear and definite terras how 
far we were prepared to go. If the Egyptians would 
not. accept, these.-terms then they must:. be told that 
they would have to. - . 

, Lord Allehby said that in that case he could 

not gc back tc Egypt. It was. perfectly well 
known in-Egypt that his policy was as indicated 
in the ..draft letter. 

- - . The Prime Minister"asked if Lord,;Allenby 
considered that Mr. Amos had interpreted the 
letter wrengly. 

Lord Allenby replied in the negative. 
/The Prime Minister 
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The Prime Minister suggested that in this case 

Mr. Amos' interpretation should he put down in 

perfectly clear terms. 

Lord Curzon said that some way might "ca 

found by which an Egyptian Government taking office 

might state clearly and explicitly that they 

interpreted the arrangement in the same way as the 

British Government. 

Mr. Ames pointed out. that the construction 

to he placed on the proposed letter had been clearly 

indicated by the designate$Egyptian Ministers, and 

was recorded in a Prcces Verbal. He mad not thought 

it worth while te trouble the Prime Minister With 

this detailo 

Lord Curzon said that a Prcces Verbal was 

net sufficiently authoritative. His idea was that 

the Ministers on taking office might address a 

letter to the Sultan containing the interpretation 

of the Agreement"in similar terms to those used in 

the Process Verbal,. 

Lord All leuby was certain that Ministers would 

never do this. They -were not sufficiently sure 

that they would be backed up by Great Britain. 

The Prime Minister said that there should be 

no great difficulty in putting - in writing what Mr\. 

Amos had said to. him to-day. He suggested that Mr.0 

1 b 

Amoe should put/in writing himself. He believed 

he was a very gifted writer. 

Mr. Amos said that he was not the author of 

any of the despatches which had been referred to at 

this Meeting. 

/The Prime Minister 



Tb&- "?BkEa*iE^ he was-, t-hexc

Trassar4*W*pg to "be ashaaaed cf in the--doej'M4:d£eg^'bd^eh. 

were very fine -reading; his only cxsnplAint of trie, 

despatches was that.:they did not appear to express 

the interpretat ion: of ..tke droft letter in the 

telegram of 12th. uamxary, placed . n it by Lord 

AifLe-nby. ' - ....; -

MT. Ames "pointed cut that the diplomatic 

situation in Egypt was very different from the 

pel it i cal s itua-t. ion..in Lo ndon. The Br it i sh 

Government, no -doubt, had. its own. particular 

difficulties, but in Egypt they were, threatened 

with the great danger of .a complete breakdown in 
c G *y* *tj q i i*i 

the Government. -- - This would be ' *-o be--fo Ll-Ovr-sd,, 

by a-period" of-annexation since there-vTOuld bo 

nothing else to do. EvenMvokly^hbere would 

inevitably"'be a revereseft cf policy 

The- Prline-̂ £inlet-.x?tr asked -Why-,. 
Mr-. Amos said that j.n-^bec^Tr-^J-^tJA^^;^ 

G^rrerrmbont^'wbculd -come -in whi-xib - woi;ld-. be- unwllilhg

to centinue the difficult situation in Egypt. 

- The Prime Minister said that of course he 

could not say what-a Socialist.Government would do 

if it' came into office, but that apart from this no 

British Government would.he-willing to give.up 

British control over Egypt., 

-""Lord -Allonby. asked if this would be. the case 

for ever, In that event, no Egyptian Government 

would wver accept office..-, 

Mr, Amos said that talk of. annexation filled 

the British Officials working in Egypt with despair. 

' The. Prints itinister asked-whether- the phlioy 

which Mr, Amos favoured would not result,.in rur 

losing all control, of '.%ypt. 

12  /Mr. Amo-sr  7



Mr. Amos replied that i t would not. 1Tb 
' mJ.sapprolooriBi.or^,laad^o od^^u-4uois^.suh jteot-^tu-^nyone 
in Egypt. 

The Prime Minister said that his information 
was that both among Egyptians and foreigners the 
policy Mr, Amos favoured was- twaing. ..interpreted as the 
surrender of "our posit ion there 

Mr.. Amos asked whether people were saying that 
the presentation1of the draft letter would enable the 
Egyptians to call for the withdrawal of the troops. 

The Prime Minister said that the v i e w held was 
that it was an abandonment \f the British position in 
Egypt and trusting to luck.. He c u l d not go to the 
House of Commons with such a policy.. 

Mr, Amos asked how the-position, if the policy 
of the draft letter were adopted-, would differ from the 
position in 1914-. 

.Lord Chrzcn pointed out that it would give Egypt 
her independence, which she had never had before. 

The Prime Minister expressed similar views and 
pointed out that Egypt had never had independence for 
centuries. 

Mr.,. AmwS said that the suzerainty of the Turks 
before the war did not affect the position of Egypt 
vis-a-vis Great Britain. 

Lard Curzon pointed out that the essential 
difference was that Egypt would be given independence 
for the first time. 

The Prime Minister asked Mr. Amos if he was 
willing to put in writing what.he had said verbally. 

Mr. Amos said he was here in a very humble 
capacity. 

The Prime Minister pointed out that Mr. Amos
had tnte-Tvened "-̂ p̂ô riiaiieoû -ly ir the ,.aĉ TOre-ai?rc.n.. He 
had no objection to his ha;vT^3g^k;-hr^id^us-, tut. aa he had 



done' so be hoped, ke vould nol -obj-e-c-t tc, pudrx-dng in 
writing what ae had said. 

Mr. Amos turned to Lord Allenby. 
Lnrd Allenby said he had no objection to Mr. 

Amos doing this.. His own advice had been very 
carefully considered and now had been rejected. Per 
throe years ke had endeavoured to maintain the 
Protectorate, nut without success, and now his advice 
had been rejected for the second time he must ask 
the Prime Minister to accept his resignation. 

The Prime Minister- said ke was not sufficiently 
deal- as to the difference existing between tliem, 

Lord Allonby said that the difference was that 
he insisted on a unilateral declaration, and did not 
believe that any bargain was possible, 

- The Prime Minister said that all he asked was 
that the things should be made clear in the letter 
which Lord Allenby admitted should' be made, clear. 
If Mr. Amos, in consultation with Lord..Allenby. would, 
put in writing the views he had expressed, another 
meeting might be held the same afternoon farther to 
consider the matter. 

The Conference then adjourned until .. ,. 
-. -6 p.m. ,on the-'samedai e * ' 

2,Whitehall Gardens, -S.W./1' 
15th February,1922 ' 
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